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DAHA APPROACH TO ITERATED TORUS LINKS
IVAN CHEREDNIK † AND IVAN DANILENKO
Abstract. We extend the construction of DAHA-Jones polyno-
mials for any reduced root systems and DAHA-superpolynomials
in type A from iterated torus knots (our previous paper) to links,
including arbitrary algebraic links. Such a passage essentially cor-
responds to the usage of the products of Macdonald polynomi-
als and is directly connected to the splice diagrams (Neumann et
al.). The specialization t = q of our superpolynomials results in
the HOMFLY-PT polynomials. The relation of our construction
to the stable Khovanov-Rozansky polynomials and the so-called
ORS-polynomials of the corresponding plane curve singularities is
expected for algebraic links in the uncolored case. These 2 con-
nections are less certain, since the Khovanov-Rozansky theory for
links is not sufficiently developed and the ORS polynomials are
quite involved. However we provide some confirmations. For Hopf
links, our construction produces the DAHA-vertex, similar to the
refined topological vertex, which is an important part of our work.
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0. Introduction
We extend the construction from [ChD] of the DAHA-Jones poly-
nomials (any reduced root systems) and the DAHA superpolynomials
in type A from knots to iterated torus links , including all algebraic
links. There is solid evidence that under t=q our polynomials become
correspondingly the Quantum Group (WRT) invariants of such links.
This was checked in particular cases in [Ch2, ChD] using [Ste1] and
proper variants of the Rosso-Jones formula ; see [RJ, Mo, ChE]. For
the HOMFLY-PT polynomials , this coincidence was recently verified
via the approach from [MS] (they proved it for iterated torus knots).
This paper is devoted to the DAHA-Jones theory (for generic q, t).
Our main technical tool is the switch from the Macdonald polyno-
mials in the DAHA-Jones theory from [Ch2] and further works to their
products, considered in terms of X and in terms of Y . The projective
action of GL2(Z) in DAHA is the key here. The Hopf links play an
important role in our work; they directly lead to the DAHA-vertex ,
similar to the refined topological vertex . See [GIKV, AKMV, AFS],
but no exact relation to these papers is expected because we do a dif-
ferent version of the Macdonald theory (fixed root systems). Though
the topological 2–vertex from [AKMV] is connected to our one.
Due to the novelty of the direction we present in this work, explicit
examples are its very important part. We note that the products of
Macdonald polynomials in the context of superpolynomials of links ap-
peared in physics works. See for instance [GIKV] (the uncolored Hopf
2–link) and especially Section 4.3 from [DMS]; our superpolynomials
match those suggested there (for simple multiple torus knots).
0.1. Overview. Let try to put our work into perspective.
0.1.1. Topological connections. The relation of our construction to the
HOMFLY-PT homology [KhR1, KhR2, Kh, Ras] is not too certain,
since the theory of the latter for links and with colors is not sufficiently
developed. Nevertheless, we conjecture the coincidence of our super-
polynomials (type A) with the stable Khovanov-Rozansky polynomials
for algebraic uncolored links in the unreduced setting.
We also establish some relation to the reduced Khovanov polynomials
(for sl2) for small iterated links, not only algebraic. The reduction to sl2
is actually a special case of the approach from [DGR] and [Ch2, ChD],
which is based on the theory of differentials from [Kh, Ras]. We can
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recover certain (reduced) Khovanov-Rozansky polynomials for small
links directly from the corresponding DAHA-Jones polynomials.
There is a fundamental connection of our construction with the splice
diagrams from [EN]; we mainly use them in the form of pairs of in-
cidence graphs , which are collections of labeled trees. The trees with
strict positivity of r, s (and under certain further conditions in the case
of twisted unions ) describe the links of germs of any plane curve singu-
larities. As for non-algebraic links, the simplest (and important) exam-
ple is the so-called Hopf κ–link, which corresponds to the tree with one
vertex labeled by [1,−1] and κ arrowheads (with arbitrary colors). The
topological symmetries of links and the corresponding splice diagrams
appeared equivalent to the invariance of the polynomial representation
of DAHA under the automorphisms τ−, η, σ
2, ι and the ϕ–invariance
of the DAHA-coinvariant . See Section 1.3 for the definitions.
For the Hopf 3–links (3–fibers of the Hopf fibration), the corre-
sponding DAHA-Jones polynomials and superpolynomials constitute
the topological DAHA-vertex . They satisfy important associativity
identities, generalizing those from paper [ChF] on the nil-DAHA ap-
proach to the Rogers-Ramanujan sums (upon the limit t→ 0).
This associativity we establish is an interesting q, t–generalization
(with an additional parameter a for superpolynomials) of the relations
for the so-called 3j–symbols. The Macdonald polynomials times the
powers of Gaussians are the key here. This power is the level of the
theory; it is 0 for the q, t–deformation of the 3j–symbols. The con-
struction possesses the permutation invariance, which is important in
TQFT , and the associativity (3.31). To be exact, the latter holds for
the Hopf 3–links with the linking numbers 1, 1,−1 . The standard
Hopf 3–links with the linking numbers −1,−1,−1 result in the S3–
invariance; and then the associativity must be properly adjusted.
Not all solvable links in S3 can be obtained by our construction, but
all algebraic links are reached [EN]. The basic algebraic example is
T (κ r, κ s), described by the tree with one vertex labeled by [r, s] and κ
arrowheads colored by dominant weights. Our labels are Newton pairs
[r, s], which however allowed to be negative. They naturally emerge in
our construction vs. the “topological” a, r–pairs.
0.1.2. Algebraic links. For algebraic links, we conjecture in the uncol-
ored case (i.e. for the fundamental representation) that unreduced
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DAHA-superpolynomials, defined as the series Ĥmin/(1− t)κ−1 for re-
duced ones Ĥmin are proportional to Palg from [ORS] defined in terms
of the nested Hilbert schemes of (the germs of) plane curve singulari-
ties C. This is not simple to verify; the weight filtration , which is the
key ingredient of the ORS polynomials, is generally quite involved.
Generalizing Conjecture 2 in [ObS] (extended to arbitrary colors and
proved in [Ma]), the ORS conjecture from [ORS] claims the connection
of their polynomial to the Poincare` polynomial PKhR(Link of C) of
the unreduced triply-graded HOMFLY-PT homology of Khovanov and
Rozansky. This was stated there for any algebraic uncolored links.
Thus we have three independent mathematical constructions of link
superpolynomials, presumably coinciding (up to normalization) with
each other in the case of uncolored algebraic links. The DAHA con-
struction is certainly the simplest theoretically and practically and it
works for any root systems and with arbitrary colors. Finding PKhR is
an involved task, even for simple knots (and quite a challenge for links
and with non-trivial colors). The polynomials Palg are sophisticated
too, though the super-duality and some other important symmetries
were checked for them [ORS], which match those in the DAHA theory.
There is also the 4th important approach based on the rational DAHA
[Gor, GORS], but it is restricted to torus knots.
We mainly omit in this work the Jacobian factors of plane curve sin-
gularities. The conjectural relation of the reduced DAHA superpoly-
nomials under a = 0, q = 1 to the Betti numbers of Jacobian factors
of unibranch C played an important role in [ChD]. The passage from
algebraic knots to links does not add too much new here. The DAHA-
superpolynomials at q = 1 (the case of the trivial center charge) are
products of those over the branches; the corresponding product formula
for the Betti numbers is geometrically obvious.
0.1.3. Our construction. The data are the pairs of incidence graphs
{L, ′L} , a unions of subtrees, which are labeled, colored and with
arrowheads; see Section 4.3 for the splice interpretation. The labels
are Newton pairs, lifted to γ ∈ GL2(Z) and interpreted as DAHA-
automorphisms γ̂. We check that the final formulas do not depend on
the flexibility here and, moreover, depend only on the corresponding
link, which is quite a confirmation of the connections with topology.
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The tree structure and labels determine which products of the corre-
sponding polynomials must be considered and which γ must be applied;
the resulting DAHA operators (γ act only in HH) are always projected
onto its polynomial representation before the next step [ChD]. In the
presence of ′L , we replace X by Y ∓1 in the pre-polynomial for ′L, ′L∨
and apply this operator to the pre-polynomial for L. The DAHA-
coinvariant is applied to the last pre-polynomial.
In the simplest case of the κ–fold torus knot T (κr, κs), there is no
′L and the matrix γ is an arbitrary lift of (r, s)tr considered as its first
column. It is then lifted to the corresponding DAHA automorphism
γ̂ and is applied to the product of Macdonald polynomials for the
dominant weights assigned to the κ arrowheads.
The usage of Y ∓1 for ′L, ′L∨ is connected with adding the meridian
in topology. The sign corresponds to the orientation. Our positivity
claim from Part (ii) of the Connection Conjecture 5.3 and formula
(5.40) for dega from Theorem 5.1 are expected to hold only for Y
+1
there (i.e. with ∨). The classical Hopf links are with the pairwise
linking numbers −1, i.e. for Y −1; the positivity of the corresponding
series Ĥmin/((1−t)(1−q))M does not hold for them.
0.1.4. DAHA theory. The algebraic properties of the DAHA-Jones poly-
nomials and DAHA-superpolynomials from [Ch2, GN, Ch3, ChD] can
be fully extended to arbitrary iterated torus links , which includes the
polynomiality, duality, special values at q = 1, the color exchange and
further symmetries. The main new feature (vs. knots) is that the
construction now depends on the choice of the q, t–integral form of the
Macdonald polynomials. The normalization is the division by the LCM
of all evaluations of the Macdonald polynomials involved. Upon this
division, the notation is JDmin and Ĥmin (for the superpolynomials).
The integral form does not matter if only one color is involved, say in
the case of knots.
Algebraically, Ĥmin is very reasonable because all colors are on equal
footing in its definition and this is a natural setting for our polynomi-
ality theorem. However Ĥmin seems generally too “small” to be inter-
preted topologically. Namely, the reduced HOMFLY-PT polynomial
(t = q) requires picking one of the branches and then the division by
the evaluation of the corresponding Macdonald polynomial, not by the
total LCM . The unreduced HOMFLY-PT polynomials are without any
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divisions at all. They are topological, but have poles for links with re-
spect to q; so must be generally considered as q–series. Let us comment
a little on the HOMFLY-PT polynomials in the case t = q.
The Macdonald P–polynomials becomes Schur functions; they do
not depend on q as t= q. So no integral form is needed in the DAHA
approach to QG/WRT-invariants for t=q. The unreduced HOMFLY-
PT polynomials are then uniquely recovered from the corresponding
QG–invariants for (all) An upon the substitution a = q
n+1 for any n
(or any infinite sequence of them). This can be considered as a def-
inition of HOMFLY-PT polynomials; another approach is based on
the theory of the Skein. The corresponding QG–invariants are q–
polynomials (without denominators). However their a–stabilizations
are generally rational in terms of q. Thus we need to switch to the
(infinite) q–expansion to make the coefficients of HOMFLY-PT poly-
nomials meaningful geometrically and topologically simply because of
the a–stabilization. Such unreduced setting is not necessary for knots.
Generally we use the J–polynomials in this paper instead of P–
polynomials, which provides the absence of the denominators in the
DAHA superpolynomials. We note that the corresponding Ĥmin are
not always irreducible as polynomials of a, q, t±1; they are really mini-
mal possible (irreducible) only for sufficiently small dominant weights.
The J–polynomials have no exact counterparts for arbitrary root
systems. However the QG–invariants are well defined for any root
systems. Therefore the refined theory of such invariants can be ex-
pected to involve certain theory of J–polynomials. Unfortunately the
q, t–integral forms of the Macdonald P–polynomials are not generally
settled for arbitrary root systems. Following [Ch5], we prove that the
spherical P–polynomials become q, t–integral upon multiplication by
certain products of q, t–binomials of multiplicity one (with a minor
reservation for the root systems D2m). This is for nonsymmetric and
symmetric Macdonald polynomials, which provides an important tech-
nical tool in the theory of the decomposition of the polynomial DAHA
representation and is of independent algebraic interest. For instance,
this can be used to simplify and generalize the theory from [Ch5] among
other applications. Some relations to [HHL],[RY],[OS] can be expected.
The corresponding q, t–integral polynomials seem as close as possible
to the Macdonald J–polynomials. The latter are actually not minimal
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as q, t–integral ones; the focus of their theory is the stabilization and
positivity (not only the q, t–integrality). Say for t = q, they are greater
than the Macdonald P–polynomials, which are Schur functions. The
main deviation of our modified J–polynomials, denoted by P˜ in this
work, from the classical J–theory in type A is that our construction
is naturally invariant with respect to the automorphism ι = −w0 for
the element of maximal length w0 ∈ W . This is not the case for the
J–polynomials; their stabilization property is incompatible with ι.
0.2. Brief history. Due to the novelty of the DAHA-Jones theory,
a brief account of the history of this (very recent) direction can be
useful to the readers. We will not discuss other instances of using Mac-
donald polynomials and DAHA in algebra, geometry, topology and
physics; there are quite a few now (including String Theory, rational
DAHA, Hilbert schemes and so on). The focus of this section will be
on using q, t–DAHA in Knot Theory and related theory of plain curve
singularities, especially on the applications to the refined WRT invari-
ants, HOMFLY-PT polynomials and HOMFLY-PT homology (stable
Khovanov-Rozansky polynomials) and on using the splice diagrams.
0.2.1. Torus knots via DAHA. Using the Macdonald polynomials instead
of Schur functions in the so-called knot opertators was suggested in
[AS], which directly influenced [Ch2]. These operators naturally ap-
pear in the approach to the Jones and WRT invariants of torus knots
via Conformal Field Theory. See [Ste1, Ch2, GN, Ch3]. The main diffi-
culty of the construction of [AS] was the usage of roots of unity, similar
to that in Verlinde algebra (when t = q). Even the simplest ingredi-
ent needed there, the refined Verlinde S operator, requires knowing
all Macdonald polynomials at roots of unity that occur in the corre-
sponding perfect modules. They are quite non-trivial beyond A1; one
generally needs any An to find the superpolynomial. A related problem
is that t must be generally an integral power of q to ensure the existence
of the PSL(2,Z)– action in the corresponding DAHA-module.
There are some formulas for the (coefficients of) Macdonald poly-
nomials for An(n > 1), but they are very involved theoretically and
practically; see e.g. [HHL]. In spite of such obvious difficulties, the au-
thors demonstrated that their calculations for the simplest torus knots
match known or conjectured formulas (upon their restriction to roots of
unity) for the superpolynomials from topology or physics papers. The
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superpolynomials are relatively simple for the simplest torus knots, say
1+ qt+ aq for the uncolored trefoil; they are generally very non-trivial
apart from the family T (2m+ 1, 2) even in the absence of colors.
Let us mention that the refined S operator taken alone, already quite
involved, results only in the unknot (with the trivial superpolynomial).
The whole projective unitary action of PSL2(Z) in perfect modules,
also called refined (generalized) Verlinde algebras, is needed in this
approach, which is due to Cherednik and A. Kirillov Jr. This makes
using perfect DAHA modules here difficult, even if the latest software
(like SAGE) is employed for the Macdonald polynomials.
The lift of the formulas at roots of unity q, t to generic q, t is always
quite a challenge (including the Verlinde algebras, i.e. in the unrefined
theory), unless the existence of the superpolynomials and the bounds
for the degrees of q, t, a are a priori known. The rank stabilization
(associated with a) has its own challenges too, even for generic q, t.
Also, we do any colors and non-torus iterated knots/links.
These problems were resolved (actually bypassed) in [Ch2], which
eliminated the usage of roots of unity and was written for any torus
knots, arbitrary reduced root systems and dominant weights (colors).
It was a significant development and the beginning of the DAHA-Jones
theory. The construction of [AS] results from that from [Ch2] simply
because the projective action of PSL2(Z) in DAHA reduces to that in
its perfect modules (a standard theorem from [Ch1]); no other justifi-
cation of this connection with [AS] is necessary.
The coincidence with the HOMFLY-PT polynomials (as t = q) for
torus knots was proven in [Ch2] and the connections were conjectured
with the (colored) WRT-invariants for any root systems and reduced
uncolored stable Khovanov-Rozansky polynomials (the Poincare` poly-
nomials of the HOMFLY-PT homology). The latter are quite involved;
not many explicit formulas are known for them. Quite a few uncolored
and colored DAHA superpolynomials were calculated in this paper, as
well as the refined Quantum Group (WRT) invariants for the classical
and exceptional root systems.
As one of the applications, the refined QG invariants of types E6,7,8
for minuscule and quasi-minuscule weights and simplest torus knots
were calculated in [Ch2], conjecturally coinciding with the correspond-
ing QG invariants at t = q (confirmed for E6 by Ross Elliot via the
Rosso-Jones formula).
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Let us mention that the (projective) action of PSL2(Z) in DAHA is
a generalization of the action of PSL2(C) in the Heisenberg algebra;
DAHA is its certain deformation. The key obstacle in classical theory
of Fourier-Hankel transform is that there is no action of PSL2(C) in the
Fock representation. This remains the same in DAHA theory, unless
upon the reduction to perfect modules (generalized Verlinde algebras).
Fortunately, such a reduction appeared unnecessary for DAHA-Jones
theory and DAHA superpolynomials.
Concerning the current status of conjectures from [Ch2], practi-
cally all “intrinsic” ones about the existence and the structure of the
DAHA-Jones polynomials and DAHA-superpolynomials (the A-case)
were proved in [Ch3, GN]. The only conjecture in type A from this
paper that remains open by now is the positivity of the DAHA super-
polynomials for rectangle Young diagrams. There are recent geometric
developments here (but no proof so far).
The existence of the DAHA-hyperpolynomials in types B,C,D and
their symmetries remain open, though the approach from [Ch2] (based
on [SV]) can be extended to this case and there is a sketch of the proof of
hyper-duality in [Ch3]. In type D, the Kauffman polynomials (instead
of the HOMFLY-PT ones) were conjectured in [Ch2] to coincide with
the DAHA-Jones polynomials as t=q; this is justified by now.
We note that some of the symmetries of superpolynomials were sug-
gested by physicists. The most interesting one is the super-duality con-
jectured in [GS]. This conjecture became rigorous and for any Young
diagram in the DAHA setting [Ch2]. In String Theory, the super-
duality is related to the approach to the refined Chern-Simons-Witten
theory via theM5– theory; the action of C∗×C∗ there is naturally asso-
ciated with parameters q, t. See also e.g. [DGR, AS, DMS] concerning
various physics aspects and formulas.
The DAHA super-duality for torus knots was proven in [GN] (see
[Ch3] for an approach via roots of unity) together with a justification
of the stabilization of the DAHA-Jones polynomials in type A, which
was announced in [Ch2] as a theorem. The switch from the Macdonald
polynomials of type An to the so-called J–polynomials (the stable ones)
in [GN] is important. The J–polynomials can be avoided for knots, but
are absolutely necessary for links (our present work).
0.2.2. From torus knots to iterated links. The main demerit of the DAHA-
Jones theory after [AS, Ch2, GN, Ch3] was its restrictions to torus
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knots. Arbitrary algebraic knots and links (not only torus ones) are
very much needed because of many reasons.
First of all, this generalization is necessary to employ the technique
of physically inspired theory of the resolved conifold , and its monoidal-
type transformations, used in [Ma] to prove the OS conjecture from
[ObS]. Second, there are significant links to the Fundamental Lemma
and related algebraic geometry of rational planar curves, with various
implications within and beyond the Langlands Program.
Third, the topological reasons for the switch from torus knots to any
iterated torus links are quite obvious. This class of links is closed with
respect to the cabling , one of the major operations in Knot Theory. We
recall that all algebraic links are cables of unknot. However iterated
torus knots and links are generally non-algebraic. It is known which
ones are algebraic (see [EN]), but this is far from trivial, especially
for links. The present paper is mostly written for any iterated torus
links (not only algebraic), though the positivity conjectures for links
generally require the algebraic ones (and the unreduced setting).
The topological perspective is very important here since the super-
polynomials (of any origin, geometric, algebraic or physical) presum-
ably coincide with the stable Khovanov-Rozansky polynomials. The
theory of such polynomials and HOMFLY-PT homology is mainly re-
stricted now to uncolored knots (unless for the Khovanov sl2 homol-
ogy). There are recent developments, including [WW] and the ap-
proach based on the Howe duality, that allow in principle to incorporate
colors, but technical difficulties remain very serious. The Khovanov-
Rozansky theory and categorification are of course for all knots, not
only for cables, the level DAHA have reached so far.
The passage to arbitrary torus iterated knots from torus knots was
an important step of the DAHA approach. Let us mention that we
expected our theory in [ChD] to be connected with paper [Sam], but
this did not materialize. We failed to understand the approach used
in [Sam] for q 6= t. In contrast to [ChD], this paper is for A1 only,
but nevertheless his polynomials Jn have significant q, t–denominators,
which is not what can be expected. The polynomiality of DAHA-
Jones polynomials is the key in [Ch2] and further works, including this
one. The examples of his J2–polynomials for Cab(±5, 2)T (3, 2) from
Section 5.2 (ibid.) are very different from our ones for the same cables
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as q 6= t (and we do not understand how they were obtained and cannot
reproduce them ourselves). See Section 4 of [ChD].
0.2.3. Using the Skein. Let us discuss paper [MS]. As t=q, the authors
establish the connection of the Skein of the torus with the Elliptic Hall
algebra [SV]. This implies (through quite a few technical steps) the
coincidence of the DAHA superpolynomials of arbitrary torus iterated
knots at t=q with the corresponding HOMFLY-PT polynomials. This
was established for any iterated torus knots for A1 in [ChD] and for
any torus knots in [Ch2] in the case of arbitrary An (and therefore for
the HOMFLY-PT polynomials). It is now checked for the Kauffman
polynomials too (this is the DAHA D–case; see [Ch2]).
We note that the exact framing factor (a power of q, a) is missing
in [MS] in contrast to [ChD] (for A1). Also, a nonstandard framing
in [MS], which makes their construction directly in terms of Newton’s
pairs (vs. the “topological” a, r-parameters), potentially creates prob-
lems with the isotopy equivalence (they refer to our algebraic proof of
the topological invariance).
Using the Seifert framing , which extends the framing used in [MS]
(Definition 7.1) from knots to links, the splice diagrams [EN], and the
interpretation of the DAHA-multiplication via link operations, we can
extend Section 7.1 of [MS] from iterated torus knots considered there to
arbitrary (colored) torus iterated links . For instance, the multiplication
by Jλ(X) for a Macdonald polynomial is essentially adding an unknot
colored by λ; also, applying Jλ(Y ) to a pre-polynomial is interpreted
as adding a meridian. These are standard facts in the theory of skein
(Morton and others) and they are actually the key for the passage from
knots to links (from [ChD] to this paper). Thus, Conjecture 5.3, (i)
below (for t= q) becomes a theorem if our present paper is combined
with [MS]; we will provide the details elsewhere.
This coincidence is the A–case of the conjectured connections of the
DAHA-Jones polynomials at t = q with the general WRT-invariants
for arbitrary root systems and for any dominant weights. They do not
seem very difficult to justify (including torus iterated links ) using the
Rosso-Jones cabling formula [RJ] and the DAHA shift operator, as it
was demonstrated in [Ch2, ChD, ChE]. We have a sketch of such a
justification for An and Ross Elliot can essentially do this for general
root systems (unpublished). Another approach here is via CFT and
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Verlinde algebras, but it seems more involved. Using the skein provides
a justification “without calculations” (thought there were quite a few
steps in [MS] to verify), but this is restricted only to the case of An.
Summary. Let us briefly summarize the main points discussed above.
The passage from knots to arbitrary torus iterated links in our present
paper is an important step in the DAHA-Jones theory. This is ab-
solutely necessary from the topological-geometric perspective, for in-
stance for reaching the invariants of 3-folds (via framed links). Also,
adding colors in Knot Theory is closely related to the passage from
knots to links. The multi-brunch plane curve singularities are very
important in its own right (including the Fundamental Lemma). One
more direction to be mentioned, is the physical and mathematical the-
ory of topological vertex based on Hopf links. Algebraically, the DAHA
theory of torus iterated links we present here seems reasonably com-
plete; we use it to approach the q, t–Skein at the end of the paper.
0.2.4. Splice diagrams. There is a long history of using combinato-
rial/graphic presentations of knots, links and related 3-folds. Algebraic
links are of great interest here, since they are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the plane curve singularities. Splice diagrams suggested by
Neumann and systematically developed in [EN] appeared a great tool
for us. They were aimed at Seifert manifolds (and their plumbing).
This generality is beyond our paper; we assume that the links are in
S3, not in an arbitrary homology 3-sphere.
The main result of [EN] is that the splice diagrams are isotopy invari-
ants of the corresponding links and describe all of them. See Theorems
9.2, 9.4 in [EN], Section 4.3 below and the Appendix A on splice dia-
grams. We note that our method does not produce all splice diagrams
of solvable type; but all algebraic links can be reached.
The key operation from [EN] is splicing ; it provides large families of
links. Other operations can be mainly considered as its special cases.
The cabling and twisted unions play the major role in the DAHA ap-
proach to torus iterated links. The other operations (in our context)
are erasing components, orientation reversion, and disjoint sums. The
isotopy invariance of our construction is stated in Theorem 4.3,(ii) for
DAHA-Jones polynomials (any root systems) and in Theorem 5.1, (ii)
for the superpolynomials.
The justification of the topological symmetries from Theorem 4.3,(ii)
is essentially parallel to Theorem 1.2 from [Ch3]. Namely, it is proven
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there that the DAHA-Jones polynomials JD (and superpolynomials)
are the same for the torus knots T (r, s) and T (s, r). This coincidence,
the triviality of these polynomials for T (r, 1) and the effect of mirror-
ing (changing q, t to q−1, t−1 when r 7→ −r) are the only topological
symmetries in the small universe of torus knots. These facts were de-
duced in [Ch3] from the properties of the DAHA involutions. We note
that the symmetry T (r, s) ↔ T (s, r) can be far from obvious in other
approaches to superpolynomials (say, when rational DAHA is used for
obtaining such polynomials).
When switching to torus iterated knots, one also needs to check
that the torus knot T (r, mr + s) results in the same DAHA-Jones and
superpolynomials as the iterated knots corresponding to the Newton
pairs [1, m], [r, s] (the latter is employed the first). This is the key
new symmetry here. Topologically, T (r, mr + s) is obviously isotopic
to Cab(mr + s, r)T (1, m) since T (1, m) is unknot. The corresponding
relation for the JD–polynomials readily follows from the commutativity
τm− (associated with [1, m]) with the projection ⇓ onto the polynomial
representations, which is equivalent to the fact that τ− acts in this
representation [Ch1]. Other symmetries are due to applying η, ι, σ2
inside the DAHA coinvariant; they are compatible with the projection
⇓ as well. We also constantly use the ϕ–invariance of the coinvariant.
Generalizing the theory from [Ch3, ChD] to arbitrary torus iterated
links, the major (additional) fact needed for the isotopy invariance of
our construction is Theorem 3.9, which states that{
τ−1− (f), τ
−1
− (g)
}
ev
=
{
τ−1− (fg)
}
ev
=
{
τ−1−
(
f(X)g(X)
)}
ev
for arbitrary f = f(X), g = g(X) and the evaluation pairing {f, g}ev =
{f(Y −1)
(
g(X)
)
}ev, where {·}ev is the DAHA coinvariant.
All other symmetries are either straightforward or follow from this
theorem and the theorems mentioned above for torus iterated knots
(based on the action of ϕ, η, τ− and σ
2). For instance, applying ϕ
provides switching the components in the pairs of trees {L,′L}; see
(4.24) for the exact relation.
The pairs of trees give a very natural way to encode the DAHA
invariants, which corresponds to the consideration of splice diagrams
with marked edges in the terminology of [EN]. The marked edge shows
the place where the DAHA coinvariant will be applied to the last pre-
polynomial . I.e. this gives the last step of our calculation. In the case
of a single tree, the last edge is marked (connecting the last vertex with
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one of the leaves from it in the language of splice diagrams); the tree
for an iterated knot is simply a path with an arrow at its end and leaves
at the vertices [ChD].
The isotopy invariance of DAHA-Jones polynomials (and superpoly-
nomials) includes the proof of their independence of the choice of the
marked edge; this is the key new feature when doing links. Assuming
that the graph is connected, it suffices to check that adjacent marked
edges give the same. And this follows directly from the symmetries dis-
cussed above, including Theorem 3.9 and the equivalence of T (r, s) and
T (s, r) (the transposition of a leaf and an edge from the same vertex in
the terminology of [EN]).
A typical and instructional example of using Theorem 3.9 is the
coincidence of the superpolynomials for the link from (9.1) and that
for the cable
(
Cab(2, 3)Cab(−1, 0)
)
T (1,−1) from (9.4). We provide
there a direct DAHA deduction of the corresponding symmetry and its
interpretation in terms of splice diagrams. There are many examples of
this kind in the paper. For instance, the link
(
Cab(8, 3)Cab(0, 1)
)
T (2, 1)
from (8.8) and (9.10) is considered in full detail.
0.2.5. Conclusion. As we tried to demonstrate, the extension of [Ch2,
GN, Ch3, ChD] from knots to torus iterated links in this paper (any
reduced systems and weights) is an important step with various possible
applications in Knot Theory and theory of plane curve singularities.
Using links seems inevitable here for any self-consistent theory. Even
the simplest of them are quite valuable; say, the Hopf links govern the
new theory of DAHA-vertex.
One of the applications of links is the approach to the toric q, t–Skein
we suggest at the end of the paper, based on generalized twisted unions;
see Section 9.5. The DAHA knot operators are certain (symmetric)
elements in HH corresponding to links L. Their matrix elements are
essentially the superpolynomials of the links that are obtained from
given L by adding two probe links “on the left and on the right”. This
direction will be continued in our further works.
Due to the novelty of the presented theory, we provide many exam-
ples, including detailed analysis of algebraic and topological symme-
tries. The numerical formulas are important. We selected the most
instructional ones; each and every serves some purpose. The theory of
algebraic/iterated links is quite ramified and we need to demonstrate
its range (and related DAHA features) theoretically and practically.
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The DAHA approach provides a unique way of obtaining the super-
polynomials for arbitrary colored iterated links; we think that explicit
formulas can help researches from neighboring fields, including various
divisions of Macdonald theory and DAHA theory.
The intrinsic algebraic theory of DAHA-Jones polynomials and the
theory of DAHA superpolynomials in type A is sufficiently well devel-
oped by now (we think, better than other approaches to superpolyno-
mials). This includes the key q, t±1, a–polynomiality of DAHA-Jones
polynomials, the super-duality and quite a few other (proven) proper-
ties. We expect that the passage to links in this paper is an important
step toward the theory of refined invariants of Seifert 3–manifolds and
related toric-type surfaces, hopefully including significant applications
in Number Theory.
1. Double Hecke algebras
1.1. Affine root systems. Let R = {α} ⊂ Rn be a root system of
type An, . . . ,G2 with respect to a euclidean form (z, z
′) on Rn ∋ z, z′,W
the Weyl group generated by the reflections sα, R+ the set of positive
roots corresponding to fixed simple roots α1, ..., αn; R− = −R+. The
form is normalized by the condition (α, α) = 2 for short roots. The
weight lattices are P = ⊕ni=1Zωi, where {ωi} are fundamental weights:
(ωi, α
∨
j ) = δij for the coroots α
∨ = 2α/(α, α). The root lattice is Q =
⊕ni=1Zαi. Replacing Z by Z± = {m ∈ Z,±m ≥ 0}, we obtain P±, Q±.
See e.g., [Bo] or [Ch1].
Setting να
def
== (α, α)/2, the vectors α˜ = [α, ναj] ∈ R
n × R ⊂ Rn+1
for α ∈ R, j ∈ Z form the twisted affine root system R˜ ⊃ R, where
z ∈ Rn are identified with [z, 0]. We add α0
def
== [−ϑ, 1] to the simple
roots for the maximal short root ϑ ∈ R+. The corresponding set R˜+ of
positive roots is R+ ∪ {[α, ναj], α ∈ R, j > 0}.
The set of the indices of the images of α0 by all automorphisms of the
affine Dynkin diagram will be denoted by O (O = {0} for E8, F4, G2).
Let O′
def
== {r ∈ O, r 6= 0}. The elements ωr for r ∈ O′ are minuscule
weights , defined by the inequalities (ωr, α
∨) ≤ 1 for all α ∈ R+. We
set ω0 = 0 for the sake of uniformity.
Affine Weyl groups Given α˜ = [α, ναj] ∈ R˜, b ∈ P , let
sα˜(z˜) = z˜ − (z, α
∨)α˜, b′(z˜) = [z, ζ − (z, b)](1.1)
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for z˜ = [z, ζ ] ∈ Rn+1. The affine Weyl group W˜ = 〈sα˜, α˜ ∈ R˜+〉) is the
semidirect product W⋉Q of its subgroups W = 〈sα, α ∈ R+〉 and Q,
where α is identified with
sαs[α, να] = s[−α, να]sα for α ∈ R.
The extended Weyl group Ŵ is W⋉P , where the corresponding ac-
tion is
(wb)([z, ζ ]) = [w(z), ζ − (z, b)] for w ∈ W, b ∈ P.(1.2)
It is isomorphic to W˜⋉Π for Π
def
== P/Q. The latter group consists of
π0 =id and the images πr of minuscule ωr in P/Q. Note that π
−1
r is πrι
and u−1r is urι, where ι is the standard involution (sometimes trivial) of
the nonaffine Dynkin diagram, induced by αi 7→ −w0(αi). Generally
ι(b) = −w0(b) = bι, where w0 is the longest element in W .
The group Π is naturally identified with the subgroup of Ŵ of the
elements of the length zero; the length is defined as follows:
l(ŵ) = |Λ(ŵ)| for Λ(ŵ)
def
== R˜+ ∩ ŵ
−1(−R˜+).
One has ωr = πrur for r ∈ O′, where ur is the element u ∈ W of
minimal length such that u(ωr) ∈ P−, equivalently, w = w0u is of
maximal length such that w(ωr) ∈ P+. The elements ur are very
explicit. Let wr0 be the longest element in the subgroup W
r
0 ⊂ W
of the elements preserving ωr; this subgroup is generated by simple
reflections. One has:
ur = w0w
r
0 and (ur)
−1 = wr0w0 = urι for r ∈ O.(1.3)
Setting ŵ = πrw˜ ∈ Ŵ for πr ∈ Π, w˜ ∈ W˜ , l(ŵ) coincides with
the length of any reduced decomposition of w˜ in terms of the simple
reflections si, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus Π is a subgroup of Ŵ of the elements of
length 0.
1.2. Definition of DAHA. We follow [Ch3, Ch2, Ch1]. Let m be the
least natural number such that (P, P ) = (1/m)Z. Thus m = |Π| unless
m = 2 for D2k and m = 1 for B2k, Ck.
The double affine Hecke algebra, DAHA , depends on the parameters
q, tν (ν ∈ {να}) and will be defined over the ring Zq,t
def
== Z[q±1/m, t±1/2ν ]
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formed by polynomials in terms of q±1/m and {t±1/2ν }. Note that the
coefficients of the Macdonald polynomials will belong to Q(q, tν).
For α˜ = [α, ναj] ∈ R˜, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, we set
tα˜ = tα = tνα = q
kν
α , qα˜ = q
να, ti = tαi , qi = qαi ,(1.4)
Also, using here (and below) sht, lng instead of ν, we set
ρk
def
==
1
2
∑
α>0
kαα = kshtρsht+klngρlng, ρν =
1
2
∑
να=ν
α =
∑
νi=ν, i>0
ωi.
For pairwise commutative X1, . . . , Xn,
Xb˜
def
==
n∏
i=1
X lii q
j if b˜ = [b, j], ŵ(Xb˜) = Xŵ(˜b),(1.5)
where b =
n∑
i=1
liωi ∈ P, j ∈
1
m
Z, ŵ ∈ Ŵ .
For instance, X0
def
== Xα0 = qX
−1
ϑ .
Recall that ωr = πrur for r ∈ O
′ (see above) and that π−1r = πι(i),
where ι here is the standard involution of the nonaffine Dynkin dia-
gram. Finally, we set mij = 2, 3, 4, 6 when the number of links between
αi and αj in the affine Dynkin diagram is 0, 1, 2, 3.
Definition 1.1. The double affine Hecke algebra HH is generated over
Zq,t by the elements {Ti, 0 ≤ i ≤ n}, pairwise commutative {Xb, b ∈
P} satisfying (1.5) and the group Π, where the following relations are
imposed:
(o) (Ti − t
1/2
i )(Ti + t
−1/2
i ) = 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ n;
(i) TiTjTi... = TjTiTj ..., mij factors on each side;
(ii) πrTiπ
−1
r = Tj if πr(αi) = αj;
(iii) TiXb = XbX
−1
αi
T−1i if (b, α
∨
i ) = 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n;
(iv) TiXb = XbTi if (b, α
∨
i ) = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n;
(v) πrXbπ
−1
r = Xπr(b) = Xu−1r (b)q
(ωι(r),b), r ∈ O′.
Given w˜ ∈ W˜ , r ∈ O, the product
Tπrw˜
def
== πrTil · · ·Ti1 , where w˜ = sil · · · si1 for l = l(w˜),(1.6)
does not depend on the choice of the reduced decomposition Moreover,
Tv̂Tŵ = Tv̂ŵ whenever l(v̂ŵ) = l(v̂) + l(ŵ) for v̂, ŵ ∈ Ŵ .(1.7)
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In particular, we arrive at the pairwise commutative elements
Yb
def
==
n∏
i=1
Y lii if b =
n∑
i=1
liωi ∈ P, Yi
def
== Tωi , b ∈ P.(1.8)
When acting in the polynomial representation V (see below), they are
called difference Dunkl operators.
1.3. The automorphisms. The following maps can be (uniquely) ex-
tended to automorphisms of HH , where q1/(2m) must be added to Zq,t
(see [Ch1], (3.2.10)–(3.2.15)) :
τ+ : Xb 7→ Xb, Ti 7→ Ti (i > 0), Yr 7→ XrYrq
− (ωr,ωr)
2 ,(1.9)
τ+ : T0 7→ q
−1XϑT
−1
0 , πr 7→ q
− (ωr,ωr)
2 Xrπr (r ∈ O
′),
τ− : Yb 7→ Yb, Ti 7→ Ti (i ≥ 0), Xr 7→ YrXrq
(ωr,ωr)
2 ,(1.10)
τ−(Xϑ) = qT0X
−1
ϑ T
−1
sϑ
; σ
def
== τ+τ
−1
− τ+ = τ
−1
− τ+τ
−1
− ,
σ(Xb) = Y
−1
b , σ(Yb) = T
−1
w0 X
−1
b ι Tw0 , σ(Ti) = Ti(i > 0).(1.11)
These automorphisms fix tν , q and their fractional powers, as well as
the following anti-involution :
ϕ : Xb 7→ Y
−1
b , Yb 7→ X
−1
b , Ti 7→ Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n).(1.12)
The following anti-involution results directly from the group nature
of the DAHA relations:
H⋆ = H−1 for H ∈ {Tŵ, Xb, Yb, q, tν}.(1.13)
To be exact, it is naturally extended to the fractional powers of q, t:
⋆ : t
1
2m
ν 7→ t
− 1
2m
ν , q
1
2m 7→ q−
1
2m .
This anti-involution serves the inner product in the theory of the DAHA
polynomial representation.
We will also need the involution:
η : Ti 7→T
−1
i , Xb 7→X
−1
b , πr 7→πr, t
1
2m
ν 7→ t
− 1
2m
ν , q
1
2m 7→q−
1
2m .(1.14)
where 0 ≤ i ≤ n, r ∈ O′, b ∈ P . Its actions on Yb is not that uniform:
η : Yr 7→ π
−1
ι(r)T
−1
uι(r)
, Yϑ 7→ T
−1
0 T
−1
sϑ
,(1.15)
where ι is the involution of the nonaffine Dynkin diagram; see (1.3).
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The involution η extends the Kazhdan–Lusztig involution in the
affine Hecke theory; see [Ch1], (3.2.19–22). Note that
ϕτ±ϕ = τ∓ = στ
−1
± σ
−1, ητ±η = τ
−1
± , ϕσϕ = σ
−1 = ηση.(1.16)
Let us list the matrices corresponding to the automorphisms and
anti-automorphisms above upon the natural projection onto GL2(Z),
corresponding to t
1
2m
ν = 1 = q
1
2m . The matrix
(
α β
γ δ
)
will then represent
the map Xb 7→ Xαb Y
γ
b , Yb 7→ X
β
b Y
δ
b for b ∈ P . One has:
τ+  
(
1 1
0 1
)
, τ−  
(
1 0
1 1
)
, σ  
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, ϕ 
(
0 −1
−1 0
)
, η  
(
−1 0
0 1
)
.
Enhanced projective GL2(Z). The projective GL2(Z) is the group
generated by τ±, η subject to the relations τ+τ
−1
− τ+ = τ
−1
− τ+τ
−1
− , η
2 = 1
and ητ±η = τ
−1
± . The notation will be GL
∧
2(Z). The span of τ± is the
projective PSL2(Z) (due to Steinberg), which is isomorphic to the
braid group B3.
Let us enrich these groups by the following automorphisms of HH.
For the pair of arbitrary characters u, v of Π = P/Q,
ζu,v(XaTwYb) = u(a)v(b)XaTwYb for a, b ∈ P, w ∈ W,(1.17)
where the order of X, T, Y does not matter here and Tw can be replaced
by Tw˜ for any w˜ ∈ W˜ . The map XaTwYb 7→ u(a)v(b) can be readily
extended to a character of HH (its one-dimensional representation).
These automorphisms satisfy the following relations:
ϕ ζu,v ϕ = ζv−1,u−1, η ζu,v η = ζu−1,v,(1.18)
τ−1+ ζu,vτ+ = ζu,uv, τ
−1
− ζu,vτ− = ζ uv,v, σ
−1ζu,vσ = ζv−1,u,
τu+(τ
v
−)
−1τu+ = ζu,v σ ζ
−1
u,v
def
== σu,v = (τ v−)
−1τu+(τ
v
−)
−1 for(1.19)
τu+
def
== ζu,v τ+ ζ
−1
u,v = τ+ ζ1,u, τ
v
−
def
== ζu,v τ− ζ
−1
u,v = τ− ζv,1.
The action of τ± on ζu,v by conjugation is dual to the natural action
of SL2(Z) in Π2. Recall that u, v are arbitrary characters of Π. For-
mulas (1.19) readily follow from (1.18). We call the group generated
by GL∧2(Z) and all ζu,v the enhanced projective GL2(Z) and use the
notation GL∧2(Z)
ζ .
The coinvariant. The projective GL2(Z) and the coinvariant are the
main ingredients of our approach. Let us define the latter. Any H ∈
HH can be uniquely represented in the form
∑
a,w,b ca,w,bXaTwYb for
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w ∈ W , a, b ∈ P (the PBW theorem, see [Ch1]). Then the coinvariant
is a functional HH → C uniquely defined via the following substitution
in such sums:
{ }ev : Xa 7→ q
−(ρk,a), Yb 7→ q
(ρk ,b), Ti 7→ t
1/2
i .(1.20)
The key symmetries of the coinvariant are:
{ϕ(H) }ev={H }ev, { η(H) }ev={H }
⋆
ev, { ι(H) }ev={H }ev.(1.21)
We use here that ι naturally acts in HH:
ι(Xb) = Xι(b), ι(Yb) = Yι(b), T
ι
i = Tι(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ n.(1.22)
One has {HTwY b}ev = {H}evχ(TwYb), where χ is the standard char-
acter (one-dimensional representation) of the algebra HY , by definition
generated by Tw, Yb for w ∈ W, b ∈ P , which sends Yb 7→ q(ρk,b), Ti 7→ ti.
Therefore {. . .}ev acts via the projection H 7→ H ⇓
def
== H(1) of HH onto
the polynomial representation V, which is theHH–module induced from
χ; see [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3] and the next section.
1.4. Macdonald polynomials. We will begin with the explicit con-
struction of the polynomial representation, denoted by V in this work.
Polynomial representation. It was already defined above as an induced
representation. In detail, it is isomorphic to Zq,t[Xb] as a vector space
and the action of Ti(0 ≤ i ≤ n) there is given by the Demazure-Lusztig
operators :
Ti = t
1/2
i si + (t
1/2
i − t
−1/2
i )(Xαi − 1)
−1(si − 1), 0 ≤ i ≤ n.(1.23)
The elements Xb become the multiplication operators and πr(r ∈ O
′)
act via the general formula ŵ(Xb) = Xŵ(b) for ŵ ∈ Ŵ . Note that τ−
η and ι naturally act in the polynomial representation. See formula
(1.37) from [Ch3] and (1.37) below for τ−. We will use the notation τ˙−
for this action; it is explicitly defined as follows:
τ˙−(g)
def
==
(
τ−
(
g(X)
))
(1) for g ∈ V.(1.24)
As for η:
η(f)=f ⋆, where X⋆b =X−b, (q
υ)⋆=q−υ, (tv)⋆= t−v for υ ∈ Q.(1.25)
Also, the automorphisms ζu,1 from (1.17) act in V. They can be
represented by certain translations in x ∈ Cn for X = qx. Since they
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preserve Yb, we obtain that simple Y –eigenvectors in V are also ζu,1–
eigenvectors for any character u : Π→ C∗. Thus they are also invariant
(up to proportionality) under the action of τu− = τ−ζu,1 from (1.19).
Symmetric Macdonald polynomials. The standard notation for them is
Pb(X) for b ∈ P+ (they are due to Kadell for the classical root systems).
The definition is as follows. Let c+ be such that c+ ∈ W (c) ∩ P+ (it is
unique); recall that Q+ = ⊕ni=1Z+αi. For b ∈ P+,
Pb−
∑
a∈W (b)
Xa ∈ ⊕b6=c+∈b−Q+Q(q, tν)Xc and 〈PbXcιµ(X ; q, t) 〉=0
for such c, where µ(X ; q, t)
def
==
∏
α∈R+
∞∏
j=0
(1−Xαqjα)(1−X
−1
α q
j+1
α )
(1−Xαtαq
j
α)(1−X−1α tαq
j+1
α )
.
Here and further 〈f〉 is the constant term of a Laurent series or polyno-
mial f(X); µ is considered a Laurent series of Xb with the coefficients
expanded in terms of positive powers of q. The coefficients of Pb belong
to the field Q(q, tν). One has (see (3.3.23) from [Ch1]):
Pb(X
−1) = Pbι(X) = P
⋆
b (X), Pb(q
−ρk) = Pb(q
ρk)(1.26)
= (Pb(q
−ρk))⋆ = q−(ρk,b)
∏
α>0
(α∨,b)−1∏
j=0
(1− qjαtαXα(qρk)
1− qjαXα(qρk)
)
.(1.27)
Recall that ι(b) = b ι = −w0(b) for b ∈ P .
DAHA provides an important alternative (operator) approach to the
P–polynomials; namely, they satisfy the (defining) relations
Lf (Pb) = f(q
−ρk−b)Pb, Lf
def
== f(Xa 7→ Ya)(1.28)
for any symmetric (W–invariant) polynomial f ∈ C[Xa, a ∈ P ]W . Here
b ∈ P+ and the coefficient of Xb in Pb is assumed 1.
Nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials. The P–polynomials are t-
symmetrizations of the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials Eb ∈ V.
For any b ∈ P , we define them as follows:
Ya(Eb) = q
−(a,b+w−1b (ρk))Eb, where wb ∈ W is(1.29)
a unique element of maximal length such that wb(b) ∈ P+.
The element wb for b ∈ P+ here is the element of maximal length
(an involution) in the centralizer of b in W . The normalization of
E in (1.29) is by the condition that the coefficient of Xb in Eb is 1.
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For b ∈ P+, one has that Eb − Xb ∈ ⊕b+ 6=c+∈b−Q+ Q(q, tν)Xc. See
[Mac] (for ksht = klng ∈ Z+) and (6.14) from [Ch5] or (3.3.14) from
[Ch1]; the differential version is due to Opdam with a participation of
Heckman. The Macdonald conjectures for them were extended from
the symmetric case and justified in [Ch6]; as a matter of fact, these
conjectures become significantly simpler in the nonsymmetric setting.
We note that all monomials in Eb or Pb are in the form Xb+a for
a ∈ Q, i.e. have coinciding images in Π = P/Q. This readily follows
from the commutativity of Yc with the automorphisms ζu,1 from (1.17).
1.5. Evaluation formula. One of the key formulas in this work is the
following evaluation:
Eb(q
−ρk) = q−(ρk,b)
∏
α>0
(α∨,b)−1∏
j=1
(1− qjαtαXα(qρk)
1− qjαXα(qρk)
)
for b ∈ P+.(1.30)
For any b ∈ P and wb from (1.29),
Eb(q
−ρk) = q−(ρk,b+)
∏
{α,j}∈Λ+b
(1− qjαtαXα(qρk)
1− qjαXα(qρk)
)
,(1.31)
Λ+b
def
== {{α > 0, j > 0} | (b+, α
∨) > j > 0 for w−1b (α) ∈ R+,
(b+, α
∨) ≥ j > 0 for w−1b (α) ∈ R−}.
Formula (1.31) is the Macdonald evaluation conjecture in the non-
symmetric variant from [Ch6]; see also formulas (6.33), (7.15) from
[Ch5] and (3.3.45) from [Ch1]. The set Λ+b appears here due to the
following (ibid.):
{R˜+ ∋ [−α, jνα] | {α, j} ∈ Λ
+
b } = Λ(πb), where(1.32)
πb
def
== bw−1b w0, Λ(ŵ) = R˜+ ∩ ŵ
−1(−R˜+) for ŵ ∈ Ŵ .
Then the DAHA intertwining operators are used to justify (1.31).
Spherical normalization. We call E◦b
def
== Eb/Eb(q
−ρk) for b ∈ P non-
symmetric spherical polynomials . Accordingly, P ◦b
def
== Pb/Pb(q
−ρk) for
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b ∈ P+, and
Pb(q
−ρk) = ΠbREb(q
−ρk), ΠbR
def
==
∏
α>0,(α,b)>0
1−tαXα(qρk)
1−Xα(qρk)
,(1.33)
Pb(q
−ρk) = q−(ρk,b)
(α,b)>0∏
α>0
(α∨,b)−1∏
j=0
(1− qjαtαXα(qρk)
1− qjαXα(qρk)
)
.(1.34)
The product ΠbR becomes over all α > 0 if all ωi appear in b ∈ P+;
it is then the Poincare´ polynomial ΠR. See formulas (7.15)-(7.19) from
[Ch5] concerning these polynomials with different root lengths. Recall
that tα = q
kα
α here (and there); see (1.4) above.
The symmetrization. The symmetrization relation between E◦b and
P ◦b+ is as follows. For any b ∈ P ,
P ◦b+=(ΠR)
−1
P+(E
◦
b ) for P+
def
==
∑
w∈W
t
lsht(w)/2
sht t
llng(w)/2
lng Tw,(1.35)
where lsht, llng count correspondingly the number of si for short and
long αi in any reduced decomposition w = sil · · · si1 . We check that
the right-hand side here is proportional to Pb+ and then evaluate at
q−ρk by applying the general formula {Ti(f)}ev = t
1/2
i {f}ev for i > 0
and any f(X).
Let us provide the following particular case of (1.35) for the standard
Macdonald polynomials:∏
α>0,(α,b)=0
1− tαXα(qρk)
1−Xα(qρk)
Pb = P+(Eb) for b ∈ P+,(1.36)
For generic dominant b (when all ωi occur in its decomposition), the
coefficient of proportionality here is 1.
Let us also give the formulas for the natural action of τ− in V in the
basis of E–polynomials. See e.g., formula (1.37) from [Ch3]. Recall
that we use the notation τ˙− for this action:
τ˙−(Eb) = q
−
(b+ , b+)
2
−(b+ , ρk)Eb for b ∈ P.(1.37)
This readily gives that τ˙−(Pb) = q
−(b,b)/2−(b,ρk)Pb for b ∈ P+; for in-
stance, use (1.36). We assume that Eb, Pb are well defined.
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2. Integral forms
2.1. A preliminary version. The technique of intertwining opera-
tors applied to the E–polynomials results in the following existence
criterion . Given b ∈ B and assuming that q is not a root of unity, the
following polynomials are q, t–integral :
NbE
◦
b for Nb =
∏
{α,j}∈Λ+b
(
1− qjαtαXα(q
ρk)
)
,(2.1)
DbEb for Db =
∏
{α,j}∈Λ+b
(
1− qjαXα(q
ρk)
)
.(2.2)
See [Ch7], Corollary 5.3 or (6.13) from [Ch5]. In the case of An, this
observation is due to F. Knop. By integrality (we will mainly omit
q, t here), we mean that their coefficients belong to Zq,t = Z[q±1, t±1].
Recall that tα = q
kα
α = q
ναkα.
These two polynomials obviously coincide becauseNb/Db = Eb(q−ρk);
see (1.30). So we actually have only one statement here. Switching to
Pb for b ∈ P+, one obtains the integrality of Nb P
◦
b , Db Pb. Note that
all binomials in Nb, Db contain q and t (both).
Using [Ch5], the existence criterion forE◦b can be made much sharper.
Namely, the multiplicities of the binomials (1 − q•t•) in Nb (generally
large) can be reduced to 1, with minor adjustments for D2m. Also,
some of these binomials can be further reduced to their proper factors.
We will justify this mainly following [Ch5]. Such an improvement was
not done there; it is helpful in decomposition theory of V.
2.2. The integrality theorem. Assuming that q, tlng, tsht are generic,
the evaluation formula for Eb(q
−ρk) stabilizes to an infinite product as
b ∈ P+ of integral polynomials as b becomes sufficiently large. Namely,
it approaches the product of ΠR˜ from Part (iii), Theorem 11.8 of [Ch5],
which is extended to all ksht + Z+, klng + Z+ and then divided by the
Poincare` polynomial ΠR.
This product has a canonical presentation E∞(q
−ρk) = N∞/D∞,
where the factors of N∞ and D∞ are products of binomials in the form
(1− qæ) for æ = j + jshtksht + jlngklng, where(2.3)
j ∈ N, jsht/νsht ∈ Z+ ∋ jlng/νlng and jsht + jlng > 0.
The exponents æ = j + jshtksht + jlngklng for the binomials of N∞
are called affine exponents . There is a deviation from the usage of this
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term in [Ch5]. Namely, we omit the binomials with j = 0 and (more
importantly) consider the stable case i.e. do not bound j. Thus the
exact name must be affine stable q-dependent exponents , but we will
simply call them affine. We call an affine exponent æ rational if it is
not divisible by any exponents æ′ that occur in D∞.
In the case ADE, he denominator D∞ is very simple:
∏∞
j=1(1− tq
j).
For these and arbitrary root systems, each non-rational æ canoni-
cally corresponds to its divisor æ′ in D∞ (æ′ can have multiplicities
there). We will provide below explicit lists. This correspondence will
be denoted: æ  æ′. Importantly, the multiplicity of each æ in the
list of affine exponents is one (including BCFE) unless for the series
æ = 2mk + j in the case of D2m, which is of multiplicity 2.
Note that the binomials in (2.3) are in terms of integral (non-negative)
powers of q, tsht, tlng, so we use æ (in terms of kν) for the sake of simplic-
ity of notations. For b ∈ P and α ∈ R+, we set δα(b) = 1 if w
−1
b (α) ∈
R− and 0 otherwise; if b ∈ P−, then δα(b) = 1 for any α ∈ R+.
Theorem 2.1. We fix b ∈ P . Let us consider only the affine exponents
æ that occur in Nb, which means the existence of α ∈ R+ such that
æ = kα + (α, ρk) + j and (b+, α
∨) + δα(b) > j > 0. If b ∈ P+, the
inequality (b+, α
∨) > 0 and the relation b = b+ imply that δα(b) = 0
here. Define N˜b as the product over all such æ of the following factors:
(a) the binomials (1− qæ) for the rational exponents æ,
(b) and the ratios (1− qæ)/(1− qæ
′
) for non-rational æ,
where we use the above correspondence æ æ′. There is a reservation
for æ = 2mk + j in the case of D2m; we take the corresponding factor
from (a) or (b) twice if there exist at least two α > 0 such that (α, ρ) =
2m− 1 subject to (b+, α) + δα(b) > j > 0.
Then we set N˜b
def
== gcd(Nb,N∞/D∞), and claim that the coefficients
of the polynomials E˜b
def
== N˜bE
◦
b are q, t–integral for b ∈ P , as well as
those of P˜b
def
== N˜bP ◦b for b ∈ P+. Here we can assume that j ≤ N in
N∞/D∞ for sufficiently large N . 
2.3. Using the duality. The justification will be based on the DAHA-
duality. We can assume that the parameters q, tsht, tlng are generic.
Indeed, the denominators of the coefficients of E˜b can be only in the
form (2.3) for certainæ, so it suffices to establish the absence/reduction
of some of them for generic parameters only.
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Assuming that q is not a root of unity, the key fact is that for any
given values of tsht, tlng in C∗, the polynomials Ec become regular (i.e.
their coefficients become regular) for sufficiently large c ∈ P . The latter
means that (c+, αi) > C for proper C ≫ 0 and all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
See formulas (9.16) and (9.17) from [Ch5] (right before Section 10
“The structure of Vc”). It is demonstrated there that the generalized
Y –eigenspace in V containing Ec becomes 1-dimensional for c satis-
fying certain inequalities for its coefficients; this readily results in the
existence of the corresponding Ec (i.e. in its q, t–integrality).
Actually Theorem 10.3 there (in Subsection 10.3 “The semisimple
submodule”) establishes that V has a canonical nonzero semisimple
submodule. However it was proven in this work under certain restric-
tion and this (much stronger) fact is not necessary for our proof. Vice
versa, our result here is useful for the decomposition of the polynomial
representation, which we will try to address in other publications.
Then we apply the duality theorem from [Ch6]; see also (6.30) from
[Ch5]). It states that for any b, c ∈ P :
E◦b (q
c♯) = E◦c (q
b♯), b♯
def
== b+ w−1b (ρk), Yb(Ec) = q
−(c♯,b)Ec,(2.4)
P ◦b (q
c+ρk) = P ◦c (q
b+ρk), Pb(Y
−1)(Pc) = Pb(q
c+ρk)Pc for b, c ∈ P+.
Note that wb = w0 for b ∈ P− (including b = 0) and therefore b♯ = b−ρk
for such b. Also, b♯ = b + ρk for generic b ∈ P+ (such that (b, αi) > 0
for i = 1, . . . , n).
The duality is the main motivation of the spherical normalization .
All Macdonald’s conjectures can be deduced from the duality. See
Proposition 6.6 in [Ch5] and the end of Section 7 there concerning the
deduction of the Evaluation Conjecture, Norm Conjecture and Con-
stant Term Conjecture (in this order) from the duality. One can add
to this list the Pieri rules and the difference Mehta-Macdonald Conjec-
ture from [Ch4], which also result from the duality.
2.4. Concluding the proof. Fixing q, t, b and assuming that c is
sufficiently large (and that q is not a root of unity), we conclude that
(Nc/Dc)E◦b (q
c♯) is regular for such c. This regularity formally results
in the regularity of the coefficients of this polynomial at such q, t; let
us demonstrate this.
Not any set of values can be generally used for such an implica-
tion, even if it is arbitrarily large (infinite) and sufficient to “catch”
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all coefficients of our polynomial. Say, the non-integral polynomial
F (X) = (1 − X)/(1 − q) has integral values at any X = qn(n ∈ Z);
such values are of course sufficient to recover (the coefficients of) any
polynomial F (X). The Lagrange interpolation formula readily clarifies
which sets are good for this.
Let us consider one variable X and assume that a Laurent polyno-
mial F (X) can be uniquely recovered from its values at certain pairwise
distinct points X = qai. Then the denominators of the coefficients of
F (X) can be only divisors of qai−qaj = 0, where we treat ai as param-
eters. Thus the regularity of F (qai) implies that for the coefficients of
F if there are no common factors of all differences qai − qaj .
For instance, let us establish the regularity of (Nc/Dc)E
◦
b for the root
system A1 and sufficiently large c. We set X = Xω for ω = ω1 and
take aj = (jω)♯ = sgn(j)(k+ |j|)/2 for i ∈ Z with sufficiently large |j|.
Note that sgn(0) = −1 here, but we need only large |j|. Thus qai − qaj
for i > j is
either tsgn(i)/2(qi/2 − qj/2) for ij > 0
or t1/2qi/2 − t−1/2q−j/2 for i > 0 > j.
Let the set J = {j} be with sufficiently large |j| and generic enough
for the recovery of the coefficients of E◦b from its values at q
c♯ for c =
jω. Let us pick j here with the same sgn(j); then the corresponding
differences in the case ij > 0 are relatively prime to any binomials from
(2.3) due to jsht = 1 there. The series i > 0 > j can be used here too
provided i, j are sufficiently large (depending on the set of æ).
Given b, such a choice of J proves that the coefficients of (Nc/Dc)E◦b
are regular. Also, since |j| are sufficiently large, we can replace Nc/Dc
by N∞/D∞, which is its stabilization as |j| → ∞. Since it is q, t–
integral (a product of q, t–polynomials), we conclude that (N∞/D∞)E◦b
is integral too. Finally, we can restrict ourselves only to the binomials in
N∞ that appear in Nb; we use that all factors from (a, b) are irreducible
for generic t in type A1.
The case of any root system is actually no different, but we must
avoid using the Lagrange interpolation. Let us take c such that the
polynomials Ec exist for any zeros of Nb. We can assume that c ∈ P−
and therefore c♯ = c − ρk. Let us substitute X 7→ Xq−ρk , Xa 7→
q−(ρk,a)Xa; this will not change the (non)regularity of the coefficients.
Upon this rescaling, values of F (X) = (Nc/Dc)E◦b (Xq
−ρk) at qc with
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sufficiently large c are all regular for such c. We pick sufficiently many
of them ensuring that the coefficients of F (X) can be recovered from
its values in this set (assume its minimality).
Generally the coefficients of F are recovered by applying the in-
verse of the matrix transforming the coefficients of F to its values.
The entries of this matrix are powers of q. Therefore the zeros of its
(Vandermonde-type) determinant cannot be zeros of any binomials in
(2.3) because æ there always contain ksht or klng.
Then we proceed as for A1 and obtain that the multiplication of E
◦
b
by N∞/D∞ is actually sufficient to make this polynomial q, t–integral.
We also know that NbE
◦
b is integral. Thus we can keep in N∞/D∞
only the factors that come from the binomials from Nb, which reduces
N∞/D∞ to N˜b.
Here we can consider a sufficiently large truncation (N∞/D∞)† of
N∞/D∞ and treat it and Nb as polynomials of one variable q with the
coefficients that are rationals in terms of tsht, tlng. Given any fixed t–
part (i.e. for any fixed jsht, jlng in jshtksht + jlngklng), the corresponding
factors from (a, b) in the theorem are relatively prime to each other.
Indeed, such binomials/ratios must have then different powers qj and
we can use that gcd of the Kummer-type polynomials (1 − uql) and
(1− uqm) for l 6= m is 1 if u is not a power of q.
Let us take here a maximal pair {jsht, jlng} (in the poset of pairs).
For any divisor of the corresponding factor from (a, b) that divides
gcd(Nb, (N∞/D∞)†) and divides N˜b, the whole factor from (a, b) must
divide both of them. Therefore one can multiply E◦b by the product
of all such factors for a given maximal {jsht, jlng} and then proceed by
(double) induction with respect to the (remaining) {jsht, jlng}. This
concludes the proof of the theorem. 
2.5. Affine exponents. We will provide here the lists of affine (stable
and q–dependent) exponents. We follow [Ch5], where the formulas
must be naturally adjusted to the stable setting. We use the Coxeter
exponents mi (see e.g., [Bo]), determined from the relation∏
α∈R+
1− t1+(α, ρ
∨)
1− t(α, ρ∨)
=
n∏
i=1
1− tmi+1
1− t
, 2ρ∨ =
∑
α∈R+
α∨.(2.5)
This product is the classical Poincare` polynomial , which is for tsht =
t = tlng in terms of our ΠR; see (1.33). One has that m1 + . . .+mn =
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|R+| and (mi + 1) · · · (mn + 1) = |W |; (mi + 1) are called the degrees
of the root system R.
The ADE–case. We set tsht = t = tlng, t = q
k in the simply-laced
case. Then
N∞
D∞
=
∏
α∈R+
∞∏
j=1
(1− qjt1+(α,ρ)
1− qjt(α,ρ)
)
=
n∏
i=1
∞∏
j=1
(1− qjtmi+1
1− qjt
)
.(2.6)
Therefore the list of affine exponents is
ADE : {æ = (mi + 1)k + j + 1 | i = 1, . . . , n, j ∈ Z+},(2.7)
unless {(mi + 1)(k + j + 1) æ
′ = k + j + 1, j ∈ Z+}.
Recall that non-rational exponents æ (the second line) result in the
corresponding quotients in N˜∞ with respect to the map “ ” from æ
to their (canonical) divisors æ′ from the set of exponents of D∞.
The case of Bn. The are two series of rational exponents in this case:
{æ = 2mklng + 2j + 2 | 2 ≤ m ≤ n, j + 1 6∈ mZ+},(2.8)
{æ = 2mklng + 2ksht + 2j + 1 | 0 ≤ m < n, j ≥ 0}.
Here and below j will be always from Z+. The list of the non-rational
æ (with their canonical divisors æ′ from D∞) is as follows:
{4mklng + 2ksht + 2j + 2  2mklng + ksht + j + 1 | 1 ≤ m < n},(2.9)
{m(2klng + 2j + 2)  æ
′ = 2klng + j + 1 | 2 ≤ m ≤ n}.(2.10)
The case of Cn. There are two rational series as well:
{æ = mksht + j + 1 | 2 ≤ m ≤ n for j + 1 6∈ mZ+},(2.11)
{æ = δm(2mksht + 2klng + 2j + 1) | 0 ≤ m < n, j ≥ 0},
where δm = 2 if m < n/2 and 1 otherwise.
Note that up to proportionality, the rational Cn–exponents coincide
with those of typeBn upon the transposition ksht ↔ klng. This is related
to our usage of “rational” here; in the limit to rational DAHA , the
rational exponents (and only them) can be seen and the proportionality
does not matter. So the affine exponents for B and C coincide in this
limit. (We mention that we somewhat fixed (8.3) from [Ch5]; the main
formula (8.6) for all affine exponents in the C–case is correct here).
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The non-rational exponents and their divisors æ′ (from D∞) are as
follows in the case of Cn:
{4klng + 2mksht + 2ǫm(j + 1)  2klng +mksht + ǫm(j + 1)},(2.12)
where 1 ≤ m < n, ǫm = 1 for odd m and 2 otherwise,
{æ = m(ksht + j + 1) æ
′ = ksht + j + 1} for 2 ≤ m ≤ n.
The case of G2. There are 3 series of rational exponents:
{2ksht + 2j + 1}, {6klng + 6j + 3}, {3klng + 3ksht + 3j + 1, 2},(2.13)
where j ∈ Z+ as in all formulas here. By series , we mean here the
sequences of æ with coinciding k–components.
The non-rational series are:
{2(ksht + j + 1) ksht + j + 1}, {6(klng + j + 1) 3(klng + j + 1)},
{9klng + 3ksht + 3j + 3  3klng + ksht + j + 1} for j ≥ 0.(2.14)
The case of F4. In this case, the rational affine exponents are:
{2ksht + 2j + 1}, {3ksht + 3j + 1, 2},
{4klng + 4j + 2}, {6klng + 2j + 2, 4},
{2klng + 4ksht + 2j + 1}, {4klng + 4ksht + 2j + 1, 2, 3},
{6klng + 6ksht + 2j + 1}, {8klng + 4ksht + 4j + 2}.(2.15)
The non-rational F4–series are:
{2(ksht + j + 1)  ksht + j + 1}, {3(ksht + j + 1)  ksht + j + 1},
{4(klng + j + 1)  2(klng + j + 1)}, {6(klng + j + 1)  2(klng + j + 1)},
{4klng + 4ksht + 4j + 4 2klng + 2ksht + 2j + 2},
{8klng + 2ksht + 2j + 2  4klng + ksht + j + 1},
{8klng + 4ksht + 4j + 4  2klng + ksht + j + 1},
{12klng+ 6ksht + 2j + 2  6klng + 3ksht + j + 1}.(2.16)
Note that the exponents æ′ = 2klng + ksht + j + 1 from D∞ can
potentially divide 8klng + 4ksht + 4j + 4 and 12klng + 6ksht + 2j + 2,
but 6klng + 3ksht + j + 1 can be used only to divide the latter. Thus
the correspondence  is still unique in this case. The series æ′ =
ksht + j + 1 and æ′ = 2(klng + j + 1) are of the same kind. Such
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examples exist for other root systems, but all instances come from the
Poincare` polynomial ΠR (upon translations of ksht, klng by Z+).
2.6. J-polynomials in type A. In the case of An, let us calculate
N˜b for dominant b =
∑n
i=1 biωi, i.e. with bi ≥ 0 for all i. The usage
of Young diagrams is standard (and convenient) here; they are defined
as follows:
λ = λ(b) = {λ1 = b1 + . . .+ bn, λ2 = b2 + . . .+ bn, . . . , λn = bn}.
We set R+ ∋ α = εlm = εl−ǫm for 1 ≤ l < m ≤ n+1 in the standard
basis {εl} ∈ Rn+1. Then
ωi = ε1 + . . .+ εi −
i
n+ 1
(ε1 + . . .+ εn+1) for i = 1, . . . , n,(2.17)
b =
n∑
i=1
λiεi − |λ|
(
ε1 + . . .+ εn+1
)
/(n+ 1) for |λ| =
n∑
i=1
λi,
ρ = ω1+ . . .+ωn =
1
2
(
(n−1)ε1 + (n−3)ε2 + . . .+ (1−n)εn
)
.
One has: (b, εlm) = bl + . . . + bm−1, (b, ρ) = |λ|/2− λ1/2. Also, b2
def
==
(b, b) =
∑n
i=1 λ
2
i − |λ|
2/(n+ 1).
Let us calculate the set Λ+b from (1.31). Since b ∈ P+, the root
w−1(α) there can be only from R+. Thus:
Λ+b
def
== {{R+ ∋ α = εlm, j > 0} | bl + . . .+ bm−1 > j > 0}.
Our construction. In Theorem 2.1, we need to know all possible
æ = (α, kρ)+ j = k(m− l) + j for such {α, j}. For l+ p− 1 ≤ n, they
are as follows:
{kp+ j | 1 ≤ p ≤ n, 0 ≤ j < jp
def
== max
l
(bl + . . .+ bl+p−1)};(2.18)
if bn ≥ bn−1 ≥ . . . ≥ b1, then jp = λn−p+1 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n,(2.19)
if b1 ≥ b1 ≥ . . . ≥ bn, then jp = λ1 − λp+1 for λn+1 = 0.
The sequences {jp} are obviously the same for b and bι. The co-
incidence of the factors n˜b for b and b
ι is a general fact for any root
systems, reflecting that Pb and Pbι (as well as Eb and Ebι for b ∈ P )
have the same q, t–integrality properties. Note that the Young diagram
λ(b ι) for bι is the complement of λ = λ(b) in the (n+1)×λ1–rectangle
(naturally containing λ) rotated by 180◦.
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The inequalities in (2.19) are sufficient but of course not necessary
for the relations jp = bn + . . . + bn−p+1. For instance, take any non-
increasing sequences B(s) = {b(s)m ≥ . . . ≥ b
(s)
1 } of the same size m and
such that B(s) ≥ B(s+1) element-wise. Then jp = λn−p+1 for all p in
the sequence {B(1), B(2), . . .} of the size n = m+m+ . . ..
Finally, using (2.6,2.7) and the formula mp = p for the Coxeter
exponents of type An, we obtain that
N˜b =
n∏
p=1
jp−1∏
j=1
(1− qjtp
1− qjt
)
.(2.20)
Our theorem states that E˜b = N˜bE
◦
b and P˜b = N˜bP
◦
b are q, t–integral
for any b ∈ P+ in this case.
Classical J–polynomials. Let us provide their definition; we emphasize
that only the An–version (for sln+1) of the J–polynomials will be given
and used (not that for gln+1):
Jλ
def
== hλPb for λ = λ(b), hλ =
∏
✷∈λ
(1− qarm(✷)tleg(✷)+1).(2.21)
This polynomial is q, t–integral.
Here arm(✷) is the arm number , which is the number of boxes in
the same row as ✷ strictly after it; leg(✷) is the leg number , which is
the number of boxes in the column of ✷ strictly below it in the –
type presentation. Namely, λ1≥ λ2, . . . , λn−1≥ λn are the numbers of
boxes in the corresponding rows and the ith row is above the (i+1)th.
Equivalently:
Jλ = t
−(ρ,b)
n∏
p=1
λp∗ −1∏
j=0
(
1−qjt p+1
)
P ◦b , p
∗ = n−p+1, b ∈ P+.(2.22)
See, for instance, Theorem 2.1 from [GN]. This makes Jλ very similar
to our P˜b–polynomials, but our multipliers are generally greater than
those in Jλ; see below. Note that the arms and legs do not appear
here (in the approach via P ◦b ). Let us identify (2.22) and (2.21) for the
sake of completeness and because we are doing the sln+1–case.
The extra binomial factors necessary to obtain the classical Jλ from
P ◦b = Pb/Pb(t
−ρ) are as follows. For any box in the (n − p + 1)th row
of λ, the t-power of the corresponding binomial factor from P ◦b to the
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classical Jλ must be (n + 1) − (n − p + 1) + 1 = p + 1. The range of
the powers of q in this row is {0, 1, . . . , λn−p+1 − 1}. So this is what
formula (2.22) does.
The product in (2.22) before P ◦b is {Jλ}ev = Jλ(t
−ρ). It is important
that if one introduces one more variable a = −tn+1, then this evaluation
depends only on a and the Young diagram λ. Namely,
Jλ(t
−ρ) = t−(ρ,b)
n∏
p=1
λp−1∏
j=0
(
1− qjtn−p+2
)
= (a2)−λ1/4 t|λ|/2
n∏
p=1
λp−1∏
j=0
(
1 + qj a t−p+1
)
.(2.23)
This is one of the main points of the approach from [GN].
Comparing Jλ and P˜b. First of all, Macdonald’s arms and legs a(),
l() disappear in the approach from (2.22) due to our division of Pb by
its evaluation at t−kρ. Technically, we use here the so-called co-arms
and co-legs , but they are simply the coordinates of the boxes in λ,
which can be directly spelled in terms of b and the root system.
Our usage of P ◦b as the starting point for the definition of the J–
polynomials is of course not just to make their definition less combi-
natorial. It is very natural because of the construction of the DAHA-
polynomials for iterated torus knots. Also, the spherical normalization
P ◦b is the key for the difference Mehta-Macdonald formulas from [Ch8],
which will be considered below.
Recall that in our construction of P˜b, we omit j = 0 in (2.22), i.e.
drop the binomials containing only t, and also divide the binomials(
1− (qjt)mi+1
)
by (1− qjt) in our construction of the integral form.
Ignoring the binomials without q in the formula for Jλ obviously
does not influence the q, t–integrality; this makes the integral form
smaller (but may impact the symmetries, including the super-duality
of the DAHA superpolynomials). The second reduction is more in-
teresting; it generally diminishes J . For instance, our construction
correctly gives the minimal denominator of Pn in the case of A1, which
is (1−tqn−1)(1−tqn−2) · · · (1−tqn−[n/2]). The J–regularization requires
the multiplication of Pn by the whole product
∏n
j=1(1− tq
n−j).
With these reservations, the exact match between P˜ and J is upon
the relations jp = λn−p+1 or jp = λ1 − λp+1 (for all p). Then our
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P˜b = N˜bP ◦b essentially become Jλ for λ = λb; see (2.19). This conditions
are restrictive; generally the binomials from N˜b have powers of q larger
than those needed in Jλ (with the same t–powers).
Such an increase of our P˜b vs. Jλ is mainly because our construction
is uniform and does not use specific features of the DAHA intertwining
operators in type An (quite special). For instance, the root system Am
with m equal to the number of rows of λ = λ(b) is sufficient to find the
denominator of Pλ. See Theorem 3.5.1 and Corollary 3.5.2 from [HHL],
where the integral forms of E–polynomials were effectively calculated
using the intertwiners, and Corollary 5.1.2 there concerning the J–
polynomials (which are not always optimal as integral forms).
We note that the factors N˜b coincide for b and bι in our approach,
since the integrality properties of the P–polynomials are unchanged
under ι . This cannot be true in the theory of J–polynomials, which
is designed for undetermined ranks (and aimed at the positivity). By
the way, this readily results in a sharper integrality for a fixed An and
sufficiently large diagrams λ if the inequality j < λp∗ in (2.22) for p ≥ 2
is replaced by min{λp∗, λ1 − λp+1}; recall that λp∗ = bn + . . .+ bn+1−p
and λ1 − λp+1 = b1 + . . .+ bp = λp∗(b ι).
Because of the symmetry b 7→ b ι our integral forms P˜b are generally
larger than Jλ for λ = λ(b), but not always. Let us provide examples.
First of all, P˜b = N˜bP ◦b for b = mωn is actually smaller than Jλ for
λ = λ(mωn). Indeed, we do not need the binomials without q and
replace those for non-rational affine exponents by their certain factors;
the A1–case was discussed above. However, N˜mω1 coincides with N˜mωn
in our approach, which makes the former generally greater than Jλ∗/P
◦
bι
for bι = mω1 and λ
∗ = λ(b ι). This ratio is a product of m binomials
vs. approximately n(m− 1) factors in our N˜mω1 , a significant increase.
Concerning the non-A root systems, the relations of our integral
forms to formulas from [RY, OS] can be expected. However our N˜b
cannot be obtained (at least directly) from the formulas there; we use
the spherical normalization. Both approaches are based on the con-
struction of the E–polynomials via the DAHA intertwiners from [Ch7]
(due to Knop and Sahi for An) and connections are likely. We note
that the J–type integral forms of Pb can be defined for classical root
systems, which is similar to type A, but this will not be discussed here.
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To recapitulate, there are two outcomes of our considerations:
a) Jλ can be naturally given entirely via the root system An, if one
introduce them in terms of the spherical normalization P ◦b of Pb, which
allows avoiding the usage of Young diagrams for this, including Mac-
donald’s arms and legs , necessary if Pb is used as the starting point;
b) certain counterparts of J–polynomials can be defined for any root
systems (reasonably close to them, but without the n–stabilization),
essentially matching the Jλ for λ = λ(b), b ∈ P+ (in type An) such that
maxi{bi + . . .+ bi−p} is reached at i = n for any p ≥ 0, where i > p.
3. Topological vertex
3.1. Theta-functions. The DAHA-vertex is closely related to the dif-
ference Mehta-Macdonald formulas, which require the theta-functions .
They are defined for the root system R and will depend in this work on
the choice of the character u : Π = P/Q → C∗. We denote this group
of characters by Π′ and the trivial character by 1′. Let
θu(X)
def
==
∑
b∈P
u(b)q(b,b)/2Xb = ζu,1(θ) for θ
def
== θ1′ .(3.1)
The characters u play here the role of the classical theta- charac-
teristics ; they were important in [ChF] (necessary for the level-rank
duality), though we used a somewhat different setting there. Namely,
they were introduced using the partial summations θ̟, where the im-
ages of b are taken from subsets ̟ ⊂ Π, instead of our using the
characters u here. The difference is that we obtain another basis in
the same space (of theta-functions); using θu is more convenient in the
present work.
The immediate DAHA-motivation of this definition is the following
lemma, where the parameters q, tν are assumed generic.
Lemma 3.1. The formal conjugation by θ−1u in a proper completion
of HH or that for End(V), where V is the polynomial representation,
induces the following DAHA–automorphism: τu+ = τ+ ζ1,u = ζ1,uτ+.
More exactly,
(θu)
−1Hθu = τ
u
+(H) for H ∈ HH, u ∈ Π
′.(3.2)
Proof. This is standard for u = 1′ (see [Ch1]), let us outline the
enhancement due to u. We note that for practical calculations, it is
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convenient to replace here θ by q−x
2/2 for X = qx; all formulas remain
the same.
The theta-functions above are W–invariant, so it suffices to check
that in a proper completion of V,
T0(θu) = τ
u
+(T0)(θu) and Yr(θu) = τ
u
+(Yr)(θu) for r ∈ O.
Recall that τu+(T0) = τ+(T0), so only the latter relation must be checked:
Yr(θu) =
∑
b∈P
u(b)q−(b,ωr)Xbq
b2/2= q−ω
2
r/2u(ωr)Xωrθu= τ+
(
ζ1,u(Yr)
)
.

Combining this lemma with the action (τ˙u−)
−1 in V, we obtain that
the semigroup generated by (τu±)
−1 for u ∈ Π′ acts in the space lin-
early generated by the products Xb θu1 · · · θul for any levels l. We add
here q1/(2m) to the ring of constants Zq,t, as in Section 1.3. The prod-
ucts θu1 · · · θul are considered as Laurent series with the coefficients in
Z[t1/2ν ][[q1/(2m)]]. Thus we switch from V to a certain subspace V˜l of
Laurent series. Considering ⊕lV˜l, one can define there the (projective)
action of GL2(Z).
This can be used to obtain interesting DAHA–invariants of iterated
torus links, but generally of more involved nature. For instance, we
obtain a connection of the DAHA-vertices for any levels l (see below)
with the DAHA-Jones polynomials.
3.2. Mehta-Macdonald identities. We follow Theorem 3.4.5 from
[Ch1], enhancing it by characters u ∈ Π′. It is worth mentioning that
the passage from the E–polynomials to the P–polynomials is not al-
ways fully clarified in [Ch1]; we will do this in this work.
We denote the constant term of Laurent series f(X) by 〈f〉. Let
µ♭
def
== µ/〈µ〉, where
〈µ〉 =
∏
α∈R+
∞∏
i=1
(1− q(ρk ,α)+iνα)2
(1− tαq(ρk ,α)+iνα)(1− t−1α q
(ρk,α)+iνα)
.(3.3)
Recall that qα = q
να, q(z,α) = q
(z,α∨)
α , tα = q
kα
α . This formula is equiva-
lent to the celebrated Macdonald constant term conjecture (see [Ch1]).
The pairing 〈f, g〉
def
== 〈f ⋆ gµ♭〉 for f, g ∈ V plays a major role in the
theory; it is served by the anti-involution ⋆ of HH from (1.13). Thus
the operators Tŵ, Xa, Yb are all unitary with respect to it.
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We will use Theorem 5.1 from [Ch8] (the first formula) and Theorem
3.4.5 from [Ch1]. There are other Mehta-Macdonald-type formulas in
these works, including the ones in terms of the Jackson integral ; we
will not use them in this work. Recall that
E◦b (q
c♯) = E◦c (q
b♯), b♯
def
== b+ w−1b (ρk), wb(b♯) = b+ + ρk,
and P ◦b+(q
c++ρk) = P ◦c+(q
b++ρk), where the latter follows from the former
considered for b− = w0(b+); we use that (b−)♯ = b−−ρk = w0(b++ ρk).
See (2.4). We will also need (1.36):
ΠRP
◦
b = P+(E
◦
b ) for P+
def
==
∑
w∈W
t
lsht(w)/2
sht t
llng(w)/2
lng Tw.(3.4)
Recall that ΠR is the Poincare` polynomial (with tsht, tlng).
Theorem 3.2. For b, c ∈ P in the first following formula and b, c ∈ P+
in the second,
u(b+ c)〈E◦bE
◦
c θuµ
♭〉 = q(b♯,b♯)/2+(c♯,c♯)/2−(ρk ,ρk)E◦c (q
b♯)〈θµ♭〉,(3.5)
u(b+ c)〈P ◦b P
◦
c θuµ
♭〉 = qb
2/2+c2/2+(b+c,ρk)P ◦c (q
b+ρk)〈θµ♭〉.(3.6)
Here the coefficients of µ♭ are naturally expanded in terms of positive
powers of q and the proportionality factor is a q–generalization of the
Mehta -Macdonald integral:
〈θµ♭〉 =
∏
α∈R+
∞∏
j=1
(1− t−1α q(ρk,α∨)+jα
1− q(ρk ,α
∨)+j
α
)
.(3.7)
Proof. The first formula is obtained from that in [Ch8] using that
θu = ζu,1(θ), ζu,1(Eb) = u(b)Eb, and 〈ζu,1(f(X))〉 = 〈f(X)〉(3.8)
for u ∈ Π′ and any Laurent series f(X). It results in the following
important lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For an arbitrary Laurent series fc(X) such that ζu,1(fc) =
u(c)fc and a W–invariant one gc(X) with the same symmetry,
u(b+ c)〈E◦b τ˙−(fc) θuµ
♭〉 = q(b♯,b♯)/2−(ρk ,ρk)/2fc(q
b♯)〈θµ♭〉,(3.9)
u(b+ c)〈P ◦b τ˙−(gc) θuµ
♭〉 = q(b,b)/2+(ρk ,b)gc(q
b+ρk)〈θµ♭〉,(3.10)
provided the convergence. Here we use the action of τ˙− in the polyno-
mial representation V; see (1.24). We assume that b ∈ P in the first
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formula and b ∈ P+ in the second; note that u(b) = u(w(b)) for any
w ∈ W,u ∈ Π′.
Proof. The polynomials Ec, Pc (or those with ◦) satisfy the condition
from the lemma on fc, gc. Namely,
ζu,1(Ec) = u(c)Ec, ζu,1(Pc) = u(c)Pc.(3.11)
Formula (1.37) gives that (with or without ◦) :
τ˙−(Ec) = q
−
(c+ , c+)
2
−(c+ , ρk)Ec = q
−(c2♯/2+ρ
2
k/2)Ec for c ∈ P.(3.12)
Then we substitute an arrive at (3.9). Formula (3.10) is obtained by the
symmetrization inside 〈. . .〉 in the left-hand side of (3.9) for symmetric
gc and b = b− ∈ P−. Namely, let us use the relations
〈Tw(f) , g〉 = 〈f , ((Tw)
⋆(g))〉 = 〈f ,
(
Tw−1)
−1(g)
)
〉
for any f(X), g(X). Then (3.4) above considered for b = b− = w0(b+) ∈
P− gives that
u(b+ c) ΠR 〈P
◦
b+
τ˙−(gc) θuµ
♭〉 = u(b+ c) 〈P+
(
E◦b τ˙−(gc) θu
)
µ♭〉
=u(b+ c)〈(P⋆+(1))
⋆E◦b τ˙−(gc) θuµ
♭〉=u(b+ c)ΠR 〈E
◦
b τ˙−(gc) θu µ
♭〉
=ΠR q
(b♯,b♯)/2−(ρk ,ρk)/2 gc(q
b♯) 〈θµ♭〉 = ΠR q
b2+/2+(b+,ρk) gc(q
b++ρk) 〈θµ♭〉.
Dividing by ΠR, we arrive at (3.10). Formula (3.6) from the theorem
is its particular case, which concludes the justification of the theorem.

3.3. Norm-formulas. Let us provide the norm formula for the Mac-
donald E–polynomials (see e.g., [Ch6]), the Main Theorem):
〈Eb, Ec〉=δbc
∏
{α,j}∈Λ+b
((1− qjαt−1α Xα(qρk))(1− qjαtαXα(qρk))
(1− qjαXα(qρk))(1− q
j
αXα(qρk))
)
.(3.13)
The corresponding formula for the symmetric polynomials Pb(b = b+),
the Macdonald norm conjecture, reads as:
〈Pb, Pc〉=δbc
∏
α>0
(α∨,b)−1∏
j=0
(1− qj+1α t
−1
α Xα(q
ρk))(1− qjαtαXα(q
ρk))
(1− qjαXα(qρk))(1− q
j+1
α Xα(qρk))
.(3.14)
Note that 〈Pb, Pb〉 = 〈Pbι, Pbι〉 = 〈Pb, Pb〉∗, as well as for 〈P ◦b , P
◦
b 〉
used below.
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We will need formula (3.4.1) from [Ch1] and its symmetric variant:
〈E◦b , E
◦
c 〉 = δbc
µ−1(qb♯)
µ−1(q−ρk)
= δbc
∏
{α,j}∈Λ+b
( tα − qjαXα(qρk)
1− qjαtαXα(qρk)
)
,(3.15)
〈P ◦b , P
◦
c 〉 = δbc
∏
α>0
( 1−Xα(qρk)
1− Xα(qρk+b)
)(α∨,b)−1∏
j=0
(tα − qj+1α Xα(qρk)
1− qjαtαXα(qρk)
)
= δbc
δ−1(qb+ρk)
δ−1(qρk)
for δ(X)
def
==µ(X)
∏
α>0
1−X−1α
1−tαX−1α
.(3.16)
Respectively, one takes b, c ∈ P in the first formula and b, c ∈ P+ in
the second. The latter formula follows from the former for b = b+ ∈ P+.
To see this, one can proceed as follows:
〈E◦b , P
◦
c 〉 = 〈E
◦
b (P
◦
c )
⋆ ,
P⋆+
Π⋆R
(1) 〉 = 〈
P+
ΠR
(
E◦b (P
◦
c )
⋆
)
, 1 〉
= 〈
P+
ΠR
(
E◦b
)
, P ◦c 〉 = 〈P
◦
b , P
◦
c 〉.
Then we switch from µ to δ or expand Pc in terms of the E–polynomials
and use their orthogonality relations; see formula (3.3.15) in [Ch1],
which is direct from the technique of DAHA intertwiners.
Formula (3.16) can be of course deduced from (3.14) and (1.33):
〈P ◦b , P
◦
c 〉=δbc
∏
α>0
(α∨,b)−1∏
j=0
(1−qj+1α t−1α Xα(qρk)
1−qj+1α Xα(qρk)
)( 1−qjαXα(qρk)
t−1α −q
j
αXα(qρk)
)
,(3.17)
though the simplest justification of formula (3.14) for 〈P ◦b , P
◦
b 〉 is via
〈E◦b , E
◦
b 〉, which is conceptually connected with µ
−1(qb♯).
3.4. The case of An. Continuing for any root system, we cancel co-
inciding factors in (1.34), but do not perform any further divisions:
Pb(q
−ρk) = q−(b,ρk)
∏ (1− qjαtiα)
(1− qj
♭
α ti
♭
α )
,
Then 〈P ◦b , P
◦
c 〉 = δbcq
2(ρk,b)/(fb f
′
b) for
fb =
∏ (1− qjαtiα)
(1− qj
♭
α ti
♭
α )
, f ′b =
∏ (1− qj+1α ti−1α )
(1− qj
♭+1
α ti
♭−1
α )
.(3.18)
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Let us now apply this formula to (2.23) in the case of An using
Pλ = Jλ/hλ for hλ =
∏
✷∈λ
(1− qarm(✷)tleg(✷)+1).(3.19)
Recall that arm(✷) is the number of boxes strictly after ✷ (in the same
row) and leg(✷) is the number of boxes strictly below it. See (3.19).
Proposition 3.4. For λ = λ(b), ν = λ(c), b, c ∈ P+ in type An, we
obtain that
〈P ◦λ , P
◦
ν 〉 = δλ,ν
(a2)λ1/2
t|λ|
hλh
′
λ
gλg
′
λ
for h′λ =
∏
✷∈λ
(1− qarm(✷)+1tleg(✷)),
gλ =
n∏
p=1
λp−1∏
j=0
(
1+qj a t−p+1
)
, g′λ =
n∏
p=1
λp−1∏
j=0
(
1+qj+1 a t−p
)
.(3.20)
Proof. We combine (3.18) and (2.23):
Jλ(t
−ρ)=(a2)−
λ1
4 t
|λ|
2
n∏
p=1
λp−1∏
j=0
(
1 + qj a t−p+1
)
for a = −tn+1.(3.21)

Note that the formulas for our norms of Pb are similar to (but do
not coincide with) those for Macdonald’s stable pairing; see e.g., [GN],
formula (6). Under his pairing, the denominator will be g2λ:
〈P ◦λ , P
◦
ν 〉stab = δλ,ν
g′λ
gλ
〈P ◦λ , P
◦
ν 〉, where g
′
λ = gλ(a 7→ aq/t).
An–stabilization. Let us summarize the stabilization properties of
Pb (b ∈ P+) and the formulas above; this will later result in the a–
stabilization of the DAHA-vertex and DAHA-superpolynomials.
First of all, Pb can be naturally lifted to the root systems gln+1.
Namely, to P̂λ that is a polynomial in terms of positive powers of the
variables Xεi (with the natural action of W = Sn+1 by permutations
of i) obtained from Pb by the substitutions
Pb ∋ Xc 7→ X
c1+...+cn
ε1
Xc2+...+cnε2 · · ·X
cn
εn
(
Xε1 · · ·Xεn+1
)c0,
where c =
∑n
i=1 ciωi and c0 ∈ Z+ is adjusted to ensure that the de-
grees of all monomials in P̂λ are |λ|. Note that c0 = 0 for the leading
monomial Xb in Pb. In the opposite direction, we obtain Pλ by
Pb =
(
Xε1 · · ·Xεn+1
)− |λ|
n+1 P̂λ for λ = λ(b),(3.22)
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where we express the right-hand side in terms of Xi = Xωi for i =
1, . . . , n using (2.17).
Then the passage from gln+m+1 to gln+1 (accordingly, from An+m to
An) is simply by letting Xǫi = 0 for i > n+ 1. The same stabilization
holds for the E–polynomials (one can use the DAHA-intertwiners for
them), but we will not use this here.
Similarly, θu for gln+1 are as follows:
θ̂u =
∑
{mi}∈Zn+1
q
∑
m2i /2 u(m1 + . . .+mn+1)X
m1
ε1 · · ·X
mn+1
εn+1 ,
where u is any homomorphism u : Z → C∗. This definition is stable
with respect to n in the same sense as for Pλ. Then all formulas above
can be transformed to gln+1, The definition of µ remains unchanged
and switching to ω̂i =
∑i
j=1 εj from ωi is natural. The latter is actually
necessary mainly to avoid the denominator (n + 1) in b2 =
∑n
i=1 λ
2
i −
|λ|2/(n+1) for λ = λ(b); see Section 2.6. Then b2 will become
∑n
i=1 λ
2
i ,
i.e. will depend only on λ.
We do not actually need DAHA theory for the root system gln+1
in this work. It is convenient to address the a–stabilization, but we
can state and check almost all stabilization claims within sln+1, which
makes it better compatible with our consideration of arbitrary (reduced
irreducible) root systems R. The passage to gln+1 may change the for-
mulas only by some q, t–monomial factors, which are generally ignored
in the constructions below, as well as in [Ch2, Ch3, ChD].
Proposition 3.5. Given two Young diagrams λ and µ, the values
Pλ(q
µ+kρ) are a–stable, which means that there is a universal expres-
sion in terms of q, t, a such that its value at a = −tn+1 coincides with
Pb(q
c+kρ) for λ = λ(b), µ = λ(c), b, c ∈ P+ for An with n no smaller
than the number of rows in λ and in µ. Up to powers of a1/2 and
t1/2, they are rational function in q, t, a. Also, P ◦λ (q
µ+kρ), 〈Pλ, Pλ〉 and
〈P ◦λ , P
◦
λ 〉 are a–stable (in the same sense).
Proof. The claim about the a–stability of Pb(q
c+kρ) is direct from
the stability of P̂λ for λ = λ(b). The correction factor from (3.22) does
not contribute to these values. One needs only to know the a–stability
of Mb(q
c+kρ) for the standard symmetric monomials Mb =
∑
c∈W (b)Xc.
Other claims follow from this and the explicit formulas provided above.

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3.5. High–level 3j–symbols. We are back to an arbitrary root sys-
tem R. We will provide in this work only the symmetric version of
DAHA-vertex. The case of E–polynomials is quite parallel, but we do
not see at the moment its applications (beyond the DAHA theory).
For l ∈ Z+, called the level of theta-function, and for an unordered set
u = (ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ l) ⊂ Π′ = Hom(Π,C∗), we put:
P u,◦b
def
== P ◦b θu for θu =
l∏
i=1
θui , P
◦
aP
◦
b θu =
∑
c∈P+
Cc,ua,bP
◦
c ,(3.23)
where a, b, c ∈ P+. Here θu are considered as Laurent series in terms
of Xb with the coefficients that are formal series in terms of positive
powers of q. Analytically, the convergence of their coefficients is granted
for |q| < 1. Here and below we use that {P u,◦c , c ∈ P+} is a basis in the
space VW θu of W–invariant vectors in Vθu, naturally considered over
the ring C[[ q1/(2m) ]] [t1/2ν ].
Similarly, Cc,u
b
will be defined from the relation
P u,◦
b
def
== P ◦
b
θu = P
◦
b1
. . . P ◦bk θu =
∑
c
Cc,u
b
P ◦c ,(3.24)
where b = (bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k) ⊂ P+ ∋ c.
We put u = ∅ for l = 0 and, similarly, use ∅ if the corresponding θu is
missing in θu. The coefficients C
c,∅
a,b are a generalization of the classical
3j–symbols (as tν = qν).
The key example for us will be l = 1; then we write P u,◦b and C
c,u
a,b
for u ∈ Π′. Arbitrary levels can be reduced to l = 0, 1, as we will see.
Actually l = 1 is formally sufficient due to the relation
Cc,ua,b =
∑
d∈P+
Cd,∅a,bC
c,u
d,0 for a, b, c ∈ P+, u = 1
′ ∈ Π′.(3.25)
To be more exact, Cd,∅a,b can be expressed in terms of C
c,1′
a,b if the
inverse of the matrix
(
Cc,ud,0 , c, d ∈ P+
)
is known; recall that 1′ is the
trivial character of Π = P/Q. The latter matrix essentially controls the
DAHA Fourier transform, so its inverse can be presented in a similar
form; we will not discuss this here. Relation (3.25) and similar relations
for any levels readily follow from the fact that {P u,◦c , c ∈ P+} is a basis
in VW θu.
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Proposition 3.6. For any b, c ∈ P+, using (3.6) and (3.16):
Cc,ub,0 =〈P
◦
b
P ◦cι
〈P ◦c , P
◦
c 〉
θuµ
♭〉=
qb
2/2+c2/2+(b+c,ρk)
u(b−c)〈P ◦c , P
◦
c 〉
P ◦b (q
−c−ρk)〈θµ♭〉,(3.26)
where 〈P ◦c , P
◦
c 〉 = 〈P
◦
cι, P
◦
cι〉 = δ
−1(qc+ρk)/δ−1(qρk)(3.27)
=
∏
α>0
( 1−Xα(qρk)
1− Xα(qρk+c)
)(α∨,c)−1∏
j=0
(tα − qj+1α Xα(qρk)
1− qjαtαXα(qρk)
)
.
Similarly, for b = (bi) ⊂ P+ ∋ c and P ◦b
def
==
∏
i P
◦
bi
,
Cc,u
b
=〈P ◦
b
P ◦cιθuµ
♭〉/〈P ◦c , P
◦
c 〉(3.28)
=
〈P ◦
b
P ◦cιθµ
♭〉
u(Σibi − c) 〈P ◦c , P
◦
c 〉
=
τ˙−1− (P
◦
b
P ◦cι)(q
−ρk)〈θµ♭〉
u(
∑
i bi − c) 〈P
◦
c , P
◦
c 〉
.
Therefore Cc,u
b
belong to C(q1/(2m), t1/2ν )〈θµ♭〉; the denominators are the
products of binomials from (2.3), i.e. in terms of
(
1 − q•t•shtt
•
lng
)
with
non-negative powers (strictly positive for q).

The following associativity theorem is direct from the definition of
Cc,u
b
; we use that P ◦c are linearly independent.
Theorem 3.7. (i) Let us represent the sets b,u as unions
b˜ =
(
(b1), . . . , (bm)
)
, u˜ =
(
(u1), . . . , (um)
)
,
where the decompositions b˜ and u˜ are obtained from b and u by adding
a proper number of 0s for the first and ∅s for the second when necessary
(at any places) to make them of the same length m; the size of bi can
be different from that of ui. Then
Cc,u
b
= Ξc,u˜
b˜
def
==(3.29) ∑
c1,c2,...,cm−1∈P+
Cc1,u
1
b1
Cc2,u
2
(c1,b2)
Cc3,u
3
(c2,b3)
· · ·Cc,u
m
(cm−1,bm)
.
For instance, this gives that Ξc,u˜
b˜
does not depend on the choice of the
decompositions b˜ and u˜ and depends only on the sets b,u and c.
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(ii) In particular, for u˜ =
(
(u1), . . . , (um)
)
, b˜ =
(
(b), (0), . . . , (0)
)
:
Ξc,u˜
b˜
=
∑
c1,c2,...,cm−1∈P+
Cc1,u1b,0 C
c2,u2
c1,0 C
c3,u3
c2,0 · · ·C
c,um
cm−1,0,(3.30)
where Cb,ua,0 are given by formula (3.26).
More generally, let b˜ =
(
(b0, b1), (b2), . . . , (bm)
)
. Then
Ξc,u˜
b˜
=
∑
c1,c2,...,cm−1∈P+
Cc1,u1b0,b1 C
c2,u2
c1,b2
Cc3,u3c2,b3 · · ·C
c,um
cm−1,bm
(3.31)
depends only on the (unordered) sets (bi), (ui) and c, where C
c,u
a,b are
given by (3.28). For instance, the 3-vertex associativity conditions hold:∑
c1∈P+
Cc1,u1b0,b1 C
c,u2
c1,b2
=
∑
c1∈P+
Cc1,u1b1,b2 C
c,u2
c1,b0
=
∑
c1∈P+
Cc1,u1b0,b2 C
c,u2
c1,b1
.(3.32)

Note that the order of (u1, u2) influences the summations in (3.32),
though the output does not depend on it. Indeed,
Cc1,u1b0,b1 C
c,u2
c1,b2
= Cc1,1
′
b0,b1
Cc,1
′
c1,b2
/
(
u1(b0 + b1 − c1)u2(c1 + b2 − c)
)
,
and the denominator here depends on c1 unless u1 = u2. Permuting u
i
in u˜ from (3.29) leads to quite non-trivial identities. This includes the
2–vertices from (3.30); the corresponding identities considered under
tν = 0 played an important role in [ChF], with a direct link to the
level-rank duality in the case of An.
In a greater detail, formula (3.30) generalizes Rogers-Ramanujan-
type sums in [ChF], which were obtained for tν = 0, b = 0 and for
minuscule weights c. Then the corresponding sums will be q–modular
functions under a certain normalization. The quantities Pb(q
c+ρk) dis-
appear from (3.26) under tsht = 0 = tlng, which significantly simplifies
the theory. The modular properties of general Ξc,u˜
b˜
are not known,
though the case tν = qν is actually similar to tν = 0.
Relations (3.32) are basic for TQFT, where they are (mainly) con-
sidered at roots of unity, which makes the sums involved finite. They
result, for instance, in the WRT invariants of links if the Quantum
Group generalization of the 3j-symbols is taken as the starting point.
Our approach is compatible with the passage to roots of unity, but this
will not be discussed in this work.
Another important property of the topological vertex needed in TQFT
is its S3–symmetry, though this is not always assumed (especially in the
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refined theories). See e.g., [AKMV, GIKV, AFS]. We obviously have
that Cc,ua,b = C
c,u
b,a . The invariance with respect to (a, b, c
ι) 7→ (a, c, bι)
holds upon multiplication of our Cc,ua,b by 〈P
◦
c , P
◦
c 〉, which readily fol-
lows from (3.28). Thus we essentially have the S3–symmetry for the
DAHA-vertex.
3.6. The coinvariant approach. Let us provide an alternative ap-
proach to level-one Cc,ua,b , which clarifies their S3–invariance and con-
nects them with the DAHA polynomials associated with links (with
the Hopf links, to be exact).
The key for such an approach is Lemma 3.3. We will begin with
the case of E–polynomials with two sets b = (bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k), c =
(cj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) ∈ P and (a single) u ∈ Π′. The case of arbitrary sets u
(i.e. arbitrary levels) requires general theory of links, which is beyond
this section. Following the notation from (3.24), let E◦
b
= E◦b1 · · ·E
◦
bk
(and for c). The same notation will be used without ◦ and (later) for
P–polynomials. Recall from (1.19):
τu+ = τ+ζ1,u = ζ1,uτ+, τ
u
− = ζu,1τ− = ζu,1τ−, σ
u,v = ζuv−1,uvσ.
For any g, h ∈ C[Xa] (in particular, for g = E
◦
b
, h = E◦
c
) and for the
coinvariant {.}ev from (1.20), we set:
Eh,ug
def
==
{
(τ
1/u
+ )
−1
(
h(Y −1)
)
(τu−)
−1
(
g(X)
)}
ev
=
{
(τu−)
−1
(
h(X)g(X)
)}
ev
,
Ec,u
b
=
{
τ−1+
(
E◦
c
(Y−1)
)
τ−1−
(
E◦
b
(X)
)}
ev
u(Σibi + Σjcj)
=
{
τ−1−
(
E◦
c
(X)E◦
b
(X)
)}
ev
u(Σibi + Σjcj)
.(3.33)
The action of τ± here and below is that in HH. We use that σ
u,u =
τu+(τ
u
−)
−1τu+ = ζ1,u2 σ, which gives that
(τ
1/u
+ )
−1
(
h(Y −1)
)
=(τ
1/u
+ )
−1σ
(
h(X)
)
=(τu+)
−1σu,u
(
h
)
=(τu−)
−1
(
h
)
.
Then the action of ζu,1 on the E–polynomials from (3.11) is applied.
Note the g ↔ h– symmetry of (3.33) and that Ec,u
b
depends only on
the (unordered) set b ∪ c.
It is worth mentioning that for any g(X),
{φ
(
τ−1−
(
g(X)
))
}ev = {τ
−1
+ φ
((
g(X)
))
}ev
= {τ−1+ σ
((
g(X)
))
}ev = {τ
−1
− τ+
((
g(X)
))
}ev = {τ
−1
−
((
g(X)
))
}ev.
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This clarifies our using the inverses τ−1± for E
c,u
b
; if they are replaced by
τ±, then Y
−1 must be replaced there by σ−1(X).
The same formulas hold for the P–polynomials; we set Ph,ug = E
h,u
g
for symmetric g, h. Then for b = (bi) ⊂ P+ ⊃ (cj),
Pc,u
b
def
==
{
τ−1+
(
P ◦
c
(Y−1)
)
τ−1−
(
P ◦
b
(X)
)}
ev
u(Σibi + Σjcj)
=
{
τ−1−
(
P ◦
c
(X)P ◦
b
(X)
)}
ev
u(Σibi + Σjcj)
.(3.34)
There is a simplification in the case of a single c ∈ P (or b) due
to the following general identity based on (3.12). Recall that b2♯/2 −
ρ2k/2 = b
2
+/2 + (b+, ρk); see (2.4), (3.12) and Lemma 3.3. For any
m ∈ Z, H ∈ HH and g = g(X), one has:{
H · (τu−)
m
(
E◦c (X)
)}
ev
= u(mc)q−m(
c2+
2
+(c+,ρk))
{
H · E◦c (X)
}
ev
,(3.35) {
(τu−)
m
(
g E◦c
)}
ev
= u(mc) q−m(
c2+
2
+(c+,ρk))
{
(τu−)
m
(
g
)
E◦c (X)
}
ev
,
where the second follows from the first for H = (τu−)
m(g(X)).
Proposition 3.8. For h = E◦c (c ∈ P ) and any g(X),
Eh,ug = u(−c)q
c2+/2+(c+,ρk)
{
E◦c (Y
−1)(τu−)
−1
(
g(X)
)}
ev
,(3.36)
E c,u
b
=
qc
2
+/2+(c+,ρk)
u(c+b1 + . . .+bk)
{
E◦c (Y
−1)τ−1−
(
E◦
b
(X)
)}
ev
=
qc
2
+/2+(c+,ρk)
(
τ˙−1−
(
E◦
b
(X)
))
(qc♯)
u(c+ b1 + . . .+ bk)
=
(
τ˙−1−
(
E◦cE
◦
b
))
(q−ρk)
u(c+ b1 + . . .+ bk)
,
E c,u
b
=
〈E◦c E
◦
b
θuµ
♭〉
〈θµ♭〉
for b = (b1, . . . , bk) ⊂ P ∋ c,(3.37)
where τ˙−1− : g(X) 7→ τ
−1
−
(
g(X)
)
(1) is the action of τ−1− in the polyno-
mial representation V ∋ g(X). In the symmetric case,
Pc,u
b
=
qc
2/2+(c,ρk)
u(c+b1 + . . .+bk)
{
P ◦c (Y
−1)τ−1−
(
P ◦
b
(X)
)}
ev
(3.38)
=
qc
2/2+(c,ρk)
(
τ˙−1−
(
P ◦
b
(X)
))
(qc+ρk)
u(c+ b1 + . . .+ bk)
=
(
τ˙−1−
(
P ◦c P
◦
b
))
(q−ρk)
u(c+ b1 + . . .+ bk)
=
〈P ◦c P
◦
b
θuµ
♭〉
〈θµ♭〉
= C
ι(c),u
b
〈P ◦c , P
◦
c 〉
〈θµ♭〉
for b = (bi) ⊂ P+ ∋ c ,
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where ι(c) = cι, Cc,u
b
is defined in (3.24); see also formula (3.28).
Proof. Applying φ inside the coinvariant (twice, back and forth), we
use (3.35) for m = −1 and that φτu− = τ
1/u
+ φ :{
E◦c (Y
−1)(τu−)
−1
(
g(X)
)}
ev
=
{
(τ
1/u
+ )
−1
(
g(Y −1)
)
E◦c (X)
}
ev
= (u(−c)q
c2+
2
+(c+,ρk))−1
{
(τ
1/u
+ )
−1
(
g(Y −1)
)
(τu−)
−1
(
E◦c (X)
)}
ev
= u(c) q−(
c2+
2
+(c+,ρk))
{
(τ
1/u
+ )
−1
(
E◦c (Y
−1)
)
(τu−)
−1
(
g(X)
)}
ev
.
Then we use formula (3.9) from Lemma 3.3 for b=0 and f= τ˙−1− (E
◦
cE
◦
b
),
where the τ˙±1− (here and in the next formula) is the action of τ
±1
− in V,
which is g(X) 7→ τ±1−
(
g(X)
)
(1). Namely, one has :
u(c+ Σibi) 〈τ˙−(f) θuµ
♭〉 = f(q−ρk)〈θµ♭〉
= u(c+ Σibi) 〈E
◦
c E
◦
b
θuµ
♭〉 =
(
τ˙−1− (E
◦
b
)
)
(q−ρk)〈θµ♭〉.

This proposition readily results in the following important general
property of the evaluation pairing, which is necessary to connect the
DAHA approach with the splice diagrams of the corresponding link.
Theorem 3.9. For arbitrary f = f(X), g = g(X) ∈ V and the evalu-
ation pairing {f, g}ev = {f(Y
−1)
(
g(X)
)
}ev,{
τ˙−1− (f), τ˙
−1
− (g)
}
ev
=
{
τ˙−1− (fg)
}
ev
=
{
τ−1−
(
f(X)g(X)
)}
ev
.(3.39)
Combining this relation with Lemma 3.3 in the notations there and
under the assumptions ζu,1(f) = u(b)f , ζu,1(g) = u(c)g for certain
b, c ∈ P and all u ∈ Π′, one has for f, g as above:
u(b+ c) 〈τ˙−(f) τ˙−(g) θuµ
♭〉 = {f, g}ev 〈θµ
♭〉.(3.40)
Also, {
(
τ˙−(f)
)
(Y ) τ˙−(g)}ev =
{
τ˙−(fg)
}
ev
for f ∈ VW , where VW is
the subsubspace of W–invariants. 
Proof. We extend {f, g}ev to A,B ∈ HH to {A,B}ev
def
== {ϕ(A)B}ev.
Then {A,B}ev={B,A}ev and for H(1) ∈ V ⊂ HH ∋ H :
{A,B}ev={ϕ(A)B(1)}ev={ϕ
(
B(1)
)
A}ev={A(1), B(1)}ev ,{
τ˙−1− (f) , τ˙
−1
− (g)
}
ev
=
{
τ˙−1− (f), τ
−1
− (g)
}
ev
=
{
τ−1− (g), τ˙
−1
− (f)
}
ev
=
{
τ−1− (g) , τ
−1
− (f)
}
ev
=
{
τ−1+
(
σ(g)
)
, τ−1− (f)
}
ev
=
{
τ−1+
(
ϕ(g)
)
, τ−1− (f)
}
ev
=
{
ϕ
(
τ−1− (g)
)
, τ−1− (f)
}
ev
=
{
τ−1−
(
gf
)}
ev
=
{
τ˙−1−
(
fg
)}
ev
.(3.41)
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This gives (3.39). Then use Lemma 3.3 and σ2 = ι in VW . 
It is worth mentioning that the relation
C˜ c,u
b
def
==
C c,u
b
〈θµ♭〉
=
P ι(c),u
b
〈P ◦cι, P
◦
cι〉
=
P ι(c),u
b
〈P ◦c , P
◦
c 〉
(3.42)
is actually entirely conceptual, as well as its nonsymmetric counterpart.
However, we prefer to obtain it via Lemma 3.3, which is of independent
interest. The right-hand side here is convenient to analyze the action
of ⋆ and η. Using (1.21) and (1.16):
(Pc,u
b
)⋆ =
{
τ−
(
P ◦
cι
(X)P ◦
bι
(X)
)}
ev
u(Σibιi + Σjc
ι
j)
, (C˜ c,u
b
)⋆ = C˜
ι(c),u
bι
,(3.43)
where we apply ι = −w0 to b componentwise.
We obviously used here the rationality of the right-hand side of
(3.42); otherwise q⋆ = q−1 must be addressed. Note that one can
define
C˜ c,u
b
= C c,u
b
/〈θµ♭〉l
for any level l ≥ 0 and u = (u1, . . . , ul). Then the relations from
Theorem 3.7 for the C–coefficients will hold for the C˜–coefficients; we
mean those based on the independence of Ξc,u˜
b˜
on the choice of the
decompositions b˜, u˜. However, such coefficients are generally infinite
series in terms of (non-negative fractional powers of) q and applying
⋆ , which includes q 7→ q−1, is more involved (though doable thanks to
the q, t–setting).
4. DAHA-Jones theory
4.1. Iterated torus knots. We will begin with torus knots and iter-
ated torus knots; the iterated links will be considered next.
The torus knots T (r, s) are defined for any integers (including 0 and
negative ones) assuming that gcd(r, s) = 1. One has the symmetries
T (r, s) = T (s, r) = T (−r,−s), where we use “=” for the ambient isotopy
equivalence. Also T (r, s) = © if |r| ≤ 1 or |s| ≤ 1 for the unknot ,
denoted by ©. See e.g., [RJ, EN, ChD] or Knot Atlas for the details
and the corresponding invariants.
Following [ChD], the [r,s]-presentation of an iterated torus knots will
be T (~r,~s) for two sequences of integers of any signs :
~r = {r1, . . . rℓ}, ~s = {s1, . . . sℓ} such that gcd(ri, si) = 1;(4.1)
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ℓ will be called the length of ~r,~s. The pairs [ri, si] are characteristic
or Newton pairs for algebraic knots (such that ri, si > 0). We will call
them Newton pairs too for arbitrary (possibly negative) ri or si, which
is allowed in our considerations.
This presentation, referred to as the [r,s]-presentation , will be exactly
the one needed in the DAHA approach. However it is not optimal for
establishing the symmetries of our polynomials and the justification
that our construction depends only on the corresponding knot/link.
We actually need the cable presentation for this, which is actually from
the definition of the corresponding iterated torus knots. It requires one
more sequence of integers (possibly negative):
a1 = s1, ai = ai−1ri−1ri + si (i = 2, . . . , m).(4.2)
See e.g., [EN]. In terms of the cabling discussed below, the corre-
sponding knots are as follows. First, T (r, s) = Cab(s, r)(©) (note that
we transpose r, s here), and then we set:
T (~r,~s) Cab(~a,~r)(©) =
(
Cab(aℓ, rℓ) · · ·Cab(a2, r2)
)(
T (r1,s1)
)
.(4.3)
The first iteration here (application of Cab) is Cab(a1, r1), not that
for the last pair , and then we proceed inverting the natural ordering.
Cabling. Knots and links will be always considered up to ambient
isotopy ; we use “=” for it. The cabling Cab(a, b)(K) of any oriented
knot K in (oriented) S3 is defined as follows; see e.g., [Mo, EN] and
references therein. We consider a small 2–dimensional torus around K
and put there the torus knot T (a, b) in the direction of K, which is
Cab(a, b)(K) (up to ambient isotopy); we set Cab(~a,~r)
def
== Cab(~a,~r)(©).
This procedure depends on the order of a, b and orientation of K.
We choose the latter in the standard way, matching the Mathematica
package Knot Atlas [KA]; the parameter a gives the number of turns
around K. This construction also depends on the framing of the cable
knots; we take the natural one, associated with the parallel copy of the
torus where a given cable knot sits (its parallel copy has zero linking
number with this knot). It will be the same standard framing for iter-
ated torus links ; see below. Since the DAHA-invariants are considered
in this work up to powers of q, t, this will be sufficient.
Topological symmetries. By construction, Cab(a, 0)(K) = © for any
knot K and Cab(a, 1)(K) = K for any a 6= 0. Accordingly, we have the
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following reduction cases :
If ri = 0 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, then T (~r,~s) =(4.4)
T ({ri+1, · · · , rℓ}, {si+1, · · · , sℓ}), T (~r,~s) =© for i = ℓ.
If ri = 1, si ∈ Z for some i, then T (~r,~s) =(4.5)
T ({r1, · · · , ri−1, ri+1, · · · , rℓ}, {· · · , si−1, s
′
i+1 , si+2, · · · }),
where s′i+1=si+1+siri+1 if i < ℓ (no s
′
ℓ+1 for i = ℓ).
Let us comment on the last relation; see (4.2). Since ri = 1, one has:
ai=ai−1ri−1+si, ai+1=airi+1+si+1=ai−1ri−1ri+1+ (si+1+ siri+1).
The pairs {ai, ri} are sometimes called topological or cable parameters .
Indeed, the isotopy equivalence of iterated knots generally can be seen
only at the level of these parameters (not at the level of Newton pairs).
Next, the symmetry T (r, s) = T (s, r) results in the following trans-
position and reduction properties . For any ~r,~s,~a and for m ≥ 0,
T (~r,~s) = T ({s1, r2, . . . , rℓ}, {r1, s2 . . . , sℓ}),(4.6)
Cab(aℓ, rℓ)· · ·Cab(a1, r1)(T (m, 1))=Cab(aℓ, rℓ)· · ·Cab(a1, r1)(©).(4.7)
Then, switching from a knot K to its mirror image , denoted by K⋆:
Cab(a, b)(K⋆) =
(
Cab(−a, b)(K)
)⋆
for any a, b with gcd(a, b)=1,
and Cab(−~a,~r)=
(
Cab(~a,~r)
)⋆
, T (~r,−~s)=
(
T (~r,~s)
)⋆
.(4.8)
We note that the Jones and HOMFLY-PT polynomials for K⋆ are
obtained from those for K (can be a link) by the formal conjugation
of the parameters, which is q 7→ q−1, a 7→ a−1. This will hold for
the DAHA-Jones polynomials and DAHA-superpolynomials, where the
conjugation t 7→ t−1 must be added to that of q, a.
Furthermore, changing the orientation , denoted by “−”, at the ith
step, we obtain that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
−Cab(~a,~r)=Cab({. . ., ai−1,−ai, ai+1,. . .}, {. . ., ri−1,−ri, ri+1,. . .}),(4.9)
(−)ℓ−i+1 T (~r,~s)=T ({. . . , ri−1,−ri, ri+1, . . .}, {. . ., si−1,−si, si+1,. . .}).
The second transformation here results in the following cable:
Cab({. . ., ai−1,−ai,−ai+1,. . .}, {. . ., ri−1,−ri,−ri+1,. . .}),
which explains the sign.
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Changing the orientation of a knot or the simultaneous change of the
orientations of all components of a link (equivalently, applying ι to the
weights) does not influence its Jones and HOMFLY-PT polynomials;
so the DAHA-Jones polynomials must remain unchanged under such
a transformation (they are). We will mostly use the symbol ∨ for the
change of the orientation in this work.
4.2. From knots to links. Switching to links, we need to add col-
ors to the cables above, which are dominant weights b. The [r,s]-
presentation of a torus iterated link will be a union of κ colored knots
LΥ, (b
j )
(~r j ,~s j) =
(
{T (~rj ,~sj), bj ∈ P+}, j = 1, . . . , κ
)
together with(4.10)
the incidence matrix Υ = (υj,k), where 0 ≤ υj,k = υk,j ≤ min{ℓ
j, ℓk},
implie s that [rji , s
j
i ]=[r
k
i , s
k
i ] for all 1 ≤ i ≤ υj,k and any 1 ≤ j, k ≤ κ.
Here ℓj is the length of ~rj = {rji} and ~s
j = {sji} for 1 ≤ j ≤ κ; we
naturally set υj,j = ℓ
j .
Subject to this above identification (for i ≤ υj,k), the pairs [r
j
i , s
j
i ] will
be treated as vertices of a natural graph L determined by Υ; these pairs
we be called [r,s]-labels , of the corresponding vertices. The notation [ , ]
will be used exclusively for such labels [r, s].
The paths are the sequences of vertices with fixed j. The vertices
for neighboring i in the same path will be connected by the edges; the
graph has a natural orientation from i to i+ 1 in each path. Also, we
will add the arrowhead at the end of each path, which is at i = ℓj .
Such an incidence graph (including the arrowheads) is a union of
trees, called subtrees . Every subtree has at least one base path , the one
that intersects all other paths in this component. It also has a unique
initial vertex (corresponding to i = 1 in any base path). The colors
bj will be assigned to the arrowheads; thus the jth path corresponds
to the knot T (~rj ,~sj) colored by bj ∈ P+. The graph can be empty
(no vertices), then it is a collection of paths that are pure arrowheads.
There can be several arrowheads from the same vertex, but one path
always has one arrow. Topologically and in the DAHA construction,
one can (technically) assume that the graph is a tree by adding an
extra initial vertex with the label [1, 0] connected to its all subtrees.
The a–parameters can be calculated along the paths exactly as we
did for the knots (starting from i = 1, a1 = s1); then a
j
i depends only
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on the corresponding vertex. The pairs {aji , r
j
i} will be called the cab-
labels of the vertices. Actually only the [r,s]-labels will be needed in the
DAHA constructions (we will mostly call them simply labels and use
[ , ] only for them). However the cab-labels are necessary to explain
the topological symmetries (including the DAHA-Jones polynomials).
The torus knot colored by b ∈ P+ will be denoted by T br,s. Re-
spectively, Cabb
a,r(L), equivalently Cab
b
0,1Caba,r(L), will be the cable
Cab(a, r)(L) of a link L colored by b. The color can be attached only to
the last Cab in the sequence of cables. In the absence of vertices, the
notation is©b (the unknot colored by b ∈ P+) or Cab(0, 1)
b. We mostly
use the same notation L for the graph and the corresponding link L.
The passage from the [r,s]-presentation to the cab-presentation is
L
(
~rj ,~sj , 1 ≤ j ≤ κ
)
 
( κ∐
j=1
Cab(~aj,~rj)
)
(©),(4.11)
where the composition and coproduct of cables is with respect to the
tree structure and Cab(~aj,~rj) = · · ·Cab(aj2, r
j
2)T (r
j
1, s
j
1) is as in (4.3). In
this work, the coproduct symbol
∐
(sometimes omitted) is used when
a union of cables is applied to the same link; this union is disjoint but
the result of its application will generally have nonzero linking numbers.
For a tree, the cab-presentation begins as follows:(
· · ·
(tree∐
ℓj=3
(Cabb
j
a
j
3,r
j
3
Cab
a
j
2,r
j
2
)
)(tree∐
ℓj=2
Cabb
j
a
j
2,r
j
2
)(∐
ℓj=1
Cabb
j
0,1
))(
T (r11, s
1
1)
)
.(4.12)
The coproduct for ℓj = 1 corresponds to pure arrowheads from i = 1 =
j, the next product is over single edges from the initial point followed
by arrowheads. The 2nd and the 3rd coproducts are with respect to the
incidence tree, so must be understood as follows. The third contains(
Cabb
j
a
j
3,r
j
3
∐
Cabb
k
a
k
3 ,r
k
3
)(
Cab
a
j
2,r
j
2
)
if υj,k = 2,
i.e. when the vertices labeled by [rj2, s
j
2] = [r
k
2 , s
k
2] are identified in the
incidence tree. If υj,k = 3, i.e. when the corresponding paths are
different only by the arrowheads, this product contains(
Cabb
j
0,1
∐
Cabb
k
0,1
)(
Cab
a
j
3,r
j
3
Cab
a
j
2,r
j
2
)
.
This is similar for the product with ℓj = 2 (when υj,k = 2) and in
general.
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Here and generally Cab(ai+1, ri+1)Cab(ai, ri) means the composition
of cabling operations (for the standard framing). However, we will
frequently omit the symbol of coproduct between cables, when it is
clearly not the composition; for instance the cables in (4.12) of the
same “level” i = 2, 3.
Note that the property Cab(a, 1)(K) = K generally holds only for
knots K. Applying Cab(a, 1) to a disjoint union of knots generally ties
them up. For instance, Cab(−1, 1) of m unknots
∐m
j=1
© produces the
Hopf m–link for the standard framing, which is Sm–symmetric and
with pairwise linking numbers all equal to −1. This corresponds to
the tree with one vertex [1,−1] and m colored arrows from it. Note
that applying Cab(0, 1) here simply produces a union of m arrowheads,
without any vertices and edges.
Using the symmetry from (4.5) requires recalculating all s after [rji =
1, sji ∈ Z] in all paths through it. Relation (4.4) holds for links, but now
it must be understood as deleting all vertices in the paths through a
vertex with rjoio = 0 from the first one (i.e. for all 1 ≤ i ≤ io in any paths
containing this vertex). The paths which share some vertices with those
affected remain untouched, so the matrix Υ and the incidence graph
must be recalculated accordingly, which can result in extra subtrees.
Also, (4.8) and (4.9) hold if ⋆ and “−” are applied to the whole link.
4.3. Splice diagrams. Let us extend the previous construction to the
case of a pair of incidence graphs {L, ′L}, where the latter can be with
or without ∨. The twisted union of the corresponding links is defined
as follows. The cabling construction provides a canonical embedding
of the iterated torus links into the solid torus. We put the links for L
and ′L into the horizontal solid torus and the complementary vertical
one. The presence of ∨ in ′L∨ means changing the orientation of this
component; for instance, {,} and {,∨} represent uncolored Hopf
2–links with the linking number lk = −1 and +1 correspondingly.
Recall that the notation L or {L, ′L} is used for trees and also for
the corresponding link L (depending on the context).
Using the language of splice diagrams from [EN], the pair {L, ′L∨}
corresponds to ◦1 and ′◦1 in L and ′L connected by an arc :✞✝ ′◦1 · · ·◦1 · · · or ✞✝ ′◦1 · · ·∨◦1 · · · ,
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where adding ∨ changes the orientation of the link with prime. For
instance, the Hopf links for lk = ±1 are represented as ←→ (for
+) and ←→ ∨. Importantly, the transposition L ↔ ′L does not
change the output if ∨ is present or absent; the total change of the
orientation does not influence the link invariants we will consider.
This is topologically equivalent to combining the trees via an addi-
tional vertex ◦ labeled by [1,±1], i.e. using the tree ◦ ⇒ ◦1 ···′◦1··· , where
◦1, ′◦1 from L, ′L are connected via such intermediate ◦ . In the DAHA-
construction, this is governed by Theorem 3.9. The corresponding a–
parameters in the cab-labels must be then recalculated, since we now
begin with a new vertex ◦. Thus the twisted union (the arc-connection)
actually results in one tree; see (9.4) for a concrete example.
Let us translate more systematically our combinatorial data into the
language of splice diagrams. See [EN] for details. For one tree L, the
construction is as above (including the directions and arrowheads), but
we need to switch from the labels [r, s] in the [r,s]-presentation to the
corresponding {a, r} in the cab-presentation. Graphically, the passage
is as follows:
→ ◦ →· · ·→
[r, s]
! ✟
✟
❍❍
⊕
1
1 ...a
r
◦
.
Note that we extend [EN] by adding colors to the arrowheads. Also,
recall that a1 = s1 for the initial vertices in any paths .
In the case of two trees {L, ′L∨} (note ∨) the connection by an arc
described above corresponds to the following splice diagram:
✞✝′◦1 → ′M →· · ·→◦1 → M
→· · ·→
[r1, s1]
[′r1,
′s1]
!
✬
✫ ✟✟✯
❍❍❥
⊕
1 1
1
′M˜ ...′a1
′r1
◦
✟✟✯
❍❍❥
⊕
1 1
1
M˜ ...a1
r1
◦
,(4.13)
where M˜ and ′M˜ are splice diagrams made from graphs M and ′M.
For the sake of simplicity of this figure, we assume that L, ′L have only
single edges from their initial vertices ◦1, ′◦1 to M, ′M, the remaining
portions. The general correspondence is totally similar.
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We note that adding ∨ to ′M (the change of the orientation of this
part) in the language of splice diagrams is as follows. One adds a
new trivalent node to the arc with weights +1 on the edges going to
trees and −1 for the third edge, calling a leaf ; see [EN], Theorem 8.1,
Statements 2 and 3 for the details. The nodes with weights +1 (both)
can be deleted from the diagram; in DAHA, this may result in some
qm, which is trivial due to the normalization. Assigning −1 to the leaf
as above changes the orientation of one of the components; it can be
M or ′M, up to the total change of the orientation. Algebraically, this
will correspond to the DAHA-relations (4.24), (4.25). See also (9.5).
We actually do not need the splice diagrams too much in this work.
However, they are an important and convenient tool for the classifi-
cation of iterated torus links, useful to analyze the topological sym-
metries. The latter are one-to-one with the symmetries of our DAHA
construction. Also, the splice diagrams establish the connection with 3-
folds and can be effectively used for calculating some invariants, includ-
ing the linking numbers, with applications to plain curve singularities.
We note that our method can not give all splice diagrams of solvable
type, though all algebraic links can be reached by our construction.
See Theorems 9.2, 9.4 in [EN]). For instance, the DAHA-approach
does not provide (so far) the following diagram, corresponding to the
granny knot :
◦ ❍❍❍
⊕
12
3
◦
1
1
0
⊕✲
◦ ✟
✟✟⊕1
2
3
◦
.
It represents the connected sum of two trefoils with the same orien-
tation. The connected sum is the only one from the three operations in
[EN] necessary to obtain arbitrary solvable links in S3 that is generally
missing in the DAHA-approach. These three are disjoint sum, con-
nected sum and cabling. We note that some 3–component connected
sums can be obtained, for instance the connected sum of two Hopf
2–links (the chain of 3 unknots, where the first and the last are not
linked); see (7.30) below.
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Algebraic links. We provide here only basic facts; see [EN] for details
and references, especially Theorem 9.4 there. Generally, one begins
with a polynomial equation f(x, y) = 0 considered in a neighborhood
of an isolated singularity 0 = (x = 0, y = 0). Its intersection with a
small 3-dimensional sphere in C2 around 0 is called an algebraic link .
Assuming that rji , s
j
i > 0 , any tree L
Υ
(~rj ,~sj) (in the [r,s]-presentation) cor-
responds to a germ of plane curve singularity at 0. If these inequalities
hold, the tree will be called positive .
Such germs are unions of unibranch components for the paths of Υ
(numbered by j), which are given as follows:
y = cj1 x
s
j
1/r
j
1(1 + cj2 x
s
j
2/(r
j
1r
j
2)
(
1 + cj3 x
s
j
3/(r
j
1r
j
2r
j
3)
(
. . .
))
) at 0.(4.14)
The parameters cji ∈ C are sufficiently general here. The simplest ex-
ample is the equation yrκ = xsκ under gcd(r, s) = 1, which corresponds
to the torus link T (rκ, sκ) with κ knot components isotopic to T (r, s);
the pairwise linking numbers here are all rs. See also Section 8.4.
The unibranch components and the corresponding pairwise linking
numbers uniquely determine the corresponding germ due to the Reeve
theorem. The linking number between the branches corresponding to
the paths with the indices j 6= k is
lk(j, k) = ajior
j
io
( ℓj∏
i=io+1
rji
)( ℓk∏
i=io+1
rki
)
, where i◦ = υ(j, k).(4.15)
This formula correctly gives lk(j, k) = 0 if we set aji◦ = 0 when υ(j, k) =
0 (i.e. allow graphs L here, not only trees), but then the corresponding
links will become non-algebraic. All linking numbers must be strictly
positive for algebraic links.
Arbitrary algebraic links can be obtained using this construction and
the twisted union (above) for the pairs of positive algebraic trees with
∨ added to the second subject to the inequality ′s1s1 > ′r1r1 for the
first vertices of these two trees. Then {L, ′L∨} is called a positive pair .
See [EN] and (4.13) concerning the algebraic links; the linking num-
bers between the branches of L and ′L in their twisted union are (full)
products of rji and
′rki over i in the corresponding paths.
We note that the theory in [EN] is without colors, as well as that
in [ORS]. Attaching colors to the branches requires more involved
algebraic-geometric considerations; see [Ma] for the case t = q.
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4.4. DAHA-Jones polynomials. They will be defined for an arbi-
trary (reduced, irreducible) root system R and its twisted affinization
R˜. The notations and formulas are from the previous sections. The
combinatorial data will be the [r,s]-labeled graphs LΥ,(b
j)
(~rj ,~sj) from (4.10).
Recall that
1 ≤ j ≤ κ, ~r j = {rji}, ~s
j = {sji}, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
j,
and Υ is the incidence graph/matrix , and the arrowheads (at the ends
of all paths ) are colored by bj ∈ P+. The incidence graph is not sup-
posed to be connected here and the paths can contain no vertices; see
(4.10). The construction below will be for two arbitrary such graphs
L, ′L (the second can be empty).
The choice of the integral form of the P–polynomials plays an im-
portant role in the following. Recall from Theorem 2.1 that P˜b = N˜bP ◦b
for b ∈ P+ is q, t–integral. This is not always the smallest q, t–integral
normalization of Pb. The following normalization is.
Let us consider the denominators of all coefficients of P ◦b as poly-
nomials in terms of q with the coefficients in C(tν) (actually in Z[tν ]).
Then let N¨b be their least common multiple, LCM . We will assume
that its constant term is 1; then it is a polynomial in terms of q with
the coefficients from Z[tν ]. The polynomial P¨b
def
== N¨bP ◦b is the minimal
q, t–integral form of Pb. Accordingly, we set for b
1, . . . , bm ∈ P+:
(b1, . . . , bm)∼ev = LCM
(
N˜b1 , . . . , N˜bm
)
,(4.16)
(b1, . . . , bm)··ev = LCM
(
N¨b1 , . . . , N¨bm
)
.
Recall that the calculation of (b1, . . . , bm)∼ev is entirely combinatorial; it
is an explicit product of binomials in the form of (2.3).
In type A, one can also take here the J–polynomials Jλj for λ
j =
λ(bj); see (2.21). Then we set:
(b1, . . . , bm)Jev=(λ
1, . . . , λm)Jev=LCM
⊙(
Jλ1(t
ρ), . . . , Jλm(t
ρ)
)
,(4.17)
where ⊙ means here that we normalize LCM by the condition that it
is a q, t–polynomial with the constant term 1. The latter practically
means that we ignore the factors in formula (2.23) for Jλ(t
ρ) = Jλ(t
−ρ)
before the product there (upon a = −tn+1).
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One has the following combinatorially transparent formula:
(λ1, . . . , λm)Jev = (λ
1∨ · · · ∨λm)Jev , where(4.18)
λ1∨ · · · ∨λm is the union of diagrams {λj}.
The latter union is by definition the smallest Young diagram containing
all diagrams λ1, . . . , λm.
Going back to arbitrary root systems, we can take Pb (b ∈ P+) them-
selves when klng=1=ksht, equivalently tν=qν . Then the corresponding
P
(1)
b = Pb(X ; tν = qν) do not depend on q, t for any (reduced, irredu-
cible) root system R. We set in this case:
(b1, . . . , bm)(1)ev = LCM
⊙(
P
(1)
b1(q
ρk), . . . , P
(1)
bm(q
ρk)
)
.(4.19)
Note that the J–polynomials in the An–case are not minimal integral
even when t = q. However, using them vs. P
(1)
λ for t = q makes the
corresponding HOMFLY-PT polynomials a, q–integral and has other
advantages. This is important only for links; the choice of the integral
form does not influence the DAHA-construction for knots.
We represent torus knots T (r, s) by the matrices γr,s ∈ GL 2(Z) with
the first column (r, s)tr (tr is the transposition) for r, s ∈ Z provided
gcd(r, s) = 1. Let γ̂r,s ∈ GL∧2(Z) be any pullback of γr,s.
Obviously (r, s) can be lifted to γ of determinant 1 and, accord-
ingly, to γ̂ ∈ PSL∧2(Z) generated by {τ±}. I.e. the usage of η can
be avoided. However, η results in important symmetries of the JD–
polynomials. Similarly, the enhanced GL∧2(Z)
ζ is actually not needed
in what will follow, since all the quantities below (inside {. . .}ev) will
be ζu,v–eigenvectors. Controlling the corresponding Π
′–characters is of
importance, but not really significant in the construction below.
Definition 4.1. Ingredients. Let R be a reduced irreducible root system
and q not a root of unity. Recall that H 7→ H⇓
def
== H(1), where the
action of H ∈ HH in V is used. The construction is in terms of two
graphs/links from (4.10)
L = LΥ,(b
j)
(~rj ,~sj)
, ′L = ′L
′Υ,(′bj)
(′~rj ,′~sj)
where bj , ′bj ∈ P+,(4.20)
1 ≤ j ≤ κ, ′κ for L, ′L, ~rj = (rji | 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
j), ′~rj = (′rji | 1 ≤ i ≤
′ℓj).
The j–ranges for ~sj ,′~sj are those for ~rj ,′~rj. Let us lift the columns
(rji , s
j
i )
tr, (′rji ,
′sji )
tr to γji ,
′γji and then to γ̂
j
i ,
′γ̂ji ∈ GL
∧
2(Z) as above.
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The construction also requires the choice of the integral forms P̂b for
the polynomials Pb. Considering the pairs {i, j} as vertices of the in-
cidence graph for L, we begin with letting
P̂j
ℓj+1
def
== P̂bj , γ
j
ℓj+1
def
== id for 1 ≤ j ≤ κ;
recall that ℓj = 0 when the jth path contains only one arrowhead and
υj,k = 0 if the corresponding paths do not intersect.
Pre-polynomials. For a given path with the index j, we define the
polynomials P̂ji by induction with respect to i, starting with i = ℓ
j
down to i = 0:
P̂ji =
υ(k,j)=i∏
1≤k≤κ
(
γ̂ki+1(P̂
k
i+1)⇓
)
(4.21)
i.e. the last product is over all paths k that enter (intersect) the path
for j exactly at the index i ≥ 0, including k = j when i = ℓj. Note
that P̂j
ℓj
=
∏υ(k,j)=ℓj
1≤k≤κ P̂bk for a base path j, where this product is over
all arrowheads from (originated at) the vertex {i = ℓj , j}.
Since i = 0 is allowed in (4.21), P̂j0 actually depends only on the
corresponding subtree for any path j there. If L is the union of subtrees,
then P̂j0 is the product of the corresponding polynomials
(
γ̂k1 (P̂
k
1)⇓
)
over all these subtrees (for any choices of paths k there). So we may
set P̂tot0 = P̂
j
0. The polynomial
′P̂tot0 for
′L is defined in the same way.
Finale. Using the notations b = (bj), ′b = (′bj), the DAHA-Jones
polynomial for the integral forms P̂bj , P̂′bj and a certain fixed index
1 ≤ jo ≤ κ or jo = ∅ is (which determines the normalization):
ĴD
R, jo,Υ, ′Υ
(~rj ,~sj) , (′~rj , ′~sj)((b
j), (′bj) ; q, t) = ĴD
jo,Υ, ′Υ
(~rj ,~sj) ,( ′~rj , ′~sj)(b,
′b ; q, t)(4.22)
= ĴD
jo
L, ′L
def
==
{
ϕ( ′P̂tot0 ) P̂
tot
0 /P̂bjo (q
−ρk)
}
ev
,
where there is no division by P̂bjo (q
−ρk) for jo = ∅. Due to the definition
of ϕ from (1.12), ϕ( ′P̂tot0 ) is simply
′P̂tot0 (Y
−1) = ′P̂tot0 (X 7→ Y
−1).
Taking Y +1 here, we obtain:
ĴD
jo
L, ′L∨
def
==
{
′P̂tot0 (Y ) P̂
tot
0 /P̂bjo (q
−ρk)
}
ev
.(4.23) 
Using automorphisms. We note that the pre-polynomial P̂tot0 is invari-
ant with respect to the action of ζu,1 in the polynomial representation;
use (1.18) and (3.8) to calculate the corresponding character.
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The role of ϕ . Applying ϕ inside the coinvariant gives that
ĴD
•
L, ′L = ĴD
•
′L,L for • = jo, min, ∅,(4.24)
where the normalizations • must be the same in both sides, i.e. the
division must be by the same P̂bjo (q
−ρk) for jo. Topologically, this
relation means that adding the meridian ′L to (the link associated
with) L is isotopic to adding the meridian L to ′L.
The operator ϕ( ′P̂tot0 ) does not commute with P̂
tot
0 , which is an op-
erator in terms of X . In type A, the commutator relations between
such and similar operators are part of the theory of elliptic Hall al-
gebra (isomorphic to spherical DAHA); see [SV]. This connection is
important for the Hopf links and the DAHA-vertex . See also some
remarks concerning the toric q, t–skein in Section 9.5.
The toric skein algebra was identify with the elliptic Hall algebra for
t = q in [MS] (and with the spherical DAHA). This was used to check
the coincidence of our superpolynomials at t = q with the HOMFLY-
PT polynomials for torus iterated knots, conjectured in [ChD] (justified
for any such knots for A1 and torus knots in [Ch2]). Combining [MS]
with our approach here proves Part (i) of Conjecture 5.3.
This implication is of course important, but direct using Rosso-Jones
formula and the DAHA-shift operators is also quite relevant, as it
was demonstrated in [Ch2, ChD, ChE]. We already have a sketch of
the proof of Part (i) of Conjecture 5.3 below based on this method,
which can be generally extended to any root systems, i.e. applied
to connect arbitrary WRT-invariants with the corresponding DAHA-
Jones polynomials at t = q.
Continuing with the automorphisms, we note that ϕ maps τ± 7→ τ∓
in the construction of ′P̂tot0 , without changing the order of the corre-
sponding tau-matrices. This can be used to establish the symmetry
T (r, s)↔ T (s, r), but generally not inside the cables; the application of
ϕ is not compatible with the projection ⇓ onto the polynomial presen-
tation V. The following ones are.
Automorphisms η, τ−, ι , σ
2. They are compatible with ⇓ , which fact is
the key in proving the symmetries of the JD–polynomials. For instance,
adding the vertex [r0 = 1, s0 = m] to a tree L results in the same ĴD–
polynomial as the change of [r1, s1] in L by [r1,mr1+ s1] (for every path,
if there are several). This gives (the key) relations from (4.5); see Part
(ii) of Theorem 4.3.
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Concerning ι , the definition from (4.23) is actually a particular case
of (4.22), where all colors ′bj are replaced by ι( ′bj). We use that ι pre-
serves the coinvariant and naturally acts in HH; see (1.20,1.22). Also,
ι · γ̂ = γ̂ · ι for γ ∈ GL2(Z). We use these properties of ι and similar
ones for η in the theorems below.
Adding ∨. This changes ′P̂tot0 (Y
−1) = σ(′P̂tot0 ) in the definition above
by ′P̂tot0 (Y ) = σ
−1(′P̂tot0 ). Equivalently, we can send
′b 7→ ′bι. Equiv-
alently, this operation is the change of the sign of the first label (or
labels if it is not a tree) in ′L: [ ′rj1,
′sj1 ] 7→ [−
′rj1,−
′sj1 ].
Since ι commutes with ϕ, we have the relation:
ĴD
•
L, ′L∨ = ĴD
•
L∨, ′L = ĴD
•
′L,L∨,(4.25)
where the normalization • must be the same in all three formulas (say,
• = ∅ or • = min). Indeed, the total change of the orientation of
the link represented by the pair {L, ′L} must not influence the ĴD–
polynomial. Recall that topologically, adding ∨ to ′L is switching the
orientation of the corresponding link.
Iterated knots. In the case of torus iterated knots (when there is only
one path) and in the absence of ′L, we arrive at formula (2.12) from
[ChD]:
JD~r,~s(b; q, t)=
{
γ̂1
(
· · ·
(
γ̂ℓ−1
((
γ̂ℓ(Pb)/Pb(q
−ρk)
)
⇓
)
⇓
)
· · ·
)}
ev
.(4.26)
It includes only one b ∈ P+ and therefore does not depend on the choice
of the integral form P̂b of Pb.
The simplest link then is obtained, by adding any number of arrow-
heads colored by b1, · · · , bκ, then Pb/Pb(q−ρk) must be replaced here by
the product
P̂1ℓ = P̂
1
ℓ+1 · · · P̂
κ
ℓ+1/P̂bjo (q
−ρk) = P̂b1 · · · P̂bκ/P̂bjo (q
−ρk).(4.27)
This particular case is already quite interesting; expressing the prod-
ucts Pb1 · · ·Pbκ as linear combinations of Macdonald polynomials (gen-
eralizing the Pieri rules) is a challenge.
4.5. The polynomiality.
Theorem 4.2. For any choice of the normalization index 1 ≤ jo ≤ κ,
the DAHA-Jones polynomial ĴD
jo
L, ′L defined above is a polynomial in
terms of q, tsht, tlng up to a factor q
•t• = q•t•shtt
•
lng, where the powers •
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can be rational in the latter. It does not depend on the particular choice
of the lifts γji ∈ GL2(Z) and γ̂
j
i ∈ GL
∧
2(Z) for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
j. Also one can
replace in formula (4.22) the ratio P̂bjo/P̂bjo (q
−ρk) by Ebjo/Ebjo (q
−ρk)
without changing the output.
Proof. The justification of this and the next theorem almost ex-
actly follow those in Theorem 1.2 from [Ch3] (for torus knots) and in
Theorem 2.1 [ChD] (for iterated torus knots).
The quantity ĴD
jo
L, ′L can be non-integral with respect to q, tν only
if P ◦b
def
== Pb/Pb(q
−ρk) for b = bjo has a pole in terms of q when ǫ = 0,
where ǫ = (1 − qjtrshtt
s
lng) for certain j > 0, r, s ≥ 0, r + s > 0. We
can assume that the binomial ǫ is maximal such, i.e. that P ◦b has no
singularity at (1− qjvtrvshtt
sv
lng)/ǫ = 0 for any Z ∋ v > 1.
Let us localize and complete the ring of coefficients of HH and the
polynomial representation V, which is Zq,t = Z[q±1/(2m), t
±1/2
ν ], by such
ǫ, i.e. with respect to the ideal
(
1 − qvtrshtt
s
lng
)
; the notations will be
Z(ǫ)q,t , HH
(ǫ), V(ǫ). Note that we added q±1/(2m) to Zq,t.
We will use the evaluation pairing, defined as follows:
{E, F}ev = E(Y
−1)(F (X))(q−ρk), E, F ∈ V(ǫ) .
See Theorem 11.8 from [Ch5] and Theorem 1.2 from [Ch3]. We set
Radǫ,p =
{
F ∈ V(ǫ) | {F,V}ev ∈ ǫpZ
(ǫ)
q,t
}
for p ∈ Z+ .
Switching from V to the whole HH, we define
RADǫ,p
def
==
{
H ∈ HH(ǫ) | {HHHHH}ev ∈ ǫ
pZ(ǫ)q,t
}
for p ∈ Z+.(4.28)
Equivalently, RADǫ,p =
{
H ∈ HH(ǫ) | H(V(ǫ)) ⊂ Radǫ,p
}
, since Radǫ,p={
F ∈V(ǫ) | {HH(F )}ev∈ ǫℓZ
(ǫ)
q,t
}
; see Lemma 11.3 from [Ch5].
Here q is not a root of unity. Therefore any Y –invariant submodule
of V is invariant with respect to the natural action of τ˙− of τ− in V.
We conclude that ψ and τ− preserve RADǫ,p for any p ∈ Z+ (and for
generic q). The same holds for η; see (1.14). Thus the whole GL∧2(Z)
preserves each RADǫ,r.
Let P¯b
def
== ǫlP ◦b ∈ V
(ǫ) for b = bjo and minimal such l ∈ N. Then
P¯b(q
−ρk) ∈ ǫlZ(ǫ)q,t due to the normalization of P
◦
b . Since P¯b is an eigen-
function of {Lf} from (1.28), one has that P¯b ∈ Radǫ,l; see Lemmas
11.4-5 from [Ch5].
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This implies that γ̂(P¯bjo ) ∈ RADǫ,l for any γ ∈ PSL2(Z), as well as
for any P¯ = RP¯bjo , where R is any q, t–integral Laurent polynomial.
The projection P¯ ′ = γ̂(P¯ )⇓= γ̂(P¯ )(1) then belongs to Radǫ,l. Hence
γ̂′(P¯ ′) ∈ RADǫ,l for any γ′ ∈ PSL2(Z) and we can continue this pro-
cess. One automatically obtains that {P¯ ′′}ev is divisible by ǫl for
P¯ ′′
def
== γ̂′(P¯ ′)⇓ and for any further such polynomials obtained by this
procedure continued for γ′′, γ′′′, . . . from PSL2(Z) or from GL2(Z).
Here we can multiply each P¯ ′, P¯ ′′ by arbitrary q, t–integral R′, R′′
and so on. Furthermore, we can apply to the final P¯–polynomial in
this chain any operator in the form Q(Y −1) for a q, t–integral Laurent
polynomial Q(X) and the output will have the same divisibility by ǫl
as above. Thus we conclude that ĴD
jo
L, ′L has actually no singularity at
ǫ = 0, which contradiction is sufficient to claim its q, t–integrality.
The independence of ĴD
jo
L, ′L of the lifts of the columns (r
j
i , s
j
i )
tr to
γ̂ji and the possibility to replace Pbjo by Ebjo closely follow the corre-
sponding claims in Theorem 1.2 from [Ch3]. 
4.6. Major symmetries. The following theorem is a link counterpart
of Theorem 2.2 from [ChD]. We will comment on its proof (but omit
the details); it remains essentially the same as for iterated knots. All
following claims hold when ′L is replaced by ′L∨. Furthermore, formula
(3.39) from Theorem 3.9 can be used to reduce the pairs of graphs to
a single tree; see, e.g. an example after (9.4).
Theorem 4.3. (i) Minimal normalization. The q, t–integrality and other
claims from Theorem 4.2 hold for the following modifications of DAHA-
Jones polynomials (which does not require picking jo):
ĴD
min
(~rj ,~sj) ,( ′~rj , ′~sj)(b,
′b ; q, t) = ĴD
min
L, ′L
def
==
{ ϕ( ′P̂tot0 ) P̂tot0
(b, ′b)∧ev
}
ev
,(4.29)
where the polynomials P̂b(b ∈ P+) are defined for one of the following
integral forms:
P̂b = P˜b, P¨b, Jλ(b)(forAn), or P
(1)
b (when ksht=1=klng);(4.30)
(b1, . . . , bm)∧ev are defined correspondingly. See (4.16),(4.18), (4.19).
(ii) Topological symmetries. Following Section 4.2, the polynomial
ĴD
jo
L, ′L from Theorem 4.2 and ĴD
min
L, ′L from (i), considered up to a mono-
mial factor q•t•shtt
•
lng, depends only on the topological link corresponding
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to the pair of graphs {L, ′L}. For instance, (4.4) holds and the reduc-
tion of the vertices with r = 1 from (4.5) can be applied in L or in ′L.
Also, the transposition [rj1, s
j
i ] 7→ [s
j
1, r
j
i ] from (4.6) does not influence
ĴD
j◦
L or ĴD
min
L if
′L = ∅.
Moreover, ĴD
jo
or ĴD
min
above become ⋆−conjugated if all sji ,
′sji from
L and ′L change their signs simultaneously; see (4.8), (4.9). Further-
more, they do not change when bj 7→ ιπ(bj) and simultaneously
{rji}, {s
j
i} 7→ {. . . , r
j
i−1,−r
j
i , r
j
i+1, . . .}, {. . . , s
j
i−1,−s
j
i , s
j
i+1, . . .}(4.31)
in L and ′L provided that total numbers of such transformations in
every path of L, ′L have all the same parity π ∈ Z2.
(iii) Color exchange. We assume that for given b,′ b, generic q and
certain (special) tsht, tlng, there exist c = (c
j), ′c = (′cj) and wj, ′wj ∈
W satisfying the relations
q (b+ρk−w(ρk)−w(c) , α) = 1 = q (b−w(c) , α
∨)
α tsht
(ρw
sht
, α∨)
tlng
(ρw
lng
, α∨)
,(4.32)
for all α ∈ R+, where w=wj, b=bj , c=cj or w= ′w, b= ′bj , c= ′cj, and
we set ρwν
def
== w(ρν)− ρν . Then
ĴD
min
L, ′L = ĴD
min
M, ′M for such q, {tν},(4.33)
where M, ′M correspond to the same (rji , s
j
i ), (
′rji ,
′sji ), Υ,
′Υ but with
the colors bj , ′bj replaced by cj , ′cj.
(iv) Specialization q = 1. We now make q = 1, assuming that tν are
generic and using the notation (b1, . . . , bm)∧ev from (4.16). We switch
here to the spherical polynomials P ◦b , so the following does not depend
on the choice of the integral forms P̂b:
(b1, . . . , bκ, ′b1, . . . ,′b
′κ)∧ev
(b1)∧ev · · · (b
κ)∧ev (
′b1)∧ev · · · (
′b ′κ)∧ev
(q=1) ĴD
min
L, ′L(q=1)(4.34)
=
κ∏
j=1
JD~rj ,~sj
(
bj ; q=1, tν)
′κ∏
j=1
JD ′~rj , ′~sj
(
′bj ; q=1, tν),
where JD~r,~s
(
b; q=1, tν
)
=
∏n
p=1JD~r,~s (ωp; q=1, tν)
bp,
for b =
∑n
p=1bpωp ∈ P+, where the knot JD–polynomials from (4.26)
are used. See formula (2.18) in [ChD]. These specializations coincide
for the pairs {L, ′L} and {L, ′L∨}. 
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Comments. Concerning using “min” in ĴDmin and for the superpoly-
nomials later, they can be reducible depending on the choice of the
integral form. We expect them to be irreducible for P̂b = P¨b, but this
is not generally true for other integral forms, including P̂b = P˜b and
P̂b = Jb in the A–case (which are not the smallest possible).
The justification of the symmetries from Part (ii) is essentially par-
allel to Theorem 1.2 from [Ch3]. Let us comment on (4.5). Essentially,
one needs to check here that the torus knot T (mr + s, r) results in the
same DAHA-Jones polynomial as the “2-cable” corresponding to the
Newton pairs [m, 1] → [r, s]. Topologically, T (mr + s, r) is isotopic to
Cab(mr+ s, r)T (m, 1), since T (m, 1) is unknot. As it was noted above,
the corresponding relation for the JD–polynomials readily follows from
the commutativity τm− with ⇓, which simply means that τ− acts in V.
Other symmetries are based on applying η, ι, σ2 inside the coinvariant;
they are compatible with the projection ⇓ as well. Also, the case of
the pair of graphs is governed by Theorem 3.9.
The last part of the theorem states that the DAHA-Jones polynomi-
als for iterated torus links become the products of those for the paths
under q = 1 (i.e. over the knots that constitute the link). This is
compatible with our conjecture in [ChD] concerning the Betti numbers
of the Jacobian factors for (the germs of) unibranch planar singulari-
ties. The DAHA-superpolynomials in type A under a = 0, q = 1 occur
here. Thus the passage from knots to links does not add much to our
conjecture on the Betti numbers due to (iii); we omit the discussion of
the Jacobian factors and their Betti numbers in this work.
QG invariants. Extending the connection conjectures from [Ch2,
ChD], we expect that for ksht = 1 = klng and the integral form P̂b = P
(1)
b ,
ĴD
jo
L, ′L(tν 7→ qν) = ĴD
R,Υ,jo
(~rj ,~sj) , (′~rj , ′~sj)((b
j), (′bj) ; q, tν 7→ qν)(4.35)
coincide up to q• with the reduced Quantum Group (WRT) invariants
of the corresponding iterated torus colored links, where the reduced
normalization is for the weight bjo . To obtain the non-reduced QG-
invariants, one takes jo = ∅, i.e. omits the division by P
(1)
bjo (q
−ρ) in
ĴD
jo
L, ′L in this case (for kν = 1).
We do not see at the moment any topological meaning of the ĴDmin–
polynomials from part (i) in Theorem 4.3 for such kν and general
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(bj), (′bj). The division there is by (b, ′b)
(1)
ev, which provides the q–
integrality, but results in the polynomials that seem too small for the
topological interpretation. This is unless all colors are the same.
We note that the Quantum Group (WRT) invariants are associated
with the root system R˜; see [Ch2]. The shift operator was used there to
deduce this coincidence from [Ste1] in the case of An and torus knots;
quite a few confirmations were provided for other root systems (in-
cluding special ones). The method was originated in CFT Conformal
Field Theory, and Verlinde algebras. DAHA provides perfect tools to
understand and generalize the latter algebras.
As we discussed above, Part (i) of Conjecture 5.3 can be checked
using the Skein; another approach, which is applicable to verifying the
connections with the QG–invariants for any root systems, is a combi-
nation of the DAHA shift operators with the Rosso-Jones formula .
5. DAHA-superpolynomials
5.1. Main theorem. Following [Ch2, GN, Ch3, ChD], Theorem 4.1
and Theorem 4.3 can be extended to the DAHA- superpolynomials ,
the result of the stabilization of ĴD
An,jo
L, ′L (including jo = ∅) or ĴD
An,min
L, ′L
with respect to n→∞.
This stabilization was announced in [Ch2] for torus knots; its proof
was published in [GN]. Both approaches use [SV] and can be extended
to arbitrary iterated knots and links; the Duality Conjecture was pro-
posed in [Ch2] and proven in [GN] for torus knots; also see [Ch3] for an
alternative approach based on the generalized level-rank duality. The
justifications of these claims for iterated torus knots [ChD] and iter-
ated torus links is essentially parallel to the case of torus knots, though
there are some deviations.
The main change here from knots to links is that the polynomial-
ity of the superpolynomials for links is based on our using the Jλ–
polynomials as the integral form of {Pλ}. Actually {Jλ} were already
employed in [GN] for the stabilization and duality, but the construc-
tion of (reduced) JD–polynomials and superpolynomials for knots re-
quires only spherical {P ◦λ} and does not depend on picking their inte-
gral forms. For links vs. knots, the role of polynomials {Jλ} becomes
the key; without using the J–polynomials the superpolynomials can
become rational (not polynomial) in terms of t.
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The sequences ~rj , ~sj of length ℓj for the graph L and ′~rj ,′~sj of length
′ℓj for the graph ′L will be from the previous sections. We consider only
An here, setting t = tlng = tsht = q
k. We will always use below the
DAHA-Jones polynomials ĴD
jo
, ĴD
min
in type An (for sln+1) defined
in terms of Jλ , unless stated otherwise. The integral form P
(1)
λ for t = q
(i.e. when k = 1) will be needed only when discussing the connection
with the HOMFLY-PT polynomials. Recall that λ = λ(b) is the Young
diagram representing b ∈ P+.
We will consider P+ ∋ b =
∑n
i=1 biωi for An as a (dominant) weight
for any Am (for slm+1) with m ≥ n− 1, where we set ωn = 0 upon its
restriction to An−1. The integral form of Pb in (4.22) and (4.29) will be
Jλ from (2.21) for λ = λ(b) in the next theorem. See [GS, Ch2, GN,
Ch3, ChD] concerning the version of the following theorem for torus
knots and torus iterated links.
Theorem 5.1. (i) Stabilization. Given the links L, ′L colored by b =
(bj), ′b = (′bj) and the normalization index 1 ≤ jo ≤ κ (including
jo = ∅), there exist polynomials from Z[q, t±1, a]
ĤjoL, ′L = Ĥ
Υ,jo
(~rj ,~sj),(′~rj , ′~sj)(b,
′b; q, t, a),(5.36)
ĤminL, ′L = Ĥ
Υ,min
(~rj ,~sj),(′~rj , ′~sj) (b,
′b; q, t, a)
such that for any m≥n−1 and proper powers of q, t (possibly rational) :
ĤjoL, ′L(q, t, a=−t
m+1) = ± q•t• ĴD
Am,jo
L, ′L (q, t),(5.37)
ĤminL, ′L(q, t, a=−t
m+1)=±q•t• ĴD
Am,min
L, ′L (q, t).
They are normalized as follows (the hat-normalization). We multiply
Ĥ by ±q•t• to ensure that Ĥ(a = 0) is not divisible by q and t and
that the coefficient of the minimal power of t in Ĥ(a=0) is positive. If
ĴD
Am
–polynomials are considered under the same hat-normalization,
then relations (5.37) will automatically hold for sufficiently large m
without any correction factors ±q•t• (and one sufficiently large m is
actually sufficient to fix Ĥ uniquely). The a–stabilization and other
claims here hold for ĤL, ′L∨; see (4.23).
(ii) Symmetries. The polynomials Ĥ depend only on the isotopy class
of the corresponding torus iterated links. For instance, the symme-
tries from Part (ii) of Theorem 4.3 hold for Ĥ = Ĥjo , Ĥmin under the
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normalization from (i) with the following reservation about (4.31); its
a–extension holds upon a⋆ = a−1 (up to a•q•t•). The same claims are
for ′L∨ instead of ′L, and the a–extension of Theorem 3.9 in the case
of the pair of graphs can be reduced to a single graph.
For the color exchange , we impose (4.32), and consider wj, ′wj as
elements of Sm+1 (the Weyl group for Am) for every m ≥ n. Then for
′L⋄ that is either ′L or ′L∨ (for ⋄ = ∅,∨):
ĤL, ′L⋄(b,
′b ; q, t, a) = ĤL, ′L⋄(c,
′c ; q, t, a) = for such q, t.(5.38)
Similarly, the specialization relations from (4.34) at q = 1 in the case of
An hold for Ĥ and such specializations coincide for {L, ′L} and { ′L∨}.
Recall that the product formula there holds when spherical polynomials
P ◦b = Pb/Pb(t
ρ) are used in the formulas for ĴD, Ĥ.
(iii) Super-duality and dega. We switch from b,
′b to the correspond-
ing sets of Young diagrams λ, ′λ. Let λtr, ′λtr be their transpositions.
Up to powers of q and t denoted here an below by q•t•, one has:
ĤL, ′L(λ,
′λ ; q, t, a) = q•t•ĤL, ′L(λ,
′λ ; t−1, q−1, a);(5.39)
the same super-duality holds with ∨, i.e. for ĤL, ′L∨.
Let us assume that rji ,
′rji 6= 0 for i>1. Then degaĤ
min
L, ′L(λ,
′λ ; q, t, a)
and degaĤ
min
L, ′L∨(λ,
′λ ; q, t, a) are no greater than
κ∑
j=1
max{1, | rj1|}|r
j
2 · · · r
j
ℓj
| |λj|+
′κ∑
j=1
max{1, | ′rj1|}|
′rj2 · · ·
′rj′ℓj | |
′λj| −∆,
∆= |λ1∨. . .∨λκ∨ ′λ1∨. . .∨ ′λ
′κ| for Ĥmin, ∆= |λjo| for Ĥjo,(5.40)
where |λ| is the number of boxes in λ. This estimate holds for Ĥ∅ (when
∆ = 0), i.e. without divisions by the evaluations at tρ. 
Frequently for {L, ′L∨} with ∨ (conjecturally for all positive pairs)
the following improvement of (5.40) holds (with the same ∆):
degaĤ
min
L, ′L∨ =
∑κ
j=1max
{
1,min{|rj1|, |s
j
1|} |r
j
2| · · · |r
j
ℓj |
}
|λj|(5.41)
+
∑ ′κ
j=1max
{
1,min{| ′rj1|, |
′sj1|} |
′rj2| · · · |
′rj′ℓj |
}
| ′λj|+∆.
5.2. Sketch of the proof. Generally, the stabilization and duality are
due to the switch from Pλ to themodified Macdonald polynomials [GN].
The projective action of PSL2(Z) is compatible with such a switch (see
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there and [SV]). The transition to the iterated links from torus knots
is relatively straightforward; only one b will be discussed below.
It suffices to check the stabilization (up to ±q•t•) for Ĥmin and for
the integral form Jλ(b). Then the stabilization of Ĥ
jo follows from
Proposition 3.5. Note that the stabilization holds for P̂b = Pb, for
instance for the corresponding Ĥ∅ (i.e. without the division by the
evaluation at tρ). The polynomials Pb generally are not q, t–integral,
so the corresponding Ĥ∅ is generally rational. We note that even if
t = q, the denominators in terms of q do occur in Ĥ∅ for links.
The limit Ĥ(a = 0), used in the hat-normalization condition, is the
term-wise intersection (common part) of ĴDAm for m ≫ 0, under the
normalization as in (i). Indeed, the terms in Ĥ(a = 0) with deg t ≤ M
can be extracted from a single JDAm if m ≥ M , since a = −tm+1 is
beyond this range of t. This explains why the correction factors ±q•t•
are not necessary for large m for the hat-normalization.
Concerning the super-duality and degaĤmin, the simplest (and ac-
tually the key) particular case is when there are no vertices at all in
L and this graph contains only κ arrowheads. We set symbolically
Υ = {→· · ·→ } (any number of arrows). Let us omit
′L; replace λ = (λj)
below by λ ∪ ′λ if ′L is present. Using (2.23) and taking into account
the normalization from (i),
t(ρ,b)Jλ(t
−ρ) = Π†λ
def
==
n∏
p=1
λp−1∏
v=0
(
1 + qv a t−p+1
)
,(5.42)
Ĥ
→· · ·→ ,min
L (a, q, t) =
(
Π†λ1 · · ·Π
†
λκ
)
/Π†λ1∨...∨λκ .(5.43)
The division here will be by Π†
λjo
for Ĥjo (no division when jo = ∅).
Then (5.42) gives the required formula for degaĤ in this case. The
super-duality follows here from the relation
Π†λ(a, q, t) = Π
†
λtr(a, t
−1, q−1).
Let us briefly consider the case of {L, ′L} for ′L = →· · ·→
′λ = µ.
Then Ĥ∅L, ′L is essentially Jµ(q
kρ+λ). Indeed, (2.4) and (1.28) give that
f(Y −1)(Pb) = f(q
−ρk−b)Pb for b ∈ P+ and symmetric f . Then the a–
stabilization is due to Proposition 3.5. The a–degree will be the same
as that for Jµ(q
kρ), which is the same with ∨, i.e. for ′L∨ instead of ′L;
the corresponding coinvariant is Jµ(q
−kρ−λ) with ∨ (up to the proper
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renormalization). These two cases, with ∨ and without, are quite dif-
ferent; the a–degree of ĤminL, ′L is generally greater than that with ∨ .
See (9.8), (7.36) and (7.34) vs. (9.9), (7.37) and (7.35).
Generalizing, one needs to decompose the pre-polynomials P̂tot0 ,
′P̂tot0
from (4.22) with respect to the Macdonald polynomial and determine
the leading one. We essentially follow [GN]. Note that it was conjec-
tured in [ChD] that (5.41) gives exact dega for algebraic knots ; there
are examples of non-algebraic knots and links where this formula for
the a–degrees does not work. Without ′L and in the uncolored case,
our formula for dega is nothing but the multiplicity of the correspond-
ing singularity (Rego). Also, the coincidence of Ĥ(q = 1) with ∨ and
without is not difficult to see; the product formula from Part (iii) holds
because q = 1 is the case of the trivial center charge .
Continuing the remarks after Theorem 4.3, we note that the poly-
nomial Ĥmin can be reduced for certain iterated links, so they are not
exactly “minimal” a, q, t±1–integral. The importance of Jλ (not sharp
as integral forms) is mainly due to the stabilization and super-duality.
We omit details here, but let us provide the following example. If one
makes t = q and takes P̂λ = P
(1)
λ (=Schur polynomials) as the inte-
gral form, then the corresponding Ĥmin will be not a polynomial in
terms of t=q even in the case of 2 unknots, though the corresponding
ĴD
min
λ are of course always q–integral. This is important; the polyno-
mial a–stabilization does require using “non-minimal” integral forms.
See [Ch3] for a systematic consideration of the color exchange con-
dition (5.38) from (ii). In terms of the Young diagrams, the procedure
is as follows. Recall that we associate with cj =
∑n
i=1 c
j
iωi the Young
diagram
λ(cj) = {λj1=c
j
1 + . . .+ c
j
n, λ
j
2=c
j
1 + . . .+ c
j
n−1, . . . , λ
j
n=c
j
n, 0, 0, . . .}.
Then we switch to λ(c¯j) = {λ¯ji = λ
j
i − k(i − 1)} for t = q
k, apply
wj ∈ W to λ(c¯j) and finally obtain
λ(bj) = {λ¯j
wj(i)
+ k(i− 1)} = {λj
wj(i)
+ k(i− wj(i))}.(5.44)
Here 1 ≤ j ≤ κ and wj transforms the rows of λj; we generally set
w{λ1, λ2, . . . , λn} = {λw(1), λw(2), . . . , λw(n)}. Given k < 0 (it can be
fractional), λ(bj) must be a Young diagram ; this condition determines
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which wj can be used. Then we repeat the same procedure for ′L and
obtain ′b from ′c for proper ′wj ∈ W , 1 ≤ j ≤ ′κ. 
5.3. Super-vertex. Using the definition from (3.34) for trivial u = 1′
(which will be omitted here), one has for any root system R and two
sets b = (bj , 1 ≤ j ≤ κ) ⊂ P+ ⊃ ′b = (′bj , 1 ≤ j ≤ ′κ),
P
′b
b
def
==
{
τ−1+
(
P ◦′b(Y
−1)
)
τ−1−
(
P ◦
b
(X)
)}
ev
=
{
τ−1−
(
P ◦
b
P ◦′b
)}
ev
(5.45)
=
ĴDR{1,−1}, {1,−1}(b,
′b; q, t)
(b1)ev · · · (bκ)ev( ′b1)ev · · · ( ′b
′κ)ev
=
ĴDR{1,−1}(b ∪
′b)
(b1)ev · · · ( ′b
′κ)ev
for any integral form P̂b in ĴD (and the corresponding { }ev). I.e. P
′b
b
can be interpreted as ĴDL, ′L for L = {[r1 = 1, s1 = −1]} = ′L with
the arrowheads colored correspondingly by b and ′b. Note that we
use here the upper indices in (bj), (′bj) in contrast to the lower ones in
(3.34). Due to the division in (5.45), the choice of the integral form
P̂b does not really matter, however the corresponding ratio is generally
not a polynomial in terms of q, tν .
Thus the level-one DAHA-vertex appeared directly connected with
our invariants for the Hopf links. The case ′b = c for (a single) c ∈ P+
is of particular interest. Using (3.38),
Pc
b
= C
ι(c)
b
〈P ◦c , P
◦
c 〉
〈θµ♭〉
for b ⊂ P+ ∋ c , ι(c) = c
ι = −w0(c),(5.46)
where Cc
b
is the DAHA multi-vertex for u = 1′ from (3.24,3.28). It is
of key importance for b = (b1, b2) and for b = b.
Corollary 5.2. Let R = An. For P̂λ = Jλ, where λ = λ(b), and for
the evaluation (λ)†ev = t
(ρ,b)Jλ(t
−ρ) = Π†λ, we set :
Ĥ∅,†L, ′L =
Ĥ∅{1,−1}, {1,−1}(λ,
′λ ; q, t)
(λ1)†ev · · · (λκ)
†
ev( ′λ1)
†
ev · · · ( ′λ
′κ)†ev
=
Ĥ∅{1,−1}(λ ∪
′λ)
(λ1)†ev · · · ( ′λ
′κ)†ev
.(5.47)
It is a rational function in terms of a, q, t, where the a–degrees of
the numerator and denominator in (5.47) coincide (they are a, q, t±1–
polynomials) and are equal to
∑κ
j=1 |λ
j| +
∑′κ
j=1 |
′λj|. One has:
Ĥ∅,†L, ′L = ± q
•t•P
′
b
b
for m ≥ n− 1,(5.48)
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where the extension of the weights b, ′b to any Am (m ≥ n− 1) is as
in (5.45) via the Young diagrams λj = λ(bj), ′λj = λ(′bj); recall that
we put ωn = 0 upon its restriction to An−1.
In particular, the existence of the a–stabilization of C
ι(c)
b
/〈θµ♭〉 =
Pc
b
/〈P ◦c , P
◦
c 〉 up to q
•t• (depending on m) results from Proposition 3.4.
Here 1/〈P ◦c , P
◦
c 〉 up to q
•t• becomes an a–polynomial of degree 2|λ(c)|
with q, t–rational coefficients (up to q•t•). Replacing here ′L by ′L∨,
we arrive at the a–stabilization of Cc
b
/〈θµ♭〉 (without ι), satisfying the
associativity from Part (ii) of Theorem 3.7 with ui = 1
′. 
Let us also mention here the relations from (5.47):
Ĥ∅{1,−1}, {1,−1}(λ,
′λ) = Ĥ∅{1,−1}(λ ∪
′λ);(5.49)
they are quite obvious topologically ; see below. We will provide quite a
few examples of the a–stabilization of Cλ
3
λ1,λ2/〈θµ
♭〉 (and that for ι(λ3)),
but will not discuss the “a–associativity” from (3.32) in this work.
5.4. HOMFLY-PT polynomials. There are two approaches to the
unreduced HOMFLY-PT polynomials HOM(λ; q, a), via QG (in type
A) or using the corresponding skein relations and the corresponding
Hecke algebras. Both are for any links and colors. See, e.g. [QS] and
references there. We provide here only a sketchy discussion.
Note that the symmetry from Theorem 4.8 in this work corresponds
to our q 7→ q−1, a 7→ a, λj 7→ (λj)tr. The passage to reduced HOMFLY-
PT polynomials corresponds to our division by Pλjo (q
ρ), so it requires
picking one path-component jo from in a given graph-link. Let us
impose the hat-normalization here; the notation will be ĤOM(q, a) or
ĤOML, ′L(λ; q, a) for the unreduced ones. We will set a = −a below.
For links, the q–polynomiality of the unreduced HOMFLY-PT poly-
nomials does not hold. This is direct from the corresponding normal-
ization of colored unknots. One has:
ĤOM(q, a) =
(1− a
1− q
)κ
for κ uncolored unknots.(5.50)
With colors, ĤOM(q, a) = q•P
(1)
λ1 (q
ρ) · · ·P (1)λκ(q
ρ) for κ unknots upon the
a–stabilization with a = qn+1 (for An). Note the absence of minus in
the latter, in contrast to this substitution for a in Ĥ. The power q•
here is adjusted to ensure the hat-normalization of the left-hand side.
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From formulas (2.21),(2.23) for t = q and with such a:
q•P
(1)
λ (q
ρ) =
∏n
p=1
∏λp−1
j=0
(
1 − a qj−p+1
)∏
✷∈λ(1− q
arm(✷)+leg(✷)+1)
, λ = {λp},(5.51)
where n here is the number of (nonempty) rows in λ. Thus the product
on the right-hand sides in (5.51) over the Young diagrams λj in λ is
the value of ĤOML(λ; q, a) for L =
∐κ
j=1
©.
We note that since we deal only with iterated torus links, the Rosso-
Jones cabling formula is generally sufficient for calculating the corre-
sponding HOMFLY-PT polynomials; see e.g., [RJ, Mo, ChE]. This can
be actually done for arbitrary root systems (and WRT-invariants of any
colored iterated torus links). See [AM, AMM] and [Ma] about using
here the HOMFLY-PT skein relations. Also, paper [MS] established
the identification of the skein algebra of the torus with the Elliptic
Hall algebra for t = q and therefore with the corresponding spherical
DAHA; see [SV].
The algebraic-geometric interpretation of these relations from [Ma]
presumably can be generalized to establish the connection of our super-
polynomials to papers [ObS, ORS]. These two papers are for arbitrary
plane curve singularities, but are restricted to the uncolored case; the
main conjecture from [ObS] was extended in [Ma] to the colored case
and proved; this was unrefined , i.e. without t.
Our previous paper [ChD] was in the unibranch case; now we can
reach any multi-branch plane curve singularities (with arbitrary colors).
We will not discuss systematically the relations to [ORS],[Ma] and [Pi]
in the present work, though provide quite a few examples.
The stable Khovanov-Rozansky homology is the slN homology from
[KhR1, KhR2] in the range of N where the isomorphism in Theorem 1
from [Ras] holds (see also [Kh]). Thus they can be obtained from the
triply-graded HOMFLY-PT homology, assuming that the corresponding
differentials are known (they are generally involved).
Considering links and adding colors makes the KhR–theory signifi-
cantly more difficult. Even without such an extension, the HOMFLY-
PT homology is known only for very limited number of examples and no
formulas are known for torus iterated knots/links beyond torus knots.
The situation is much better for the Khovanov homology (for sl2),
though colors-links are a problem even in this case. The categorifica-
tion theory can generally address arbitrary colors (dominant weights),
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but the HOMFLY-PT homology remains quite a challenge; see e.g.,
[Kh, WW, Rou, Web] and references there.
Thus we have to restrict Part (iii) of the conjecture below to the
uncolored unreduced case (unless for N = 2). The corresponding
Poincare` series, stable unreduced Khovanov-Rozansky series , will be
denoted by KhRstabL, ′L(qst, tst, ast) in the (topologically) standard param-
eters; see [ORS] and below. The passage to the Khovanov-Rozansky
polynomials for slN , denoted below by KhR
N
L, ′L , is as follows:
ast 7→ q
N
st , equivalently, a 7→ t
N
√
q/t in our parameters.(5.52)
This actually depends on the grading used in the theory and there are
variations here in different works.
These relations are applied as such only for sufficiently large (stable)
N , otherwise the theory of differentials is necessary. The differentials
correspond to a different substitution: a = −tN in DAHA parame-
ters (see the conjecture below). Let us mention the relation to the
Heegaard-Floer homology : N = 0. Also, the Alexander polynomial of
the corresponding singularity is ĤminL (q, q, a = −1)/(1− q)
κ−δκ,1 in the
case of one uncolored tree L with κ paths (the number of connected
components in the corresponding cable). This is zeta-monodromy from
[DGPS] upon t 7→ q (unless for the unknot).
We will always impose the hat-normalization from Part (i) of Theo-
rem 5.1 below. The notation will be K̂hRstabL, ′L and K̂hR
N
L, ′L. Namely, we
divide the first polynomial by the smallest power of ast and then divide
(both of) them by the greatest possible q•stt
•
st making K̂hR
stab
L, ′L(ast=0)
and K̂hRNL, ′L from Z[qst, tst] with the constant term 1.
Other approaches. The Khovanov-Rozansky theory (unreduced or
reduced) is expected to be connected to the physics superpolynomi-
als based on the theory of BPS states [DGR, AS, DMS, FGS, GGS].
This theory is not mathematically rigorous and the formulas (for small
knots/links) are mostly obtained via expected symmetries. We can
prove them in DAHA theory, so the coincidences of our formulas with
physical formulas is not surprising (unless they impose too many sym-
metries). For instance, the approach in [DMS] is very algebraic.
See e.g. [Gor, GORS, GN] for an important approach to super-
polynomials of uncolored torus knots based on rational DAHA . It is
expected that colors can be potentially added here (for torus knots);
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the case of symmetric powers of the fundamental representation is in
progress, see [GGS]. We will not touch this direction in this work.
Using rational DAHA is connected with the Hilbert schemes of plain
curve singularities and C2 and with the ORS-polynomials from Part
(iv) below, so this approach is related to our considerations.
Knot operators. Using the Macdonald polynomials instead of Schur
functions in the construction of the so-called knot opertators was sug-
gested in [AS], which triggered paper [Ch2]. These operators for t = q
naturally appear in the approach to the invariants of torus knots via
the Verlinde algebras. This method results in certain algorithms, but
it is justified mathematically by now only for the root systems A,D.
It requires using the roots of unity q (t must be an integral power of
q) and the formula for the refined Verlinde S–operator. In the refined
theory, with the Macdonald polynomials instead of Schur functions, the
formula for S becomes very involved (even for A1). One must know all
Macdonald polynomials at roots of unity, which is almost impossible
technically (though some formulas for their coefficients are known).
Furthermore, it must be justified that the final formulas are uniform
in terms of q, i.e. can be lifted to a generic q, t, which is quite a
challenge. Formally, such a lift can be done only if the upper bounds for
the degrees of q, t (and a) are known. So the authors mainly compared
their calculations with known/expected formulas. Only the simplest
superpolynomials were discussed in [AS] (mostly uncolored); they are
reproduced in [Ch2] via DAHA.
In more details, the refined S operator is essentially the matrix with
the entries Pb(q
c+ρk) for all admissible (which depends on the root of
unity) b, c ∈ P+. Knowing all Pb(q
c+ρk) is generally a transcendental
problem unless for A1, and one need the whole projective action of
PSL2(Z) due to [Ki] and the works by I.Ch. (see [Ch1]). Furthermore,
all An are necessary for the stabilization. It is the price of using the
polynomial representation in [Ki, AS] at roots of unity vs. the direct
usage of HH suggested in [Ch2]. These problems were resolved there
(actually bypassed) and the DAHA-Jones theory was extended to any
reduced root systems and dominant weights.
Having said this, DAHA at roots of unity is an important compo-
nent of the general theory. The generalized Verlinde algebras , also
called perfect DAHA representations are one of the main applications
of DAHA. They are used in the theory of the JD–polynomials and
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DAHA superpolynomials, especially toward 3–folds and applications
in Number Theory. The roots of unity were employed in [Ch3] for the
justification of the super-duality (a sketch).
5.5. Connection Conjecture. From now on, let ĤL, ′L (q, t, a)st de-
note ĤL, ′L (q, t, a) in Theorem 5.1 expressed in terms of the standard
topological parameters (see [Ch2] and Section 1 in [ORS]):
t = q2st, q = (qsttst)
2, a = a2sttst,
q2st = t, tst =
√
q/t, a2st = a
√
t/q.(5.53)
I.e. we use the substitutions from the first line here to obtain the
polynomial ĤL, ′L (q, t, a)st from ĤL, ′L (q, t, a).
We will consider the integral forms P̂λ = Jλ and P̂λ = P
(1)
λ ; the latter
is for t = q when the Macdonald polynomials coincide with the Schur
functions. Also, Ĥjo is the hat-normalization from Theorem 5.1, where
jo = ∅ means that there are no divisions by the evaluations at qρ.
Conjecture 5.3. (i) For t = q and P̂λ = P
(1)
λ , we conjecture that
Ĥ∅L, ′L (q, t 7→q, a 7→−a)st = ĤOML, ′L (qst, ast),(5.54)
where the latter is the hat-normalization of the unreduced HOMFLY-
PT polynomial for any pair of graphs {L, ′L} colored by an arbitrary
sequences λ, ′λ of Young diagrams. Equivalently,
ĤjoL, ′L (q, t 7→q, a 7→−a)st = ĤOM
jo
L, ′L (qst, ast),(5.55)
where ĤOM
jo
L, ′L (qst, ast) is the corresponding reduced HOMFLY-PT poly-
nomial. One can replace ′L by ′L∨ in (5.54) and (5.55).
(ii) Now let {L, ′L∨} be a pair of trees such that rji , s
j
i ,
′rji ,
′sji > 0,
and ′s1s1 >
′r1r1, where 1 ≤ j ≤ κ, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓj and 1 ≤ j ≤ ′κ,
1 ≤ i ≤ ′ℓj. Here and in (iii) only ′L∨ with ∨ (can be empty) is
considered and the integral form is P̂λ = Jλ. Then formula (5.41) for
dega is conjectured to be exact. In the uncolored case, we also expect
the positivity of the following series:
ĤminL, ′L∨ (q, t, a)/(1− t)
κ+′κ−1 ∈ Z+[[q, t, a]](5.56)
upon the natural t–expansion of this ratio. For any diagrams, it is
conjectured to hold for sufficiently large powers of (1−t)(1−q) (provided
rji , s
j
i ,
′rji ,
′sji ,
′s1s1−′r1r1 > 0 and with the usage of ∨).
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(iii) Furthermore, let λj =  = λ(ω1) =
′λj for all j (the uncolored
case). Then {J✷}ev = t1/2(1 + a)/(a2)1/4 and we conjecture that for
P̂λ = Jλ and for the hat-normalization above:( Ĥ∅L, ′L∨
(1− t)κ+′κ
)
st
=
((1+a) ĤminL, ′L∨
(1− t)κ+′κ
)
st
= K̂hRstabL, ′L∨(qst, tst, ast).(5.57)
The topological setting is unreduced here, so KhRstab are polynomials in
terms of a, q with the coefficients that are generally infinite t–series.
(iv) Conjecture 2 from [ORS] states that KhRstabL, ′L = Palg, where
the latter series is defined there for the corresponding germ of plane
curve singularity (see (4.14)) in terms of the weight filtration in the
cohomology of its nested Hilbert scheme. Thus the series from (5.57)
can be also expected to coincide under the hat-normalization with Palg.

Combining our paper with Section 7.1 from [MS] proves Part (i) (we
will post the details somewhere). Also we can follow here Proposition
2.3 from [Ch2] (for torus knots), where we used [Ste1]. This approach
is based on the DAHA shift operators and Verlinde algebras.
Instead of using [MS] or the knot operators from CFT and the Ver-
linde algebras, one can directly apply the Rosso-Jones cabling formula
[RJ, Mo, ChE] upon its relatively straightforward adjustment to iter-
ated links.
This formula used together with the theory of DAHA shift opertor
gives a relatively straightforward way for the justification of Part (i).
We have a sketch of a proof, which follows [Ch2] and especially the
case of A1 (iterated torus knots) considered in detail in Proposition 4.2
from [ChD]. This leads to an exact match, not only to the coincidence
up to proportionality (under the hat-normalization).
The advantage of this approach is that it can be potentially ex-
tended to the WRT invariants for any root systems and for any it-
erated torus links (following [ChD]). For torus knots, the connection
with the HOMFLY-PT polynomials from [Ch2] at t = q was extended
now to the coincidence of the DAHA hyperpolynomials of type D at
t = q to the Kauffman polynomials; see there.
In the uncolored case, the ratio (1+a) ĤminL, ′L/(1− t)
κ+′κ in Part (iii)
for P̂ = J becomes exactly Ĥ∅L, ′L for P̂ = P
(1) from Part (i) upon
t = q. Accordingly, the reduced variant of the conjecture from Part (i)
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becomes in the uncolored case as follows:
ĤminL, ′L (q
2
st, q
2
st,−a
2
st)/(1− q
2
st)
κ+′κ−1 = ĤOM
reduced
L, ′L (qst, ast),(5.58)
where the integral J–form is used in Ĥmin.
Concerning the relation to the plane curve singularities, Proposition
3 from [ORS] matches the DAHA super-duality and our estimate for
dega from Part (iii) of our Theorem 5.1 restricted to the uncolored
case. This is a confirmation of Part (iv) of the Connection Conjecture.
However the relation of our construction to Palg the stable Khovanov-
Rozansky polynomials can not be directly confirmed at the moment
beyond some cases of torus knots; see (5.59) below.
One of the reasons for such an uncertainty is that the positivity
of the polynomials ĤminL, ′L∨ (q, t, a) does not hold for links (including
uncolored ones) and for knots if the corresponding Young diagrams are
non-rectangle. We address it in the positivity conjecture from Part
(ii), which however corresponds to the non-reduced theory. Recall that
(5.56) is for any positive pairs {L, ′L∨} and can be extended to any
weights. The experiments show that the positivity of the series there
almost always fails when the inequalities from Part (ii) are not satisfied
(even in the uncolored case). This is in contrast to the Khovanov-
Rozansky theory, where knots are arbitrary.
For quite a few colored algebraic links, the division by (1 − t)• is
sufficient for the positivity in Part (ii). However we have examples
when the positivity holds with (1−q)• and fails for the division by any
powers of (1− t). There are also examples when only proper powers of
(1− q)(1 − t) ensure the positivity. We did not reach any conjectures
concerning the occurrence of t or q here and the minimal powers of
these corresponding binomials.
One can also try to replace the negative terms −qltm by qltm±1 fol-
lowing (5.59) below for small links (but this is of experimental nature).
An obvious problem is that there are practically no known formulas of
the stableKhR–polynomials and Palg beyond those for some (relatively
simple) torus knots.
Therefore Parts (iii, iv) of Conjecture 5.3 are not exactly verifiable
conjectures at the moment, with a reservation concerning the positivity
claim (5.56) from (ii), which is well confirmed in examples. We mention
that the relation with the stable KhR–polynomials was conjectured in
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[ChD] for pseudo-algebraic iterated torus knots (with positive DAHA-
superpolynomials), not only for algebraic knots. We also suggested
there some procedures of experimental nature, which hopefully may
work for any cables (see below).
Let us address a bit using the differentials. It is generally difficult to
calculate KhRn+1 unless for n = 1 (the celebrated Khovanov polynomi-
als). Not many formulas are known (and all known ones are uncolored
so far). The polynomials KhRstabL, ′L are of more algebraic nature, but are
actually no simpler. If the polynomial KhRstab is known, recovering
all individual KhRn+1 from it is generally provided by the theory of
differentials ∂n+1 from [Kh, Ras], but this is quite a challenge.
The corresponding homology Ker(∂n+1)/Im(∂n+1) gives KhR
n+1 for
any n ≥ 1. These differentials are generally involved, but their certain
algebraic simplifications, suggested in [Ras, DGR] and developed fur-
ther in [Ch2], work surprisingly well for sufficiently small links. The
assumption in [Ch2] is that the actual ∂n+1 are “as surjective as pos-
sible” beginning with a = 0. See Conjecture 2.7 and Section 3.6 in
[Ch2]; the “smallest” torus knot when (reduced) KhR2 cannot be ob-
tained this way is T (12, 7). Quite a few examples for torus iterated
knots can be found in [ChD].
Applying this procedure is possible for links, but the unreduced set-
ting create problems. Each particular homology is finite but there are
infinitely many non-trivial ones. We hope to address this in further
works (at least in examples). Let us consider now a special case.
Recovering KhRn+1 from JDn+1. Generally, the procedure of obtain-
ing theKhR–polynomials requires knowing the whole superpolynomials
and, moreover, all differentials. However, the direct recovering reduced
KhRn+1 from JDn+1 is not impossible for small links. This was noted
in [Ch2]. Due to the lack of other ways for justifying Part (iii), this
provides at least something, and such an approach is applicable to any
torus iterated links (not only algebraic ones).
Practically it works as follows. For P̂ = J and modulo the operations
of changing the sign explained below (we put
.
=), one can expect that((1+a) ĤminL, ′L
(1− t)κ
)
q 7→(qt)2, t 7→q2, a 7→−q2(n+1)
.
= K̂hRn+1L, ′L(q, t)reduced .(5.59)
The latter polynomials can be calculated in few cases for n > 1 and
for many links for n = 1 using of the procedure KhReduced[·][q, t] from
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[KA] (the hat-normalization must be applied). If there is no exact
match, then the Connection Conjecture hints that the typical correc-
tions are the substitutions −qltm 7→ +qltm+1, qltm 7→ +qltm+2 and
so on. Here −qltm 7→ +qltm−1 (etc.) can occur too for non-algebraic
links; see [ChD]. Generally the DAHA part in (5.59) is smaller than
the right-hand side, but in the examples we provide below they have
the same number of terms. Also, see the discussion after Conjecture
2.4 in [ChD]. We will demonstrate (5.59) for some basic knots.
6. Multiple torus knots
6.1. Preliminary remarks. We will consider examples (mainly of nu-
merical kind) confirming our theorems and the Connection Conjecture,
including the positivity claim (5.56) for algebraic links. We selected
only relatively simple and instructional ones; however, some formulas
are long, which reflects the nature of this theory. Explicit formulas are
of obvious value; they are expected to contain a lot of geometric infor-
mation (beyond what we discuss here and know now). We provide ex-
amples only for links here; see [Ch2, Ch3] for DAHA-superpolynomials
for torus knots and [ChD] for iterated torus knots.
We present colored links L in the form of (4.10) and Theorem 5.1:
L = LΥ, (λ
1,...,λκ)
({~r1,~s1},...,{~rκ,~sκ}), where Υ is presented graphically.(6.1)
Note that for a given j (the index of the path), we first collect rji in ~r
j
and then collect the corresponding sji in ~s
j (i.e. separate rji from s
j
i ).
The labels of vertices are the pairs [rji , s
j
i ], identified with respect to
the incidence graph Υ. Practically, we put
{
~rj ,~sj
}
as
(
rj1, . . . , r
j
ℓ
sj1, . . . , s
j
ℓ
)
,
but such a 2-row presentation is graphically unreasonable in a paper,
especially in the indices of L. The square brackets [r, s] is used only for
labels in this work ; also, recall that the first left vertex is [rj1, s
j
1].
We will constantly use the natural diagrams for Υ. For instance,
{Υ, (λj)} = {◦1 → ◦2
→→→ , (λ
1, λ2, λ3)}
means that κ = 3 and there are two vertices, shown as ◦1,2 with the
labels [rj1, s
j
1], [r
j
2, r
j
2], which are the same for j = 1, 2, 3. So the paths
here are different only by the arrowheads. Formally, we need to repeat
the same ~r,~s three times (for each path) in L, but we will mostly omit
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coinciding ~rj ,~sj if this is clear from the graph. Thus the corresponding
(labeled, colored) tree L will be presented as
L
◦→◦→→→ , (λ
1,λ2,λ3)
(
{
{r1,r2},{s1,s2}
}
,
{
{r1,r2},{s1,s2}
}
,
{
{r1,r2},{s1,s2}
}
)
or L
◦→◦→→→ , (λ
1,λ2,λ3)
(
{
{r1,r2},{s1,s2}
}
)
.
HOMFLY-PT polynomial. The relation (5.55) from the Connection
Conjecture, which is equivalent to (5.54) there, is proven, so we give
only ĤminL and (sometimes)
ĤminL (q, t 7→ q, a 7→ −a), where P̂λ = Jλ.
The corresponding denominators denjo = denjo(L, ′L) are provided :
(ĤminL, ′L (q, q,−a)/den
jo)st = ĤOM
jo
L, ′L (qst, ast).(6.2)
Here ()st in the right-hand side means that one needs to substitute
a 7→ a2st, q 7→ q
2
st to compare our polynomials with the usual presen-
tation for the HOMFLY-PT polynomials. To calculate the latter, we
mainly use the software by S. Artamonov for colored HOMFLY-PT
polynomials; see also [AM, AMM].
Generally, in notations from (5.42) and (2.21):
ĤjoL =Ĥ
min
L Π
†
λ1∨...∨λκ/Π
†
λjo , hλ = Jλ/Pλ =
∏
✷∈λ
(1− qarm(✷)tleg(✷)+1),
denjo=
( Π†
λjo
Π†λ1∨...∨λκ
∏
j 6=jo
Jλj
Pλj
)
t7→q
, Π†λ=
n∏
p=1
λp−1∏
v=0
(
1−a qvt1−p
)
.(6.3)
Note that denjo = (1 − q)κ−1 in the uncolored case (for any jo). We
omitted ′L here; use (6.3) with λ replaced by λ ∪ ′λ if it is present.
Also, denjo for L, ′L serve L, ′L∨ as well.
The connection of our construction with the HOMFLY-PT polyno-
mials is solid (it holds in all examples we considered), as well as Part
(ii) of the Connection Conjecture. Parts (iii, iv) are much less convinc-
ing at the moment for torus iterated links due to the lack (actually the
absence) of formulas for stable Khovanov-Rozansky polynomials and
their algebraic-geometric counterparts from [ORS] is such a generality.
As for the iterated knots , especially for relatively small torus knots,
there are direct confirmations (not too many). The positivity property
(5.56) and its generalizations for any weights hold for algebraic links in
all examples we considered (and powers of (1−t) are mostly sufficient);
this is an indirect confirmation of the Connection Conjecture.
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The symmetries of DAHA superpolynomials match well those (known
and expected) in geometry/topology/physics. The super-duality is im-
portant. It is proven in [ORS] for uncolored algebraic links within their
theory, which is another (indirect) confirmation of the Connection Con-
jecture. We note that this and other symmetries provide an excellent
way to verify our numerical simulations (we always check all of them).
6.2. Uncolored 2-fold trefoil. The corresponding links will be in this
section uncolored L = T (κ r, κ s). We will mostly provide only minimal
ĤminL (for P̂ = J); there will be no
′L in this section. We begin with
the “canonical” example of T (6, 4).
2-fold trefoil. The [r,s]-presentation and Ĥ are as follows:
1 ≤ j ≤ κ = 2, ~rj = 3, ~sj = 2, Υ = {◦⇒} , λ1 =  = λ2;
T (6, 4) : L = L ◦⇒, (,)({3,2},{3,2}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(6.4)
1− t+ qt+ q2t+ q3t− qt2+2q4t2− q2t3− q4t3+2q5t3− q3t4− q5t4+2q6t4−
q4t5+ q7t5− q5t6+ q7t6− q6t7+ q7t7− q7t8+ q8t8+a3
(
q6− q6t+ q7t− q7t2+
q8t2
)
+ a2
(
q3+ q4+ q5− q3t+ q5t+2q6t− q4t2− q5t2+2q7t2− q5t3− q6t3+
q7t3+ q8t3− q6t4+ q8t4− q7t5+ q8t5
)
+a
(
q+ q2+ q3− qt+ q3t+3q4t+ q5t−
q2t2− q3t2− q4t2+3q5t2 + q6t2− q3t3− q4t3− 2q5t3 +3q6t3 + q7t3 − q4t4 −
q5t4 − q6t4 + 3q7t4 − q5t5 − q6t5 + q7t5 + q8t5 − q6t6 + q8t6 − q7t7 + q8t7
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is 3, which matches the formula dega =
s(2|λ|)− |λ| = 3 from (5.41); see also Part (iii) of Theorem 5.1. The
self-duality and other claims in this theorem hold. For instance, the
transposition r ↔ s in T (κr, κs) here and below does not influence
the superpolynomial, though the practical calculations can be quite
different depending on the order of r and s. For instance, the label [3, 2]
corresponds to τ+τ
2
−, but [2, 3] is naturally represented by τ−τ+τ−.
Note that the series from the positivity claim from (5.56) in Conjec-
ture 5.3 reads ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1−t) for uncolored 2–links. This positivity
holds here and in all examples we considered.
Our superpolynomial matches that suggested in [DMS] in Section
2.8. The main factor of −P T [4,6]1 coincides with our one upon the fol-
lowing substitution: a 7→ A2, q 7→ q2, t 7→ t2. I.e. their non-bold A, q, t
are essentially the DAHA parameters.
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HOMFLY-PT polynomial. Recall that Part (i) of the Connection
Conjecture (which is a theorem) claims that
(ĤminL (q, q,−a)/den)st = ĤOM
jo
L (qst, ast),
with the denominators explained above.
In this example, den = (1− q) and ĤminL (q, q,−a) =
1− q + q2 + q4 − q5 + 2q6 − 2q7 + 2q8 − 2q9 + 2q10 − q11 + q12 + q14 − q15 +
q16 − a3
(
q6 − q7 + q8 − q9 + q10
)
+ a2
(
q3 + q5 + q7 − q8 + q9 + q11 + q13
)
−
a
(
q + q3 + 2q5 − q6 + 2q7 − 2q8 + 2q9 − q10 + 2q11 + q13 + q15
)
.
Khovanov polynomial. Let us apply the procedure from (5.59) to
obtain the DAHA approximation to the reduced Khovanov polynomial
(n = 1). We switch to the standard parameters: q 7→ (qt)2, t 7→
q2, a 7→ −q2(n+1) (we add {st, n} but omit st in qst, tst, ast). Then((1+a) ĤminL
(1− t)2
)
st,n=1
=(6.5)
1+ q2+ q4t2− q8t2+ q6t4+ q8t4− q10t4− q12t4+ q8t6+ q10t6− q12t6− q14t6+
2q12t8 − 2q16t8 + q16t10 − q18t10 − q20t10 + q22t10 + q20t12 + q22t12,
(K̂hR2L)reduced =(6.6)
1+ q2+ q4t2+ q8t3+ q6t4+ q8t4+ q10t5+ q12t5+ q8t6+ q10t6+ q12t7+ q14t7+
2q12t8 + 2q16t9 + q16t10 + q18t11 + q20t11 + q20t12 + q22t12 + q22t12.
Their difference (the second minus the first) is a sum of the terms
ql(tm + tm−1), ql(tm − tm−2), which exactly matches the expectations
concerning (5.59).
6.3. Similar links. Let us consider 2-fold T(2,1). One has:
1 ≤ j ≤ κ = 2, ~rj = 2, ~sj = 1, Υ = {◦⇒} , λ1 =  = λ2;
T (4, 2) : L = L ◦⇒, (,)({2,1},{2,1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(6.7)
1− t+ qt− qt2 + q2t2 + a(q − qt+ q2t).
The a–degree is s(2|λ|)− |λ| = 1. The self-duality reads:
q2t2ĤminL (t
−1, q−1, a) = ĤminL (q, t, a),
and Ĥ is obviously positive upon division by (1− t).
Upon the passage to the standard parameters, formula (6.7) becomes
1− q2 + q4t2 − q6t2 + q8t4 + a2(q2t3 − q4t3 + q6t5),
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which is the major factor of formula (136) from [DMS].
HOMFLY-PT polynomial. One has:
ĤminL (q, q,−a) = 1− q + q
2 − q3 + q4 − a(q − q2 + q3)),
ĤminL (q
2, q2,−a2)/(1− q2) = ĤOML (q, a).
Khovanov polynomial. Recall that this and other formulas for (re-
duced) Khovanov polynomials will be in terms of the standard param-
eters; we add the suffix {st, n = 1} to remind this. One has:
((1+a) ĤminL
(1− t)2
)
st,n=1
= 1 + q2 + q4t2 − q8t2 + q8t4 + q10t4,(6.8)
(K̂hR2L)reduced = 1 + q
2 + q4t2 + q8t3 + q8t4 + q10t4,(6.9)
where the difference q8(t3 + t2) matches our expectations.
2-fold T(1,1) . This is the simplest algebraic torus link.
T (2, 2) : L = L ◦⇒, (,)({1,1},{1,1}), Ĥ
min
L = 1− t + qt+ aq,(6.10)
where ĤOML (q, a) = (1− q + q
2 − aq)/(1− q).
This is for γ = τ−. The hat-normalization of the reduced Khovanov
polynomial is 1 + q2 + q4t2 + q6t2, which exactly coincides with that
obtained via (5.59); no sign-corrections are necessary.
We note that the superpolynomial becomes 1 + a(q + 1/t− q/t) for
γ = τ−1− , i.e. for the tree L({1,−1},{1,−1}).
2-fold T(m,1) . Let us provide a general formula for L = L ◦⇒, (,)({1,m},{1,m})
with m > 0:
ĤminL (q, t, a) = (1− t)(1 + qt+ q
2t2 + q3t3 + . . .+ qm−1tm−1)(6.11)
+ qmtm + a
(
(1− t)(q + q2t+ . . .+ qm−1tm−2) + qmtm−1
)
.
The corresponding link is isotopic to L ◦⇒, (,)({m,1},{m,1}), so their superpoly-
nomials must coincide. This is a simplest example of the symmetries
of DAHA superpolynomials in Part (ii) of Theorem 5.1. Recall that
generally we can transpose r and s only for the first vertex [rj1, s
j
1] in
the presence of iterations. Topologically this is obvious.
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Let us provide a counterpart of this formula for non-algebraic L =
L({1,−m},{1,−m}) with m > 0:
ĤminL (q, t, a) = (1− q)(1 + qt+ . . .+ q
m−2tm−2) + qm−1tm−1(6.12)
+ a
(
(1− q)(
1
t
+ q + q2t + . . .+ qm−1tm−2) + qmtm−1
)
.
One can change here {1,−m} by {−m, 1}, the superpolynomial will
remain the same. Both formulas, for ±m, satisfy the self-duality (with
proper q•t•–multipliers), which is simple to see directly.
2-fold T(5,2). The [r,s]-parameters and Ĥ are as follows:
1 ≤ j ≤ κ = 2, ~rj = 5, ~sj = 2, Υ = {◦⇒} , λ1 =  = λ2;
T (10, 4) : L = L ◦⇒, (,)({5,2},{5,2}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(6.13)
1− t+ qt+ q2t+ q3t− qt2 +2q4t2 + q5t2 + q6t2− q2t3− q4t3+ q5t3 + q6t3 +
2q7t3 − q3t4 − q5t4 +3q8t4 − q4t5 − q6t5 − q8t5 +3q9t5 − q5t6 − q7t6 − q9t6 +
3q10t6−q6t7−q8t7+2q11t7−q7t8−q9t8+q11t8+q12t8−q8t9−q10t9+q11t9+
q12t9 − q9t10 − q11t10 + 2q12t10 − q10t11 + q13t11 − q11t12 + q13t12 − q12t13 +
q13t13− q13t14+ q14t14+ a3
(
q6− q6t+ q7t+ q8t+ q9t− q7t2+2q10t2− q8t3−
q10t3+2q11t3− q9t4− q11t4+2q12t4− q10t5+ q13t5− q11t6+ q13t6− q12t7+
q13t7− q13t8+ q14t8
)
+a2
(
q3+ q4+ q5− q3t+ q5t+3q6t+2q7t+ q8t− q4t2−
q5t2−q6t2+2q7t2+3q8t2+3q9t2−q5t3−q6t3−2q7t3+2q9t3+4q10t3−q6t4−
q7t4 − 2q8t4 − q9t4 + q10t4 + 4q11t4 − q7t5 − q8t5 − 2q9t5 − q10t5 + 2q11t5 +
3q12t5− q8t6− q9t6−2q10t6+3q12t6+ q13t6− q9t7− q10t7−2q11t7+2q12t7+
2q13t7− q10t8− q11t8− q12t8+3q13t8− q11t9− q12t9+ q13t9+ q14t9− q12t10+
q14t10− q13t11+ q14t11
)
+a
(
q+ q2+ q3− qt+ q3t+3q4t+2q5t+ q6t− q2t2−
q3t2− q4t2+2q5t2+3q6t2+4q7t2+ q8t2− q3t3− q4t3−2q5t3+ q7t3+5q8t3+
2q9t3−q4t4−q5t4−2q6t4−q7t4−q8t4+5q9t4+2q10t4−q5t5−q6t5−2q7t5−
q8t5 − 2q9t5 + 5q10t5 + 2q11t5 − q6t6 − q7t6 − 2q8t6 − q9t6 − q10t6 + 5q11t6 +
q12t6 − q7t7 − q8t7 − 2q9t7 − q10t7 + q11t7 + 4q12t7 − q8t8 − q9t8 − 2q10t8 +
3q12t8+q13t8−q9t9−q10t9−2q11t9+2q12t9+2q13t9−q10t10−q11t10−q12t10+
3q13t10− q11t11 − q12t11 + q13t11 + q14t11 − q12t12 + q14t12 − q13t13+ q14t13
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is 3. It is the same as for the trefoil
and remains unchanged for all uncolored 2-fold T (2m + 1, 2) due to
formula (5.41). The positivity of ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1 − t) holds. Recall
that the division by (1 − t)κ−1 is presumably sufficient to ensure the
positivity for uncolored algebraic links.
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HOMFLY-PT polynomial. Here den = (1−q) and ĤminL (q, q,−a) =
1− q+ q2+ q4− q5+2q6− q7+2q8− q9+2q10− 2q11+3q12− 3q13+3q14−
3q15 + 3q16 − 2q17 + 2q18 − q19 + 2q20 − q21 + 2q22 − q23 + q24 + q26 − q27 +
q28−a3
(
q6−q7+q8+q10−q11+2q12−2q13+2q14−2q15+2q16−q17+q18+
q20− q21+ q22
)
− a2
(
−q3− q5− 2q7− 2q9− 2q11+ q12− 2q13+2q14− 2q15+
q16−2q17−2q19−2q21− q23− q25
)
−a
(
q+ q3+2q5+2q7+3q9− q10+3q11−
2q12+3q13− 3q14+3q15− 2q16+3q17− q18+3q19+2q21+2q23+ q25+ q27
)
.
Recall that one needs to divide this polynomial by den and then
change our a, q to the standard a2st, q
2
st to compare it with the usual
presentation for the reduced HOMFLY-PT polynomials.
6.4. Uncolored 2-fold T (4, 3). The family T (2m+1, 2) is well known
to be quite special (topologically and algebraically). Let us provide two
uncolored examples for 2-fold T (3m± 1, 3).
2-fold T(4,3). The natural notation is T (8, 6). The a–degree of
ĤminL (q, t, a) is dega = s(2|λ|) − |λ| = 5. The positivity of the series
ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1− t) from (5.56) holds. The [r,s]-parameters and Ĥ are
as follows:
1 ≤ j ≤ κ = 2, ~rj = 4, ~sj = 3, Υ = {◦⇒} , λ1 =  = λ2;
T (8, 6) : L = L ◦⇒, (,)({4,3},{4,3}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(6.14)
1− t+ qt+ q2t+ q3t+ q4t+ q5t− qt2 + q4t2 + q5t2 + 3q6t2 + q7t2 + q8t2 −
q2t3− q4t3+3q7t3+2q8t3+3q9t3− q3t4− q5t4− q6t4− q7t4+2q8t4+ q9t4+
5q10t4+q11t4−q4t5−q6t5−q7t5−2q8t5+q9t5+5q11t5+q12t5−q5t6−q7t6−
q8t6 − 2q9t6 − q11t6 + 6q12t6 + q13t6 − q6t7 − q8t7 − q9t7 − 2q10t7 − q12t7 +
5q13t7 + q14t7 − q7t8 − q9t8 − q10t8 − 2q11t8 + 5q14t8 − q8t9 − q10t9 − q11t9 −
2q12t9 + q13t9 + q14t9 + 3q15t9 − q9t10 − q11t10 − q12t10 − 2q13t10 + 2q14t10 +
2q15t10+ q16t10− q10t11− q12t11− q13t11− q14t11+3q15t11+ q16t11− q11t12−
q13t12− q14t12+3q16t12− q12t13− q14t13+ q16t13+ q17t13− q13t14− q15t14+
q16t14 + q17t14 − q14t15 + q17t15 − q15t16 + q17t16 − q16t17 + q17t17 − q17t18 +
q18t18 + a5
(
q15 − q15t+ q16t− q16t2 + q17t2 − q17t3 + q18t3
)
+a4
(
q10 + q11 + q12 + q13 + q14 − q10t+ q12t+ q13t+ q14t+ 2q15t− q11t2 −
q12t2+ q14t2+ q15t2+2q16t2− q12t3− q13t3− q14t3+ q16t3+2q17t3− q13t4−
q14t4 − q15t4 + q16t4 + q17t4 + q18t4 − q14t5 − q15t5 + q17t5 + q18t5 − q15t6 −
q16t6 + q17t6 + q18t6 − q16t7 + q18t7 − q17t8 + q18t8
)
+a3
(
q6+q7+2q8+2q9+2q10+q11+q12−q6t+2q9t+3q10t+5q11t+3q12t+
3q13t+ q14t− q7t2 − q8t2 − 2q9t2+ q11t2 +6q12t2 +4q13t2 +4q14t2+ q15t2 −
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q8t3−q9t3−3q10t3−2q11t3−2q12t3+5q13t3+4q14t3+5q15t3+q16t3−q9t4−
q10t4−3q11t4−3q12t4−4q13t4+4q14t4+4q15t4+4q16t4+q17t4−q10t5−q11t5−
3q12t5 − 3q13t5 − 4q14t5 + 5q15t5 + 4q16t5 + 3q17t5 − q11t6 − q12t6 − 3q13t6 −
3q14t6−2q15t6+6q16t6+3q17t6+q18t6−q12t7−q13t7−3q14t7−2q15t7+q16t7+
5q17t7+q18t7−q13t8−q14t8−3q15t8+3q17t8+2q18t8−q14t9−q15t9−2q16t9+
2q17t9+ 2q18t9 − q15t10 − q16t10 + 2q18t10 − q16t11 + q18t11 − q17t12 + q18t12
)
+a2
(
q3 + q4 + 2q5 + 2q6 + 2q7 + q8 + q9 − q3t+ 2q6t+ 4q7t+ 6q8t+ 5q9t+
5q10t + 2q11t + q12t − q4t2 − q5t2 − 2q6t2 − q7t2 + q8t2 + 6q9t2 + 7q10t2 +
9q11t2+4q12t2+2q13t2−q5t3−q6t3−3q7t3−3q8t3−3q9t3+2q10t3+6q11t3+
12q12t3+6q13t3+3q14t3−q6t4−q7t4−3q8t4−4q9t4−5q10t4−2q11t4+2q12t4+
12q13t4+6q14t4+3q15t4−q7t5−q8t5−3q9t5−4q10t5−6q11t5−4q12t5+q13t5+
12q14t5 + 6q15t5 + 2q16t5 − q8t6 − q9t6 − 3q10t6 − 4q11t6 − 6q12t6 − 4q13t6 +
2q14t6 + 12q15t6 + 4q16t6 + q17t6 − q9t7 − q10t7 − 3q11t7 − 4q12t7 − 6q13t7 −
2q14t7 + 6q15t7 + 9q16t7 + 2q17t7 − q10t8 − q11t8 − 3q12t8 − 4q13t8 − 5q14t8 +
2q15t8 + 7q16t8 + 5q17t8 − q11t9 − q12t9 − 3q13t9 − 4q14t9 − 3q15t9 + 6q16t9 +
5q17t9+ q18t9− q12t10− q13t10−3q14t10−3q15t10+ q16t10+6q17t10+ q18t10−
q13t11−q14t11−3q15t11−q16t11+4q17t11+2q18t11−q14t12−q15t12−2q16t12+
2q17t12+2q18t12− q15t13− q16t13+2q18t13− q16t14+ q18t14− q17t15+ q18t15
)
+a
(
q+q2+q3+q4+q5−qt+q3t+2q4t+3q5t+5q6t+3q7t+2q8t+q9t−q2t2−
q3t2−q4t2+q6t2+6q7t2+6q8t2+6q9t2+3q10t2+q11t2−q3t3−q4t3−2q5t3−
2q6t3−2q7t3+3q8t3+5q9t3+10q10t3+6q11t3+2q12t3−q4t4−q5t4−2q6t4−
3q7t4−4q8t4+ q10t4+10q11t4+8q12t4+3q13t4− q5t5− q6t5−2q7t5−3q8t5−
5q9t5−2q10t5−2q11t5+9q12t5+8q13t5+3q14t5−q6t6−q7t6−2q8t6−3q9t6−
5q10t6−3q11t6−3q12t6+9q13t6+8q14t6+2q15t6−q7t7−q8t7−2q9t7−3q10t7−
5q11t7−3q12t7−2q13t7+10q14t7+6q15t7+q16t7−q8t8−q9t8−2q10t8−3q11t8−
5q12t8 − 2q13t8 + q14t8 + 10q15t8 + 3q16t8 − q9t9 − q10t9 − 2q11t9 − 3q12t9 −
5q13t9+5q15t9+6q16t9+q17t9−q10t10−q11t10−2q12t10−3q13t10−4q14t10+
3q15t10 + 6q16t10 + 2q17t10 − q11t11 − q12t11 − 2q13t11 − 3q14t11 − 2q15t11 +
6q16t11 + 3q17t11 − q12t12 − q13t12 − 2q14t12 − 2q15t12 + q16t12 + 5q17t12 −
q13t13−q14t13−2q15t13+3q17t13+q18t13−q14t14−q15t14−q16t14+2q17t14+
q18t14− q15t15− q16t15+ q17t15+ q18t15− q16t16+ q18t16− q17t17+ q18t17
)
.
HOMFLY-PT polynomial. Here den = (1−q) and ĤminL (q, q,−a) =
1− q+ q2+ q4+2q6− q7+3q8− q9+3q10− q11+4q12− 3q13+5q14− 3q15+
4q16 − 4q17 + 5q18 − 4q19 + 4q20 − 3q21 + 5q22 − 3q23 + 4q24 − q25 + 3q26 −
q27+3q28− q29+2q30+ q32+ q34− q35+ q36−a5
(
q15− q16+ q17− q18+ q19−
q20+ q21
)
− a4
(
−q10− q12 − q13− q14− 2q16+ q17− q18+ q19 − 2q20 − q22 −
q23 − q24 − q26
)
− a3
(
q6 + 2q8 + q9 + 3q10 + q11 + 5q12 + 6q14 − q15 + 5q16 −
3q17+5q18− 3q19+5q20− q21+6q22+5q24+ q25+3q26+ q27+2q28+ q30
)
−
a2
(
−q3− 2q5− q6− 3q7− 2q8− 5q9− 2q10− 7q11− 2q12− 7q13− q14− 7q15+
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2q16−6q17+3q18−6q19+2q20−7q21−q22−7q23−2q24−7q25−2q26−5q27−
2q28 − 3q29 − q30 − 2q31 − q33
)
− a
(
q + q3 + q4 + 2q5 + q6 +4q7 + q8 +5q9 +
2q10+5q11+q12+7q13−q14+6q15−2q16+5q17−3q18+5q19−2q20+6q21−
q22+7q23+q24+5q25+2q26+5q27+q28+4q29+q30+2q31+q32+q33+q35
)
.
Khovanov polynomial. Let us apply the procedure from (5.59) to
obtain the DAHA approximation to the reduced Khovanov polynomial
(n = 1). Recall that we switch to the standard parameters: q 7→
(qt)2, t 7→ q2, a 7→ −q2(n+1); st is omitted in qst, tst, ast. Then((1+a) ĤminL
(1− t)2
)
st,n=1
=(6.15)
1 + q2 + q4t2 − q8t2 + q6t4 + q8t4 − q10t4 − q12t4 + q8t6 + q10t6 − q12t6 −
q14t6 + q10t8 + 2q12t8 − q14t8 − 2q16t8 + q12t10 + 2q14t10 − q16t10 − 3q18t10 +
q22t10+3q16t12+q18t12−4q20t12−q22t12+q24t12+q18t14+2q20t14−3q22t14−
3q24t14+2q26t14+q28t14+q20t16+2q22t16−q24t16−3q26t16+q30t16+2q24t18−
3q28t18+q32t18+2q28t20−q30t20−2q32t20+q34t20+q32t22−q34t22−q36t22+
q38t22 + q36t24 + q38t24,
(K̂hR2L)reduced =(6.16)
1+q2+q4t2+q8t3+q6t4+q8t4+q10t5+q12t5+q8t6+q10t6+q12t7+q14t7+q10t8+
2q12t8+ q14t9+2q16t9+ q12t10+2q14t10+ q16t11+3q18t11+3q16t12+ q18t12+
q22t12+4q20t13+q22t13+q18t14+2q20t14+q24t14+3q22t15+3q24t15+q20t16+
2q22t16+2q26t16+q28t16+q24t17+3q26t17+2q24t18+q30t18+3q28t19+2q28t20+
q32t20+ q30t21+2q32t21+ q32t22+ q34t22+ q34t23+ q36t23+ q36t24+2q38t24.
Their difference (the second minus the first) is large, but still a sum
of the terms ql(tm+tm−1), ql(tm−tm−2) with positive coefficients, which
confirms the Connection Conjecture:(
q8t2+q8t3
)
+
(
q10t4+q10t5
)
+
(
q12t4+q12t5
)
+
(
q12t6+q12t7
)
+
(
q14t6+q14t7
)
+(
q14t8+ q14t9
)
+
(
2q16t8+2q16t9
)
+
(
q16t10+ q16t11
)
+
(
3q18t10+3q18t11
)
+(
−q22t10 + 2q22t12 + q22t13
)
+
(
4q20t12 + 4q20t13
)
+
(
−q24t12 + 4q24t14 +
3q24t15
)
+
(
3q22t14 + 3q22t15
)
+
(
q24t16 + q24t17
)
+
(
−2q26t14 + 5q26t16 +
3q26t17
)
+
(
−q28t14 + q28t16
)
+
(
−q30t16 + q30t18
)
+
(
3q28t18 + 3q28t19
)
+(
−q32t18 + q32t20
)
+
(
q30t20 + q30t21
)
+
(
2q32t20 + 2q32t21
)
+
(
−q34t20 +
q34t22
)
+
(
q34t22 + q34t23
)
+
(
q36t22 + q36t23
)
+
(
−q38t22 + q38t24
)
.
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6.5. Uncolored 2-fold T (5, 3).
T (10, 6) : L = L ◦⇒, (,)({5,3},{5,3}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(6.17)
1− t+ qt+ q2t+ q3t+ q4t+ q5t− qt2+ q4t2+ q5t2+3q6t2+2q7t2+2q8t2−
q2t3 − q4t3 + 2q7t3 + 2q8t3 + 5q9t3 + 2q10t3 + q11t3 − q3t4 − q5t4 − q6t4 −
q7t4 + q8t4 + 5q10t4 + 4q11t4 + 4q12t4 − q4t5 − q6t5 − q7t5 − 2q8t5 − q10t5 +
3q11t5+3q12t5+7q13t5+ q14t5− q5t6− q7t6− q8t6− 2q9t6− q10t6− 2q11t6+
2q12t6+ q13t6+8q14t6+2q15t6− q6t7− q8t7− q9t7−2q10t7− q11t7−3q12t7+
q13t7+8q15t7+2q16t7−q7t8−q9t8−q10t8−2q11t8−q12t8−3q13t8+8q16t8+
2q17t8− q8t9− q10t9− q11t9−2q12t9− q13t9−3q14t9+8q17t9+ q18t9− q9t10−
q11t10−q12t10−2q13t10−q14t10−3q15t10+q16t10+q17t10+7q18t10−q10t11−
q12t11−q13t11−2q14t11−q15t11−3q16t11+2q17t11+3q18t11+4q19t11−q11t12−
q13t12−q14t12−2q15t12−q16t12−2q17t12+3q18t12+4q19t12+q20t12−q12t13−
q14t13−q15t13−2q16t13−q17t13−q18t13+5q19t13+2q20t13−q13t14−q15t14−
q16t14−2q17t14+5q20t14−q14t15−q16t15−q17t15−2q18t15+q19t15+2q20t15+
2q21t15−q15t16−q17t16−q18t16−q19t16+2q20t16+2q21t16−q16t17−q18t17−
q19t17+3q21t17− q17t18− q19t18+ q21t18+ q22t18− q18t19− q20t19+ q21t19+
q22t19 − q19t20 + q22t20 − q20t21 + q22t21 − q21t22 + q22t22 − q22t23 + q23t23
+a5
(
q15− q15t+ q16t+ q17t+ q18t− q16t2+2q19t2− q17t3− q19t3+2q20t3−
q18t4−q20t4+2q21t4−q19t5+q22t5−q20t6+q22t6−q21t7+q22t7−q22t8+q23t8
)
+a4
(
q10+q11+q12+q13+q14−q10t+q12t+2q13t+3q14t+4q15t+2q16t+q17t−
q11t2−q12t2−q13t2+2q15t2+5q16t2+4q17t2+3q18t2−q12t3−q13t3−2q14t3−
2q15t3 + 4q17t3 + 4q18t3 + 4q19t3 − q13t4 − q14t4 − 2q15t4 − 3q16t4 − 2q17t4 +
3q18t4 + 4q19t4 + 4q20t4 − q14t5 − q15t5 − 2q16t5 − 3q17t5 − 3q18t5 + 3q19t5 +
4q20t5+3q21t5−q15t6−q16t6−2q17t6−3q18t6−2q19t6+4q20t6+4q21t6+q22t6−
q16t7−q17t7−2q18t7−3q19t7+5q21t7+2q22t7−q17t8−q18t8−2q19t8−2q20t8+
2q21t8+4q22t8−q18t9−q19t9−2q20t9+3q22t9+q23t9−q19t10−q20t10−q21t10+
2q22t10+q23t10−q20t11−q21t11+q22t11+q23t11−q21t12+q23t12−q22t13+q23t13
)
+a3
(
q6+q7+2q8+2q9+2q10+q11+q12−q6t+2q9t+4q10t+7q11t+6q12t+
6q13t+3q14t+ q15t− q7t2− q8t2− 2q9t2− q10t2+6q12t2+8q13t2+12q14t2+
8q15t2+5q16t2+q17t2−q8t3−q9t3−3q10t3−3q11t3−4q12t3+q13t3+4q14t3+
14q15t3+11q16t3+8q17t3+2q18t3− q9t4− q10t4− 3q11t4− 4q12t4− 6q13t4−
3q14t4−2q15t4+12q16t4+12q17t4+10q18t4+2q19t4−q10t5−q11t5−3q12t5−
4q13t5−7q14t5−5q15t5−6q16t5+9q17t5+12q18t5+10q19t5+2q20t5−q11t6−
q12t6−3q13t6−4q14t6−7q15t6−6q16t6−7q17t6+9q18t6+12q19t6+8q20t6+
q21t6 − q12t7 − q13t7 − 3q14t7 − 4q15t7 − 7q16t7 − 6q17t7 − 6q18t7 + 12q19t7 +
11q20t7+5q21t7− q13t8− q14t8− 3q15t8− 4q16t8− 7q17t8− 5q18t8− 2q19t8+
14q20t8 + 8q21t8 + q22t8 − q14t9 − q15t9 − 3q16t9 − 4q17t9 − 7q18t9 − 3q19t9 +
4q20t9+12q21t9+3q22t9−q15t10−q16t10−3q17t10−4q18t10−6q19t10+q20t10+
8q21t10 + 6q22t10 − q16t11 − q17t11 − 3q18t11 − 4q19t11 − 4q20t11 + 6q21t11 +
6q22t11+q23t11−q17t12−q18t12−3q19t12−3q20t12+7q22t12+q23t12−q18t13−
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q19t13−3q20t13−q21t13+4q22t13+2q23t13−q19t14−q20t14−2q21t14+2q22t14+
2q23t14 − q20t15 − q21t15 + 2q23t15 − q21t16 + q23t16 − q22t17 + q23t17
)
+a2
(
q3+q4+2q5+2q6+2q7+q8+q9−q3t+2q6t+4q7t+7q8t+7q9t+7q10t+
4q11t+2q12t− q4t2− q5t2−2q6t2− q7t2+5q9t2+9q10t2+14q11t2+12q12t2+
10q13t2+3q14t2+ q15t2− q5t3− q6t3−3q7t3−3q8t3−4q9t3− q10t3+3q11t3+
13q12t3 + 16q13t3 + 18q14t3 + 8q15t3 + 3q16t3 − q6t4 − q7t4 − 3q8t4 − 4q9t4 −
6q10t4−5q11t4−4q12t4+6q13t4+14q14t4+23q15t4+12q16t4+5q17t4−q7t5−
q8t5 − 3q9t5 − 4q10t5 − 7q11t5 − 7q12t5 − 8q13t5 − q14t5 + 8q15t5 + 24q16t5 +
14q17t5 +6q18t5 − q8t6 − q9t6 − 3q10t6 − 4q11t6 − 7q12t6 − 8q13t6− 10q14t6 −
5q15t6+4q16t6+23q17t6+14q18t6+5q19t6− q9t7− q10t7− 3q11t7− 4q12t7−
7q13t7 − 8q14t7 − 11q15t7 − 6q16t7 + 4q17t7 + 24q18t7 + 12q19t7 + 3q20t7 −
q10t8− q11t8− 3q12t8− 4q13t8− 7q14t8− 8q15t8− 11q16t8− 5q17t8+8q18t8+
23q19t8 + 8q20t8 + q21t8 − q11t9 − q12t9 − 3q13t9 − 4q14t9 − 7q15t9 − 8q16t9 −
10q17t9−q18t9+14q19t9+18q20t9+3q21t9−q12t10−q13t10−3q14t10−4q15t10−
7q16t10− 8q17t10 − 8q18t10+6q19t10+16q20t10+10q21t10− q13t11− q14t11 −
3q15t11−4q16t11−7q17t11−7q18t11−4q19t11+13q20t11+12q21t11+2q22t11−
q14t12 − q15t12 − 3q16t12 − 4q17t12 − 7q18t12 − 5q19t12 + 3q20t12 + 14q21t12 +
4q22t12 − q15t13 − q16t13 − 3q17t13 − 4q18t13 − 6q19t13 − q20t13 + 9q21t13 +
7q22t13 − q16t14 − q17t14 − 3q18t14 − 4q19t14 − 4q20t14 + 5q21t14 + 7q22t14 +
q23t14−q17t15−q18t15−3q19t15−3q20t15+7q22t15+q23t15−q18t16−q19t16−
3q20t16 − q21t16 + 4q22t16 + 2q23t16 − q19t17 − q20t17 − 2q21t17 + 2q22t17 +
2q23t17 − q20t18 − q21t18 + 2q23t18 − q21t19 + q23t19 − q22t20 + q23t20
)
+a
(
q+q2+q3+q4+q5−qt+q3t+2q4t+3q5t+5q6t+4q7t+3q8t+q9t−q2t2−
q3t2−q4t2+q6t2+5q7t2+7q8t2+10q9t2+7q10t2+4q11t2+q12t2−q3t3−q4t3−
2q5t3−2q6t3−2q7t3+q8t3+3q9t3+11q10t3+12q11t3+11q12t3+5q13t3+q14t3−
q4t4−q5t4−2q6t4−3q7t4−4q8t4−2q9t4−2q10t4+6q11t4+11q12t4+17q13t4+
10q14t4+3q15t4−q5t5−q6t5−2q7t5−3q8t5−5q9t5−4q10t5−5q11t5+q12t5+
5q13t5+18q14t5+14q15t5+5q16t5−q6t6−q7t6−2q8t6−3q9t6−5q10t6−5q11t6−
7q12t6 − 2q13t6 + 16q15t6 + 15q16t6 + 6q17t6 − q7t7 − q8t7 − 2q9t7 − 3q10t7 −
5q11t7−5q12t7−8q13t7−4q14t7−2q15t7+15q16t7+15q17t7+5q18t7− q8t8−
q9t8− 2q10t8− 3q11t8− 5q12t8− 5q13t8− 8q14t8− 5q15t8− 2q16t8+16q17t8+
14q18t8 + 3q19t8 − q9t9 − q10t9 − 2q11t9 − 3q12t9 − 5q13t9 − 5q14t9 − 8q15t9 −
4q16t9+18q18t9+10q19t9+q20t9−q10t10−q11t10−2q12t10−3q13t10−5q14t10−
5q15t10 − 8q16t10 − 2q17t10 + 5q18t10 + 17q19t10 + 5q20t10 − q11t11 − q12t11 −
2q13t11− 3q14t11− 5q15t11− 5q16t11− 7q17t11+ q18t11+11q19t11+11q20t11+
q21t11 − q12t12 − q13t12 − 2q14t12 − 3q15t12 − 5q16t12 − 5q17t12 − 5q18t12 +
6q19t12 + 12q20t12 + 4q21t12 − q13t13 − q14t13 − 2q15t13 − 3q16t13 − 5q17t13 −
4q18t13 − 2q19t13 + 11q20t13 + 7q21t13 − q14t14 − q15t14 − 2q16t14 − 3q17t14 −
5q18t14 − 2q19t14 + 3q20t14 + 10q21t14 + q22t14 − q15t15 − q16t15 − 2q17t15 −
3q18t15−4q19t15+q20t15+7q21t15+3q22t15−q16t16−q17t16−2q18t16−3q19t16−
2q20t16+5q21t16+4q22t16−q17t17−q18t17−2q19t17−2q20t17+q21t17+5q22t17−
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q18t18−q19t18−2q20t18+3q22t18+q23t18−q19t19−q20t19−q21t19+2q22t19+
q23t19− q20t20− q21t20+ q22t20+ q23t20− q21t21+ q23t21− q22t22+ q23t22
)
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is 5, the same as that for the 2-fold
T (4, 3). The positivity of the series ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1− t) holds.
6.6. Uncolored 3-links. We will begin with the case of the uncolored
3-folded trefoil defined as follows.
3-fold trefoil. The corresponding [r,s]-presentation and Ĥ are:
1 ≤ j ≤ κ = 3, ~rj = 3, ~sj = 2, Υ = {◦→→→ } , λ
1 =  = λ2 = λ3;
T (9, 6) : L = L
◦→→→ , (,,)
({3,2},{3,2},{3,2}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(6.18)
1−2t+qt+q2t+q3t+q4t+q5t+t2−2qt2−q2t2−q3t2+3q6t2+2q7t2+q8t2+
qt3−q2t3−2q4t3−q5t3−3q6t3+2q8t3+4q9t3+q10t3+q2t4−q3t4+q4t4−q5t4−
q6t4−3q7t4−2q8t4−3q9t4+4q10t4+4q11t4+q12t4+q3t5−q4t5+q5t5−3q8t5−
q9t5−5q10t5−q11t5+6q12t5+3q13t5+q4t6−q5t6+q6t6+q8t6−2q9t6−q10t6−
4q11t6−4q12t6+5q13t6+3q14t6+q15t6+q5t7−q6t7+q7t7+q9t7−q10t7−5q12t7−
5q13t7+6q14t7+3q15t7+ q6t8− q7t8+ q8t8+ q10t8− q11t8+ q12t8− 5q13t8−
5q14t8+5q15t8+3q16t8+ q7t9− q8t9+ q9t9+ q11t9− q12t9+ q13t9− 5q14t9−
4q15t9+6q16t9+q17t9+q8t10−q9t10+q10t10+q12t10−q13t10−4q15t10−q16t10+
4q17t10+ q9t11− q10t11+ q11t11+ q13t11− q14t11− q15t11−5q16t11+4q17t11+
q18t11+q10t12−q11t12+q12t12+q14t12−2q15t12−q16t12−3q17t12+4q18t12+
q11t13−q12t13+q13t13+q15t13−3q16t13−2q17t13+2q18t13+q19t13+q12t14−
q13t14+q14t14−3q17t14+2q19t14+q13t15−q14t15+q15t15−q17t15−3q18t15+
3q19t15+ q14t16− q15t16+ q16t16− q17t16− q18t16+ q20t16+ q15t17− q16t17+
q17t17− 2q18t17+ q20t17+ q16t18− q17t18− q19t18+ q20t18+ q17t19− q18t19−
q19t19+ q20t19+ q18t20−2q19t20+ q20t20+ q19t21−2q20t21+ q21t21+a5
(
q15−
2q15t+q16t+q17t+q15t2−2q16t2−q17t2+q18t2+q19t2+q16t3−q17t3−q18t3+
q19t3+q17t4−q18t4−q19t4+q20t4+q18t5−2q19t5+q20t5+q19t6−2q20t6+q21t6
)
+a4
(
q10 + q11 + q12 + q13 + q14 − 2q10t− q11t+ q13t+ q14t+ 3q15t+ q16t+
q10t2−q11t2−2q12t2−3q13t2−q14t2−q15t2+3q16t2+3q17t2+q18t2+q11t3−
3q14t3−3q15t3−q16t3+2q17t3+3q18t3+q19t3+q12t4+q14t4−q15t4−4q16t4−
2q17t4 + 2q18t4 + 3q19t4 + q13t5 + q15t5 − q16t5 − 4q17t5 − q18t5 + 3q19t5 +
q20t5+ q14t6+ q16t6− q17t6−3q18t6− q19t6+3q20t6+ q15t7+ q17t7−3q18t7−
q19t7+ q20t7+ q21t7+ q16t8− 3q19t8+ q20t8+ q21t8+ q17t9− 2q19t9+ q21t9+
q18t10 − q19t10 − q20t10 + q21t10 + q19t11 − 2q20t11 + q21t11
)
+a3
(
q6+ q7+2q8+2q9+2q10+ q11+ q12−2q6t− q7t−2q8t+2q10t+5q11t+
4q12t+4q13t+2q14t+q6t2−q7t2−q8t2−4q9t2−5q10t2−5q11t2+q12t2+4q13t2+
6q14t2+5q15t2+2q16t2+q7t3+q9t3−2q10t3−4q11t3−9q12t3−6q13t3+q14t3+
7q15t3+7q16t3+3q17t3+q18t3+q8t4+2q10t4−q12t4−7q13t4−10q14t4−3q15t4+
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7q16t4+8q17t4+3q18t4+q9t5+2q11t5+q12t5+q13t5−5q14t5−11q15t5−5q16t5+
7q17t5+7q18t5+2q19t5+ q10t6+2q12t6+ q13t6+2q14t6− 4q15t6− 11q16t6−
3q17t6+7q18t6+5q19t6+ q11t7+2q13t7+ q14t7+2q15t7− 5q16t7− 10q17t7+
q18t7+6q19t7+2q20t7+q12t8+2q14t8+q15t8+q16t8−7q17t8−6q18t8+4q19t8+
4q20t8+q13t9+2q15t9+q16t9−q17t9−9q18t9+q19t9+4q20t9+q21t9+q14t10+
2q16t10 − 4q18t10 − 5q19t10 + 5q20t10 + q21t10 + q15t11 + 2q17t11 − 2q18t11 −
5q19t11+2q20t11+2q21t11+q16t12+q18t12−4q19t12+2q21t12+q17t13−q19t13−
2q20t13+2q21t13+ q18t14− q19t14− q20t14+ q21t14+ q19t15−2q20t15+ q21t15
)
+a2
(
q3 + q4 + 2q5 + 2q6 + 2q7 + q8 + q9 − 2q3t− q4t− 2q5t+ 2q7t+ 6q8t+
5q9t+6q10t+3q11t+q12t+q3t2−q4t2−q5t2−4q6t2−5q7t2−7q8t2+3q10t2+
9q11t2+8q12t2+5q13t2+q14t2+q4t3+q6t3−2q7t3−3q8t3−10q9t3−9q10t3−
7q11t3 + 5q12t3 + 11q13t3 + 9q14t3 + 4q15t3 + q16t3 + q5t4 + 2q7t4 − 6q10t4 −
9q11t4− 16q12t4− 3q13t4+12q14t4+12q15t4+6q16t4+ q17t4+ q6t5+2q8t5+
q9t5+2q10t5−3q11t5−4q12t5−18q13t5−11q14t5+10q15t5+13q16t5+6q17t5+
q18t5 + q7t6 + 2q9t6 + q10t6 + 3q11t6 − q12t6 − 2q13t6 − 17q14t6 − 13q15t6 +
10q16t6+12q17t6+4q18t6+ q8t7+2q10t7+ q11t7+3q12t7− q14t7− 17q15t7−
11q16t7 + 12q17t7 + 9q18t7 + q19t7 + q9t8 + 2q11t8 + q12t8 +3q13t8 − 2q15t8 −
18q16t8− 3q17t8+11q18t8+5q19t8+ q10t9+2q12t9+ q13t9+3q14t9− q15t9−
4q16t9−16q17t9+5q18t9+8q19t9+q20t9+q11t10+2q13t10+q14t10+3q15t10−
3q16t10 − 9q17t10 − 7q18t10 + 9q19t10 + 3q20t10 + q12t11 + 2q14t11 + q15t11 +
2q16t11 − 6q17t11 − 9q18t11 + 3q19t11 + 6q20t11 + q13t12 + 2q15t12 + q16t12 −
10q18t12 + 5q20t12 + q21t12 + q14t13 + 2q16t13 − 3q18t13 − 7q19t13 + 6q20t13 +
q21t13+q15t14+2q17t14−2q18t14−5q19t14+2q20t14+2q21t14+q16t15+q18t15−
4q19t15+2q21t15+q17t16−q19t16−2q20t16+2q21t16+q18t17−q19t17−q20t17+
q21t17 + q19t18 − 2q20t18 + q21t18
)
+a
(
q+q2+q3+q4+q5−2qt−q2t+q4t+2q5t+5q6t+4q7t+2q8t+q9t+qt2−
q2t2− 2q3t2− 3q4t2− 3q5t2− 4q6t2+ q7t2+6q8t2+7q9t2+5q10t2+2q11t2+
q2t3−2q5t3−3q6t3−7q7t3−7q8t3−3q9t3+6q10t3+9q11t3+6q12t3+2q13t3+
q3t4+q5t4−q7t4−5q8t4−7q9t4−11q10t4−4q11t4+10q12t4+11q13t4+4q14t4+
q15t4+ q4t5+ q6t5+ q7t5+ q8t5−3q9t5−4q10t5−10q11t5−13q12t5+5q13t5+
13q14t5+7q15t5+ q16t5+ q5t6+ q7t6+ q8t6+2q9t6− q10t6−2q11t6−8q12t6−
16q13t6+2q14t6+12q15t6+7q16t6+q17t6+q6t7+q8t7+q9t7+2q10t7−8q13t7−
16q14t7 + 2q15t7 + 13q16t7 + 4q17t7 + q7t8 + q9t8 + q10t8 + 2q11t8 + q13t8 −
8q14t8 − 16q15t8 + 5q16t8 +11q17t8 + 2q18t8 + q8t9 + q10t9 + q11t9 +2q12t9 −
8q15t9−13q16t9+10q17t9+6q18t9+q9t10+q11t10+q12t10+2q13t10−2q15t10−
10q16t10 − 4q17t10 + 9q18t10 + 2q19t10 + q10t11 + q12t11 + q13t11 + 2q14t11 −
q15t11−4q16t11−11q17t11+6q18t11+5q19t11+q11t12+q13t12+q14t12+2q15t12−
3q16t12−7q17t12−3q18t12+7q19t12+q20t12+q12t13+q14t13+q15t13+q16t13−
5q17t13−7q18t13+6q19t13+2q20t13+q13t14+q15t14+q16t14−q17t14−7q18t14+
q19t14+4q20t14+q14t15+q16t15−3q18t15−4q19t15+5q20t15+q15t16+q17t16−
2q18t16−3q19t16+2q20t16+q21t16+q16t17−3q19t17+q20t17+q21t17+q17t18−
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2q19t18+ q21t18+ q18t19− q19t19− q20t19+ q21t19+ q19t20− 2q20t20+ q21t20
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is 5, coinciding with that given by the
formula dega = s(3|λ|) − |λ| = 5 from (5.41). The self-duality and
other claims in this theorem hold. We note that the positivity claim
from Part (ii) of the Connection Conjecture 5.3 really requires here
κ− 1 = 2. Generally (5.56) reads:
ĤminL, ′L (q, t, a)/(1− t)
κ−1 ∈ Z+[[q, t, a]].
Taking here (1− t) is insufficient for the positivity; (1− t)2 is necessary.
3-fold T(2,1).
T (9, 6) : L = L
◦→→→ , (,,)
({2,1},{2,1},{2,1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(6.19)
1− 2t+ qt+ q2t+ t2 − 2qt2 − q2t2 + q3t2 + q4t2 + qt3 − q2t3 − q3t3 + q4t3 +
q2t4− q3t4− q4t4 + q5t4+ q3t5− 2q4t5+ q5t5+ q4t6− 2q5t6+ q6t6+ a2
(
q3−
2q3t+ q4t+ q5t+ q3t2− 2q4t2+ q5t2+ q4t3− 2q5t3+ q6t3
)
+ a
(
q+ q2− 2qt−
q2t+ 2q3t+ q4t+ qt2 − q2t2 − 3q3t2 + 2q4t2 + q5t2 + q2t3 − 3q4t3 + 2q5t3 +
q3t4 − q4t4 − q5t4 + q6t4 + q4t5 − 2q5t5 + q6t5
)
.
Here again the division by (1− t) is insufficient for the positivity.
7. Hopf links
7.1. Basic constructions. We will provide basic superpolynomials
for the Hopf links. They correspond to taking τ−1− inside the coin-
variant, i.e. this is the case of multiple T (1,−1). These examples are
directly related to the DAHA-vertex Cc
b
/〈θµ♭〉 = P ι(c)
b
/〈P ◦c , P
◦
c 〉 from
Corollary 5.2. Namely,
Ĥ∅,†=
Ĥ∅{1,−1}(λ)
(λ1)†ev · · · (λκ)
†
ev
=
(λ1∨. . .∨λκ)†ev Ĥ
min
{1,−1}(λ)
(λ1)†ev · · · (λκ)
†
ev
(7.1)
is the stabilization of Pλ = Pλ
κ
(λ1,...,λκ−1) (up to q
•t•) for λ = (λj).
The following identity from (3.38) is the key for this connection:
Ĥ
◦→→→ ,min
{1,−1} (λ
1, λ2, λ3) = ĤminL, ′L(λ
1, λ2;λ3) for L = ◦⇒, ′L = ◦ →,
where the trees L, ′L are colored by {λ1, λ2} and {λ3} correspondingly.
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Upon adding ∨ to ′L the last formula (which is the switch from Y −1
to Y in ′L), the super-polynomials
Ĥmin{1,−1},{1,0}(λ
1, λ2;λ3)∨
def
== Ĥ⇒,→,minL, ′L∨(7.2)
provide the a–stabilizations of Cλ
3
λ1,λ2 〈Pλ3 , Pλ3〉/〈θµ
♭〉, which are of ob-
vious interest since they contain no ι and therefore satisfy straight
associativity (with certain multiplies) from (3.32). We will always take
λ3 =  in the examples below.
Since the recalculation of the Ĥ–polynomials to Pλ and the C–
coefficients is straightforward, we will provide only Ĥ. Recall that
Proposition 3.4 and (5.42) are used for this, where
Π†λ = (λ)
†
ev =
n∏
p=1
λp−1∏
v=0
(
1 + qv a t−p+1
)
.(7.3)
Also, denjo will be provided, which are needed in (6.2):
ĤminL (q, q,−a)/den
jo = ĤOM
jo
L (q, a).
7.2. Colored Hopf 3-links. The first example will be uncolored; it
is a direct continuation of the previous section, namely the case of
T (3,−3) in the notations there. It is self-dual with respect to the
super-duality.
, , : L = L
◦→→→ , ( , , )
({1,−1},{1,−1},{1,−1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.4)
1+ a
(
q+ q2+ 1t2 −
2q
t2 +
q2
t2 +
1
t +
q
t −
2q2
t
)
+ a2
(
q3+ 1t3 −
2q
t3 +
q2
t3 +
q
t2 −
2q2
t2 +
q3
t2
+ qt +
q2
t −
2q3
t
)
.
Let us provide its ∨–variant:
, ; ∨ : L = L ◦⇒,( , )({1,−1},{1,−1}),
′L = L ◦→,{1,0} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ =(7.5)
2− q + a2
(
q2 + qt −
q2
t
)
− 2t+ 2qt+ a
(
3q − q2 + 1t −
q
t − t+ q
2t
)
.
We will provide the formulas with ∨ for all further examples:
, , : L = L
◦→→→ , ( , , )
({1,−1},{1,−1},{1,−1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.6)
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1+ a
(
q2+ q3+ 1t2 −
q
t2 −
q2
t2 +
q3
t2 +
1
t +
q
t −
2q3
t
)
+ a2
(
q5+ 1t3 −
q
t3 −
q2
t3 +
q3
t3 +
q
t2
− 2q
3
t2
+ q
5
t2
+ q
2
t +
q3
t −
2q5
t
)
.
, ; ∨ : L = L ◦⇒,( , )({1,−1},{1,−1}),
′L = L ◦→,{1,0} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ =(7.7)
1+q−q2+a2
(
q4+ q
2
t −
q4
t
)
−t−qt+2q2t+a
(
−1+q+3q2−q4+ 1t−
q2
t −qt+q
4t
)
.
, , : L = L
◦→→→ , ( , , )
({1,−1},{1,−1},{1,−1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.8)
1 + a
(
q + q2 + 1
t3
− 2q
t3
+ q
2
t3
+ 1
t2
− q
2
t2
+ qt −
q2
t
)
+ a2
(
q3 + 1
t5
− 2q
t5
+ q
2
t5
+ q
t3
−
2q2
t3
+ q
3
t3
+ q
t2
− q
3
t2
+ q
2
t −
q3
t
)
.
The last example is dual to (7.6) under t↔ q−1. Usually the super-
duality is up to certain q•t•, but for the Hopf link without ∨ , such
multipliers are not needed since the a–constant term is always 1. The
constant term is not 1 with ∨. We omit the corresponding ∨–variant
for (7.8), since it is super-dual to (7.7). The next case will be self-dual,
since the diagram is transposition-symmetric.
, , : L = L
◦→→→ , ( , , )
({1,−1},{1,−1},{1,−1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.9)
1+a
(
q2+q3+ 1
t3
− 2q
t3
+ q
2
t3
+ 1
t2
+ q
t2
− 3q
2
t2
+ q
3
t2
+ qt +
q2
t −
2q3
t
)
+a2
(
q5+ 1
t5
− 2q
t5
+
q2
t5
+ q
t4
− 3q
2
t4
+ 3q
3
t4
− q
4
t4
+ q
t3
+ q
2
t3
− 5q
3
t3
+ 3q
4
t3
+ q
2
t2
+ q
3
t2
− 3q
4
t2
+ q
5
t2
+ q
3
t +
q4
t −
2q5
t
)
.
, ; ∨ : L = L ◦⇒,( , )({1,−1},{1,−1}),
′L = L ◦→,{1,0} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ =(7.10)
1+ q− q2 + a2
(
q4+ q
2
t2
− q
3
t2
+ q
3
t −
q4
t
)
− t+ q2t− qt2 + q2t2+ a
(
−q+5q2 −
2q3 + 1
t2
− q
t2
− 1t +
3q
t −
2q2
t − qt− q
2t+ 3q3t− q4t− q3t2 + q4t2
)
.
Note that Ĥ∅,† = Ĥmin/(1 + a)2 and den1 = (1 − q)2 in all these
examples, since λ1∨ λ2∨ λ3 is λ1 (it contains the remaining two). In
the next two examples, den1 = (1− q)2(1− q2).
, , : L = L
◦→→→ , ( , , )
({1,−1},{1,−1},{1,−1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.11)
1+ a
(
q2+ q3+ q4+ 1
t2
− 2q
2
t2
+ q
4
t2
+ 1t +
q
t +
q2
t −
q3
t −
2q4
t
)
+ a2
(
q5+ q6+ q7+
1
t3 +
q
t3 −
3q2
t3 −
2q3
t3 +
3q4
t3 +
q5
t3 −
q6
t3 +
q
t2 +
2q2
t2 −
5q4
t2 −
2q5
t2 +
3q6
t2 +
q7
t2 +
q2
t +
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2q3
t +
2q4
t −
3q6
t −
2q7
t
)
+a3
(
q9+ qt4 −
q2
t4 −
2q3
t4 +
2q4
t4 +
q5
t4 −
q6
t4 +
q2
t3 +
q3
t3 −
3q4
t3 −
2q5
t3
+ 3q
6
t3
+ q
7
t3
− q
8
t3
+ q
3
t2
+ q
4
t2
− 3q
6
t2
− 2q
7
t2
+ 2q
8
t2
+ q
9
t2
+ q
5
t +
q6
t +
q7
t −
q8
t −
2q9
t
)
.
, ; ∨ : L = L ◦⇒,( , )({1,−1},{1,−1}),
′L = L ◦→,{1,0} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ =(7.12)
2−q2+a3
(
q7+ q
3
t2 −
q4
t2 −
q5
t2 +
q6
t2 +
q4
t +
q5
t −
q6
t −
q7
t
)
−2t+2q2t+a
(
−2+7q2+
2q3−3q4−q5+ 2t+
q
t−
3q2
t −
q3
t +
q4
t −qt−2q
2t+2q4t+q5t
)
+a2
(
−q−q2+2q3+
3q4+2q5− q6− q7+ q
t2
− q
2
t2
− q
3
t2
+ q
4
t2
+ 3q
2
t +
2q3
t −
4q4
t −
2q5
t +
q6
t − q
3t+ q7t
)
.
The next 2 cases are dual to the previous ones. We provide them,
but then will omit the examples dual to those already given. Note that
Ĥ∅,†L ( , , )=
ĤminL ( , , )
(1 + a)2(1 + qa)
, Ĥ∅,†L ( , , )=
ĤminL ( , , )
(1 + a)2(1 + a/t)
.
, , : L = L
◦→→→ , ( , , )
({1,−1},{1,−1},{1,−1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.13)
1+ a
(
q+ q2+ 1t4 −
2q
t4 +
q2
t4 +
1
t3 −
q
t3 +
1
t2 +
q
t2 −
2q2
t2 +
q
t
)
+ a2
(
q3+ 1t7 −
2q
t7 +
q2
t7
+ 1
t6
− 3q
t6
+ 3q
2
t6
− q
3
t6
+ 1
t5
− 2q
2
t5
+ q
3
t5
+ 2q
t4
− 5q
2
t4
+ 3q
3
t4
+ 2q
t3
− 2q
3
t3
+ q
t2
+ 2q
2
t2
−
3q3
t2
+ q
2
t +
q3
t
)
+ a3
(
1
t9
− 2q
t9
+ q
2
t9
− q
t8
+ 2q
2
t8
− q
3
t8
+ q
t7
− 2q
2
t7
+ q
3
t7
+ q
t6
− 3q
2
t6
+
3q3
t6
− q
4
t6
+ q
t5
− 2q
3
t5
+ q
4
t5
+ q
2
t4
− 3q
3
t4
+ 2q
4
t4
+ q
2
t3
+ q
3
t3
− 2q
4
t3
+ q
3
t2
− q
4
t2
+ q
4
t
)
.
, ; ∨ : L = L ◦⇒,( , )({1,−1},{1,−1}),
′L = L ◦→,{1,0} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ =(7.14)
2− q+ a3
( q
t5
− q
2
t5
− q
2
t4
+ q
3
t4
+ q
2
t3
− q
3
t3
+ q
2
t2
− q
3
t2
+ q
3
t
)
− 2t2+2qt2+ a2
(
−q+
3q2− q3+ 1t5 −
q
t5 −
q
t4 +
q2
t4 +
2q
t3 −
2q2
t3 +
3q
t2 −
4q2
t2 +
q3
t2 −
1
t +
2q
t +
2q2
t −
q3
t − qt+
q3t
)
+a
(
−2+7q−3q2+ 1
t3
− q
t3
+ 2
t2
− 3q
t2
+ q
2
t2
+ 2qt −
q2
t −t+q
2t−2qt2+2q2t2
)
.
, , : L = L
◦→→→ , ( , , )
({1,−1},{1,−1},{1,−1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.15)
1+ a
(
q2+ q3+ 1
t3
− q
t3
− q
2
t3
+ q
3
t3
+ 1
t2
− q
3
t2
+ qt −
q3
t
)
+ a2
(
q5+ 1
t5
− q
t5
− q
2
t5
+
q3
t5 +
q
t3 −
2q3
t3 +
q5
t3 +
q2
t2 −
q5
t2 +
q3
t −
q5
t
)
.
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, ; ∨ : L = L ◦⇒,( , )({1,−1},{1,−1}),
′L = L ◦→,{1,0} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ =(7.16)
1 + q − q2 + a2
(
q4 + q
2
t2
− q
4
t2
)
− t+ q2t− qt2 + q2t2 + a
(
2q2 + q3 − q4 + 1
t2
−
q2
t2
− 1t +
q
t +
q2
t −
q3
t − qt+ q
3t− q3t2 + q4t2
)
.
These 2 examples are self-dual. The degree here is |s|(|λ1| + |λ2| +
|λ3|)−|λ1∨λ2∨λ3| = 2+2+1−3 = 2, since λ1∨λ2∨λ3 is the 3-hook.
Also: Ĥ∅,†L ( , , ) = Ĥ
min
L ( , , )/(1 + a)
2, den1 = (1−q)
2(1−q2)
(1−a/q) .
, , : L = L
◦→→→ , ( , , )
({1,−1},{1,−1},{1,−1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.17)
1+a
(
q2+ q3+ 1
t4
− 2q
t4
+ q
2
t4
+ 1
t3
− 2q
2
t3
+ q
3
t3
+ 1
t2
+ q
t2
− q
2
t2
− q
3
t2
+ qt +
q2
t −
q3
t
)
+
a2
(
q5 + 1
t7
− 2q
t7
+ q
2
t7
+ 1
t6
− 2q
t6
+ 2q
3
t6
− q
4
t6
+ 1
t5
+ q
t5
− 4q
2
t5
+ 2q
3
t5
+ 2q
t4
− q
2
t4
−
5q3
t4
+ 4q
4
t4
+ q
t3
+ 3q
2
t3
− 3q
3
t3
− 2q
4
t3
+ q
5
t3
+ q
2
t2
+ 3q
3
t2
− 3q
4
t2
− q
5
t2
+ q
3
t +
2q4
t −
q5
t
)
+
a3
(
1
t9
− 2q
t9
+ q
2
t9
− q
2
t8
+ 2q
3
t8
− q
4
t8
+ q
t7
− 2q
2
t7
+ q
3
t7
+ q
t6
− 4q
3
t6
+ 4q
4
t6
− q
5
t6
+ 2q
2
t5
−
2q3
t5 −
2q4
t5 +
3q5
t5 −
q6
t5 +
2q3
t4 −
3q4
t4 −
q5
t4 +
2q6
t4 +
q3
t3 +
2q4
t3 −
3q5
t3 +
2q5
t2 −
2q6
t2 +
q6
t
)
.
, ; ∨ : L = L ◦⇒,( , )({1,−1},{1,−1}),
′L = L ◦→,{1,0} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ =(7.18)
1+q−q2+a3
( q2
t5
− q
3
t5
− q
4
t4
+ q
5
t4
+ q
3
t3
− q
5
t3
+ q
4
t2
− q
5
t2
+ q
5
t
)
−t+qt−2qt2+2q2t2+
a2
(
−q2+3q4−q5+ 1
t5
− q
t5
− 1
t4
+ 2q
t4
− 2q
2
t4
+ q
3
t4
+ q
t3
+ 2q
2
t3
− 4q
3
t3
+ q
4
t3
− q
t2
+ 4q
2
t2
−
q3
t2
− 3q
4
t2
+ q
5
t2
− qt +
5q3
t −
q4
t −
q5
t −q
3t+q5t
)
+a
(
−3q+6q2+q3−2q4+ 1
t3
− q
t3
+
3q
t2
− 4q
2
t2
+ q
3
t2
− 1t +
2q
t +
3q2
t −
4q3
t +
q4
t − qt−2q
2t+4q3t− q4t−2q3t2+2q4t2
)
.
The a–degree is |s|(|λ1|+ |λ2|+ |λ3|)−|λ1∨λ2∨λ3| = 3+2+1−3 = 3.
Correspondingly, Ĥ∅,†L ( , , ) = Ĥ
min
L ( , , )/
(
(1 + a)2(1 + aq)
)
,
den1 = (1− q)2(1− q2).
7.3. Hopf 2-links. The previous examples were for the Hopf 3–links.
Let us discuss the Hopf 2–links.
, : L=L ◦⇒, ( , )({1,−1},{1,−1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a)=1 + a
(
q2 + 1t −
q2
t
)
.(7.19)
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, : Ĥmin◦⇒, ( , ; q, t, a) = 1 + a
(
q2 + 1
t2
− q
2
t2
)
,(7.20)
, : Ĥmin◦⇒ ( , ; q, t, a)=1+a
(
q2+ 1
t2
− q
t2
+ qt−
q2
t
)
.(7.21)
The last two examples are self-dual, as well as the simplest superpoly-
nomial Ĥmin◦⇒, ( , ) = 1 + a(q + 1/t− q/t), which is actually uncolored
T (2,−2), already considered in the previous section. The next 2 ones
are not self-dual:
, : L = L ◦⇒, ( , )({1,−1},{1,−1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.22)
1+a
(
q2+q3+ 1t +
q
t −
q2
t −
q3
t
)
+a2
(
q5+ qt2 −
q2
t2 −
q3
t2 +
q4
t2 +
q2
t +
q3
t −
q4
t −
q5
t
)
.
, : L = L ◦⇒, ( , )({1,−1},{1,−1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.23)
1+a
(
q2+q3+ 1
t2
− q
2
t2
+ qt −
q3
t
)
+a2
(
q5+ q
t3
− q
2
t3
− q
3
t3
+ q
4
t3
+ q
2
t2
− q
4
t2
+ q
3
t −
q5
t
)
.
Here dega = 2 and Ĥ
∅,†
L ( , ) = Ĥ
min
L ( , )/
(
(1 + a)(1 + aq)
)
.
The same denominator serves Ĥ∅,†L ( , ). Otherwise, dega = 1 in the
examples above and this denominator is (1 + a). Let us provide den1
from (6.3), needed for obtaining the reduced hat-normalized HOMFLY-
PT polynomials. One has den1( , ) = (1−q)(1−q
2)
(1−a/q) ; otherwise:
den1(λ1, )=(1−q), den1(λ1, )=(1−q)(1−q2)=den1(λ1, ),(7.24)
since λ1 contains λ2 in (7.24).
Connection to the topological vertex. Let (Ĥmin◦⇒ )
∞ be the leading
a–coefficient of Ĥmin◦⇒ and C
num
DAHA(λ
1, λ2) =
(
Ĥmin◦⇒ (λ
1, λ2)
)∞
(t 7→ q),
which is proportional to C0λ1,λ2 and C
ι(λ2)
λ1 〈P
◦
λ2 , P
◦
λ2〉 in this limit. Let
us provide CnumDAHA in the following 2 examples.
, : Ĥmin = 1 + a
(
q2 + 1t3 −
q2
t3
)
; den1 = (1−q)(1−q
2)
1−aq .(7.25)
ĤOM=
(
1− a( 1
q3
− 1q + q
2)
)
(1− aq)
(1− q)(1 − q2)
, CnumDAHA = 1− q
2 + q5,
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, : Ĥmin◦⇒ ( , ; q, t, a)=(7.26)
1 + a
(
q+ 1t4−
q
t4+
1
t3−
q
t3+
q
t
)
+ a2
(
1
t7−
q
t7−
q
t6+
q2
t6 +
q
t4−
q2
t4 +
q
t3−
q2
t3 +
q2
t
)
,
Ĥ( , ; q, q,−a)=1− a
(
1+ 1
q4
− 1
q2
+ q
)
+ a2
(
1
q7
− 1
q6
− 1
q5
+ 1
q4
+ 1
q3
− 1q+ q
)
,
den1 = (1−q)(1−q2), CnumDAHA = ( , ; q, a) = 1−q−q
2+q3+q4−q6+q8.
Vertex amplitudes. We claim that CnumDAHA(λ
1, λ2) coincide up to q•
with the numerators of CVA(λ
1, (λ2)tr), from Section “The vertex am-
plitudes” of [AKMV]. We denote them by CVA to avoid confusion with
our own C. Note the transposition here; by the way, if tr is applied
to λ1 instead of λ2, then q must be changed to q−1. This coincidence
includes λ2 = ∅, when the corresponding weight is b = 0 (denoted by
dot in [AKMV]); they numerators are pure powers q• in this case.
This claim can be deduced from (3.26) and we checked it numerically
in all examples we considered. The denominators of CVA(λ
1, (λ2)tr) are
the products of binomials in the form (1 − q•) and are actually the
matter of normalization of the 2–vertex. Such vertex amplitudes are
connected with the stable Macdonald theory, which generally corre-
sponds to taking a = 0 in our approach. Here we take the top power of
a instead of a = 0, since the conjugation is actually needed to connect
our C with CVA. See e.g., [AFS].
However, the connection of our C and CVA fails for the 3–vertex,
with ∨ or without (i.e. with ι in C or without). Our formulas for
(the numerators of) Ĥmin◦⇒ (λ
1, λ2)top(t 7→ q) seem different from the
corresponding ones in [AKMV] for 3–links. It is possible that we have
two different theories (based on different kinds of Mehta-Macdonald
identities). Recall that our approach is for arbitrary root systems ι =
−w0 naturally emerges. It is in contrast to the theory from [AKMV,
AFS], including the K–theoretical Nekrasov partition functions [Nek];
it heavily involves the transposition { }tr of diagrams, which certainly
requires stable An. Thus at this moment, such a coincidence of two
theories seems a special feature of the 2–vertex.
Actually the Macdonald polynomials are needed for the refined topo-
logical (physics) vertex only a little; the skew Schur functions are the
main ingredient. See e.g., [AFS]; the appearance of stable Macdo-
nald polynomials in the Nekrasov instanton sums from formulas (5.1-3)
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there is via the evaluation of these polynomials at tρ, which is a very
explicit (and simple) product. Replacing the skew Schur function by
the corresponding Macdonald polynomials does not actually influence
the partition sums.
The Hopf links naturally emerge and play an important role in
[AKMV], [GIKV] and other papers on topological vertex. However
we do not quite understand the connection of the superpolynomials for
Hopf links with the (refined) topological vertex considered in [GIKV];
these directions look like two parallel but different theories to us (though
both are from the same physics source). In DAHA theory, these two
are really closely related, the DAHA-vertex is part of the DAHA-
superpolynomials for links. However our approach seems (so far) differ-
ent from the physics theory of the topological vertex. Mathematically,
the DAHA-vertex seems almost inevitable, to combine the topological
vertex and superpolynomials in one theory (what we do).
Khovanov polynomials for Hopf links. Let us comment a bit on Section
3.1 from [GIKV] on the Hopf 2–link for the fundamental representation,
denoted by L2a1 in [KA]. We will use (5.59). Recall that the standard
parameters there were modified vs. those in (5.53) as follows:
t 7→ q2, q 7→ (qt)2, a 7→ −a2 (a 7→ −q2(n+1) for An).(7.27)
Only the substitution for a is different here; it is exactly the one from
the HOMFLY-PT reduction vs. a 7→ a2t in the Connection Conjecture.
Such a modification of a is very natural, since it automatically provides
the divisibility by (1 − t)κ (see below). It allows to deal directly with
Ĥmin, which is a polynomial in terms of a, q, t±1.
Let us switch in what will follow to new q, t, a from (7.27). Then the
uncolored superpolynomial suggested in [GIKV] is essentially obtained
from our one by the conjugation q, t, a 7→ q−1, t−1, a−1 up to some
simple factor. Upon the substitution a = q2, it results in the Khovanov
polynomial of this link (L2a1), which is (1 + q2)(1 + q4t2) = 1 + q2 +
q4t2 + q6t2 up to q•t•–proportionality.
More systematically, in the new parameters above, our superpolyno-
mial reads: ĤminL2a1 = 1−a
2(1/q2− t2+q2t2). We obtain, which matches
(41) in [GIKV], that:( 1−a2
(1−q2)2
ĤminL2a1
)
a 7→qN
=q•t•K̂hRNL2a1(q, t) for N = 2, 3, 4, 5.(7.28)
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Let us provide the left-hand side for N = 5: 1 + 2q2 + 3q4 + 4q6 + 4q8 +
3q10 + 2q12 + q14 + q10t2 + q12t2 + q14t2 + q16t2 + q18t2.
Let us apply the same procedure to the Hopf 3–link, denoted by
L6n1 = Link[ 6, NonAlternating, 1 ] in [KA]; we use the procedure
KhReduced[·]. We generally expect that( 1− a2
(1− q2)3
ĤminL6n1
)
a 7→qN
.
= q•t•K̂hRNL6n1(q, t) for N ≫ 0.(7.29)
For N = 2, we obtain the following :
1− a2
(1− q2)3
ĤminL6n1(a = q
2)=(2 + 3q2 + q4 − q2t2 + q6t2 + q8t4 + q10t4)q2t2,
K̂hR2L6n1(q, t)=(2 + 3q
2 + q4 + q2t + q6t2 + q8t4 + q10t4)/q.
The change −q2t2 7→ q2t (they are outlined) is a typical correction
due to the nontrivial differential ∂2. Note that the t–degree in this
correction diminishes (by 1); it always increases (here by 1) in such
corrections in the examples of algebraic links we considered.
We see that it is not impossible to obtain the reduced Khovanov
polynomials K̂hR2 and other Khovanov- Rozansky polynomials directly
from Ĥmin, i.e. without the division by (1 − t)κ−1. However we do
not know how far this and similar procedures can go for links. In the
examples we provide, managing the negative terms in Ĥmin is always by
−qltm 7→ qltm±1, qltm 7→ qltm±2 and so on. This is always (in examples)
in the same direction for a given link, which matches the discussion of
the usage of differentials after the Connection Conjecture on [ChD].
Employing the differentials provides sharper match here, but, as we
have seen, even a “recovery” of reduced K̂hRn+1 from a single Ĥmin for
the corresponding An is not impossible (for small links).
7.4. Algebraic Hopf links. The matrix τ−, which played the key role
above, will be replaced by τ+ in this section. Recall that according to
Part (ii) of the Connection Conjecture 5.3, we expect the properties of
the superpolynomials for positive pairs of trees {L, ′L∨} (with ∨ and
satisfying the inequalities for r, s in Part (ii)) to be the same as for a
single positive tree L. Recall that the positivity of {L, ′L∨} is sufficient
for the corresponding link to be algebraic. It is necessary if the trees
L, ′L are reduced (minimal modulo the equivalence); see [EN].
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Before considering the algebraic links, let us provide the simplest
non-algebraic twisted union , which is that for two disjoint (unlinked)
unknots. I.e. Υ is ⇒ or, equivalently, ◦⇒ with the vertex labeled by
{1, 0}. Such a union is the result of adding the meridian having the
linking numbers +1 with both unknots. This is the 3-chain, which is
obviously non-algebraic. Its superpolynomial is as follows:
3-chain : L = L ◦⇒, ( , )({1,0},{1,0}),
′L = L ◦→,{1,0} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ (q, t, a) =(7.30)
1+ a2q2− 2t+2qt+ t2− 2qt2+ q2t2+ a
(
2q− 2qt+2q2t
)
=(1+ aq− t+ qt)2.
The square here is not surprising, since the 3-chain is the connected
sum of two (positive) Hopf 2–links, with the DAHA-superpolynomials
(1 + aq − t+ qt). Such a product formula holds if the meridian, which
is a colored unknot, is added to an arbitrary disjoint union of links.
Let us justify this.
Recall the general formula {P,Q}ev = {τ−
(
τ˙−1− (P )τ˙
−1
− (Q)
)
}ev from
Theorem 3.9 for P,Q ∈ VW . LetQ = P̂tot0 and P =
′P̂tot0 be from (4.22)
for any graphs L, ′L. Due to the symmetry (4.5), the components of
the link for {L, ′L∨} is a certain union of those for L and ′L.
Proposition 7.1. Let Q = P̂L,tot0 , R = P̂
M,tot
0 for arbitrary graphs
L,M and N be the disjoint union of L,M. We take → as ′L; equiv-
alently, ′L = ′◦→ where ◦ has the label [1, 0]; it will be colored by any
Young diagram λ. The corresponding Ĥ{N , ′L∨} will be normalized for
λ, i.e. for jo being the index of
′L (we put below λ instead). So this is
not the standard min–normalization. Then
Ĥλ{N , ′L∨} = Ĥ
λ
{L, ′L∨}Ĥ
λ
{M, ′L∨}.(7.31)
Proof. Ĥλ{N , ′L∨}={QR, ι(P
◦
λ )}ev=QR(q
λ+kρ)=Ĥλ{L, ′L∨}Ĥ
λ
{M, ′L∨}.

At the level of HOMFLY-PT polynomials (upon a 7→ −a, t 7→ q),
relation (7.31) becomes a well-known property of the connected sum
of L˜,M˜, where by tilde, we mean the twist with unknot. This sum
is N˜ and (7.31) holds. We cannot comment on the validity of such a
product formula in Khovanov-Rozansky theory.
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Unusual positivity factors. Let us demonstrate that the division by
powers (1− t)• can be insufficient to ensure the positivity in Part (ii)
for colored algebraic links. We begin with
, 2× : L = L
◦→→→ , ( , , )
{1,1} , Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.32)
1+ a3q9− t− qt+ q2t+ q3t− t2+ qt2− q2t2− q3t2+2q4t2+ t3+ qt3− q2t3−
2q3t3 − q4t3 + q5t3 + q6t3 − qt4 + q2t4 + 2q3t4 − 2q4t4 − q5t4 + q6t4 + q3t5 −
2q5t5+q7t5−q3t6+q4t6+2q5t6−2q6t6−q7t6+q8t6+a2
(
q5+q6+q7−q5t−
q6t+q7t+q8t−q5t2+q9t2+q5t3−2q7t3+q9t3
)
+a
(
q2+q3+q4−q2t−2q3t+
2q5t+q6t−q2t2−q4t2−q5t2+2q6t2+q7t2+q2t3+2q3t3−q4t3−4q5t3−q6t3+
2q7t3+ q8t3− q3t4+ q4t4+2q5t4− 2q6t4− q7t4+ q8t4+ q5t5− 2q7t5+ q9t5
)
.
Here dega = 3 = | | + 2| | − | | as it is conjectured. This degree
remains the same for the triple ( , 2× ); we will omit the formula for
Ĥmin for the latter. The corresponding series Ĥmin/(1 − t)p are non-
positive for any p ≥ 0 (for both). However, the series Ĥmin/(1 − q)3
are positive and 3 is the smallest here (for both). Thus (1 − t)• is
sufficient to ensure the positivity for ( , 2× ), but any power of (1−t)
is insufficient for 2× .
The next case demonstrates that (1−t)(1−q) may be really needed.
, : L = L ◦⇒, ( , ){1,1} , Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(7.33)
1 + a
3q6
t − 2t+ 2qt+ t
2 − 4qt2 + 2q2t2 + q3t2 + 3qt3 − 5q2t3 + 2q3t3 − qt4 +
3q2t4 − 4q3t4 + 2q4t4 + q3t5 − 2q4t5 + q5t5 + a2
(
−q3 + q4 + q5 + q
3
t +
q4
t −
2q4t+ q5t+ q6t− q5t2 + q6t2
)
+ a
(
−q + 2q2 + q3 + qt − 4q
2t+ 3q3t+ q4t+
q2t2 − 5q3t2 + 3q4t2 + q5t2 + q2t3 + q3t3 − 4q4t3 + 2q5t3 − q5t4 + q6t4
)
.
The a–degree remains 3 = | | + | | − | |. The corresponding
series Ĥmin/(1 − t)p is non-positive for any p ≥ 0. Since Ĥmin is self-
dual, the same non-positivity holds for (1 − q)•. However, the series
Ĥmin/((1−t)(1−q))2 is positive (as it was conjectured).
7.5. Twisted T (2κ, κ). Let us discuss now in greater detail the case
of two trees when ′L is uncolored ◦ → with trivial ′r = 1, ′s = 0. I.e.
this will be the twisted union with the uncolored unknot. In our nota-
tions, it is for ′L = L◦→,1,0 . We will add “prime” to the corresponding
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notation/name of the link without showing ′L (with or without ∨).
Only the multiples of T (2, 1) will be considered in this section.
T(4,2)-prime for 3-hook and 1-box.
T (4, 2)′
,
: L = L ◦⇒, ( , )2,1 ,
′L = L◦→,1,0 , Ĥ
min
L, ′L (q, t, a) =(7.34)
1 − t + qt− 2qt2 + 2q2t2 + qt3 − 2q2t3 + q3t3 − q3t4 + q4t4 + a3
(
q4 − 3q5 +
4q6 − 3q7 + q8 − q
3
t4 +
q4
t4 +
2q3
t3 −
3q4
t3 +
q6
t3 −
q3
t2 +
4q4
t2 −
5q5
t2 +
q6
t2 +
q7
t2 −
3q4
t +
8q5
t −
5q6
t − q
6t+2q7t− q8t
)
+a2
(
q2− 7q3+11q4− 3q5− 2q6+ q7− q
t4
+ q
2
t4
+
2q
t3
− 3q
2
t3
+ q
4
t3
− q
t2
+ 5q
2
t2
− 4q
3
t2
− 2q
4
t2
+ q
5
t2
+ q
6
t2
− 4q
2
t +
10q3
t −
3q4
t −
4q5
t +
q6
t +
q3t− 7q4t+10q5t− 4q6t+ q4t2− 4q5t2+5q6t2− 3q7t2+ q8t2− q6t3+2q7t3−
q8t3
)
+ a
(
−3q + 6q2 − q4 + 1
t2
− q
t2
− 1t +
3q
t −
q2
t −
q3
t + qt− 6q
2t+ 6q3t−
q5t+ q2t2− 6q3t2+6q4t2− q5t2+ q3t3− 3q4t3+3q5t3− q6t3− q5t4+ q6t4
)
.
T (4, 2)′,∨
,
: L = L ◦⇒, ( , )2,1 ,
′L = L◦→,1,0 , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ (q, t, a) =(7.35)
1−2t+qt+q2t+ t2−3qt2−q2t2+2q3t2+q4t2+3qt3−2q2t3−4q3t3+2q4t3+
q5t3−qt4+3q2t4+q3t4−7q4t4+2q5t4+2q6t4−q2t5+2q3t5+3q4t5−7q5t5+
2q6t5+q7t5−q3t6+2q4t6+3q5t6−7q6t6+2q7t6+q8t6−q4t7+2q5t7+q6t7−
4q7t7 + 2q8t7 − q5t8 + 3q6t8 − 2q7t8 − q8t8 + q9t8 − q6t9 + 3q7t9 − 3q8t9 +
q9t9+ q8t10− 2q9t10+ q10t10+a2
(
q5− 2q5t+ q6t+ q7t+ q5t2− 3q6t2+ q7t2+
q8t2+3q6t3−5q7t3+ q8t3+ q9t3− q6t4+3q7t4−3q8t4+ q9t4+ q8t5−2q9t5+
q10t5
)
+ a
(
q2 + q3 − 2q2t− q3t+ 2q4t+ q5t+ q2t2 − 2q3t2 − 4q4t2 + 3q5t2 +
2q6t2+3q3t3+ q4t3− 9q5t3+3q6t3+2q7t3− q3t4+2q4t4+4q5t4− 10q6t4+
3q7t4 + 2q8t4 − q4t5 + 2q5t5 + 4q6t5 − 9q7t5 + 3q8t5 + q9t5 − q5t6 + 2q6t6 +
q7t6−4q8t6+2q9t6−q6t7+3q7t7−2q8t7−q9t7+q10t7+q8t8−2q9t8+q10t8
)
.
The a–degree in the first formula is 3, i.e. greater than that in the
second (with ∨): dega = s(| |+ | |)+max{ ′s, 1}| |− | | = 2. This is
an important confirmation of the role of ∨ in our theorems/conjectures.
With ∨ here, the positivity of ĤminL, ′L∨(q, t, a)/(1− t)
3 holds, but it fails
for (1 − t)2. The term (1 − t)3 agrees with the informal observation
above that the proper power of (1− t) here can be (1− t)κ+
′κ−1 times
(1− t), which is the extra correction factor for .
T(6,3)-prime for 3 boxes.
T (6, 3)′ , , : L=L
◦→→→ , ( , , )
2,1 ,
′L = L◦→,1,0 , Ĥ
min
L, ′L (q, t, a)=(7.36)
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1+a4
(
−3q6+6q7−3q8− 3q
6
t2 +
3q7
t2 +
6q6
t −
9q7
t +
3q8
t
)
−2t+qt+q2t+t2−2qt2−
q2t2+ q3t2+ q4t2+ qt3− q2t3− q3t3+ q4t3+ q2t4− q3t4− q4t4+ q5t4+ q3t5−
2q4t5+ q5t5+ q4t6−2q5t6+ q6t6+a3
(
−2q3−2q4+3q5+12q6−13q7+3q8−
q4
t2 −
3q5
t2 +
3q6
t2 +
q7
t2 +
q3
t +
3q4
t +
5q5
t −
13q6
t +
3q7
t +
q8
t + q
3t− q4t−5q5t+3q6t+
5q7t−3q8t+q4t2−q5t2−2q6t2+3q7t2−q8t2+q5t3−2q6t3+q7t3
)
+a2
(
−2q−
q2+9q4+4q5−8q6+q8− q
3
t2 +
q6
t2 +
q
t+
q2
t +
3q3
t −
2q4
t −
4q5
t +
q7
t +qt−q
2t−4q3t−
6q4t+10q5t+4q6t−4q7t+ q2t2+ q3t2−3q4t2−6q5t2+9q6t2−2q7t2+ q3t3+
q4t3− 4q5t3+3q7t3− q8t3+ q4t4− q5t4− q6t4+ q7t4+ q5t5− 2q6t5+ q7t5
)
+
a
(
−2+ 2q+2q2+3q3− q4− q5+ 1t −
q3
t + t− 4qt− 2q
2t+7q4t− q5t− q6t+
2qt2−2q2t2−3q3t2−3q4t2+7q5t2−q6t2+2q2t3−q3t3−3q4t3+3q6t3−q7t3+
2q3t4 − 2q4t4− 2q5t4+2q6t4+2q4t5− 4q5t5 +2q6t5+ q5t6− 2q6t6 + q7t6
)
.
T (6, 3)′,∨, , : L=L
◦→→→ , ( , , )
2,1 ,
′L = L◦→,1,0 , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ (q, t, a)=(7.37)
1−3t+qt+q2t+q3t+3t2−3qt2−2q2t2−2q3t2+2q4t2+q5t2+q6t2−t3+3qt3+
q3t3−5q4t3− q5t3+2q6t3+ q7t3− qt4+2q2t4− q3t4+4q4t4−2q5t4−6q6t4+
2q7t4+2q8t4−q2t5+2q3t5−2q4t5+3q5t5+q6t5−6q7t5+2q8t5+q9t5−q3t6+
2q4t6−2q5t6+3q6t6+q7t6−6q8t6+2q9t6+q10t6−q4t7+2q5t7−2q6t7+3q7t7−
2q8t7−q9t7+q10t7−q5t8+2q6t8−2q7t8+4q8t8−5q9t8+2q10t8−q6t9+2q7t9−
q8t9+q9t9−2q10t9+q11t9−q7t10+2q8t10−2q10t10+q11t10−q8t11+3q9t11−
3q10t11+q11t11−q9t12+3q10t12−3q11t12+q12t12+a3
(
q6−3q6t+q7t+q8t+
q9t+3q6t2−3q7t2−2q8t2+q9t2+q10t2−q6t3+3q7t3−4q9t3+q10t3+q11t3−
q7t4+2q8t4− 2q10t4 + q11t4− q8t5+3q9t5− 3q10t5+ q11t5 − q9t6+3q10t6 −
3q11t6+q12t6
)
+a2
(
q3+q4+q5−3q3t−2q4t−q5t+3q6t+2q7t+q8t+3q3t2−
2q5t2−7q6t2+q7t2+3q8t2+2q9t2−q3t3+2q4t3+2q5t3+4q6t3−9q7t3−4q8t3+
4q9t3+2q10t3−q4t4+q5t4+6q7t4−6q8t4−4q9t4+3q10t4+q11t4−q5t5+q6t5+
6q8t5−9q9t5+q10t5+2q11t5−q6t6+q7t6+4q9t6−7q10t6+3q11t6−q7t7+q8t7+
2q9t7− 2q10t7− q11t7+ q12t7− q8t8+2q9t8− 2q11t8+ q12t8− q9t9+3q10t9−
3q11t9+q12t9
)
+a
(
q+q2+q3−3qt−2q2t−q3t+3q4t+2q5t+q6t+3qt2−2q3t2−
7q4t2−2q5t2+4q6t2+3q7t2+q8t2−qt3+2q2t3+2q3t3+4q4t3−4q5t3−10q6t3+
2q7t3+4q8t3+q9t3−q2t4+q3t4+5q5t4+2q6t4−12q7t4+4q9t4+q10t4−q3t5+
q4t5−q5t5+4q6t5+4q7t5−12q8t5+2q9t5+3q10t5−q4t6+q5t6−q6t6+4q7t6+
2q8t6− 10q9t6+4q10t6+ q11t6− q5t7+ q6t7− q7t7+5q8t7− 4q9t7− 2q10t7+
2q11t7−q6t8+q7t8+4q9t8−7q10t8+3q11t8−q7t9+q8t9+2q9t9−2q10t9−q11t9+
q12t9 − q8t10 +2q9t10 − 2q11t10 + q12t10 − q9t11 + 3q10t11 − 3q11t11 + q12t11
)
.
The a–degree in the first formula is 4, which is (again) greater than
that in the second : dega = s(3| |) + max{ ′s, 1}| | − | | = 3. The
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positivity of ĤminL, ′L(q, t, a)/(1 − t)
3 holds, but fails for (1 − t)2, this
agrees with κ + ′κ − 1 = 3 from the Connection Conjecture. Both
polynomials are self-dual and become (1 + a)3 as q = 1. Using the
spherical polynomials would result at 1 for q = 1 (since all components
are unknots); the factor (1 + a)4−1 is due to using J–polynomials and
the min–normalization.
The corresponding plane curve singularity is:
C = {y8 + x4 = 0}, Link(C) =
{
4×©, lki 6=j = 2
}
.
Its Alexander polynomial is 1+q4−2q8−2q12+q16+q20. See Section
8.4 below for details.
This link is isotopic to uncolored (4 × Cab(2, 1))T (1, 1). The corre-
sponding ĤminM (q, t, a) forM = L
◦→◦
→→→→ , (4× )
{1,1},{1,1} coincides with that from
(7.37), which also coincides with ĤminN (q, t, a) for N = L
◦
→→→→ , (4× )
{2,1} . Its
link is (4× Cab(0, 1))T (2, 1), isotopic to the previous two.
Let us check directly the coincidence of the superpolynomials for the
original {L, ′L} and N above. For E = Eλ, P = Pλ, where λ ∈ P, P+
respectively, one has:
{E(Y −1) τ−1+ τ
−1
− (Q)}ev ≃ {τ
−1
+ τ
−1
− (EQ)}ev, Q ∈ V,(7.38)
{P (Y ) τ+τ−(Q) }ev ≃ { τ+τ−(P Q) }ev for Q ∈ V
W,
though one can assume that Q ∈ V in both relations. By ≃ , we mean
the equality up to a factor q•t•. The second relation follows from the
first upon applying η inside the coinvariant. See (1.16), (1.21) and
Section 1.3 for this and other properties we will need.
Let us check the first equality. We use the identity τ+τ
−1
− τ+ = σ =
τ−1− τ+τ
−1
− , its corollary τ
−1
+ τ
−1
− τ+ = τ
−1
− τ+τ−, the ϕ–invariance of {·}ev,
and also the relation ϕ(Q) = σ(Q). One has:
{E(Y −1) (τ−1+ τ
−1
− )(Q)}ev = {ϕ
(
E(Y −1) (τ−1+ τ
−1
− τ+)(Q)
)
}ev
={(τ−1+ τ−τ+)(τ
−1
− τ+τ
−1
− )(Q)E}ev={(τ
−1
+ τ−(τ+τ
−1
− τ+)τ
−1
− )(Q)E}ev
={τ−2− (Q)E}ev ≃ {τ
−2
− (QE)}ev = {(τ
−1
+ τ
−1
− )(QE)}ev.
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8. Further examples
8.1. On cable notations. Let us somewhat simplify the notations. If
the tree is one path extended by several arrowheads at its end, then
the notation without the duplication of the sets (~rj ,~sj) can be used,
since the corresponding paths are different only by the arrowheads (i.e.
by colors). More generally, in the case of one base path with several
arrowheads going from its vertices (not only from its very last vertex),
we will provide the [r,s]-parameters only for this path. The other paths
will be its portions that and the arrowheads before the final vertex.
For example, for the tree Υ = {◦→◦→→ } with 2 vertices and 2 arrow-
heads, the link L◦→◦→
→
{3,2},{−2,1} means combinatorially and topologically:
L◦→◦→
→ , (λ1,λ2)
(
{
{3,2},{−2,1}
}
,
{
{3,2}
}
)
∼
(
Cab(−11, 2)λ
1
∐
Cab(0, 1)λ
2)
T (3, 2),
where we count the paths from the bottom to the top. Recall that the
labels [r, s] corresponding here to~r = {3, 2},~s = {−2, 1} are [3,−2] and
[2, 1], so they can be naturally considered as the columns of
(
3 2
−2 1
)
;
these columns become the first columns of the corresponding γ. To
avoid any misunderstanding in some examples, we will continue du-
plicating {~r,~s} for the paths different only by the arrowheads. Also,
the symbol
∐
will be mainly omitted below if the confusion with the
composition of cables is impossible.
8.2. Colored 2-links. Actually we have already considered quite a
few colored examples in Section 7. Let us add some simple colors to
the 2–fold trefoil.
2-column and 2-row for trefoil. The [r,s]-presentation and Ĥmin are as
follows:
1 ≤ j ≤ κ = 2, ~rj = 3, ~sj = 2, Υ = {◦⇒} , λ1 = , λ2 = ;
T (6, 4) : L = L ◦⇒, ( , )({3,2},{3,2}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(8.1)
1+ qt+ q2t+ q3t− t2+ q3t2+3q4t2+ q5t2− qt3− q2t3− q3t3+3q5t3+2q6t3+
q7t3−q3t4−3q4t4−q5t4+3q6t4+3q7t4+q8t4−3q5t5−2q6t5+q7t5+3q8t5+
3q9t5−3q6t6−3q7t6+2q8t6+3q9t6+2q10t6−2q7t7−3q8t7− q9t7+3q10t7+
3q11t7 − 3q8t8 − 3q9t8 + q10t8 + 3q11t8 + 2q12t8 − 2q9t9 − 3q10t9 − q11t9 +
3q12t9 + 3q13t9 − 3q10t10 − 3q11t10 + 2q12t10 + 3q13t10 + q14t10 − 2q11t11 −
3q12t11 + q13t11 + 3q14t11 + q15t11 − 3q12t12 − 2q13t12 + 3q14t12 + 2q15t12 −
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3q13t13−q14t13+3q15t13+q16t13−3q14t14+3q16t14−q14t15−q15t15+q16t15+
q17t15 − q15t16 + q17t16 − q15t17 + q17t17 − q16t18 + q18t18
+a5
(q15
t − q
15t+ q17t− q17t3+ q19t3
)
+ a4
(
q12+ q13+ q14+ q
10
t +
q11
t +
q12
t +
q13
t − q
10t− q11t− q12t+2q14t+2q15t− q12t2− q13t2+2q15t2+ q16t2− q13t3−
2q14t3−q15t3+2q16t3+2q17t3−q14t4−2q15t4+2q17t4+q18t4−q15t5−q16t5+
q18t5 + q19t5 − q16t6 − q17t6 + q18t6 + q19t6 − q17t7 + q19t7 − q17t8 + q19t8
)
+a3
(
q8+3q9+3q10+2q11+q12+ q
6
t +
q7
t +
2q8
t +
q9
t +
q10
t −q
6t−q7t−2q8t−q9t+
3q10t+4q11t+4q12t+ q13t− q8t2− 3q9t2− 3q10t2+ q11t2+5q12t2+5q13t2+
2q14t2 − 4q10t3 − 4q11t3 − q12t3 + 4q13t3 + 6q14t3 + q15t3 − 3q11t4 − 6q12t4 −
2q13t4+4q14t4+6q15t4+2q16t4−3q12t5−5q13t5−2q14t5+4q15t5+5q16t5+
q17t5−3q13t6−6q14t6−q15t6+5q16t6+4q17t6+q18t6−3q14t7−4q15t7+q16t7+
4q17t7+2q18t7−4q15t8−3q16t8+3q17t8+3q18t8+q19t8−3q16t9−q17t9+3q18t9+
q19t9 − q16t10 − 2q17t10 + q18t10 +2q19t10 − q17t11 + q19t11 − q17t12 + q19t12
)
+a2
(
2q5 +3q6+4q7+2q8+ q9+ q
3
t +
q4
t +
q5
t +
q6
t − q
3t− q4t− q5t+4q7t+
7q8t+4q9t+ 2q10t− 2q5t2− 3q6t2 − 4q7t2 + q8t2 +8q9t2+8q10t2 +4q11t2 +
q12t2− q6t3−4q7t3−7q8t3−2q9t3+7q10t3+9q11t3+5q12t3−3q8t4−9q9t4−
6q10t4+5q11t4+10q12t4+6q13t4+ q14t4− 2q9t5− 9q10t5− 7q11t5+4q12t5+
10q13t5+6q14t5−2q10t6−9q11t6−9q12t6+4q13t6+10q14t6+5q15t6+q16t6−
2q11t7−9q12t7−7q13t7+5q14t7+9q15t7+4q16t7−2q12t8−9q13t8−6q14t8+
7q15t8+8q16t8+2q17t8− 2q13t9− 9q14t9− 2q15t9+8q16t9+4q17t9+ q18t9−
3q14t10 − 7q15t10 + q16t10 + 7q17t10 + 2q18t10 − 4q15t11 − 4q16t11 + 4q17t11 +
4q18t11 − q15t12 − 3q16t12 + 3q18t12 + q19t12 − 2q16t13 − q17t13 + 2q18t13 +
q19t13 − q17t14 + q19t14 − q17t15 + q19t15
)
+a
(
q2+2q3+2q4+q5+ qt −qt+q
3t+2q4t+5q5t+3q6t+q7t−q2t2−2q3t2−
2q4t2 + 6q6t2 + 7q7t2 + 3q8t2 + q9t2 − q3t3 − 2q4t3 − 5q5t3 − 3q6t3 + 4q7t3 +
8q8t3+6q9t3+ q10t3− q5t4− 6q6t4− 7q7t4+2q8t4+8q9t4+7q10t4+2q11t4−
5q7t5 − 8q8t5 − 2q9t5 + 8q10t5 + 9q11t5 + 2q12t5 − 5q8t6 − 9q9t6 − 2q10t6 +
7q11t6+8q12t6+2q13t6− 4q9t7− 9q10t7− 5q11t7+7q12t7+9q13t7+2q14t7−
5q10t8− 9q11t8− 2q12t8+8q13t8+7q14t8+ q15t8− 4q11t9− 9q12t9− 2q13t9+
8q14t9 + 6q15t9 + q16t9 − 5q12t10 − 8q13t10 + 2q14t10 + 8q15t10 + 3q16t10 −
5q13t11 − 7q14t11 + 4q15t11 + 7q16t11 + q17t11 − 6q14t12 − 3q15t12 + 6q16t12 +
3q17t12 − q14t13 − 5q15t13 + 5q17t13 + q18t13 − 2q15t14 − 2q16t14 + 2q17t14 +
2q18t14−q15t15−2q16t15+q17t15+2q18t15−q16t16+q18t16−q17t17+q19t17
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is 5, which matches the formula dega =
s(| | + | |) − | | = 5 from (5.41). The self-duality and other claims
in this theorem hold. For instance, the transposition 6 ↔ 4 in T (6, 4)
does not influence the superpolynomial.
The positivity of ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1 − t) from (5.56) holds; though it
was conjectured with such a power of (1−t) only in the uncolored case.
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Concerning the HOMFLY-PT polynomials, the following holds:
ĤminL (q, q,−a)/den
1 = ĤOM
jo=1
L (q, a).
Here den1( , ) = (1−q)(1−q
2)
(1−a/q) . Otherwise in this section:
den1(λ1, ) = (1− q), den1(λ1, ) = (1− q)(1− q2) = den1(λ1, ).
Note that den1 depends only on the colors and therefore is the same
as for the colored Hopf links in (7.24).
2-fold T(2,1) . One has:
1 ≤ j ≤ κ = 2, ~rj = 2, ~sj = 1, Υ = {◦⇒} , λ1 = , λ2 = ;
T (4, 2) : L = L ◦⇒, ( , )({2,1},{2,1}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(8.2)
1− t2 + q2t2 − q2t4 + q4t4 + a(q2 − q2t2 + q4t2).
The a–degree is s(|λ1| + |λ2|) − |λ1∨λ2| = 1. The self-duality and
other claims hold, including the positivity upon the division by (1− t).
Interestingly, (8.2) is the result of the substitution q 7→ q2, t 7→ t2 in
the superpolynomial at (6.7) for λ1 = = λ2:
Ĥmin, = 1− t+ qt− qt
2 + q2t2 + a(q − qt+ q2t).
For the same tree and λ1 = , λ2 = :
Ĥmin
,
(q, t, a) = 1− t2 + qt2 − qt4 + q2t4 + a(q − qt2 + q2t2).(8.3)
This is the result of the substitution t 7→ t2 in the previous formula.
The superpolynomial from (8.3) is the major factor of −P T [4,2][1,1],1 in
(237) from [DMS] upon the substitution q 7→ q2, t 7→ t2, a 7→ A2.
Colored superpolynomials for T (6, 4) are not given in [DMS].
2-column and 1 box for trefoil. Let us somewhat reduce the previous
example; we will consider the diagrams λ1= , λ2= for the trefoil:
T (6, 4) : L = L ◦⇒, ( , )({3,2},{3,2}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(8.4)
1+2qt− t2+2q2t2+ q3t2− 2qt3+ q2t3+2q3t3− 2q2t4+3q4t4− q2t5− q3t5+
2q4t5+ q5t5− q3t6− 2q4t6+3q5t6− q3t7− q4t7+ q5t7+ q6t7− q4t8− 2q5t8+
3q6t8−q4t9−q5t9+q6t9+q7t9−q5t10−q6t10+2q7t10−q5t11−q6t11+2q7t11−
q6t12 + q8t12 − q6t13 + q8t13 − q7t14 + q8t14 − q7t15 + q8t15 − q8t17 + q9t17 +
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a4
( q7
t − q
7t+ q8t− q8t3+ q9t3
)
+a3
(
q5+ q6+ q
4
t +
q5
t +
q6
t − q
4t− q5t+ q6t+
2q7t− q5t2+2q7t2−2q6t3+2q8t3− q6t4− q7t4+2q8t4−2q7t5+ q8t5+ q9t5−
q7t6+q9t6−q8t7+q9t7−q8t8+q9t8
)
+a2
(
2q3+2q4+q5+ q
2
t +
q3
t +
q4
t −q
2t−
q3t+2q4t+3q5t+ q6t− 2q3t2− q4t2+4q5t2+3q6t2− 3q4t3− q5t3+4q6t3+
q7t3−q4t4−4q5t4+2q6t4+4q7t4−2q5t5−3q6t5+4q7t5+q8t5−q5t6−4q6t6+
2q7t6+3q8t6−2q6t7−2q7t7+4q8t7−q6t8−3q7t8+3q8t8+q9t8−2q7t9+q8t9+
q9t9− q7t10− q8t10+2q9t10− q8t11+ q9t11− q8t12+ q9t12
)
+a
(
q+2q2+ q3+
q
t − qt+2q
2t+3q3t+ q4t− qt2−2q2t2+2q3t2+5q4t2+ q5t2−2q2t3−2q3t3+
3q4t3 + 3q5t3 − 3q3t4 − 3q4t4 + 6q5t4 + 2q6t4 − q3t5 − 3q4t5 + q5t5 + 4q6t5 −
2q4t6− 5q5t6+5q6t6+2q7t6− q4t7− 3q5t7+4q7t7− 2q5t8− 4q6t8+5q7t8+
q8t8− q5t9−3q6t9+2q7t9+2q8t9−2q6t10−2q7t10+4q8t10− q6t11−2q7t11+
3q8t11− 2q7t12+ q8t12+ q9t12− q7t13+ q9t13− q8t14+ q9t14− q8t15+ q9t15
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is dega = s(| |+ | |)− | | = 4. This
superpolynomial is dual to that for λ1 = , λ2 = , which we will
omit. The positivity of the series ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1− t) holds.
8.3. 3-hook for trefoil. Let us conclude this set of examples with
λ1= , λ2= for the trefoil:
T (6, 4) : L = L ◦⇒, ( , )({3,2},{3,2}), Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(8.5)
1− t+2qt+ q2t+ q3t−3qt2+ q2t2+ q3t2+4q4t2+ q5t2+ qt3−4q2t3− q3t3−
3q4t3 + 6q5t3 + 3q6t3 + q7t3 + 2q2t4 − 3q3t4 − q4t4 − 9q5t4 + 6q6t4 + 5q7t4 +
2q8t4+2q3t5−2q4t5+2q5t5−13q6t5+2q7t5+6q8t5+5q9t5+2q4t6−2q5t6+
4q6t6 − 14q7t6 + 5q9t6 + 6q10t6 + 2q5t7 − 2q6t7 + 6q7t7 − 14q8t7 − 3q9t7 +
4q10t7 + 7q11t7 + 2q6t8 − 2q7t8 + 6q8t8 − 14q9t8 − 2q10t8 + 4q11t8 + 6q12t8 +
2q7t9− 2q8t9+7q9t9− 14q10t9− 3q11t9+5q12t9+5q13t9+2q8t10− 2q9t10 +
6q10t10−14q11t10+6q13t10+2q14t10+2q9t11−2q10t11+6q11t11−14q12t11+
2q13t11+5q14t11 + q15t11+2q10t12− 2q11t12+4q12t12− 13q13t12+6q14t12 +
3q15t12 + 2q11t13 − 2q12t13 + 2q13t13 − 9q14t13 + 6q15t13 + q16t13 + 2q12t14 −
2q13t14−q14t14−3q15t14+4q16t14+2q13t15−3q14t15−q15t15+q16t15+q17t15+
2q14t16−4q15t16+ q16t16+ q17t16+ q15t17−3q16t17+2q17t17− q17t18+ q18t18
+a5
(
−q15+ q16+ q
15
t −2q
16t+2q17t+ q16t2−2q17t2+ q18t2− q18t3+ q19t3
)
+
a4
(
−q10 + q12 + q13 + 2q14 + q
10
t +
q11
t +
q12
t +
q13
t − 2q
11t − 2q12t + q14t +
4q15t+q11t2−q12t2−3q13t2+4q16t2+q12t3−4q14t3−q15t3+4q17t3+q13t4−
4q15t4+q17t4+2q18t4+q14t5−3q16t5+q18t5+q19t5+q15t6−q16t6−2q17t6+
q18t6 + q19t6 + q16t7 − 2q17t7 + q19t7 − q18t8 + q19t8
)
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+a3
(
−q6+4q9+3q10+3q11+q12+ q
6
t +
q7
t +
2q8
t +
q9
t +
q10
t −2q
7t−2q8t−5q9t+
4q10t+4q11t+6q12t+2q13t+ q7t2− q8t2− q9t2− 11q10t2+ q11t2+5q12t2+
8q13t2+4q14t2+ q8t3+2q10t3− 14q11t3− 4q12t3+4q13t3+9q14t3+4q15t3+
q9t4 + 5q11t4 − 15q12t4 − 7q13t4 + 4q14t4 + 9q15t4 + 4q16t4 + q10t5 +6q12t5 −
14q13t5−7q14t5+4q15t5+8q16t5+2q17t5+q11t6+6q13t6−15q14t6−4q15t6+
5q16t6+6q17t6+q18t6+q12t7+5q14t7−14q15t7+q16t7+4q17t7+3q18t7+q13t8+
2q15t8−11q16t8+4q17t8+3q18t8+q19t8+q14t9−q16t9−5q17t9+4q18t9+q19t9+
q15t10− q16t10−2q17t10+2q19t10+ q16t11−2q17t11+ q19t11− q18t12+ q19t12
)
+a2
(
−q3+2q5+3q6+5q7+2q8+q9+ q
3
t +
q4
t +
q5
t +
q6
t −2q
4t−3q5t−q6t+2q7t+
10q8t+5q9t+3q10t+ q4t2− q5t2− 5q6t2− 7q7t2− 6q8t2+13q9t2+10q10t2+
7q11t2+q12t2+q5t3+q6t3−3q7t3−10q8t3−17q9t3+11q10t3+13q11t3+10q12t3+
q13t3+q6t4+2q7t4+q8t4−8q9t4−27q10t4+6q11t4+15q12t4+12q13t4+2q14t4+
q7t5+2q8t5+3q9t5− 4q10t5− 31q11t5 +2q12t5+16q13t5+12q14t5+ q15t5+
q8t6+2q9t6+4q10t6− 2q11t6− 33q12t6+2q13t6+15q14t6+10q15t6+ q16t6+
q9t7+2q10t7+4q11t7− 2q12t7− 31q13t7+6q14t7+13q15t7+7q16t7+ q10t8+
2q11t8+4q12t8−4q13t8−27q14t8+11q15t8+10q16t8+3q17t8+q11t9+2q12t9+
3q13t9−8q14t9−17q15t9+13q16t9+5q17t9+q18t9+q12t10+2q13t10+q14t10−
10q15t10− 6q16t10+10q17t10+2q18t10+ q13t11+2q14t11− 3q15t11− 7q16t11+
2q17t11+5q18t11+q14t12+q15t12−5q16t12−q17t12+3q18t12+q19t12+q15t13−
q16t13−3q17t13+2q18t13+ q19t13+ q16t14−2q17t14+ q19t14− q18t15+ q19t15
)
+a
(
−q + 2q2 + 2q3 + 2q4 + q5 + qt − 3q
2t+ q3t+ 2q4t+ 6q5t+ 4q6t+ q7t+
q2t2− 5q3t2− 3q4t2− 4q5t2+8q6t2+10q7t2+4q8t2+ q9t2+2q3t3− 4q4t3−
4q5t3 − 14q6t3 + 3q7t3 + 14q8t3 + 9q9t3 + 2q10t3 + 3q4t4 − 2q5t4 − 21q7t4 −
6q8t4 + 14q9t4 + 13q10t4 + 4q11t4 + 3q5t5 − q6t5 + 5q7t5 − 22q8t5 − 15q9t5 +
12q10t5+17q11t5+5q12t5+3q6t6− q7t6+8q8t6− 21q9t6− 19q10t6+9q11t6+
17q12t6+5q13t6+3q7t7−q8t7+10q9t7−20q10t7−22q11t7+9q12t7+17q13t7+
4q14t7+3q8t8−q9t8+10q10t8−20q11t8−19q12t8+12q13t8+13q14t8+2q15t8+
3q9t9−q10t9+10q11t9−21q12t9−15q13t9+14q14t9+9q15t9+q16t9+3q10t10−
q11t10+8q12t10− 22q13t10− 6q14t10+14q15t10+4q16t10+3q11t11− q12t11 +
5q13t11− 21q14t11+3q15t11+10q16t11+ q17t11+3q12t12− q13t12− 14q15t12+
8q16t12 + 4q17t12 + 3q13t13 − 2q14t13 − 4q15t13 − 4q16t13 + 6q17t13 + q18t13 +
3q14t14 − 4q15t14 − 3q16t14 + 2q17t14 + 2q18t14 + 2q15t15 − 5q16t15 + q17t15 +
2q18t15 + q16t16 − 3q17t16 + 2q18t16 − q18t17 + q19t17
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is s(| |+ | |)− | | = 5. This super-
polynomial is self-dual. The positivity of the series ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1−t)
2
holds. Here (1 − t)2 is minimal necessary, since the 3-hook alone re-
quires the division by (1 − t) for the positivity and we have another
(1− t) because we do a 2–link. This is of course an informal argument,
not a justification.
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Generally, Part (ii) of the Connection Conjecture claims that proper
powers of (1 − t)(1 − q) are necessary for arbitrary colors for positive
pairs of trees {L, ′L∨}, i.e. those satisfying the inequalities r, ′r, s, ′s > 0
and ′s1s1 >
′r1r1. This is supposed to be similar to Corollary 4.10 from
[EGL] concerning the positivity of unreduced HOMFLY-PT polynomi-
als. See also Example 4.22 there concerning the 3–hook and Section
5.4 devoted to the 3–hook in [Ch2]. However the powers (1 − t)• are
insufficient for algebraic links, which cannot be seen in the theory of
HOMFLY-PT polynomials (where t = q). We do not have any conjec-
tures at the moment about the minimal powers of (1 − t) and (1 − q)
necessary for the positivity (assuming that Part (ii) is true).
8.4. Alexander polynomials. The uncolored reduced hat-normalized
HOMFLY-PT polynomial is ĤminL (q, q,−a)/(1− q)
κ−1, recalculated to
the standard a, q. Therefore the corresponding Alexander polynomial
must be ĤminL (q, q,−1)/(1− q)
κ−δκ,1, where δ is the Kronecker symbol.
Without δκ,1, this will be the multivariable Alexander polynomial for
coinciding parameters. For algebraic links, this polynomial is directly
connected with the zeta function of monodromy of the Milnor fiber
of the corresponding singularity. Here κ is the number of connected
component of the link, which is 2 in the example above. Generally,
the substitution a 7→ −1 is the passage to the Heegaard-Floer homol-
ogy. We will provide in this section the equations of the corresponding
singularities (at x = 0, y = 0) and their Alexander polynomials, the
zeta-monodromy from [DGPS] upon t 7→ q (unless for the unknot).
Note that the value of the Alexander polynomial at q = 1 for any 2–
link (a link with 2 components) is ± lk for the linking number lk. Thus
this polynomial uniquely determines the (topological) type of singular-
ity in this case, assuming that the corresponding knot components are
known. Therefore Ĥ must uniquely determine such singularities.
Let us consider the uncolored Cab(7, 1)T (6, 4) for Υ = {◦ → ◦ ⇒}
with 2 arrowheads. We set ~r = {3, 1},~s = {2, 1}. The [r,s]-labels of the
vertices are [3, 2] and [1, 1] (the first and the second). As above, we put
T (6, 4) instead of (Cab(2, 3)Cab(2, 3))(©).
Cab(7, 1)T (6, 4) : L = L ◦→◦⇒, ( , ){3,1},{2,1} , Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(8.6)
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1− t+ qt+ q2t+ q3t− qt2+2q4t2− q2t3− q4t3+2q5t3− q3t4− q5t4+2q6t4−
q4t5−q6t5+2q7t5−q5t6+q8t6−q6t7+q8t7−q7t8+q8t8−q8t9+q9t9+a3
(
q6−
q6t+q7t−q7t2+q8t2−q8t3+q9t3
)
+a2
(
q3+q4+q5−q3t+q5t+2q6t−q4t2−
q5t2 + 2q7t2 − q5t3 − q6t3 + 2q8t3 − q6t4 − q7t4 + q8t4 + q9t4 − q7t5 + q9t5 −
q8t6+q9t6
)
+a
(
q+q2+q3−qt+q3t+3q4t+q5t−q2t2−q3t2−q4t2+3q5t2+
q6t2− q3t3− q4t3− 2q5t3+3q6t3+ q7t3− q4t4− q5t4− 2q6t4+3q7t4+ q8t4−
q5t5−q6t5−q7t5+3q8t5−q6t6−q7t6+q8t6+q9t6−q7t7+q9t7−q8t8+q9t8
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is dega = s1r2| | + s1| | − | | =
2× 1 + 2− 1 = 3. The corresponding singularity is:
C : {(x3+y2)2+x7=0}, Link(C) =
{
T (3, 2), T (3, 2), lk=7
}
,
The Alexander polynomial is 1+q4+q6+q8+q10+q12+q16; use [DGPS].
This example is of interest because the link of (x3+y2)2+x7+x5y = 0
is Cab(13, 2)T (3, 2), which is the simplest non-torus algebraic knot ; its
Alexander polynomial is 1− q+ q4− q5+ q6− q7+ q8− q9+ q10− q11+
q12 − q15 + q16.
We note that the term x5y here is minimal in the following sense. If
it is replaced by x4y, then the corresponding Link((x3+y2)2+x7+x4y=0)
becomes
{
T (4, 3), T (1, 0), lk=4
}
, i.e. not a knot.
Now let us discuss the simplest algebraic link obtained by link-
ing T (3, 2) and T (5, 3). It will be Cab(1, 1)(T (3, 2)T (5, 3)) for Υ =
{◦⇒◦◦⇒ } with ~r
1 = {1, 2},~s1 = {1, 1} and ~r2 = {1, 3},~s2 = {1, 2}.
The [r,s]-labels of the vertices are [1, 1] and {[2, 1], [3, 2]} (for the first
◦ and for the remaining two vertices).
(
Cab(3, 2)Cab(5, 3)
)
T (1, 1) : L ◦⇒
◦◦⇒, ( , ){
{1,2},{1,1}
}
,
{
{1,3},{1,2}
}, ĤminL =(8.7)
1−t+qt+q2t+q3t+q4t−qt2+2q4t2+2q5t2+q6t2−q2t3−2q4t3+q5t3+3q6t3+
2q7t3−q3t4−2q5t4+3q7t4+2q8t4−q4t5−2q6t5+3q8t5+q9t5−q5t6−2q7t6+
q8t6+2q9t6−q6t7−2q8t7+2q9t7+q10t7−q7t8+q10t8−q8t9+q10t9−q9t10+
q10t10−q10t11+q11t11+a4
(
q10+q11t
)
+a3
(
q6+q7+q8+q9−q6t+q7t+2q8t+
2q9t+2q10t− 2q7t2+2q9t2+2q10t2+ q11t2− 2q8t3+2q10t3+ q11t3− 2q9t4+
q10t4+q11t4−q10t5+q11t5
)
+a2
(
q3+q4+2q5+q6+q7−q3t+q5t+4q6t+4q7t+
3q8t+q9t−q4t2−2q5t2−2q6t2+4q7t2+6q8t2+4q9t2+q10t2−q5t3−2q6t3−
4q7t3+3q8t3+6q9t3+3q10t3− q6t4− 2q7t4− 4q8t4+4q9t4+4q10t4+ q11t4−
q7t5−2q8t5−2q9t5+4q10t5+q11t5−q8t6−2q9t6+q10t6+2q11t6−q9t7+q11t7−
q10t8+ q11t8
)
+a
(
q+ q2+ q3+ q4− qt+ q3t+3q4t+4q5t+2q6t+ q7t− q2t2−
q3t2−2q4t2+2q5t2+6q6t2+5q7t2+2q8t2−q3t3−q4t3−4q5t3−q6t3+6q7t3+
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6q8t3+2q9t3−q4t4−q5t4−4q6t4−2q7t4+6q8t4+5q9t4+q10t4−q5t5−q6t5−
4q7t5−q8t5+6q9t5+2q10t5−q6t6−q7t6−4q8t6+2q9t6+4q10t6−q7t7−q8t7−
2q9t7+3q10t7+q11t7−q8t8−q9t8+q10t8+q11t8−q9t9+q11t9−q10t10+q11t10
)
.
The a–degree is s11r
1
2 + s
2
1r
2
2 − 1 = 3 + 2 − 1 = 4. The positivity of
ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1 − t) holds. The corresponding singularity is given by
the equation (y5+x3)(y2+x3) = 0 with the linking number lk = 6; its
Alexander polynomial is 1 + q6 + q7 + q13 + q14 + q20.
Our last example will be for the uncolored tree Υ = {◦→◦→→ } with
the labeled vertices [r11 = 2, s
1
1 = 1], [r
1
2 = 3, s
1
2 = 2] for the long path
and [r21 = 2, s
2
1 = 1] for the short one (equal to [r
1
1, s
1
1] in the tree).(
Cab(8, 3)Cab(0, 1)
)
T (2, 1) : L = L ◦→◦→
→ , ( , )
{2,3},{1,2} , Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(8.8)
1− t+ qt+ q2t+ q3t− qt2+2q4t2+ q5t2+ q6t2− q2t3− q4t3+ q5t3+2q6t3+
2q7t3−q3t4−q5t4+q7t4+3q8t4−q4t5−q6t5+q8t5+3q9t5−q5t6−q7t6+q9t6+
2q10t6−q6t7−q8t7+2q10t7+q11t7−q7t8−q9t8+q10t8+q11t8−q8t9−q10t9+
2q11t9 − q9t10 + q12t10 − q10t11 + q12t11 − q11t12 + q12t12 − q12t13 + q13t13 +
a3
(
q6−q6t+q7t+q8t+q9t−q7t2+q9t2+2q10t2−q8t3+2q11t3−q9t4+q11t4+
q12t4− q10t5+ q12t5− q11t6+ q12t6− q12t7+ q13t7
)
+ a2
(
q3+ q4+ q5− q3t+
q5t+3q6t+2q7t+q8t−q4t2−q5t2−q6t2+3q7t2+4q8t2+3q9t2−q5t3−q6t3−
2q7t3+q8t3+4q9t3+4q10t3−q6t4−q7t4−2q8t4+q9t4+4q10t4+3q11t4−q7t5−
q8t5− 2q9t5+ q10t5+4q11t5+ q12t5− q8t6− q9t6− 2q10t6+3q11t6+2q12t6−
q9t7 − q10t7 − q11t7 + 3q12t7 − q10t8 − q11t8 + q12t8 + q13t8 − q11t9 + q13t9 −
q12t10+q13t10
)
+a
(
q+q2+q3−qt+q3t+3q4t+2q5t+q6t−q2t2−q3t2−q4t2+
2q5t2+4q6t2+4q7t2+q8t2−q3t3−q4t3−2q5t3+3q7t3+6q8t3+2q9t3−q4t4−
q5t4−2q6t4−q7t4+2q8t4+6q9t4+2q10t4−q5t5−q6t5−2q7t5−q8t5+2q9t5+
6q10t5+q11t5−q6t6−q7t6−2q8t6−q9t6+3q10t6+4q11t6−q7t7−q8t7−2q9t7+
4q11t7+ q12t7− q8t8− q9t8− 2q10t8+2q11t8+2q12t8− q9t9− q10t9− q11t9+
3q12t9− q10t10− q11t10+ q12t10+ q13t10− q11t11+ q13t11− q12t12+ q13t12
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is dega = s1r2| | + s1| | − | | =
3 + 1 − 1 = 3. The positivity of ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1 − t) holds. The
corresponding singularity is (y8 + x3)(y2 + x) = 0 with lk = 6 and the
Alexander polynomial 1 + q4 + q10 + q14 + q20 + q24. Recall that the
latter is zeta-monodromy from [DGPS] as t 7→ q.
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8.5. Two different paths. Let us extend the previous example. The
tree will be now uncolored Υ = ◦⇒◦◦⇒ with the vertices labeled by
[r11 = 2, s
1
1 = 1], [r
1
2 = 3, s
1
2 = 2], and [r
2
1 = 2, s
2
1 = 1], [r
2
2 = 2, s
2
2 = 1].
The first vertices [ri1, s
i
1] from the corresponding paths are identified in
this tree. Since we have two different paths, the simplified notations for
L from the previous example cannot be used now; both sets of labels
(for both paths) must be shown.
(
Cab(8, 3)Cab(5, 2)
)
T (2, 1) : L ◦⇒
◦◦⇒, ( , ){
{2,3},{1,2}
}
,
{
{2,2},{1,1}
}, ĤminL =(8.9)
1− t+ qt+ q2t+ q3t+ q4t− qt2+ q4t2+2q5t2+2q6t2 + q7t2+ q8t2− q2t3 −
q4t3+q6t3+2q7t3+3q8t3+3q9t3+q10t3−q3t4−q5t4−q6t4+2q9t4+5q10t4+
3q11t4 + q12t4 − q4t5 − q6t5 − q7t5 − q8t5 − q9t5 + 5q11t5 + 5q12t5 + 2q13t5 −
q5t6− q7t6− q8t6 − q9t6− 2q10t6 − 2q11t6 +4q12t6 +6q13t6 +3q14t6− q6t7 −
q8t7− q9t7− q10t7− 2q11t7− 3q12t7+3q13t7+7q14t7+3q15t7− q7t8− q9t8−
q10t8−q11t8−2q12t8−3q13t8+3q14t8+6q15t8+2q16t8−q8t9−q10t9−q11t9−
q12t9 − 2q13t9 − 3q14t9 + 4q15t9 + 5q16t9 + q17t9 − q9t10 − q11t10 − q12t10 −
q13t10−2q14t10−2q15t10+5q16t10+3q17t10−q10t11−q12t11−q13t11−q14t11−
2q15t11+5q17t11+q18t11−q11t12−q13t12−q14t12−q15t12−q16t12+2q17t12+
3q18t12− q12t13− q14t13− q15t13− q16t13+3q18t13+ q19t13− q13t14− q15t14−
q16t14+2q18t14+ q19t14− q14t15− q16t15− q17t15+ q18t15+2q19t15− q15t16−
q17t16+2q19t16− q16t17− q18t17+ q19t17+ q20t17− q17t18+ q20t18− q18t19+
q20t19 − q19t20 + q20t20 − q20t21 + q21t21
+a4
(
q10 − q10t+ q11t+ q12t+ q13t+ q14t− q11t2 + 2q14t2 + 2q15t2 + q16t2 −
q12t3 − 2q14t3 + q15t3 + 3q16t3 + 2q17t3 − q13t4 − 2q15t4 + 3q17t4 + 2q18t4 −
q14t5−2q16t5+3q18t5+q19t5−q15t6−2q17t6+q18t6+2q19t6−q16t7−2q18t7+
2q19t7+ q20t7− q17t8+ q20t8− q18t9+ q20t9− q19t10+ q20t10− q20t11+ q21t11
)
+a3
(
q6+q7+q8+q9−q6t+q8t+2q9t+4q10t+3q11t+2q12t+q13t−q7t2−q8t2−
q9t2+4q11t2+6q12t2+6q13t2+4q14t2+q15t2−q8t3−q9t3−2q10t3−3q11t3+
4q13t3+9q14t3+8q15t3+3q16t3−q9t4−q10t4−2q11t4−4q12t4−3q13t4+q14t4+
9q15t4 + 10q16t4 + 4q17t4 − q10t5 − q11t5 − 2q12t5 − 4q13t5 − 5q14t5 − q15t5 +
9q16t5+10q17t5+3q18t5−q11t6−q12t6−2q13t6−4q14t6−5q15t6−q16t6+9q17t6+
8q18t6+q19t6−q12t7−q13t7−2q14t7−4q15t7−5q16t7+q17t7+9q18t7+4q19t7−
q13t8−q14t8−2q15t8−4q16t8−3q17t8+4q18t8+6q19t8+q20t8−q14t9−q15t9−
2q16t9−4q17t9+6q19t9+2q20t9−q15t10−q16t10−2q17t10−3q18t10+4q19t10+
3q20t10−q16t11−q17t11−2q18t11+4q20t11−q17t12−q18t12−q19t12+2q20t12+
q21t12 − q18t13 − q19t13 + q20t13 + q21t13 − q19t14 + q21t14 − q20t15 + q21t15
)
+a2
(
q3+q4+2q5+q6+q7−q3t+3q6t+4q7t+5q8t+4q9t+2q10t+q11t−q4t2−
q5t2− 2q6t2+2q8t2+7q9t2+9q10t2+9q11t2+5q12t2+2q13t2− q5t3− q6t3−
3q7t3− 2q8t3− 3q9t3+2q10t3+8q11t3 +14q12t3+12q13t3+6q14t3+ q15t3−
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q6t4 − q7t4 − 3q8t4 − 3q9t4 − 5q10t4 − 4q11t4 + 2q12t4 + 14q13t4 + 17q14t4 +
10q15t4 + 2q16t4 − q7t5 − q8t5 − 3q9t5 − 3q10t5 − 6q11t5 − 7q12t5 − 4q13t5 +
12q14t5+20q15t5+11q16t5+2q17t5− q8t6− q9t6− 3q10t6− 3q11t6− 6q12t6−
8q13t6− 7q14t6+11q15t6+20q16t6+10q17t6+ q18t6− q9t7− q10t7− 3q11t7−
3q12t7−6q13t7−8q14t7−7q15t7+12q16t7+17q17t7+6q18t7− q10t8− q11t8−
3q12t8−3q13t8−6q14t8−8q15t8−4q16t8+14q17t8+12q18t8+2q19t8−q11t9−
q12t9− 3q13t9− 3q14t9− 6q15t9− 7q16t9+2q17t9+14q18t9+5q19t9− q12t10−
q13t10 − 3q14t10 − 3q15t10 − 6q16t10 − 4q17t10 + 8q18t10 + 9q19t10 + q20t10 −
q13t11 − q14t11 − 3q15t11 − 3q16t11 − 5q17t11 + 2q18t11 + 9q19t11 + 2q20t11 −
q14t12 − q15t12 − 3q16t12 − 3q17t12 − 3q18t12 + 7q19t12 + 4q20t12 − q15t13 −
q16t13 − 3q17t13 − 2q18t13 + 2q19t13 + 5q20t13 − q16t14 − q17t14 − 3q18t14 +
4q20t14+q21t14−q17t15−q18t15−2q19t15+3q20t15+q21t15−q18t16−q19t16+
2q21t16 − q19t17 + q21t17 − q20t18 + q21t18
)
+a
(
q+ q2+ q3+ q4− qt+ q3t+2q4t+4q5t+3q6t+2q7t+ q8t− q2t2− q3t2−
q4t2+3q6t2+5q7t2+7q8t2+6q9t2+3q10t2+q11t2−q3t3−q4t3−2q5t3−2q6t3+
q8t3+7q9t3+11q10t3+9q11t3+4q12t3+ q13t3− q4t4− q5t4− 2q6t4− 3q7t4−
2q8t4−3q9t4+q10t4+10q11t4+14q12t4+9q13t4+3q14t4−q5t5−q6t5−2q7t5−
3q8t5− 3q9t5− 5q10t5− 4q11t5+6q12t5+16q13t5+13q14t5+4q15t5− q6t6−
q7t6− 2q8t6− 3q9t6− 3q10t6− 6q11t6− 7q12t6+2q13t6+16q14t6 +15q15t6+
4q16t6−q7t7−q8t7−2q9t7−3q10t7−3q11t7−6q12t7−8q13t7+q14t7+16q15t7+
13q16t7 + 3q17t7 − q8t8 − q9t8 − 2q10t8 − 3q11t8 − 3q12t8 − 6q13t8 − 8q14t8 +
2q15t8 + 16q16t8 + 9q17t8 + q18t8 − q9t9 − q10t9 − 2q11t9 − 3q12t9 − 3q13t9 −
6q14t9−7q15t9+6q16t9+14q17t9+4q18t9−q10t10−q11t10−2q12t10−3q13t10−
3q14t10 − 6q15t10 − 4q16t10 + 10q17t10 + 9q18t10 + q19t10 − q11t11 − q12t11 −
2q13t11 − 3q14t11 − 3q15t11 − 5q16t11 + q17t11 + 11q18t11 + 3q19t11 − q12t12 −
q13t12−2q14t12−3q15t12−3q16t12−3q17t12+7q18t12+6q19t12−q13t13−q14t13−
2q15t13−3q16t13−2q17t13+q18t13+7q19t13+q20t13−q14t14−q15t14−2q16t14−
3q17t14 + 5q19t14 + 2q20t14 − q15t15 − q16t15 − 2q17t15 − 2q18t15 + 3q19t15 +
3q20t15−q16t16−q17t16−2q18t16+4q20t16−q17t17−q18t17−q19t17+2q20t17+
q21t17− q18t18− q19t18+ q20t18+ q21t18− q19t19+ q21t19− q20t20+ q21t20
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is dega = s
1
1r
1
2| | + s
2
1r
2
2| | − | | =
3 + 2− 1 = 4. The positivity of ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1− t) holds.
The last one will be uncolored Cab(5, 2)T (4, 2) for Υ = {◦ → ◦⇒}.
The [r,s]-presentation is as follows:
1 ≤ j ≤ κ = 2, ~rj = {2, 2}, ~sj = {1, 1}, Υ = {◦ → ◦⇒} , λ1= =λ2.
Now we can the avoid duplication of notation; {2, 2}, {1, 1} in L will
mean (
{
{2, 2}, {1, 1}
}
,
{
{2, 2}, {1, 1}
}
) for 2 paths. So the labels are
[2, 1] and [2, 1]. The cable is Cab(5, 2)T (4, 2) for each path.
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Cab(5, 2)T (4, 2) : L = L ◦→◦⇒, ( , ){2,2},{1,1} , Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(8.10)
1− t+ qt+ q2t+ q3t− qt2 +2q4t2 + q5t2 + q6t2− q2t3− q4t3+ q5t3 + q6t3 +
2q7t3 − q3t4 − q5t4 +3q8t4 − q4t5 − q6t5 − q8t5 +3q9t5 − q5t6 − q7t6 − q9t6 +
3q10t6−q6t7−q8t7+2q11t7−q7t8−q9t8+q11t8+q12t8−q8t9−q10t9+q11t9+
q12t9 − q9t10 − q11t10 + 2q12t10 − q10t11 + q13t11 − q11t12 + q13t12 − q12t13 +
q13t13− q13t14+ q14t14+ a3
(
q6− q6t+ q7t+ q8t+ q9t− q7t2+2q10t2− q8t3−
q10t3+2q11t3− q9t4− q11t4+2q12t4− q10t5+ q13t5− q11t6+ q13t6− q12t7+
q13t7− q13t8+ q14t8
)
+a2
(
q3+ q4+ q5− q3t+ q5t+3q6t+2q7t+ q8t− q4t2−
q5t2−q6t2+2q7t2+3q8t2+3q9t2−q5t3−q6t3−2q7t3+2q9t3+4q10t3−q6t4−
q7t4 − 2q8t4 − q9t4 + q10t4 + 4q11t4 − q7t5 − q8t5 − 2q9t5 − q10t5 + 2q11t5 +
3q12t5− q8t6− q9t6−2q10t6+3q12t6+ q13t6− q9t7− q10t7−2q11t7+2q12t7+
2q13t7− q10t8− q11t8− q12t8+3q13t8− q11t9− q12t9+ q13t9+ q14t9− q12t10+
q14t10− q13t11+ q14t11
)
+a
(
q+ q2+ q3− qt+ q3t+3q4t+2q5t+ q6t− q2t2−
q3t2− q4t2+2q5t2+3q6t2+4q7t2+ q8t2− q3t3− q4t3−2q5t3+ q7t3+5q8t3+
2q9t3−q4t4−q5t4−2q6t4−q7t4−q8t4+5q9t4+2q10t4−q5t5−q6t5−2q7t5−
q8t5 − 2q9t5 + 5q10t5 + 2q11t5 − q6t6 − q7t6 − 2q8t6 − q9t6 − q10t6 + 5q11t6 +
q12t6 − q7t7 − q8t7 − 2q9t7 − q10t7 + q11t7 + 4q12t7 − q8t8 − q9t8 − 2q10t8 +
3q12t8+q13t8−q9t9−q10t9−2q11t9+2q12t9+2q13t9−q10t10−q11t10−q12t10+
3q13t10− q11t11 − q12t11 + q13t11 + q14t11 − q12t12 + q14t12 − q13t13+ q14t13
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is s1r2(| |+ | |)− | | = 3. This poly-
nomial is self-dual; all uncolored ones are self-dual. The positivity of
the series ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1− t)
κ−1 holds here and in further (uncolored)
examples; recall that κ is the number of paths (components of the link),
which is 2 in the considered case.
The plane curve singularity for (8.10) is
C = {(y5 + x2)(y5 − x2) = 0}, Link(C) =
{
T (5, 2), T (5, 2), lk = 10
}
.
The knots here (and the corresponding branches of this singularity)
and the linking number lk between them (equivalently, the intersection
multiplicity) uniquely determine the germ of this curve. The Alexander
polynomial is 1 + q4+ q8+ q10+ q12+ q14+ q16+ q18+ q22+ q26, which
coincides with ĤminL (q, q,−1)/(1− q)
2.
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9. Generalized twisted union
Continuing Section 7.5, we will provide further examples of the pairs
of trees {L, ′L} and {L, ′L∨}. They will be mostly for the uncolored
unknot taken as ′L, i.e. for
′L = L◦→,1,0 .
We will simply add “prime” to the corresponding knot/link L (fol-
lowed by ∨ if it is present), to indicate using this very ′L. Recall that
ĤminL, ′L∨ is obtained by the substitution X 7→ Y instead of X 7→ Y
−1 in
ĤminL, ′L. Topologically, this is adding the meridian to L. Note that all
examples of Hopf links from Section 7 can be restated in terms of such
pairs due to (3.34).
9.1. Uncolored trefoil-prime. The [r,s]-presentation for such L is as
follows: 1 ≤ j ≤ κ = 2, ~rj = 3, ~sj = 2, Υ = {◦ →} , λ1 = ;
T (3, 2)′ : L = L ◦→,{3,2} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L (q, t, a) =(9.1)
1 + a2
(
q2 − q
2
t2 +
q3
t2 +
q
t −
q3
t
)
+ qt+ a
(
2q + 1t −
q2
t + q
2t
)
.
Adding ∨. The positivity of the series ĤminL, ′L(q, t, a)/(1−t) from (5.56)
in Conjecture 5.3 fails (and for any power of (1− t)), but holds for the
∨–variant of this superpolynomial (as conjectured):
T (3, 2)′,∨ : L = L ◦→,{3,2} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ (q, t, a) =(9.2)
1− t+ qt+ q2t− qt2+ q3t2− q2t3+ q3t3− q3t4+ q4t4+ a2
(
q3− q3t+ q4t
)
+
a
(
q + q2 − qt+ 2q3t− q2t2 + q4t2 − q3t3 + q4t3
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL, ′L∨ (q, t, a) is given by the formula dega =
max{s, 1}| |+max{ ′s, 1}| |−| | = 2+1−1 = 2. It is the same as in the
previous example. Both polynomials result at q = 1 in (1+a)(1+a+t);
the second factor is the specialization at q = 1 for the uncolored trefoil.
The series ĤminL, ′L∨(q, t, a)/(1− t) is positive; the corresponding germ
of the singularity is
C = {(y3 + x2)(y3 + x) = 0}, Link(C) =
{
T (3, 2), T (3, 1), lk = 3
}
,
where T (3, 1) =©, and the Alexander polynomial is 1 + q3 + q6.
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We note that the superpolynomial for (9.2) does not coincide with(
Cab(3, 2)Cab(1, 1)
)
T (1, 1) : L=L ◦→◦→
→ , ( , )
{1,1},{1,2} , Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(9.3)
1+a2q3−t+qt+q2t−qt2+q2t2−q2t3+q3t3+a(q+q2−qt+q2t+q3t−q2t2+q3t2).
The corresponding singularity is C = {(y3 + x2)(y + x) = 0} with
the same link components {T (3, 2),©} as above but with lk = 2 and
the Alexander polynomial 1 + q4. The self-duality and other claims in
Theorem 5.1 hold in these cases.
Splice interpretation. Let k ∈ Z. Recall that formula (3.39) provides
the coincidence of Ĥmin from (9.2) with that for(
Cab(2, 3)Cab(k,−1)
)
T (1,−1) : L ◦⇒
◦◦⇒, ( , ){
{1,3},{−1,5}
}
,
{
{1,0},{−1,k−1}
}.(9.4)
Explicitly, the following DAHA-identity establishes this coincidence:{
τ−1−
(
τ 1−k− σ
2(P )⇓ τ−τ+τ
2
−(P )⇓
)}
ev
=q•t•
{
P ι⇓ , τ+τ
2
−(P )⇓
}
ev
,
where we use the commutativity of τ− with the projection H⇓= H(1)
of H ∈ HH onto V, i.e. the fundamental fact that τ− acts in V; this
action was denoted by τ˙− in (3.39). Recall that P
ι = P (X−1), ′L is
◦ →, and the colors are trivial (shown by in the diagrams below).
Let us translate the latter identity into the language of splice dia-
grams. The corresponding diagrams for k = 1 are:
✞✝◦ →◦ →
[3, 2]
[1, 0]
!
(A)
✬
✫ ✲⊕
10
1
◦
✲⊕
12
3
◦
;
◦⇒◦◦⇒[1,−1]
[−1, 0]
[3, 5]
!
(B)
✟✟
✟✟
❍❍❍❍
⊕1
1
1
−1
◦
◦ ✲⊕
12
3
◦
✲⊕
11
−1
◦
.
Recall that the colors are assigned to the arrowheads; also we will use
∨ for the change of orientation of the corresponding component. Gen-
erally, any leaves of weight 1 can be deleted without changing the link
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(see here and below [EN], Theorem 8.1, Statements 2,3). The situation
with leaves of weight −1 is somewhat more involved. Namely, one can
change weights of two edges from the same node to their negatives to-
gether with the simultaneous change of orientations of all components
starting with these edges. Starting with the diagram (B), this results
in the following (isotopic) equivalence ≈≈ :
✟✟
✟✟
❍❍❍❍
⊕1
1
1
−1
◦
◦ ✲⊕
12
3
◦
✲⊕
11
−1
◦ ≈≈ ✟
✟✟
✟
❍❍❍❍
⊕1
−1
1
1
◦
◦ ✲⊕
12
3
◦
✲⊕
1
∨
1
−1
◦
≈≈ ✟
✟✟
✟
❍❍❍❍
⊕1
−1
1
1
◦
◦ ✲⊕
12
3
◦
✲⊕
−11
1
◦ ≈≈ ✛ ✲
⊕
12
3
◦
.
(9.5)
At the last step here, we used Statement 3 of Theorem 8.1 from
[EN] three times. Applying it one more time, we conclude that the
diagram/link in (A) is equivalent to that in (B).
9.2. Colored/iterated examples. Let us begin with the trefoil-prime
for the 2-row:
T (3, 2)′ : L = L ◦→,{3,2} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L (q, t, a) =(9.6)
1 + a3
(
q7 − q
6
t2
+ q
8
t2
+ q
5
t +
q6
t −
q7
t −
q8
t
)
+ q2t+ q3t+ q4t2 + a2
(
q4 + 3q5 +
q6 − q7 − q8 − q
4
t2 +
q6
t2 +
q2
t +
q3
t +
q4
t −
q5
t −
3q6
t +
q8
t + q
6t+ q7t
)
+ a
(
2q2 +
2q3 + q4 − q5 − q6 + 1t −
q4
t + 2q
4t+ 2q5t+ q6t2
)
.
It is super-dual to the superpolynomial for . The positivity of the
series ĤminL, ′L(q, t, a)/(1 − t)
p fails for p = 1 and any p > 1 (due to the
absence of ∨). At q = 1, it equals (1 + a)(1 + a + t)2, which also
coincides with the specialization for the corresponding ∨–polynomial:
T (3, 2)′,∨ : L = L ◦→,{3,2} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ (q, t, a) =(9.7)
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1− t+ q2t+ q3t+ q4t− q2t2− q3t2+ q5t2+2q6t2− q4t3− q5t3+ q7t3+ q8t3−
q6t4 − q7t4 + q8t4 + q9t4 − q8t5 + q10t5 + a3
(
q9 − q9t+ q11t
)
+ a2
(
q5 + q6 +
q7 − q5t − q6t + 2q8t + 2q9t − q7t2 − q8t2 + q10t2 + q11t2 − q9t3 + q11t3
)
+
a
(
q2 + q3 + q4 − q2t− q3t+ 2q5t+ 3q6t+ q7t− q4t2 − 2q5t2 − q6t2 + q7t2 +
3q8t2 + q9t2 − q6t3 − 2q7t3 + 2q9t3 + q10t3 − q8t4 − q9t4 + q10t4 + q11t4
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL, ′L∨ (q, t, a) is given by the formula dega =
max{s, 1}| | + max{ ′s, 1}| | − | | = 4 + 1 − 2 = 3. See ((5.40)
and (5.41). This polynomial is dual to the superpolynomial for .
The positivity of the series ĤminL, ′L∨(q, t, a)/(1− t) holds.
Iterated T(2,1)-prime. Let us replace the additional arrowhead in
the example from (8.8) by the prime-construction (twisted union with
one box) for the starting ~r = {2, 3},~s = {1, 2}. Recall that all prime
examples are for ′L = L◦→,1,0 .
Cab(8, 3)(T (2, 1))′ : L = L ◦→◦→,{2,3},{1,2} , Ĥ
min
L, ′L (q, t, a) =(9.8)
1+qt+q2t+q2t2+q3t2+q4t2+q3t3+q4t3+q5t3+q4t4+q5t4+q5t5+q6t5+
q6t6+q7t7+a4
(
q7−q8− q
6
t2
+ q
8
t2
+ q
6
t −
q7
t −
q8
t +
q9
t +q
8t−q9t
)
+a3
(
q4+2q5+
2q6−4q7−2q8+2q9− q
4
t2
− q
5
t2
+ 2q
7
t2
+ q
3
t +
q4
t −
3q6
t −
2q7
t +
3q8
t + q
5t+2q6t+
2q7t−3q8t+q6t2+2q7t2−q9t2+q7t3+q8t3−q9t3+q8t4
)
+a2
(
q2+3q3+3q4−
4q6−2q7+2q8− q
3
t2
+ q
6
t2
+ qt +
q2
t +
q3
t −
2q4
t −
2q5
t −
q6
t +
2q7
t +q
3t+3q4t+5q5t+
q6t− 4q7t− q8t+ q9t+ q4t2 + 3q5t2 + 5q6t2 − 2q8t2 + q5t3 + 3q6t3 + 3q7t3 −
2q8t3+ q6t4+3q7t4+ q8t4− q9t4+ q7t5+ q8t5+ q8t6
)
+a
(
2q+2q2+ q3− q4−
q5+ 1t −
q3
t +2q
2t+3q3t+3q4t−2q6t+2q3t2+3q4t2+4q5t2− q7t2+2q4t3+
3q5t3+3q6t3−q7t3+2q5t4+3q6t4+q7t4−q8t4+2q6t5+2q7t5+2q7t6+q8t7
)
.
It is self-dual; the positivity of the series ĤminL, ′L(q, t, a)/(1 − t)
p fails
for any p ≥ 0, which failure is generally expected without ∨. As
in (7.34), the a–degree of ĤminL, ′L (q, t, a), which is 4, is greater than
dega = s1r2| |+max{ ′s, 1}| | − | | = 3 + 1− 1 = 3.
The ∨–version is generally withX replaced by Y in the pre-polynomial
′Ptot0 for
′L. This pre-polynomial is J (up to a renormalization). We
will omit the corresponding
ĤminL, ′L∨ (q, t, a) for Cab(8, 3)(T (2, 1))
′,∨ : L = L ◦→◦→,{2,3},{1,2} .(9.9)
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It coincides with ĤminM (q, t, a) for the polynomial from (8.8). The latter
was defined (and calculated) for(
Cab(8, 3)Cab(0, 1)
)
T (2, 1) : M = L ◦→◦→
→ , ( , )
{2,3},{1,2} .(9.10)
Let us demonstrate this coincidence theoretically. Setting P =
P /{P}ev, P ι = ι(P ), Q = τ+τ 2−(P )⇓= τ+τ
2
−(P )(1) ∈ V,
τ+τ−(PQ) = τ+τ−
(
ϕσ−1(P ι)Q
)
= ϕτ 2−(P
ι)τ+τ−(Q),
{τ+τ−(PQ)}ev = {ϕ
(
τ˙ 2−(P
ι)
)(
τ+τ−(Q)⇓
)
}ev ≃ {P
ι, τ+τ−(Q)⇓}ev,
where τ˙− is the action of τ− in V and ≃ is the equality up to q•t•.
Modulo this equivalence, the last quantity coincides with ĤminL, ′L∨. Recall
that P ι can be replaced by Eωn/{Eωn }ev here and the E–polynomials
are τ˙−–invariant up to ≃ ; see (1.37) and also (7.38).
Continuing with (9.8),(9.9), let us provide their values at q = 1:
ĤminL, ′L (q = 1, t, a) = Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ (q = 1, t, a) =(
1 + a
) (
1 + 2t+ 3t2 + 3t3 + 2t4 + 2t5 + t6 + t7
+a2(1 + 2t+2t2 + t3 + t4) + a(2 + 4t+ 5t2 + 4t3 + 3t4 + 2t5 + t6)
)
=
(
1 + a
)
ĤminL (q = 1, t, a).
Recall that factor (1+a) here is due to our using J instead of spherical
P ◦ (which would give 1 for ′L = ©); the division by the LCM of the
evaluations of J–polynomials in Hmin is only by one J (tρ) here.
The second factor is relatively long. It is the evaluation at q = 1
of Ĥmin8,3 ( ) for the torus knot T (8, 3). Indeed, Cab(8, 3)(T (2, 1)) is
isotopic to T (8, 3) or T (3, 8), where the latter presentation is some-
what more convenient practically; the corresponding γ3,8 corresponds
to τ 2−τ+τ
2
−. For the sake of completeness, Ĥ
min
8,3 ( ) =
1+qt+q2t+q2t2+q3t2+q4t2+q3t3+q4t3+q5t3+q4t4+q5t4+q5t5+q6t5+
q6t6+q7t7+a2
(
q3+q4t+q5t+q5t2+q6t2+q6t3+q7t4
)
+a
(
q+q2+q2t+2q3t+
q4t+q3t2+2q4t2+2q5t2+q4t3+2q5t3+q6t3+q5t4+2q6t4+q6t5+q7t5+q7t6
)
.
Double-prime T(2,1). Let us provide at least one example of twisted
union with ′L colored by . We will use double-prime then:
T (4, 2)′′,∨, : L = L
◦⇒, ( , )
2,1 ,
′L = L◦→,1,0 , Ĥ
min
L, ′L∨ (q, t, a) =(9.11)
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1− t+ q2t− t2 − q2t2 + q3t2 + q4t2 + t3 − q2t3 − q3t3 + q5t3 + q2t4 − q3t4 −
2q4t4+2q6t4+ q3t5− 2q5t5+ q7t5+ q4t6− 2q6t6+ q8t6+ q5t7− q6t7− q7t7+
q8t7+ q6t8− q7t8− q8t8+ q9t8+ q7t10− q8t10− q9t10+ q10t10+ a2
(
q5− q5t+
q7t−q5t2+q8t2+q5t3−2q7t3+q9t3+q7t5−q8t5−q9t5+q10t5
)
+a
(
q2+q3−
q2t− q3t+ q4t+ q5t− q2t2− q3t2− q4t2+ q5t2+2q6t2+ q2t3+ q3t3− q4t3−
3q5t3+2q7t3+q4t4−q5t4−2q6t4+2q8t4+2q5t5−q6t5−3q7t5+q8t5+q9t5+
q6t6−q7t6−q8t6+q9t6+q7t7−q8t7−q9t7+q10t7+q7t8−q8t8−q9t8+q10t8
)
.
The a–degree is 2 = | | + | | + | | − | |. The positivity of
ĤminL, ′L(q, t, a)/(1− t)
2 holds (as for all uncolored diagrams). The super-
duality (q ↔ t−1) is true.
9.3. Generalized twisting. The following generalization of twisted
unions {L, ′L} and {L, ′L∨} is very natural algebraically.
Recall that the Ĥ–polynomials for the standard twisted union are
essentially {P (Y −1)Q(X)}ev for the pre-polynomials P = ′P̂tot0 and
Q = P̂tot0 from (4.22) defined via the graphs
′L and L.
The division by the evaluations is used here; it can be for jo as
in (4.22) or the one used in the construction of Ĥmin from Theorem
4.3, where the division is by the LCM of the evaluations of all J–
polynomials involved in both, ′L and L.
When Y −1 is changed here to Y , we add ∨ to ′L. The twisting here
is the application σ±1 : X 7→ Y ∓1 to P (corresponding to ′L). Let us
replace σ±1 by ξ̂ for an arbitrary ξ ∈ PSL2(Z). Let (α, β)tr be the
first column of ξ. Here and below we will omit hat in ξ̂ (which means
the standard lift of ξ to an automorphism of HH).
Given ξ ∈ PSL2(Z) and graphs L, ′L (labeled, with arrowheads col-
ored by Young diagrams), we define ξĤminL, ′L(q, t, a) as {ξ
(
P (X)
)
Q(X)}ev
in the normalization of Theorem 4.3. It is a polynomial in terms of
q, t±1, a depending only on {α, β}. We say that L is ξ–twisted by ′L.
Note that ξĤmin∅,L (q, t, a) =
ξĤminL (q, t, a) =
ξĤminL, ∅ (q, t, a).
This construction can be reduced to the σ−1–twisted union. Namely,
ξĤminL, ′L(q, t, a) = Ĥ
min
L, ′M∨(q, t, a) for
′M = [β, α] →· · ·→
′L,(9.12)
i.e. for ′M obtained from ′L by adding [β, α] as the first vertex (con-
nected with all paths). If α, β > 0 and αs1 > βr1 or β = 1, α = 0
and ′s1s1 >
′r1r1, then we call {ξ,L, ′L˜∨} positive if the trees L, ′L are
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positive. This is sufficient for the corresponding link to be algebraic
(necessary if L, ′L are reduced [EN]). Note that we obtain {L, ′L∨}
for β = 1, α = 0. Also, if ∨ is omitted, then [β, α] in (9.12) must be
changed to [−β,−α] and the resulting link becomes non-algebraic.
To justify (9.12), let ξ˜ = ϕ(ξ) = ϕ ξϕ, which is the conjugation of ξ
by the matrix
(
0 1
1 0
)
. Then for any P,Q ∈ VW and P ι = ι(P ),
ξ(P )(Q)=ϕ
(
ξ˜σ−1(P ι)
)
(Q), {ξ(P )Q}ev={ϕ
(
ξ˜σ−1(P ι)
)
Q}ev,(9.13)
= {ξ˜σ−1(P ι), Q}ev = {Q, ξ˜σ
−1(P ι)⇓}ev = {ξ˜σ
−1(P ι)⇓, Q}ev,
where the first column of ξ˜σ−1 is (β, α)tr. This gives the required.
Thus we can use Theorem 5.1. For instance, the super-duality from
(5.39) holds for such ξĤ. Upon the switch to the spherical P ◦λ , the
product formula (4.34) for the specializations at q = 1 is also true (in
the case of An), where we add [β, α] as the first vertex to (all paths in)
′L. Upon such a modification of ′L, the estimate (5.40) for dega holds
too. Also, the positivity claim from Part (ii) of Conjecture 5.3 can be
extended to positive {ξ, L, ′L∨}.
Let us combine (9.13) with Theorem 3.9. Recall that τ˙−(P ) =
τ−(P ) ⇓=
(
τ−(P )
)
(1) ∈ VW . For any P,Q ∈ VW and for ζ
def
==
τ−1− ξ˜σ
−1 =
(
β ∗
α−β ∗
)
,
τ˙−(P
ιQ) = τ−
(
ϕσ−1(P )Q
)
⇓ =
(
ϕ(τ−(P ))
)(
τ˙−(Q)
)
,(9.14)
τ˙−
((
ζ(P ι)
)
⇓ τ˙−1− (Q)
)
= ϕ
(
ϕ ξ(P )⇓
)
(Q),{
τ˙−
((
ζ(P )⇓
)
τ˙−1− (Q
ι)
)}
ev
= {ξ(P )(Q)}ev .(9.15)
Therefore ξ(P ∅)(ι(Q∅)) serves as a pre-polynomail for the tree
[1, 1]⇒
(
[β, α−β] →· · ·→
′L, [1,−1] →· · ·→ L
)
, P ∅ ∼ ′L, Q∅ ∼ L,(9.16)
where ∼ means that P ∅, Q∅ are pre-polynomials for ′L,L. However,
it does not coincide with the standard pre-polynomial associated with
this tree in (4.22) (and through this work).
9.4. Some examples. The first will be for ξ with the first column
(3, 2)tr. We will write ξ = γ3,2 then; τ+τ
2
− will do. We take two unknots
L, ′L colored by , ; the second is where ξ is applied.
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ξ = γ3,2, L =→ ,
′L =→ , ξĤminL, ′L (q, t, a) =(9.17)
1+ a
4q7
t3
+qt+qt2−t3+q2t3+q3t3−qt4+q2t4+q3t4−qt5+q3t5+q4t5−q2t6+
2q4t6− q2t7− q3t7+ q4t7+ q5t7− q3t8+ q5t8− q3t9+2q5t9− q4t10+ q6t10−
q4t11+ q6t11− q4t12+ q6t12− q5t15+ q7t15+a3
(
−q4+ q6+ q7+ q
4
t3
+ q
5
t3
+ q
6
t2
+
q6
t +q
7t+q7t2−q5t3+q7t3
)
+a2
(
−q2+2q4+2q5+ q
2
t3
+ q
3
t2
+ q
4
t2
+ q
3
t +
q4
t −q
3t+
q4t+2q5t+ q6t− q3t2+2q5t2+2q6t2− 2q4t3+3q6t3− 2q4t4+2q6t4+ q7t4−
q4t5+q6t5+q7t5−q5t6+2q7t6−q5t7+q7t7−q5t8+q7t8
)
+a
(
2q2+q3+ qt2 +
q
t−
qt+q2t+2q3t+q4t−qt2+2q3t2+2q4t2−2q2t3+3q4t3+q5t3−q2t4−2q3t4+
2q4t4+3q5t4−2q3t5+3q5t5+q6t5−q3t6−q4t6+2q5t6+2q6t6−3q4t7+3q6t7−
2q4t8+2q6t8−q4t9+q6t9+q7t9−q5t10+q7t10−q5t11+q7t11−q5t12+q7t12
)
.
The positivity of the series ξĤminL, ′L(q, t, a)/(1 − t) holds. This poly-
nomial is super-dual to the polynomial ξĤmin for the pair of diagrams
, . Using the evaluation formula at q = 1 for the latter and the
q ↔ 1/t-duality, we obtain that ξĤminL, ′L(q, t = 1, a) = (1+a)(1+a+aq)
3,
which is true indeed for the polynomial in (9.17). The value ξĤminL, ′L(q =
1, t, a) is (1 + a) times the evaluation at q = 1 for the trefoil and ω3;
the latter is irreducible.
The next example will be for the uncolored trefoil taken as L.
ξ = γ3,2, L = L
◦→,
{3,2} ,
′L = L◦→,{1,0} ,
ξĤminL, ′L (q, t, a) =(9.18)
1− t+ q2t+ q3t+ q4t+ q5t− q2t2− q3t2+2q6t2+2q7t2+ q8t2− q4t3− q5t3−
q6t3− q7t3+ q8t3+3q9t3+ q10t3− q6t4− q7t4− q8t4−2q9t4+ q10t4+3q11t4+
q12t4− q8t5− q9t5− q10t5− 2q11t5+2q12t5+3q13t5− q10t6− q11t6− q12t6+
2q14t6 + q15t6 − q12t7 − 2q13t7 + q14t7 + 2q15t7 − 2q14t8 + 2q16t8 − q15t9 +
q17t9 + a4
(
q14 − q14t+ q16t− q16t2 + q18t2
)
+ a3
(
q9+ q10 + q11 + q12− q9t−
q10t+ q12t+2q13t+2q14t− q11t2− 2q12t2− q13t2+2q15t2+2q16t2− q13t3−
2q14t3+ q16t3+ q17t3+ q18t3− q15t4− q16t4+ q17t4+ q18t4− q16t5+ q18t5
)
+
a2
(
q5+ q6+2q7+ q8+ q9− q5t− q6t− q7t+ q8t+3q9t+4q10t+3q11t+ q12t−
q7t2−2q8t2−3q9t2−2q10t2+2q11t2+4q12t2+4q13t2+q14t2−q9t3−2q10t3−
4q11t3 − 3q12t3 + 2q13t3 + 4q14t3 + 3q15t3 + q16t3 − q11t4 − 2q12t4 − 4q13t4 −
q14t4+4q15t4+3q16t4+q17t4−q13t5−3q14t5−q15t5+2q16t5+2q17t5+q18t5−
2q15t6−q16t6+2q17t6+q18t6−q16t7+q18t7
)
+a
(
q2+q3+q4+q5−q2t−q3t+
q5t+3q6t+4q7t+2q8t+ q9t− q4t2− 2q5t2− 2q6t2− 2q7t2+2q8t2+5q9t2+
4q10t2+2q11t2−q6t3−2q7t3−3q8t3−4q9t3+5q11t3+4q12t3+2q13t3−q8t4−
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2q9t4 − 3q10t4 − 5q11t4 + q12t4 + 6q13t4 + 3q14t4 + q15t4 − q10t5 − 2q11t5 −
3q12t5 − 3q13t5 + 3q14t5 + 5q15t5 + q16t5 − q12t6 − 3q13t6 − 2q14t6 + 2q15t6 +
3q16t6+q17t6−2q14t7−2q15t7+2q16t7+2q17t7−q15t8−q16t8+q17t8+q18t8
)
.
The super-duality is with the ξĤmin–polynomial for the diagrams
, . The positivity is for ξĤminL, ′L(q, t, a)/(1−t). One has:
ξĤminL, ′L(1, t, a) =
(1 + a)(1 + a+ t)3. Concerning the latter product, the switch to poly-
nomials P ◦λ in Part (iv) of Theorem 4.3 means the division of the latter
product by (1+a), which corresponds to the intersection of , . Since
the tree L coincides with L extended by [3, 2], and = 2ω1, we indeed
arrive at (1 + a+ t)3.
Examples of iterated type. It will be ξH = {ξ̂
(
γ̂(J ) ⇓
)
J◦}ev for
γ = γ2,1 upon the hat-normalization. Recall that J
◦
λ = P
◦
λ = Pλ/Pλ(t
ρ).
ξ = γ3,2, L = L
◦→,
{1,0} ,
′L = L◦→,{2,1} ,
ξĤminL, ′L (q, t, a) =(9.19)
1−t+qt+q2t+q3t+q4t−qt2+2q4t2+2q5t2+q6t2−q2t3−q4t3+q5t3+3q6t3+
2q7t3− q3t4− q5t4+3q7t4+3q8t4− q4t5− q6t5+3q8t5+2q9t5− q5t6− q7t6+
3q9t6+q10t6−q6t7−q8t7+q9t7+2q10t7−q7t8−q9t8+2q10t8+q11t8−q8t9+
q11t9−q9t10+q11t10−q10t11+q11t11−q11t12+q12t12+a4
(
q10+q11t+q12t2
)
+
a3
(
q6+ q7+ q8+ q9− q6t+ q7t+2q8t+2q9t+2q10t− q7t2+2q9t2+3q10t2+
2q11t2− q8t3+2q10t3+2q11t3+ q12t3− q9t4+2q11t4+ q12t4− q10t5+ q11t5+
q12t5−q11t6+q12t6
)
+a2
(
q3+q4+2q5+q6+q7−q3t+q5t+4q6t+4q7t+3q8t+
q9t−q4t2−q5t2−q6t2+4q7t2+6q8t2+5q9t2+q10t2−q5t3−q6t3−2q7t3+3q8t3+
7q9t3+5q10t3+ q11t3− q6t4− q7t4− 2q8t4+3q9t4+6q10t4+3q11t4− q7t5−
q8t5−2q9t5+4q10t5+4q11t5+q12t5−q8t6−q9t6−q10t6+4q11t6+q12t6−q9t7−
q10t7+q11t7+2q12t7−q10t8+q12t8−q11t9+q12t9
)
+a
(
q+q2+q3+q4−qt+
q3t+3q4t+4q5t+2q6t+q7t−q2t2−q3t2−q4t2+2q5t2+6q6t2+5q7t2+2q8t2−
q3t3−q4t3−2q5t3+6q7t3+7q8t3+3q9t3−q4t4−q5t4−2q6t4−q7t4+6q8t4+
7q9t4+2q10t4−q5t5−q6t5−2q7t5−q8t5+6q9t5+5q10t5+q11t5−q6t6−q7t6−
2q8t6+6q10t6+2q11t6−q7t7−q8t7−2q9t7+2q10t7+4q11t7−q8t8−q9t8−q10t8+
3q11t8+ q12t8− q9t9− q10t9+ q11t9+ q12t9− q10t10+ q12t10− q11t11+ q12t11
)
.
This polynomial is self-dual. The positivity of ξĤminL, ′L(q, t, a)/(1 − t)
holds. One has: ξĤminL, ′L(q = 1, t, a) = (1+a)
(
1+3a+3a2+a3+3t+7at+
5a2t+a3t+4t2+8at2+5a2t2+a3t2+4t3+8at3+4a2t3+4t4+6at4+2a2t4+
3t5 +4at5 + a2t5 +2t6+2at6 + t7 + at7 + t8
)
, where the second factor is
that for Cab(13, 2)T (3, 2), which appears when making L empty.
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Let us provide the identity from (9.12) in this case. The polynomial
ξĤminL, ′L (q, t, a) from (9.19) coincides with
Ĥmin
L, ′L˜∨
(q, t, a) for L = L◦→{1,0},
′L˜ = L◦→◦→{{2,2},{3,1}}.(9.20)
The latter corresponds to Cab(13, 2)T (2, 3) for [2, 3]→ [2, 1]→ . Note
[2, 3] here. The label [ 3, 2 ] would result in a different Ĥmin–polynomial
due to applying P (Y ) to the corresponding pre-polynomial.
Making now ξ = γ1,1, say taking ξ = τ−, we obtain:
ξ = γ1,1, L = L
◦→,
{1,0} ,
′L = L◦→,{2,1} ,
ξĤminL, ′L (q, t, a) = 1 + a
2q3(9.21)
−t+qt+q2t−qt2+q2t2−q2t3+q3t3+a
(
q+q2−qt+q2t+q3t−q2t2+q3t2
)
,
which is self-dual. The positivity of ξĤminL, ′L(q, t, a)/(1 − t) holds. One
has: ξĤminL, ′L(1, t, a) = (1+a)(1+a+ t). Taking empty L here will result
in Cab(3, 2)T (1, 1), i.e. in the trefoil; this explains the factor (1+a+t).
This polynomial can be obtained by our usual construction. Namely,
we have the following DAHA identities:
τ−Ĥmin[1,0]→ , [2,1]→ = Ĥ
min
[2,3]→ , [1,0]→ ∨ = Ĥ
min
[1,1]→[2,1]→ .
Recall that the first polynomial is {τ−
(
τ+τ−(J )⇓
)
J◦}ev upon the hat-
normalization. Up to q•t•, the remaining two correspond to:
{J (Y )
(
τ−τ+τ−(J
◦)⇓
)
}ev = {J (Y )
(
τ−
(
τ+τ−(J
◦)⇓
)
⇓
)
}ev ,
which are identical due the commutativity of τ− with ⇓. Their coinci-
dence with the first one is essentially the verification of the fact that
our twisted construction depends only on the topological type of the
corresponding link.
9.5. Toward the Skein. The generalized twisting can be used for the
following topological characterization of the pre-polynomials. Let P ∅
be a pre-polynomial, where ∅ means that it is obtained without the
division by the evaluations of the J–polynomials involved. We mostly
need P = Pmin in this work, which is P ∅ divided by the total LCM
of these evaluations. The corresponding superpolynomial is Hmin=
{Pmin}ev; we will mostly drop the hat-normalization in this section.
Due to this normalization, P ∅ and Pmin are actually needed only up
to q, t–monomial factors in the rest of this work.
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Theorem 9.1. (i) Let P ∅ be the standard pre-polynomial for a tree L
from (4.22) and ξ ∈ PSL2(Z) be as above. Using the non-degeneracy
of { , }ev, the pre-polynomial ξ(P ∅) ⇓ for the tree [α, β] → L can be
uniquely determined via the coinvariants {ξ(P ∅)(J ιλ)}ev for all diagrams
λ. The latter coinvariants are the superpolynomials H∅M for the trees
M = [1, 1]⇒
(
[β, α−β] → L, [1,−1] → λ
)
.
(ii) Therefore all pre-polynomials (for any trees and colors) can be
uniquely recovered if all H–invariants are known. Topologically, this
gives that the standard ore-polynomials (4.22) are invariants of the cor-
responding links considered (naturally) in the solid torus. This means
that the symmetries from Sections 4.1, 4.2 hold unless they involve the
first vertex [r1, s1]. For instance, (4.7) holds, but (4.6) does not. 
Note that the class of pre-polynomials is closed with respect to the
(usual) multiplication, where the renormalization (the division by the
LCM of all evaluations) is necessary if Hmin are considered. Indeed,
the pure product corresponds to the union of the trees, which can be
considered as one tree by connecting them to the additional (initial)
vertex [1, 0]. Generally, the reduction to a single tree is not always
reasonable. For instance, this may result in non-positive labels for
algebraic pairs of trees {L, ′L∨}, as it is clear from (9.16).
The final step here would be a similar topological understanding of
the knot operators themselves in terms of the topological interpretation
of their matrix elements. These operators are K = ξ(P ) (and then by
induction) in the notation from Theorem 9.1; the matrix elements for
such K are {Jµ, K(J ιλ)}ev for any λ, µ. Similar to the pre-polynomials,
the knot operators can be expected invariants of the links in the solid
torus, but now we have to remove the middle circle too. Equivalently,
they correspond to links in the torus times an interval, T × I.
Indeed, considering {Jµ, K(J ιλ)}ev with “free ends” λ, µ means topo-
logically that the corresponding trees are subtrees of undermined larger
ones, extending them in both directions (below i = 0 and beyond
i = ℓj). Accordingly, the twisted unions can be applied in both di-
rections of the corresponding links. This requires fixing the meridian
as for pre-polynomials and also the middle circle. This topological
restriction gives that the symmetries from (4.6) and (4.7) must not
generally hold (now both) for the knot operators.
This approach can be expected to provide an identification of the
spherical DAHA with the toric q, t–skein algebra , the Skein, which
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is for T × I. This will hopefully help to obtain H–polynomials for
arbitrary links (not only cables of ©), though this problem can be
approached independently.
Our way to understand the Skein via twisted unions (following Theo-
rem 9.1) is global (not via local skein relations), but there is a relatively
direct connection with the relations of the Elliptic Hall Algebra from
[SV]. Such an approach to the Skein is not at all restricted to An
and can be readily extended to any root systems. The a–stabilization
for exceptional root systems will/may be lost (though we found some
in [ChE]), but anything else is expected to hold. The refined WRT-
invariants (for any Quantum Groups) will play the role of DAHA-
superpolynomials.
This program is partially connected with paper [ChE] devoted to the
q, t–composite theory in annulus×I. The Macdonald polynomials for
composite partitions [λ, µ]
def
== ι(λ) + µ and their a–stabilization were
used, instead of the products PλPµ here. This construction is actually
for links too (for double torus knots), but the corresponding super-
polynomials are (naturally) smaller than those in the present work.
For instance, the uncolored composite case is for the weight ω1 + ωn
upon the stabilization at n→∞. We do P 2
✷
or P✷P
ι
✷
here.
Seifert 3-folds. It seems that the expected interpretation of the sphe-
rical DAHA as Skein(T × I) will require Seifert manifolds.
The twisted unions (with ∨) can be naturally considered as links in
the lens spaces. We place two links for L and ′L in the standard hori-
zontal solid torus and its vertical complement in S3 and then perform
the corresponding twist at their common boundary, the 2-dimensional
torus. The lens spaces and Seifert manifolds seem really necessary if
arbitrary sequences ~ξ = (ξi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m) of matrices from PGL2(Z) are
considered for m > 1. Given a sequence of pre-polynomials ~P ∅ = (P ∅i ),
the corresponding twisted knot operator and pre-polynomial are
K ∅ = ξ1(P
∅
1 ) · · · ξm(P
∅
m), P
∅ =
(
ξ1(P
∅
1 ) · · · ξm(P
∅
m)
)
⇓ .(9.22)
Accordingly, we set H∅ =
~ξH
∅
~P
= {P∅}ev and define Kmin,Pmin,Hmin
upon the division by the LCM of all J–polynomials involved.
The theory of Khovanov-Rozansky polynomials of the links in the
lens spaces and Seifert 3–folds is not developed. However see [Ste2]
and references there for the mathematics and physics approaches to the
HOMFLY-PT theory there. The generalized ORS polynomials can be
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expected then for the germs of curve singularities in the toric surfaces
associated with these manifolds (and their plumbing).
Using Seifert manifolds is highly desirable anyway, especially if S3 is
really insufficient for a topological interpretation of the knot operators
K, pre-polynomials P for m > 1 and H–invariants for m > 2.
Recall that the latter can be reduced to the invariants in S3 for
m = 2 due to (9.12). Namely {ξ̂(Q), ξ̂′(P )}ev for pre-polynomials P,Q
and ξ, ξ′ ∈ PSL(2,Z) are associated with proper links in S3. We note
that this bilinear form (in P,Q) is symmetric when ξ′ = ϕ(ξ), which
intersects the higher-level DAHA coinvariants from [ChM].
The DAHA theory ofK,P,H from (9.22) is similar to that form = 2.
They depend only on the first columns (αi, βi)
tr of ξi and the hat-
normalized Ĥmin are a, q, t±1–polynomials satisfying the super-duality.
Also, if Pi are for positive trees such that s1 > r1 > 0, then the con-
ditions αi > βi > 0 seem sufficient (not always necessary) for the
positivity of Ĥmin/((1−q)(1−t))M for M large enough.
Conceptually, such Ĥmin is the dynamical m–point correlation func-
tion in the DAHA theory; dynamical, because the parameters are
weights. The theory of the corresponding KZ-type difference equations,
closely related to the so-called A–polynomials , is in progress. An inter-
pretation of generalized Ĥmin (for any m) within the S3–theory is not
impossible, as well as that for the toric q, t–skein algebra, but it seems
that Seifert manifolds will be needed here. Anyway, the interpretation
of the knot operators from (9.22) and their iterations topologically and
physically is a challenge for the new theory we present in this work.
Appendix A. Links and splice diagrams
In this appendix, we remind the main topological constructions from
[EN], especially the definition and basic properties of the splice dia-
grams. We reduce the generality and always assume that the links are
in S3, not in an arbitrary homology 3-sphere.
The key operation there is splicing ; it provides a large family of links.
Other operations can be mainly considered as its special cases. This
includes the cabling, unions and twisted unions, which play the major
role in the DAHA approach to torus iterated links.
A.1. Links, cables and splices. A link in S3 is a disjoint union
{Si|i ∈ I} of oriented simple closed (smooth) curves Si : S1 →֒ S3 called
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components. It will be denoted by L =
(
S3,
⋃
i∈I Si
)
. Since we deal
only with the links in S3, we mostly omit S3 in this notation and write
L =
⋃
i∈I Si. A knot is a link with a single component. We consider
links up to isotopies (smooth homotopies), ignoring the order of com-
ponents. However the orientation of the components will matter. The
unknot will be denoted by©, the border of a (standard) disk D2 ⊂ S3.
For each component Si of a link L =
⋃
i∈I Si, there is a system of
solid tori N (Si) ⊂ S3 such that Si ⊂ N (Si), N (Si) ∩ Sj = ∅ (j 6= i)
and there is a homeomorphism N (Si) → D2 × S1 for each i mapping
Si to “the middle circle” {a} × S1 ⊂ D2 × S1, a ∈ D2. Such N (Si) is
called a tubular neighborhood of the component Si.
Since ∂N (Si) is homeomorphic to the torus S1×S1, the first homol-
ogy is H1(∂N (Si),Z) = Z2 and there is a topologically distinguished
basis there. Let l(·, ·) be the linking number. There is a single pair
(M, L), M, L ∈ H1(∂N (Si),Z) such that i) M is contractible in N (Si),
ii) l(Si,M) = 1, iii) L is homotopically equivalent to Si in N (Si), and
iv) l(Si, L) = 0. We call M the meridian and L the longitude .
A framed link is a link with a choice of an element Fi ∈ H1(∂N (Si),Z)
for each component Si such that Fi is homotopically equivalent Si in
N (Si). This element is called framing. One can always equip a com-
ponent with the longitude as its framing and we call such a choice
topological framing. However in the DAHA-approach, a different fram-
ing is generally needed (see below).
Given two framings Fi and F˜i of the same component Si, one can
find k ∈ Z such that Fi − F˜i = kMi, where Mi is the meridian of Si.
Let us call k the difference of framings Fi and F˜i.
We now briefly present the operations on links.
Erasing components. Given a link L =
⋃
i∈I Si and a subset of its
components J ⊂ I, one can consider a new link
⋃
i∈I\J Si.
Orientation reversion. For a link L =
⋃
i∈I Si, one can reverse the
orientation for a subset J ⊂ I of components. This link will be denoted
by
⋃
i∈I\J Si ∪
⋃
j∈J(S
∨
j ).
We will need the following general operation on manifolds. Let us
define the connected sum Σ ♯Σ′ of two (connected) manifolds Σ and Σ′
of the same dimension. We select two open balls U ⊂ Σ and U ′ ⊂ Σ′
and then paste Σ \ U and Σ′ \ U ′ along ∂U and ∂U ′. This does not
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depend (up to a homeomorphism) on the choice of U and U ′. Note
that S3♯ S3 = S3.
Disjoint sum. For two links L =
(
S3,
⋃
i∈I Si
)
and L′ =
(
S3,
⋃
j∈J S
′
j
)
,
their disjoint sum is the link
L + L′ =
(
S3♯ S3,
⋃
i∈I
Si ∪
⋃
j∈J
S ′j
)
.
The components Si and S
′
j here are the images of the corresponding
components of the original links under the natural maps S3\U → S3♯ S3
and S3 \ U ′ → S3♯ S3 from the definition of S3♯ S3. The open balls U
and U ′ must not intersect the components of L and L′; L+L′ does not
depend on choice of these domains.
Connected sum. Now let us pick two components Si0 , S
′
j0 in L, L
′
(i0 ∈ I, j0 ∈ J) and define the connected sum of links L and L′ along
Si0 and S
′
j0
:
(A.1) L♯L′(Si0 , S
′
j0) =
(
S3♯ S3,
(
Si0♯ S
′
j0
)
∪
⋃
i∈I\{i0}
Si ∪
⋃
j∈J\{j0}
S ′j
)
.
We identify Si and S
′
j for i 6= i0, j 6= j0 with the images of the
corresponding components of the original links under the natural maps
S3 \U →֒ S3♯ S3 and S3 \U ′ →֒ S3♯ S3. The definition of S3♯ S3 is above.
Let us pick the open balls U and U ′ intersecting only with Si, S
′
j and
such that the intervals U ∩ Si0 = I and U
′ ∩ S ′j0 = I
′ are non-empty.
Then we glue Si0 \ U to S
′
i0
\ U ′ with respect to the orientation of Si0
and S ′j0 in S
3♯ S3. This gives Si0♯ S
′
j0
needed in (A.1). One can check
that L♯L′(Si0, S
′
j0) does not depend on the choice of U and U
′; however
it of course depends on the choice of components Si0 and S
′
j0.
Note that both operations, L + L′ and L♯L′, result in links in S3
since S3♯ S3 = S3. The next operation is the key in DAHA theory.
Cabling. For coprime k, l ∈ Z, there exists a unique up to homotopy
oriented simple curve Cabk,l(Si) ⊂ ∂N (Si) such that it is homotopy
equivalent to kM+ lL. Here k, l ∈ Z can be arbitrary, then Cabk,l(Si) ⊂
∂N (Si) will be a union (unique up to homotopy) of d = gcd(k, l)
non-intersecting oriented connected closed components; each of them
is homology equivalent to (k/d)M+ (l/d)L.
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The cable of type (k, l), k, l ∈ Z of a link L =
⋃
i∈I Si along the
component Si0 is the link
Cab
Si0
k,l L = Cabk,l(Si) ∪
⋃
i∈I\{i0}
Si.
The knot Cabk,l(©) is the torus knot (k, l) denoted by T (k, l) (by
T (l, k) in the paper).
The (k, 1)-cabling preserves a link (up to isotopy) and (k,−1)-cabling
reverses the orientation of the cabled component:
Cab
Si0
k,1L = L, Cab
Si0
k,−1
(⋃
i∈I
Si
)
= S∨i0 ∪
⋃
i∈I\{i0}
Si.
The cabling operations along different components commute with
each other because different components have non-intersecting tubular
neighborhoods.
Splice. This is actually the most general operation on links; all pre-
vious ones can be obtained as its proper specializations.
We take two links L =
⋃
i∈I Si and L
′ =
⋃
j∈J S
′
j and fix one compo-
nent in each: Si0 and S
′
j0
, where i0 ∈ I and j0 ∈ J . The splice of the
links L and L′ along Si0 and S
′
j0
, denoted by
L
Si0 S
′
j0
L′ =
Σ, ⋃
i∈I\{i0}
Si ∪
⋃
j∈J\{j0}
S ′j
 ,
is as follows. We glue together S3 \ N (Si0) and S
3 \ N (S ′j0) along
∂N (Si0) and ∂N (S
′
j0), where the meridian of ∂N (Si0) is identified with
the longitude of ∂N (S ′j0) and vice versa. As above, Si and S
′
j (i 6= i0,
j 6= j0) are considered as the images of the corresponding components
under the inclusions S3 \ N (Si0) →֒ Σ and S
3 \ N (S ′j0) →֒ Σ. We will
need only cases when Σ is diffeomorphic to S3, so the splice (the union
of Si, S
′
j above) will be a link in S
3.
This operation is L↔ L′–symmetric. We will need its non-symmetric
generalization. It will depend now on the framing Fi0 of Si0 . The splice
of L and L′ along Si0 and S
′
j0
deformed by framing Fi0 is as follows.
Now only the longitude of S ′j0 will be identified with the meridian of
Si0. The meridian of S
′
j0 will not be identified with the corresponding
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longitude; it will be now identified with the framing Fi0 . We set:
(A.2) L −→
Si0 S
′
j0 L′.
Here Fi0 is determined from the context. If Fi0 is the topological
framing, then the deformed splice coincides with the standard one.
The difference can be only because of non-trivial choices of the framing.
Note that the splice operations (deformed or non-deformed) commute
with each other.
A.2. Splice diagrams. Splice diagrams provide a convenient way to
deal with links made by splices of “canonical” links in Seifert manifolds
(here in S3).
Seifert fibrations. A standard fibered solid torus corresponding to a
pair of coprime integers (k, l) (k > 0) is the topological space D2× [0, 1]
with its (two) borders identified by relations (x, 1) ∼ (ρl/kx, 1), where
ρα is the rotation by angle 2πα in D2 around the center O ∈ D2. The
fibration is inherited from D2 × [0, 1] in the following way. For each
x ∈ D2\O, the segments {ρi/kx}× [0, 1] form a circle. These circles will
be called regular fibers. The segment O × [0, 1] is a circle too, called a
singular fiber of multiplicity k if k 6= 1 (if k = 1 it is regular). Thus we
have a fibration with the S1–fibers.
A Seifert fibration of a 3-manifold Σ is a continuous map π : Σ→ B
onto 2-manifold B satisfying the following. For each point b ∈ B, there
exists its neighborhood Ub such that the fibration π
−1(Ub) is isomorphic
to the interior of the standard fibered solid torus. Singular fibers of
multiplicity k ≥ 2 correspond then the singular fibers above. This
definition does not depend on the choice of the isomorphism.
The following fibrations of S3 with S1-fibers are important for us.
For each unordered pair of coprime integers α1, α2 (αi ≥ 2), there
exists a projection πα1,α2 : S
3 → S2 with exactly two singular fibers
with multiplicities α1, α2. This property uniquely determines such a
fibration. Following [EN], let us provide some details.
Topological description. Let B = S2 \
⋃2
i=1 Ui be the 2-sphere without
two disjoint domains Ui, E = S1×B→ B be the trivial S1-bundle over
it. The border E consists of two tori, one for each Ui: ∂E =
⋃2
i=1 T
i.
The required space is obtained by gluing E with two solid tori D2× S1
(one for each Ti) along border. Fixing a section σ : B → E, the fiber
Hi in Ti ⊂ E and Qi = Ti ∩ σ(B) form a basis in H1(Ti,Z) for i = 1, 2.
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The fibers are as follows. Since αi are pairwise coprime, there exist
βi (1 ≤ i ≤ 2) such that
β1α2 + β2α1 = 1.
For each i, we then glue Ti with the border of D2× S1 in such a way
that the homology class of αiQi + βiHi becomes zero. The resulting
manifold is S3 with the inherited S1-fibration. Note that there is a
flexibility with the choices of σ and βi here, but the output does not
depend on this up to a diffeomorphism.
Analytic description. Let S3 ⊂ C2 be the standard unit sphere |Z1|2+
|Z2|
2 = 1 for Zi ∈ C. The fibers will be then the orbits of the following
S1-action:
t(Z1, Z2) = (t
α2Z1, t
α1Z2),
where t ∈ C, |t| = 1. The singular fiber of multiplicity αi are exactly
the intersections of the sphere with the hyperplanes Zi = 0. This gives
the required.
The cases with αi ≤ 2. In the construction of the fibration πα1,α2,
we imposed the conditions αi ≥ 2 (mainly to ensure that the fibrations
have two singular fibers). This restriction can be omitted. We have
the following 3 cases.
(i) If αi = 1 for one of i = 1, 2 or both, then the corresponding fiber
is regular and such an extension is obvious.
(ii) If α1 < 0 or α2 < 0, then the resulting fibration of S
3 will be
the one for {|α1|, |α2|} upon the inversion of the orientation of S3 (as
a 3-manifold) when α1α2 < 0.
(iii) If αi = 0, then αj = ±1 for the remaining index j due to
gcd(αi, αj) = 1, so the fiber for αj is regular. The multiplicity of the
singular fiber is then 0 and it is the unknot; the regular fibres are
the meridians of the singular one. The S1-action with respect to this
fibration is not free, but there is another S1-action on S3 whose fixed
point are precisely the points of the singular fiber.
Seifert links. Let us provide a series of “canonical” links, which will
be then used as starting points for the operations above. The Seifert
link is a link with the exterior that admits the Seifert fibration. It is
known [EN], that every Seifert link in S3 is a collection of fibers in the
Seifert fibration of S3. Let (α1, . . . , αk) be a k–tuple of non-negative
integers (k ≥ 2) with αj = 1 for j 6= i, i′ for a certain pair 1 ≤ i 6= i′ ≤ k
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such that gcd(αi, αi′) = 1. Then it defines the link
Lα1,...,αk =
k⋃
l=1
Sl,
where Sl are the fibers of the Seifert fibration παi,αi′ : S
3 → S2. Namely,
if l = i, i′, they are the singular fibers of multiplicity αi, αi′ and regular
fibers otherwise. Note that if there are several choices of such a pair
αi, αi′ (then one of them must be 1), the link Lα1,...,αk does not depend
on such a choice.
We will represent Lα1,...,αk as follows:
(A.3)
❅
❅■ ✻
 
 ✒α1 αi αk
. . . . . .
©ǫ with ǫ = +1 or simply
❅
❅■ ✻
 
 ✒α1 αi αk
. . . . . .⊕
.
The reflection −Lα1,...,αk of Lα1,...,αk will then correspond to ǫ = −1.
If we do not assume that all αi are non-negative, the corresponding
link can be defined by the relations
(A.4)
❅
❅■ ✻
 
 ✒α1 αi αk
. . . . . .
©ǫ
∼ ❅
❅■ ✻
 
 ✒α1−αi αk
. . . . . .
©
∨
δ ,
where ǫδ = −1; by ∨, we mean the reversion of the orientation of the
corresponding component. Here i can be arbitrary, so (A.4) allows to
define links for any k-tuples (α1, . . . , αk) such that
(A.5) αj=±1 for j 6= i, i
′, where 1≤ i 6= i′≤ k, gcd(αi, αi′) = 1.
Let us discuss the framing. In DAHA theory, only regular compo-
nents are needed, which are regular fibers (those of multiplicity ±1).
Any fibers have tubular neighborhoods with unions of Seifert fibres as
their borders. The regular fibers are homotopic to the fibers belong-
ing to the border of the corresponding tubular neighborhood. This
supplies them with a canonical framing, called Seifert framing. For
irregular components, one may choose any framing (say, topological),
but such components are not actually needed in our work.
The topological framing is the most common choice. However the
Seifert framing appeared the one serving the DAHA invariants. Let us
comment on the difference.
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The regular components Si and Sj of a given link ±Lα1,...,αk have the
linking number lk = ±α1 . . . α̂i . . . α̂j . . . αk (it results from the formula
for linking numbers in [EN], Chapter III, Section 10). Here α̂i means
that αi is omitted. Let us add a (regular) component S
′
l to a regular
component Sl in ±Lα1,...,αk using the Seifert framing. The resulting link
will be ±Lα1,...,αk ∪S
′
l , which is ±Lα1,...,αk,1 for αl = 1 and ∓Lα1,...,αk,−1
for αl = −1 by definition. The linking number between Sl and S ′l will
be ±αl ·α1 . . . α̂l . . . αk = ±α1 . . . αk, which is the difference between the
Seifert framing and the topological framing (when the linking number
between S and S ′ would be zero).
Splice diagrams. They are trees or disjoint unions of trees, where the
vertices can be nodes labeled by ±1, unlabeled nodes, called leaves, and
arrowheads ; the pairs {a labeled node, an edge from it} are decorated
by integers, called weights. In greater detail, the vertices are as follows.
An arrowhead, at the end of an edge:
✲S or ✲
S∨ .
It is a vertex of valence 1. The arrowheads are topologically interpreted
as the components of the resulting links. We mostly put the names of
the components over the arrowheads, S or S∨ in these examples. Here
∨ stands for the change of orientation of the component S; see below.
The S–labels are necessary in the operations on links.
A leaf, an unlabeled vertex of valence 1:
◦ .
A general vertex, a node labeled by ±1:
❅
❅
 
 α1 αi αk
. . . . . .
© .ǫ
This must be a vertex of valence ≥ 3 with the label ǫ = ±1 in it. Every
adjacent edge has an integer weight αi such that (α1, . . . , αk) satisfies
A.5. As in (A.3), we replace the node with ǫ = +1 in it by
⊕
.
Given a splice diagram Γ, the corresponding link L(Γ) is constructed
as follows.
A general vertex with the label ǫ and the weights α1, . . . , αk at the
adjacent edges is interpreted as the link ǫLα1,...,αk . It has the standard
orientation for ǫ = 1, which must be reversed for ǫ = −1. The ad-
jacent edges give the components of this link; the weights show their
multiplicities (as singular fibers).
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An edge that does not have the arrowhead is interpreted as the splice
of two links associated with the vertices at these ends (along the cor-
responding components). The arrowheads provide the components of
L(Γ); if there is ∨ there, the orientation of the corresponding compo-
nent must be reversed.
A leaf alone is interpreted as the unknot. Replacing an arrowhead
by a leaf topologically means deleting the corresponding component.
The disjoint sum of graphs corresponds to the disjoint sum of links.
See also below.
The links that are constructed by splice diagrams form the class of
graph links. Note that we restrict our definitions to a subclass sufficient
to work with links in S3. See [EN] for arbitrary graph links.
A.3. Operations on links. The operations from section A.1 for the
links associated with such diagrams naturally result in operations on
splice diagrams. The graphs of links L will be presented as boxes with
L inside in the figures below. Sometimes we show the arrows from this
box corresponding to the components of the link labeled by S, S ′ and
so on. We will use the operations S∨, S♯ S ′ etc., defined above and all
previous notations for the link operations will be used. We will show
the name of the initial component (before the transformation) in the
figures below; the corresponding arrowhead is replaced as follows.
The erasure of a component. We replace the arrow labeled by S in
the graph of L by the leaf. This corresponds to erasing component S:
L
S
→  L ◦ .
The orientation reversion of a component S of a link L. The new
(changed) component is denoted by S∨:
L S
S∨✲ .⊕
yx
−1
◦
The weights x and y here are arbitrary; the link does not depend on
them, only the Seifert framing does. So one can choose them to obtain
the desired Seifert framing.
The connected sum of two links L1 and L2 along S and S
′. The new
(changed) component is denoted by S♯ S ′.
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L1
S
L2
S ′⊕
1 1
✻0
S♯S ′
.
The cable of type (a, r) along any component S of a link L. The new
component is called Caba,r(S):
L
S Caba,r(S)✲⊕
1a
r
◦
.
From the definition of the splice diagrams, it is obvious that the spice
of two graph links is a graph link. The same is true for the disjoint
sum. Moreover, the following theorem holds.
Theorem A.1. The set of all graph links in S3 is the set of all solvable
links, i.e. all links which can be constructed from the unknot © by any
number of cablings, disjoint and connected sums.
The proof is in [EN] (Theorem 9.2). 
A.4. Equivalent diagrams. Now we provide all relations between
splice diagrams. We denote the link made from L by reversing of all
orientations of components as L∨, which is adding ∨ to the components
that have none or deleting it for the components with ∨.
Theorem A.2. ([EN], Theorem 8.1) The following relations hold:
(i) L = L∨
(i.e. when the orientations of all components are reversed);
(ii) L1
Lk
α1
αk
❅❅
  
... ©ǫ α0
L0 ∼
L1
Lk
α1
αk
❅❅
  
... ©δ−α0
L∨0
for δ = −ǫ;
(iii) L1
Lk
α1
αk
❅❅
  
... ©ǫ 1 ◦ ∼
L1
Lk
α1
αk
❅❅
  
... ©ǫ if k > 2,
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L1
L2
α1
α2
❅❅
  
©ǫ 1 ◦ ∼

L1 L2 if ǫ = 1
L1 L
∨
2 if ǫ = −1
;
(iv)
L1
Lk
α1
αk
❅❅
  
... ©ǫ 0 ◦ ∼
L1
Lk
◦
◦
...
(the disjoint sum in the right-hand side);
(v) ◦ ◦
L
∼ L
(the disjoint sum in the left-hand side);
(vi) If α0α
′
0 = γδα1 . . . αkα
′
1 . . . α
′
l define ǫ = ±1 such that
α0 = ǫγα
′
1 . . . α
′
l,
α′0 = ǫδα1 . . . αk.
(vi′ ) If γδǫ = 1, then
L1
Lk
α1
αk
❅❅
  
... ©γ α0
α′0©δ
α′1
α′l
  
❅❅
L′1
L′l
... ∼
L1
Lk
α1
αk
❅❅
  
... ©ǫ
α′1
α′l
  
❅❅
L′1
L′l
...
.
(vi′′) If γδǫ = −1, then
L1
Lk
α1
αk
❅❅
  
... ©γ α0
α′0©δ
α′1
α′l
  
❅❅
L′1
L′l
... ∼
L1
Lk
α1
αk
❅❅
  
... ©ǫ
α′1
α′l
  
❅❅
L′∨1
L′∨l
...
.
(such ǫ exist, since α0 is prime to α1 . . . αk and α
′
0 is prime to α
′
1 . . . α
′
k.)

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Splice diagrams are called equivalent if they can be obtained from
each other by these relations [EN]. We have the following corollary,
one of the key in the DAHA approach; see below.
Corollary A.3. For any general vertex and arbitrary ǫi = ±1,
a⊕   
❅
❅
...
ǫ1
ǫlr
∼
a⊕ ar⊕   
❅
❅
...
ǫ1
ǫlr
ǫ
,
where ǫ = ǫ1 . . . ǫl. 
We call a splice diagram minimal if no equivalent diagram has fewer
edges. We call a splice diagram Γ normal if
(i) Γ is minimal; (ii) all edge weights are non-negative;
(iii) if an edge weight is zero, the adjacent vertex has the label +1.
Theorem A.4. (Corollary 8.3 in [EN]). Up to the transformation
Γ 7→ Γ∨ (see above), there is a unique normal form for any splice
diagram. 
A.5. Connection with DAHA. We begin with the general descrip-
tion of algebraic links from Theorem 9.4 in [EN]. All algebraic links are
graph links; see Appendix to Chapter I in [EN]. The following theorem
describes all of them.
Theorem A.5. The solvable link L(Γ) is an algebraic link if
(a) all edge weights and vertex labels in Γ are positive;
(b) α0α
′
0 > α1 . . . αkα
′
1 . . . α
′
l for every edge as follows:
α1
αk
❅
❅
 
 
...
⊕
α0
α′0⊕   
❅❅ .
...
α′1
α′l
Vice versa, if L is an algebraic link then its normal form graph sat-
isfies the above conditions. 
These conditions automatically holds for the positive trees from our
paper. The twisted union for {L, ′L∨} there corresponds to
1
r1
❅
❅
 
 
⊕
a1
a2⊕   
❅❅
1
r2 .
Condition (b) from the theorem then becomes a1a2 > r1r2 (if the min-
imality holds). This is the positivity condition for the pairs {L, ′L∨} in
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our work; the positive pairs are sufficient to obtain arbitrary algebraic
links.
Seifert framing. We will briefly discuss the framing needed in the
DAHA approach. We need not only splices of links, but also deformed
splices, defined in (A.2) at the end of Section A.1; they are denoted
by an edge marked by an arrow in the middle: ✲ , not related to
the arrowheads we use for components. This is a certain extension of
the definition of the splice diagram. They arrowed edges correspond to
deformed splices in the same way as the ordinary edges correspond to
usual splices.
Let L be a link with a chosen component S in it. If the framing on
S differs by D from the topological one, then the following links are
equivalent:
L
S✲ ⊕   
❅
❅
...
1
1
s
r
∼ L
S ⊕   
❅
❅
...
1
1
a
r
,
where a = s+ rD. This is clear from the definitions.
If S is a regular component of a Seifert link, then it has the Seifert
framing. One can use it to simplify the relation for the decomposition
in Corollary A.3, which can be presented as follows:
a⊕   
❅
❅
...
1
1r
◦
∼
a⊕ ar⊕   
❅
❅
...
1
1r
1
◦
∼
a⊕ ✲0⊕   
❅
❅
...
1
1r
1
◦
This is important for the DAHA-approach. Recall the (a, r, 1)-vertex
corresponds to the projective PSL2(Z)–action and (0, 1, . . . 1)–vertex
corresponds to the multiplication of pre-polynomials. The usage of the
Seifert framing completely clarifies the passage from the (r, s)-pairs to
(a, r)-pairs in the DAHA-approach. Namely,
L′
S⊕
1a′
r′
◦
✲✲ ⊕
1s
r
◦
∼ L′
S⊕
1a′
r′
◦
✲ ,⊕
1a
r
◦
where a = s + a′r′r for the Seifert framing on S. This is precisely the
recursive formula for the switch from the (r, s)-pairs to (a, r)-pairs in
the DAHA-approach. The arrows at the right ends in this figure are
arrowheads showing the components.
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Thus applying γr,s to a pre-polynomial in DAHA theory corresponds
to splicing L 7→ Ls,r,1 in topology. See the main body of our work
for this and other connections. The Seifert framing is exactly the one
which corresponds to the DAHA-approach. This results in the exact
topological interpretation of the DAHA-superpolynomials of torus it-
erated links, i.e. without using the hat-normalization (ignoring factors
q•t•). This will be discussed somewhere.
Appendix B. Double Cab(13, 2)T (3, 2)
Let us provide the DAHA-superpolynomial for the duplication of the
simplest non-torus algebraic knot Cab(13, 2)T (3, 2). It is long but, we
think, it is of importance for the theory of algebraic links.
Cab(13, 2)T (6, 4) : L = L ◦→◦⇒, ( , ){3,2},{2,1} , Ĥ
min
L (q, t, a) =(B.1)
1−t+qt+q2t+q3t+q4t+q5t+q6t+q7t−qt2+q4t2+q5t2+2q6t2+2q7t2+4q8t2+
3q9t2+3q10t2+q11t2+q12t2−q2t3−q4t3+q7t3+q8t3+4q9t3+4q10t3+7q11t3+
6q12t3+6q13t3+3q14t3+2q15t3−q3t4−q5t4−q6t4−q7t4−q9t4+2q10t4+2q11t4+
6q12t4+7q13t4+11q14t4+9q15t4+10q16t4+4q17t4+2q18t4−q4t5−q6t5−q7t5−
2q8t5− q9t5− 2q10t5− q12t5+3q13t5+4q14t5+10q15t5+10q16t5+16q17t5+
13q18t5+11q19t5+3q20t5+q21t5−q5t6−q7t6−q8t6−2q9t6−2q10t6−3q11t6−
q12t6−3q13t6+6q16t6+7q17t6+15q18t6+15q19t6+21q20t6+12q21t6+7q22t6+
q23t6−q6t7−q8t7−q9t7−2q10t7−2q11t7−4q12t7−2q13t7−4q14t7−2q15t7−
3q16t7 + 2q17t7 + 2q18t7 + 11q19t7 + 12q20t7 + 23q21t7 + 19q22t7 + 17q23t7 +
5q24t7+q25t7−q7t8−q9t8−q10t8−2q11t8−2q12t8−4q13t8−3q14t8−5q15t8−
3q16t8−5q17t8−q18t8−2q19t8+6q20t8+7q21t8+20q22t8+20q23t8+27q24t8+
11q25t8 + 3q26t8 − q8t9 − q10t9 − q11t9 − 2q12t9 − 2q13t9 − 4q14t9 − 3q15t9 −
6q16t9−4q17t9−6q18t9−3q19t9−5q20t9+2q21t9+2q22t9+15q23t9+16q24t9+
32q25t9+18q26t9+7q27t9−q9t10−q11t10−q12t10−2q13t10−2q14t10−4q15t10−
3q16t10 − 6q17t10 − 5q18t10 − 7q19t10 − 4q20t10 − 7q21t10 − q22t10 − 2q23t10 +
10q24t10+11q25t10+33q26t10+22q27t10+11q28t10−q10t11−q12t11−q13t11−
2q14t11− 2q15t11 − 4q16t11− 3q17t11− 6q18t11 − 5q19t11− 8q20t11− 5q21t11 −
8q22t11−3q23t11−5q24t11+6q25t11+7q26t11+31q27t11+24q28t11+14q29t11−
q11t12−q13t12−q14t12−2q15t12−2q16t12−4q17t12−3q18t12−6q19t12−5q20t12−
8q21t12− 6q22t12− 9q23t12− 4q24t12− 7q25t12+3q26t12+4q27t12+30q28t12+
25q29t12 + 15q30t12 − q12t13 − q14t13 − q15t13 − 2q16t13 − 2q17t13 − 4q18t13 −
3q19t13− 6q20t13− 5q21t13− 8q22t13− 6q23t13− 10q24t13− 5q25t13− 8q26t13+
2q27t13+2q28t13 +29q29t13 +25q30t13+14q31t13− q13t14− q15t14− q16t14 −
2q17t14− 2q18t14 − 4q19t14− 3q20t14− 6q21t14 − 5q22t14− 8q23t14− 6q24t14 −
10q25t14−6q26t14−9q27t14+2q28t14+2q29t14+30q30t14+24q31t14+11q32t14−
q14t15−q16t15−q17t15−2q18t15−2q19t15−4q20t15−3q21t15−6q22t15−5q23t15−
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8q24t15−6q25t15−10q26t15−6q27t15−9q28t15+2q29t15+4q30t15+31q31t15+
22q32t15 + 7q33t15 − q15t16 − q17t16 − q18t16 − 2q19t16 − 2q20t16 − 4q21t16 −
3q22t16− 6q23t16− 5q24t16− 8q25t16− 6q26t16− 10q27t16− 6q28t16− 8q29t16+
3q30t16 + 7q31t16 + 33q32t16 + 18q33t16 + 3q34t16 − q16t17 − q18t17 − q19t17 −
2q20t17− 2q21t17 − 4q22t17− 3q23t17− 6q24t17 − 5q25t17− 8q26t17− 6q27t17 −
10q28t17−5q29t17−7q30t17+6q31t17+11q32t17+32q33t17+11q34t17+q35t17−
q17t18−q19t18−q20t18−2q21t18−2q22t18−4q23t18−3q24t18−6q25t18−5q26t18−
8q27t18−6q28t18−10q29t18−4q30t18−5q31t18+10q32t18+16q33t18+27q34t18+
5q35t18−q18t19−q20t19−q21t19−2q22t19−2q23t19−4q24t19−3q25t19−6q26t19−
5q27t19−8q28t19−6q29t19−9q30t19−3q31t19−2q32t19+15q33t19+20q34t19+
17q35t19+q36t19−q19t20−q21t20−q22t20−2q23t20−2q24t20−4q25t20−3q26t20−
6q27t20− 5q28t20 − 8q29t20− 6q30t20− 8q31t20 − q32t20+2q33t20 +20q34t20 +
19q35t20 + 7q36t20 − q20t21 − q22t21 − q23t21 − 2q24t21 − 2q25t21 − 4q26t21 −
3q27t21− 6q28t21 − 5q29t21− 8q30t21− 5q31t21 − 7q32t21+2q33t21+7q34t21 +
23q35t21 + 12q36t21 + q37t21 − q21t22 − q23t22 − q24t22 − 2q25t22 − 2q26t22 −
4q27t22− 3q28t22 − 6q29t22− 5q30t22− 8q31t22 − 4q32t22− 5q33t22+6q34t22 +
12q35t22 + 21q36t22 + 3q37t22 − q22t23 − q24t23 − q25t23 − 2q26t23 − 2q27t23 −
4q28t23− 3q29t23− 6q30t23− 5q31t23− 7q32t23− 3q33t23− 2q34t23+11q35t23+
15q36t23 + 11q37t23 − q23t24 − q25t24 − q26t24 − 2q27t24 − 2q28t24 − 4q29t24 −
3q30t24− 6q31t24− 5q32t24− 6q33t24− q34t24+2q35t24+15q36t24+13q37t24+
2q38t24−q24t25−q26t25−q27t25−2q28t25−2q29t25−4q30t25−3q31t25−6q32t25−
4q33t25 − 5q34t25 + 2q35t25 + 7q36t25 + 16q37t25 + 4q38t25 − q25t26 − q27t26 −
q28t26 − 2q29t26 − 2q30t26 − 4q31t26 − 3q32t26 − 6q33t26 − 3q34t26 − 3q35t26 +
6q36t26 + 10q37t26 + 10q38t26 − q26t27 − q28t27 − q29t27 − 2q30t27 − 2q31t27 −
4q32t27− 3q33t27 − 5q34t27− 2q35t27+10q37t27+9q38t27+2q39t27− q27t28 −
q29t28 − q30t28 − 2q31t28 − 2q32t28 − 4q33t28 − 3q34t28 − 4q35t28 + 4q37t28 +
11q38t28 + 3q39t28 − q28t29 − q30t29 − q31t29 − 2q32t29 − 2q33t29 − 4q34t29 −
2q35t29−3q36t29+3q37t29+7q38t29+6q39t29−q29t30−q31t30−q32t30−2q33t30−
2q34t30−4q35t30−q36t30−q37t30+6q38t30+6q39t30+q40t30−q30t31−q32t31−
q33t31−2q34t31−2q35t31−3q36t31+2q38t31+7q39t31+q40t31−q31t32−q33t32−
q34t32−2q35t32−2q36t32−2q37t32+2q38t32+4q39t32+3q40t32−q32t33−q34t33−
q35t33−2q36t33−q37t33−q38t33+4q39t33+3q40t33−q33t34−q35t34−q36t34−
2q37t34+q39t34+4q40t34−q34t35−q36t35−q37t35−q38t35+q39t35+2q40t35+
q41t35− q35t36− q37t36− q38t36+2q40t36+ q41t36− q36t37− q38t37+ q40t37+
q41t37−q37t38−q39t38+q40t38+q41t38−q38t39+q41t39−q39t40+q41t40−q40t41+
q41t41−q41t42+q42t42+a7
(
q28−q28t+q29t+q30t+q31t−q29t2+2q32t2+q33t2+
q34t2−q30t3−q32t3+q33t3+q34t3+2q35t3−q31t4−q33t4+3q36t4−q32t5−q34t5−
q36t5+3q37t5− q33t6− q35t6− q37t6+3q38t6− q34t7− q36t7+2q39t7− q35t8−
q37t8+ q39t8+ q40t8− q36t9− q38t9+ q39t9+ q40t9− q37t10− q39t10+2q40t10−
q38t11+q41t11−q39t12+q41t12−q40t13+q41t13−q41t14+q42t14
)
+a6
(
q21+q22+
q23+q24+q25+q26+q27−q21t+q23t+2q24t+3q25t+3q26t+3q27t+4q28t+
2q29t+q30t−q22t2−q23t2−q24t2+2q26t2+4q27t2+5q28t2+7q29t2+6q30t2+
5q31t2+2q32t2+q33t2−q23t3−q24t3−2q25t3−2q26t3−q27t3+q28t3+4q29t3+
8q30t3+8q31t3+8q32t3+5q33t3+3q34t3−q24t4−q25t4−2q26t4−3q27t4−3q28t4−
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2q29t4+6q31t4+8q32t4+9q33t4+7q34t4+5q35t4−q25t5−q26t5−2q27t5−3q28t5−
4q29t5− 4q30t5− 3q31t5+3q32t5+7q33t5+9q34t5+7q35t5+6q36t5− q26t6−
q27t6− 2q28t6− 3q29t6− 4q30t6− 5q31t6− 5q32t6+5q34t6+9q35t6+7q36t6+
6q37t6−q27t7−q28t7−2q29t7−3q30t7−4q31t7−5q32t7−6q33t7−2q34t7+5q35t7+
9q36t7+7q37t7+5q38t7−q28t8−q29t8−2q30t8−3q31t8−4q32t8−5q33t8−6q34t8−
2q35t8+5q36t8+9q37t8+7q38t8+3q39t8−q29t9−q30t9−2q31t9−3q32t9−4q33t9−
5q34t9− 6q35t9+7q37t9+9q38t9+5q39t9+ q40t9− q30t10− q31t10− 2q32t10−
3q33t10− 4q34t10 − 5q35t10− 5q36t10+3q37t10 +8q38t10+8q39t10+2q40t10 −
q31t11 − q32t11 − 2q33t11 − 3q34t11 − 4q35t11 − 5q36t11 − 3q37t11 + 6q38t11 +
8q39t11 + 5q40t11 − q32t12 − q33t12 − 2q34t12 − 3q35t12 − 4q36t12 − 4q37t12 +
8q39t12+6q40t12+q41t12−q33t13−q34t13−2q35t13−3q36t13−4q37t13−2q38t13+
4q39t13 + 7q40t13 + 2q41t13 − q34t14 − q35t14 − 2q36t14 − 3q37t14 − 3q38t14 +
q39t14+5q40t14+4q41t14−q35t15−q36t15−2q37t15−3q38t15−q39t15+4q40t15+
3q41t15+q42t15−q36t16−q37t16−2q38t16−2q39t16+2q40t16+3q41t16+q42t16−
q37t17−q38t17−2q39t17+3q41t17+q42t17−q38t18−q39t18−q40t18+2q41t18+
q42t18 − q39t19 − q40t19 + q41t19 + q42t19 − q40t20+ q42t20 − q41t21 + q42t21
)
+
a5
(
q15 + q16 + 2q17 + 2q18 + 3q19 + 3q20 + 3q21 + 2q22 + 2q23 + q24 + q25 −
q15t+2q18t+3q19t+6q20t+8q21t+11q22t+10q23t+10q24t+7q25t+6q26t+
3q27t+q28t−q16t2−q17t2−2q18t2−q19t2−q20t2+3q21t2+6q22t2+14q23t2+
17q24t2 + 22q25t2 + 19q26t2 + 18q27t2 + 12q28t2 + 8q29t2 + 3q30t2 + q31t2 −
q17t3− q18t3− 3q19t3− 3q20t3− 5q21t3− 3q22t3− 2q23t3+7q24t3+13q25t3+
26q26t3 + 28q27t3 + 32q28t3 + 25q29t3 + 19q30t3 + 10q31t3 + 5q32t3 + q33t3 −
q18t4 − q19t4 − 3q20t4 − 4q21t4 − 7q22t4 − 7q23t4 − 9q24t4 − 3q25t4 + q26t4 +
18q27t4+26q28t4+39q29t4+35q30t4+30q31t4+17q32t4+10q33t4+2q34t4−
q19t5−q20t5−3q21t5−4q22t5−8q23t5−9q24t5−13q25t5−10q26t5−10q27t5+
5q28t5+15q29t5+38q30t5+ 39q31t5 +38q32t5 +23q33t5 +14q34t5 +3q35t5 −
q20t6−q21t6−3q22t6−4q23t6−8q24t6−10q25t6−15q26t6−14q27t6−17q28t6−
6q29t6 + q30t6 + 31q31t6 + 37q32t6 + 41q33t6 + 26q34t6 + 16q35t6 + 3q36t6 −
q21t7−q22t7−3q23t7−4q24t7−8q25t7−10q26t7−16q27t7−16q28t7−21q29t7−
13q30t7− 10q31t7+23q32t7+34q33t7+42q34t7+27q35t7+16q36t7+3q37t7−
q22t8−q23t8−3q24t8−4q25t8−8q26t8−10q27t8−16q28t8−17q29t8−23q30t8−
17q31t8− 16q32t8+18q33t8+32q34t8+42q35t8+26q36t8+14q37t8+2q38t8−
q23t9−q24t9−3q25t9−4q26t9−8q27t9−10q28t9−16q29t9−17q30t9−24q31t9−
19q32t9 − 18q33t9 +18q34t9 +34q35t9 +41q36t9+23q37t9+10q38t9+ q39t9 −
q24t10− q25t10− 3q26t10− 4q27t10− 8q28t10− 10q29t10− 16q30t10− 17q31t10−
24q32t10 − 19q33t10 − 16q34t10 + 23q35t10 + 37q36t10 + 38q37t10 + 17q38t10 +
5q39t10− q25t11− q26t11− 3q27t11− 4q28t11 − 8q29t11− 10q30t11 − 16q31t11 −
17q32t11 − 24q33t11 − 17q34t11 − 10q35t11 + 31q36t11 + 39q37t11 + 30q38t11 +
10q39t11 + q40t11 − q26t12 − q27t12 − 3q28t12 − 4q29t12 − 8q30t12 − 10q31t12 −
16q32t12 − 17q33t12 − 23q34t12 − 13q35t12 + q36t12 + 38q37t12 + 35q38t12 +
19q39t12+3q40t12− q27t13− q28t13− 3q29t13− 4q30t13− 8q31t13 − 10q32t13 −
16q33t13 − 17q34t13 − 21q35t13 − 6q36t13 + 15q37t13 + 39q38t13 + 25q39t13 +
8q40t13− q28t14− q29t14− 3q30t14− 4q31t14 − 8q32t14− 10q33t14 − 16q34t14 −
16q35t14−17q36t14+5q37t14+26q38t14+32q39t14+12q40t14+q41t14−q29t15−
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q30t15−3q31t15−4q32t15−8q33t15−10q34t15−16q35t15−14q36t15−10q37t15+
18q38t15+28q39t15+18q40t15+3q41t15− q30t16− q31t16− 3q32t16− 4q33t16−
8q34t16−10q35t16−15q36t16−10q37t16+q38t16+26q39t16+19q40t16+6q41t16−
q31t17− q32t17 − 3q33t17− 4q34t17− 8q35t17 − 10q36t17− 13q37t17− 3q38t17 +
13q39t17 + 22q40t17 + 7q41t17 + q42t17 − q32t18 − q33t18 − 3q34t18 − 4q35t18 −
8q36t18− 9q37t18 − 9q38t18+7q39t18+17q40t18+10q41t18+ q42t18− q33t19 −
q34t19− 3q35t19− 4q36t19− 8q37t19− 7q38t19− 2q39t19+14q40t19+10q41t19+
2q42t19 − q34t20 − q35t20 − 3q36t20 − 4q37t20 − 7q38t20 − 3q39t20 + 6q40t20 +
11q41t20 + 2q42t20 − q35t21 − q36t21 − 3q37t21 − 4q38t21 − 5q39t21 + 3q40t21 +
8q41t21+3q42t21−q36t22−q37t22−3q38t22−3q39t22−q40t22+6q41t22+3q42t22−
q37t23−q38t23−3q39t23−q40t23+3q41t23+3q42t23−q38t24−q39t24−2q40t24+
2q41t24+2q42t24−q39t25−q40t25+2q42t25−q40t26+q42t26−q41t27+q42t27
)
+
a4
(
q10+q11+2q12+3q13+4q14+4q15+5q16+4q17+4q18+3q19+2q20+q21+
q22− q10t+ q13t+3q14t+7q15t+10q16t+15q17t+17q18t+19q19t+18q20t+
16q21t + 11q22t + 8q23t + 4q24t + 2q25t − q11t2 − q12t2 − 2q13t2 − 2q14t2 −
2q15t2 + q16t2 + 5q17t2 + 14q18t2 + 22q19t2 + 33q20t2 + 38q21t2 + 42q22t2 +
37q23t2+31q24t2+20q25t2+13q26t2+5q27t2+2q28t2−q12t3−q13t3−3q14t3−
4q15t3−6q16t3−6q17t3−6q18t3+q19t3+9q20t3+26q21t3+42q22t3+59q23t3+
64q24t3+65q25t3+51q26t3+38q27t3+21q28t3+11q29t3+3q30t3+q31t3−q13t4−
q14t4−3q15t4−5q16t4−8q17t4−10q18t4−14q19t4−12q20t4−9q21t4+4q22t4+
22q23t4+51q24t4+71q25t4+89q26t4+83q27t4+70q28t4+44q29t4+26q30t4+
9q31t4+3q32t4− q14t5− q15t5−3q16t5−5q17t5−9q18t5−12q19t5−18q20t5−
20q21t5−23q22t5−16q23t5−5q24t5+23q25t5+53q26t5+89q27t5+101q28t5+
99q29t5+68q30t5+43q31t5+17q32t5+6q33t5−q15t6−q16t6−3q17t6−5q18t6−
9q19t6− 13q20t6− 20q21t6− 24q22t6 − 31q23t6 − 30q24t6 − 26q25t6 − 6q26t6 +
22q27t6+69q28t6+99q29t6+115q30t6+86q31t6+57q32t6+23q33t6+8q34t6−
q16t7−q17t7−3q18t7−5q19t7−9q20t7−13q21t7−21q22t7−26q23t7−35q24t7−
38q25t7−40q26t7−27q27t7−7q28t7+41q29t7+85q30t7+118q31t7+96q32t7+
65q33t7+26q34t7+9q35t7−q17t8−q18t8−3q19t8−5q20t8−9q21t8−13q22t8−
21q23t8−27q24t8−37q25t8−42q26t8−48q27t8−41q28t8−28q29t8+17q30t8+
69q31t8 + 116q32t8 + 100q33t8 + 68q34t8 + 26q35t8 + 8q36t8 − q18t9 − q19t9 −
3q20t9 − 5q21t9 − 9q22t9 − 13q23t9 − 21q24t9 − 27q25t9 − 38q26t9 − 44q27t9 −
52q28t9−49q29t9−41q30t9+q31t9+59q32t9+114q33t9+100q34t9+65q35t9+
23q36t9 + 6q37t9 − q19t10 − q20t10 − 3q21t10 − 5q22t10 − 9q23t10 − 13q24t10 −
21q25t10 − 27q26t10 − 38q27t10 − 45q28t10 − 54q29t10 − 53q30t10 − 47q31t10 −
4q32t10+59q33t10+116q34t10+96q35t10+57q36t10+17q37t10+3q38t10−q20t11−
q21t11−3q22t11−5q23t11−9q24t11−13q25t11−21q26t11−27q27t11−38q28t11−
45q29t11 − 55q30t11 − 54q31t11 − 47q32t11 + q33t11 + 69q34t11 + 118q35t11 +
86q36t11 + 43q37t11 + 9q38t11 + q39t11 − q21t12 − q22t12 − 3q23t12 − 5q24t12 −
9q25t12 − 13q26t12 − 21q27t12 − 27q28t12 − 38q29t12 − 45q30t12 − 55q31t12 −
53q32t12 − 41q33t12 + 17q34t12 + 85q35t12 + 115q36t12 +68q37t12 +26q38t12 +
3q39t12− q22t13− q23t13− 3q24t13− 5q25t13 − 9q26t13− 13q27t13 − 21q28t13 −
27q29t13 − 38q30t13 − 45q31t13 − 54q32t13 − 49q33t13 − 28q34t13 + 41q35t13 +
99q36t13+99q37t13+44q38t13+11q39t13−q23t14−q24t14−3q25t14−5q26t14−
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9q27t14 − 13q28t14 − 21q29t14 − 27q30t14 − 38q31t14 − 45q32t14 − 52q33t14 −
41q34t14 − 7q35t14 + 69q36t14 + 101q37t14 + 70q38t14 + 21q39t14 + 2q40t14 −
q24t15− q25t15− 3q26t15− 5q27t15− 9q28t15− 13q29t15− 21q30t15− 27q31t15−
38q32t15 − 44q33t15 − 48q34t15 − 27q35t15 + 22q36t15 + 89q37t15 + 83q38t15 +
38q39t15+5q40t15− q25t16− q26t16− 3q27t16− 5q28t16− 9q29t16 − 13q30t16 −
21q31t16 − 27q32t16 − 38q33t16 − 42q34t16 − 40q35t16 − 6q36t16 + 53q37t16 +
89q38t16+51q39t16+13q40t16− q26t17− q27t17− 3q28t17− 5q29t17− 9q30t17−
13q31t17 − 21q32t17 − 27q33t17 − 37q34t17 − 38q35t17 − 26q36t17 + 23q37t17 +
71q38t17+65q39t17+20q40t17+2q41t17− q27t18− q28t18− 3q29t18− 5q30t18−
9q31t18 − 13q32t18 − 21q33t18 − 27q34t18 − 35q35t18 − 30q36t18 − 5q37t18 +
51q38t18+64q39t18+31q40t18+4q41t18− q28t19− q29t19− 3q30t19− 5q31t19−
9q32t19 − 13q33t19 − 21q34t19 − 26q35t19 − 31q36t19 − 16q37t19 + 22q38t19 +
59q39t19+37q40t19+8q41t19− q29t20− q30t20 − 3q31t20− 5q32t20− 9q33t20 −
13q34t20 − 21q35t20 − 24q36t20 − 23q37t20 + 4q38t20 + 42q39t20 + 42q40t20 +
11q41t20 + q42t20 − q30t21 − q31t21 − 3q32t21 − 5q33t21 − 9q34t21 − 13q35t21 −
20q36t21−20q37t21−9q38t21+26q39t21+38q40t21+16q41t21+q42t21−q31t22−
q32t22−3q33t22−5q34t22−9q35t22−13q36t22−18q37t22−12q38t22+9q39t22+
33q40t22+18q41t22+2q42t22− q32t23− q33t23 − 3q34t23− 5q35t23− 9q36t23 −
12q37t23− 14q38t23+ q39t23+22q40t23+19q41t23+3q42t23− q33t24− q34t24−
3q35t24−5q36t24−9q37t24−10q38t24−6q39t24+14q40t24+17q41t24+4q42t24−
q34t25 − q35t25 − 3q36t25 − 5q37t25 − 8q38t25 − 6q39t25 + 5q40t25 + 15q41t25 +
4q42t25 − q35t26 − q36t26 − 3q37t26 − 5q38t26 − 6q39t26 + q40t26 + 10q41t26 +
5q42t26 − q36t27 − q37t27 − 3q38t27 − 4q39t27 − 2q40t27 + 7q41t27 + 4q42t27 −
q37t28−q38t28−3q39t28−2q40t28+3q41t28+4q42t28−q38t29−q39t29−2q40t29+
q41t29+3q42t29− q39t30− q40t30+2q42t30− q40t31+ q42t31− q41t32+ q42t32
)
+
a3
(
q6+ q7+2q8+3q9+4q10+4q11+5q12+4q13+4q14+3q15+2q16+ q17+
q18− q6t+ q9t+3q10t+7q11t+10q12t+16q13t+18q14t+21q15t+21q16t+
19q17t+14q18t+11q19t+6q20t+3q21t+ q22t− q7t2− q8t2− 2q9t2− 2q10t2−
2q11t2 + q12t2 + 4q13t2 + 14q14t2 + 22q15t2 + 35q16t2 + 43q17t2 + 51q18t2 +
48q19t2+44q20t2+32q21t2+22q22t2+11q23t2+5q24t2+ q25t2− q8t3− q9t3−
3q10t3−4q11t3−6q12t3−6q13t3−7q14t3+6q16t3+24q17t3+41q18t3+65q19t3+
78q20t3+89q21t3+79q22t3+66q23t3+44q24t3+26q25t3+11q26t3+4q27t3+
q28t3− q9t4− q10t4− 3q11t4− 5q12t4− 8q13t4− 10q14t4− 15q15t4− 13q16t4−
13q17t4−q18t4+14q19t4+45q20t4+72q21t4+110q22t4+120q23t4+120q24t4+
96q25t4+68q26t4+35q27t4+16q28t4+5q29t4+q30t4−q10t5−q11t5−3q12t5−
5q13t5− 9q14t5 − 12q15t5 − 19q16t5− 21q17t5− 27q18t5− 22q19t5 − 16q20t5 +
9q21t5+35q22t5+88q23t5+124q24t5+155q25t5+145q26t5+120q27t5+72q28t5+
36q29t5+13q30t5+3q31t5−q11t6−q12t6−3q13t6−5q14t6−9q15t6−13q16t6−
21q17t6− 25q18t6− 35q19t6− 36q20t6− 38q21t6− 23q22t6− 6q23t6+44q24t6+
89q25t6 + 153q26t6 + 171q27t6 + 164q28t6 + 110q29t6 + 60q30t6 + 23q31t6 +
6q32t6−q12t7−q13t7−3q14t7−5q15t7−9q16t7−13q17t7−22q18t7−27q19t7−
39q20t7−44q21t7−52q22t7−45q23t7−39q24t7+2q25t7+42q26t7+122q27t7+
168q28t7+190q29t7 +138q30t7+79q31t7+31q32t7 +8q33t7− q13t8− q14t8 −
3q15t8 − 5q16t8 − 9q17t8 − 13q18t8 − 22q19t8 − 28q20t8 − 41q21t8 − 48q22t8 −
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60q23t8−59q24t8−61q25t8−31q26t8−q27t8+83q28t8+148q29t8+200q30t8+
156q31t8+92q32t8+35q33t8+9q34t8−q14t9−q15t9−3q16t9−5q17t9−9q18t9−
13q19t9−22q20t9−28q21t9−42q22t9−50q23t9−64q24t9−67q25t9−75q26t9−
53q27t9−33q28t9+49q29t9+125q30t9+199q31t9+164q32t9+96q33t9+35q34t9+
8q35t9 − q15t10 − q16t10 − 3q17t10 − 5q18t10 − 9q19t10 − 13q20t10 − 22q21t10 −
28q22t10 − 42q23t10 − 51q24t10 − 66q25t10 − 71q26t10 − 83q27t10 − 67q28t10 −
53q29t10+27q30t10+111q31t10+198q32t10+164q33t10+92q34t10+31q35t10+
6q36t10− q16t11− q17t11− 3q18t11− 5q19t11 − 9q20t11− 13q21t11 − 22q22t11 −
28q23t11 − 42q24t11 − 51q25t11 − 67q26t11 − 73q27t11 − 87q28t11 − 74q29t11 −
63q30t11+20q31t11+111q32t11+199q33t11+156q34t11+79q35t11+23q36t11+
3q37t11− q17t12− q18t12− 3q19t12− 5q20t12 − 9q21t12− 13q22t12 − 22q23t12 −
28q24t12 − 42q25t12 − 51q26t12 − 67q27t12 − 74q28t12 − 89q29t12 − 76q30t12 −
63q31t12+27q32t12+125q33t12+200q34t12+138q35t12+60q36t12+13q37t12+
q38t12 − q18t13 − q19t13 − 3q20t13 − 5q21t13 − 9q22t13 − 13q23t13 − 22q24t13 −
28q25t13 − 42q26t13 − 51q27t13 − 67q28t13 − 74q29t13 − 89q30t13 − 74q31t13 −
53q32t13+49q33t13+148q34t13+190q35t13+110q36t13+36q37t13+5q38t13−
q19t14− q20t14− 3q21t14− 5q22t14− 9q23t14− 13q24t14− 22q25t14− 28q26t14−
42q27t14 − 51q28t14 − 67q29t14 − 74q30t14 − 87q31t14 − 67q32t14 − 33q33t14 +
83q34t14+168q35t14+164q36t14+72q37t14+16q38t14+q39t14−q20t15−q21t15−
3q22t15−5q23t15−9q24t15−13q25t15−22q26t15−28q27t15−42q28t15−51q29t15−
67q30t15 − 73q31t15 − 83q32t15 − 53q33t15 − q34t15 + 122q35t15 + 171q36t15 +
120q37t15+35q38t15+4q39t15− q21t16− q22t16− 3q23t16− 5q24t16− 9q25t16−
13q26t16 − 22q27t16 − 28q28t16 − 42q29t16 − 51q30t16 − 67q31t16 − 71q32t16 −
75q33t16− 31q34t16+42q35t16+153q36t16+145q37t16+68q38t16+11q39t16−
q22t17− q23t17− 3q24t17− 5q25t17− 9q26t17− 13q27t17− 22q28t17− 28q29t17−
42q30t17 − 51q31t17 − 66q32t17 − 67q33t17 − 61q34t17 + 2q35t17 + 89q36t17 +
155q37t17+96q38t17+26q39t17+ q40t17− q23t18− q24t18− 3q25t18− 5q26t18−
9q27t18 − 13q28t18 − 22q29t18 − 28q30t18 − 42q31t18 − 51q32t18 − 64q33t18 −
59q34t18 − 39q35t18 + 44q36t18 + 124q37t18 +120q38t18 +44q39t18 +5q40t18 −
q24t19− q25t19− 3q26t19− 5q27t19− 9q28t19− 13q29t19− 22q30t19− 28q31t19−
42q32t19 − 50q33t19 − 60q34t19 − 45q35t19 − 6q36t19 + 88q37t19 + 120q38t19 +
66q39t19+11q40t19− q25t20− q26t20− 3q27t20− 5q28t20− 9q29t20− 13q30t20−
22q31t20 − 28q32t20 − 42q33t20 − 48q34t20 − 52q35t20 − 23q36t20 + 35q37t20 +
110q38t20+79q39t20+22q40t20+ q41t20− q26t21− q27t21− 3q28t21− 5q29t21−
9q30t21 − 13q31t21 − 22q32t21 − 28q33t21 − 41q34t21 − 44q35t21 − 38q36t21 +
9q37t21+72q38t21+89q39t21+32q40t21+3q41t21− q27t22− q28t22− 3q29t22−
5q30t22 − 9q31t22 − 13q32t22 − 22q33t22 − 28q34t22 − 39q35t22 − 36q36t22 −
16q37t22+45q38t22+78q39t22+44q40t22+6q41t22−q28t23−q29t23−3q30t23−
5q31t23 − 9q32t23 − 13q33t23 − 22q34t23 − 27q35t23 − 35q36t23 − 22q37t23 +
14q38t23+65q39t23+48q40t23+11q41t23−q29t24−q30t24−3q31t24−5q32t24−
9q33t24−13q34t24−22q35t24−25q36t24−27q37t24−q38t24+41q39t24+51q40t24+
14q41t24 + q42t24 − q30t25 − q31t25 − 3q32t25 − 5q33t25 − 9q34t25 − 13q35t25 −
21q36t25−21q37t25−13q38t25+24q39t25+43q40t25+19q41t25+q42t25−q31t26−
q32t26−3q33t26−5q34t26−9q35t26−13q36t26−19q37t26−13q38t26+6q39t26+
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35q40t26+21q41t26+2q42t26− q32t27− q33t27 − 3q34t27− 5q35t27− 9q36t27 −
12q37t27−15q38t27+22q40t27+21q41t27+3q42t27−q33t28−q34t28−3q35t28−
5q36t28−9q37t28−10q38t28−7q39t28+14q40t28+18q41t28+4q42t28−q34t29−
q35t29− 3q36t29− 5q37t29− 8q38t29− 6q39t29+4q40t29+16q41t29+4q42t29 −
q35t30 − q36t30 − 3q37t30 − 5q38t30 − 6q39t30 + q40t30 + 10q41t30 + 5q42t30 −
q36t31 − q37t31 − 3q38t31 − 4q39t31 − 2q40t31 + 7q41t31 + 4q42t31 − q37t32 −
q38t32 − 3q39t32 − 2q40t32 + 3q41t32 + 4q42t32 − q38t33 − q39t33 − 2q40t33 +
q41t33+3q42t33− q39t34− q40t34+2q42t34− q40t35+ q42t35− q41t36+ q42t36
)
+
a2
(
q3+q4+2q5+2q6+3q7+3q8+3q9+2q10+2q11+q12+q13−q3t+2q6t+
3q7t+6q8t+9q9t+13q10t+14q11t+15q12t+13q13t+12q14t+8q15t+5q16t+
2q17t+ q18t− q4t2 − q5t2 − 2q6t2 − q7t2 − q8t2 + 2q9t2 + 5q10t2 + 13q11t2 +
20q12t2+30q13t2+34q14t2+39q15t2+35q16t2+31q17t2+20q18t2+13q19t2+
5q20t2+2q21t2−q5t3−q6t3−3q7t3−3q8t3−5q9t3−4q10t3−4q11t3+2q12t3+
8q13t3+23q14t3+36q15t3+55q16t3+64q17t3+71q18t3+62q19t3+51q20t3+
30q21t3 + 17q22t3 + 6q23t3 + 2q24t3 − q6t4 − q7t4 − 3q8t4 − 4q9t4 − 7q10t4 −
8q11t4 − 11q12t4 − 9q13t4 − 8q14t4 + 3q15t4 + 15q16t4 + 40q17t4 + 62q18t4 +
91q19t4+101q20t4+105q21t4+80q22t4+57q23t4+29q24t4+13q25t4+3q26t4+
q27t4 − q7t5 − q8t5 − 3q9t5 − 4q10t5 − 8q11t5 − 10q12t5 − 15q13t5 − 16q14t5 −
20q15t5−15q16t5−10q17t5+11q18t5+32q19t5+71q20t5+103q21t5+137q22t5+
132q23t5 + 115q24t5 + 72q25t5 + 39q26t5 + 13q27t5 + 4q28t5 − q8t6 − q9t6 −
3q10t6 − 4q11t6 − 8q12t6 − 11q13t6 − 17q14t6 − 20q15t6 − 27q16t6 − 27q17t6 −
29q18t6−16q19t6−2q20t6+33q21t6+70q22t6+126q23t6+151q24t6+165q25t6+
123q26t6+77q27t6+31q28t6+11q29t6+q30t6−q9t7−q10t7−3q11t7−4q12t7−
8q13t7− 11q14t7− 18q15t7− 22q16t7− 31q17t7− 34q18t7− 41q19t7− 35q20t7−
30q21t7−3q22t7+28q23t7+89q24t7+135q25t7+185q26t7+163q27t7+116q28t7+
51q29t7+19q30t7+2q31t7−q10t8−q11t8−3q12t8−4q13t8−8q14t8−11q15t8−
18q16t8−23q17t8−33q18t8−38q19t8−48q20t8−47q21t8−49q22t8−31q23t8−
9q24t8+46q25t8+100q26t8+180q27t8+184q28t8+148q29t8+69q30t8+26q31t8+
3q32t8−q11t9−q12t9−3q13t9−4q14t9−8q15t9−11q16t9−18q17t9−23q18t9−
34q19t9− 40q20t9− 52q21t9− 54q22t9− 61q23t9− 50q24t9− 37q25t9+9q26t9+
62q27t9+160q28t9+190q29t9+167q30t9+82q31t9+30q32t9+3q33t9−q12t10−
q13t10−3q14t10−4q15t10−8q16t10−11q17t10−18q18t10−23q19t10−34q20t10−
41q21t10 − 54q22t10 − 58q23t10 − 68q24t10 − 62q25t10 − 56q26t10 − 18q27t10 +
31q28t10+139q29t10+188q30t10+175q31t10+86q32t10+30q33t10+3q34t10−
q13t11− q14t11− 3q15t11− 4q16t11− 8q17t11− 11q18t11− 18q19t11− 23q20t11−
34q21t11 − 41q22t11 − 55q23t11 − 60q24t11 − 72q25t11 − 69q26t11 − 68q27t11 −
35q28t11+12q29t11+127q30t11+187q31t11+175q32t11+82q33t11+26q34t11+
2q35t11− q14t12− q15t12− 3q16t12− 4q17t12 − 8q18t12− 11q19t12 − 18q20t12 −
23q21t12 − 34q22t12 − 41q23t12 − 55q24t12 − 61q25t12 − 74q26t12 − 73q27t12 −
74q28t12− 43q29t12+5q30t12+127q31t12+188q32t12+167q33t12+69q34t12+
19q35t12 + q36t12 − q15t13 − q16t13 − 3q17t13 − 4q18t13 − 8q19t13 − 11q20t13 −
18q21t13 − 23q22t13 − 34q23t13 − 41q24t13 − 55q25t13 − 61q26t13 − 75q27t13 −
75q28t13−76q29t13−43q30t13+12q31t13+139q32t13+190q33t13+148q34t13+
51q35t13+11q36t13− q16t14− q17t14− 3q18t14− 4q19t14− 8q20t14− 11q21t14−
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18q22t14 − 23q23t14 − 34q24t14 − 41q25t14 − 55q26t14 − 61q27t14 − 75q28t14 −
75q29t14−74q30t14−35q31t14+31q32t14+160q33t14+184q34t14+116q35t14+
31q36t14+4q37t14− q17t15− q18t15− 3q19t15− 4q20t15− 8q21t15 − 11q22t15 −
18q23t15 − 23q24t15 − 34q25t15 − 41q26t15 − 55q27t15 − 61q28t15 − 75q29t15 −
73q30t15− 68q31t15− 18q32t15+62q33t15+180q34t15+163q35t15+77q36t15+
13q37t15 + q38t15 − q18t16 − q19t16 − 3q20t16 − 4q21t16 − 8q22t16 − 11q23t16 −
18q24t16 − 23q25t16 − 34q26t16 − 41q27t16 − 55q28t16 − 61q29t16 − 74q30t16 −
69q31t16− 56q32t16+9q33t16+100q34t16+185q35t16+123q36t16+39q37t16+
3q38t16− q19t17− q20t17− 3q21t17− 4q22t17 − 8q23t17− 11q24t17 − 18q25t17 −
23q26t17 − 34q27t17 − 41q28t17 − 55q29t17 − 61q30t17 − 72q31t17 − 62q32t17 −
37q33t17 + 46q34t17 + 135q35t17 + 165q36t17 + 72q37t17 + 13q38t17 − q20t18 −
q21t18−3q22t18−4q23t18−8q24t18−11q25t18−18q26t18−23q27t18−34q28t18−
41q29t18 − 55q30t18 − 60q31t18 − 68q32t18 − 50q33t18 − 9q34t18 + 89q35t18 +
151q36t18+115q37t18+29q38t18+2q39t18−q21t19−q22t19−3q23t19−4q24t19−
8q25t19 − 11q26t19 − 18q27t19 − 23q28t19 − 34q29t19 − 41q30t19 − 55q31t19 −
58q32t19− 61q33t19− 31q34t19+28q35t19+126q36t19+132q37t19+57q38t19+
6q39t19− q22t20− q23t20− 3q24t20− 4q25t20 − 8q26t20− 11q27t20 − 18q28t20 −
23q29t20 − 34q30t20 − 41q31t20 − 54q32t20 − 54q33t20 − 49q34t20 − 3q35t20 +
70q36t20+137q37t20+80q38t20+17q39t20−q23t21−q24t21−3q25t21−4q26t21−
8q27t21 − 11q28t21 − 18q29t21 − 23q30t21 − 34q31t21 − 41q32t21 − 52q33t21 −
47q34t21 − 30q35t21 + 33q36t21 + 103q37t21 +105q38t21 +30q39t21 +2q40t21 −
q24t22− q25t22− 3q26t22− 4q27t22− 8q28t22− 11q29t22− 18q30t22− 23q31t22−
34q32t22 − 40q33t22 − 48q34t22 − 35q35t22 − 2q36t22 + 71q37t22 + 101q38t22 +
51q39t22+5q40t22− q25t23− q26t23− 3q27t23− 4q28t23− 8q29t23 − 11q30t23 −
18q31t23 − 23q32t23 − 34q33t23 − 38q34t23 − 41q35t23 − 16q36t23 + 32q37t23 +
91q38t23+62q39t23+13q40t23− q26t24− q27t24− 3q28t24− 4q29t24− 8q30t24−
11q31t24 − 18q32t24 − 23q33t24 − 33q34t24 − 34q35t24 − 29q36t24 + 11q37t24 +
62q38t24+71q39t24+20q40t24 + q41t24− q27t25− q28t25− 3q29t25− 4q30t25 −
8q31t25 − 11q32t25 − 18q33t25 − 23q34t25 − 31q35t25 − 27q36t25 − 10q37t25 +
40q38t25+64q39t25+31q40t25+2q41t25− q28t26− q29t26− 3q30t26− 4q31t26−
8q32t26 − 11q33t26 − 18q34t26 − 22q35t26 − 27q36t26 − 15q37t26 + 15q38t26 +
55q39t26+35q40t26+5q41t26− q29t27− q30t27 − 3q31t27− 4q32t27− 8q33t27 −
11q34t27 − 18q35t27 − 20q36t27 − 20q37t27 + 3q38t27 + 36q39t27 + 39q40t27 +
8q41t27− q30t28− q31t28− 3q32t28− 4q33t28 − 8q34t28− 11q35t28 − 17q36t28 −
16q37t28−8q38t28+23q39t28+34q40t28+12q41t28−q31t29−q32t29−3q33t29−
4q34t29−8q35t29−11q36t29−15q37t29−9q38t29+8q39t29+30q40t29+13q41t29+
q42t29 − q32t30 − q33t30 − 3q34t30 − 4q35t30 − 8q36t30 − 10q37t30 − 11q38t30 +
2q39t30 + 20q40t30 + 15q41t30 + q42t30 − q33t31 − q34t31 − 3q35t31 − 4q36t31 −
8q37t31− 8q38t31 − 4q39t31+13q40t31+14q41t31 +2q42t31− q34t32− q35t32 −
3q36t32− 4q37t32 − 7q38t32− 4q39t32+5q40t32 +13q41t32+2q42t32− q35t33 −
q36t33 − 3q37t33 − 4q38t33 − 5q39t33 + 2q40t33 + 9q41t33 + 3q42t33 − q36t34 −
q37t34−3q38t34−3q39t34−q40t34+6q41t34+3q42t34−q37t35−q38t35−3q39t35−
q40t35+3q41t35+3q42t35−q38t36−q39t36−2q40t36+2q41t36+2q42t36−q39t37−
q40t37 + 2q42t37 − q40t38 + q42t38 − q41t39 + q42t39
)
+
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a
(
q + q2 + q3 + q4 + q5 + q6 + q7 − qt + q3t + 2q4t + 3q5t + 4q6t + 5q7t +
7q8t+6q9t+5q10t+3q11t+2q12t+ q13t− q2t2− q3t2− q4t2+ q6t2+3q7t2+
5q8t2 + 10q9t2 + 13q10t2 + 17q11t2 + 16q12t2 + 15q13t2 + 11q14t2 + 7q15t2 +
3q16t2+ q17t2− q3t3− q4t3− 2q5t3− 2q6t3− 2q7t3− q8t3+5q10t3+9q11t3+
18q12t3+24q13t3+31q14t3+31q15t3+29q16t3+20q17t3+12q18t3+5q19t3+
q20t3− q4t4− q5t4− 2q6t4− 3q7t4− 4q8t4− 4q9t4− 5q10t4− 2q11t4+8q13t4+
16q14t4+30q15t4+39q16t4+50q17t4+48q18t4+41q19t4+25q20t4+12q21t4+
4q22t4+ q23t4− q5t5− q6t5−2q7t5−3q8t5−5q9t5−6q10t5−8q11t5−7q12t5−
8q13t5 − 3q14t5 + 2q15t5 + 16q16t5 + 28q17t5 + 48q18t5 + 60q19t5 + 71q20t5 +
59q21t5 + 40q22t5 + 20q23t5 + 7q24t5 + q25t5 − q6t6 − q7t6 − 2q8t6 − 3q9t6 −
5q10t6− 7q11t6 − 10q12t6 − 10q13t6− 13q14t6− 11q15t6− 10q16t6 +10q18t6 +
31q19t6+48q20t6+76q21t6+82q22t6+75q23t6+49q24t6+23q25t6+6q26t6+
q27t6 − q7t7 − q8t7 − 2q9t7 − 3q10t7 − 5q11t7 − 7q12t7 − 11q13t7 − 12q14t7 −
16q15t7− 16q16t7− 18q17t7− 12q18t7− 7q19t7+11q20t7+27q21t7+61q22t7+
81q23t7+97q24t7+79q25t7+46q26t7+16q27t7+3q28t7−q8t8−q9t8−2q10t8−
3q11t8 − 5q12t8 − 7q13t8 − 11q14t8 − 13q15t8 − 18q16t8 − 19q17t8 − 23q18t8 −
20q19t8−19q20t8−6q21t8+6q22t8+39q23t8+64q24t8+102q25t8+100q26t8+
69q27t8+28q28t8+6q29t8− q9t9− q10t9− 2q11t9− 3q12t9− 5q13t9− 7q14t9−
11q15t9−13q16t9−19q17t9−21q18t9−26q19t9−25q20t9−27q21t9−18q22t9−
11q23t9+18q24t9+41q25t9+93q26t9+109q27t9+88q28t9+40q29t9+9q30t9−
q10t10− q11t10 − 2q12t10− 3q13t10− 5q14t10 − 7q15t10− 11q16t10 − 13q17t10 −
19q18t10 − 22q19t10 − 28q20t10 − 28q21t10 − 32q22t10 − 26q23t10 − 23q24t10 +
q25t10 + 21q26t10 + 79q27t10 + 108q28t10 + 99q29t10 + 47q30t10 + 11q31t10 −
q11t11− q12t11 − 2q13t11− 3q14t11− 5q15t11 − 7q16t11− 11q17t11 − 13q18t11 −
19q19t11 − 22q20t11 − 29q21t11 − 30q22t11 − 35q23t11 − 31q24t11 − 31q25t11 −
11q26t11 + 6q27t11 +67q28t11 +105q29t11 + 104q30t11 +50q31t11 +11q32t11 −
q12t12− q13t12 − 2q14t12− 3q15t12− 5q16t12 − 7q17t12− 11q18t12 − 13q19t12 −
19q20t12 − 22q21t12 − 29q22t12 − 31q23t12 − 37q24t12 − 34q25t12 − 36q26t12 −
18q27t12 − 3q28t12 + 60q29t12 + 104q30t12 + 104q31t12 + 47q32t12 + 9q33t12 −
q13t13− q14t13 − 2q15t13− 3q16t13− 5q17t13 − 7q18t13− 11q19t13 − 13q20t13 −
19q21t13 − 22q22t13 − 29q23t13 − 31q24t13 − 38q25t13 − 36q26t13 − 39q27t13 −
21q28t13 − 6q29t13 + 60q30t13 + 105q31t13 + 99q32t13 + 40q33t13 + 6q34t13 −
q14t14− q15t14 − 2q16t14− 3q17t14− 5q18t14 − 7q19t14− 11q20t14 − 13q21t14 −
19q22t14 − 22q23t14 − 29q24t14 − 31q25t14 − 38q26t14 − 37q27t14 − 40q28t14 −
21q29t14 − 3q30t14 + 67q31t14 + 108q32t14 + 88q33t14 + 28q34t14 + 3q35t14 −
q15t15− q16t15 − 2q17t15− 3q18t15− 5q19t15 − 7q20t15− 11q21t15 − 13q22t15 −
19q23t15 − 22q24t15 − 29q25t15 − 31q26t15 − 38q27t15 − 37q28t15 − 39q29t15 −
18q30t15+6q31t15+79q32t15+109q33t15+69q34t15+16q35t15+q36t15−q16t16−
q17t16−2q18t16−3q19t16−5q20t16−7q21t16−11q22t16−13q23t16−19q24t16−
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22q25t16 − 29q26t16 − 31q27t16 − 38q28t16 − 36q29t16 − 36q30t16 − 11q31t16 +
21q32t16+93q33t16+100q34t16+46q35t16+6q36t16−q17t17−q18t17−2q19t17−
3q20t17−5q21t17−7q22t17−11q23t17−13q24t17−19q25t17−22q26t17−29q27t17−
31q28t17 − 38q29t17 − 34q30t17 − 31q31t17 + q32t17 + 41q33t17 + 102q34t17 +
79q35t17 + 23q36t17 + q37t17 − q18t18 − q19t18 − 2q20t18 − 3q21t18 − 5q22t18 −
7q23t18 − 11q24t18 − 13q25t18 − 19q26t18 − 22q27t18 − 29q28t18 − 31q29t18 −
37q30t18 − 31q31t18 − 23q32t18 + 18q33t18 + 64q34t18 + 97q35t18 + 49q36t18 +
7q37t18 − q19t19 − q20t19 − 2q21t19 − 3q22t19 − 5q23t19 − 7q24t19 − 11q25t19 −
13q26t19 − 19q27t19 − 22q28t19 − 29q29t19 − 31q30t19 − 35q31t19 − 26q32t19 −
11q33t19+39q34t19+81q35t19+75q36t19+20q37t19+q38t19−q20t20−q21t20−
2q22t20−3q23t20−5q24t20−7q25t20−11q26t20−13q27t20−19q28t20−22q29t20−
29q30t20 − 30q31t20 − 32q32t20 − 18q33t20 + 6q34t20 + 61q35t20 + 82q36t20 +
40q37t20 + 4q38t20 − q21t21 − q22t21 − 2q23t21 − 3q24t21 − 5q25t21 − 7q26t21 −
11q27t21 − 13q28t21 − 19q29t21 − 22q30t21 − 29q31t21 − 28q32t21 − 27q33t21 −
6q34t21+27q35t21+76q36t21+59q37t21+12q38t21−q22t22−q23t22−2q24t22−
3q25t22−5q26t22−7q27t22−11q28t22−13q29t22−19q30t22−22q31t22−28q32t22−
25q33t22−19q34t22+11q35t22+48q36t22+71q37t22+25q38t22+q39t22−q23t23−
q24t23−2q25t23−3q26t23−5q27t23−7q28t23−11q29t23−13q30t23−19q31t23−
22q32t23 − 26q33t23 − 20q34t23 − 7q35t23 + 31q36t23 + 60q37t23 + 41q38t23 +
5q39t23 − q24t24 − q25t24 − 2q26t24 − 3q27t24 − 5q28t24 − 7q29t24 − 11q30t24 −
13q31t24 − 19q32t24 − 21q33t24 − 23q34t24 − 12q35t24 + 10q36t24 + 48q37t24 +
48q38t24+12q39t24− q25t25 − q26t25− 2q27t25 − 3q28t25− 5q29t25− 7q30t25 −
11q31t25 − 13q32t25 − 19q33t25 − 19q34t25 − 18q35t25 + 28q37t25 + 50q38t25 +
20q39t25 + q40t25 − q26t26 − q27t26 − 2q28t26 − 3q29t26 − 5q30t26 − 7q31t26 −
11q32t26 − 13q33t26 − 18q34t26 − 16q35t26 − 10q36t26 + 16q37t26 + 39q38t26 +
29q39t26 + 3q40t26 − q27t27 − q28t27 − 2q29t27 − 3q30t27 − 5q31t27 − 7q32t27 −
11q33t27 − 13q34t27 − 16q35t27 − 11q36t27 + 2q37t27 + 30q38t27 + 31q39t27 +
7q40t27 − q28t28 − q29t28 − 2q30t28 − 3q31t28 − 5q32t28 − 7q33t28 − 11q34t28 −
12q35t28−13q36t28−3q37t28+16q38t28+31q39t28+11q40t28−q29t29−q30t29−
2q31t29−3q32t29−5q33t29−7q34t29−11q35t29−10q36t29−8q37t29+8q38t29+
24q39t29 + 15q40t29 + q41t29 − q30t30 − q31t30 − 2q32t30 − 3q33t30 − 5q34t30 −
7q35t30− 10q36t30− 7q37t30+18q39t30+16q40t30+2q41t30− q31t31− q32t31−
2q33t31− 3q34t31− 5q35t31− 7q36t31− 8q37t31− 2q38t31+9q39t31+17q40t31+
3q41t31 − q32t32 − q33t32 − 2q34t32 − 3q35t32 − 5q36t32 − 6q37t32 − 5q38t32 +
5q39t32 + 13q40t32 + 5q41t32 − q33t33 − q34t33 − 2q35t33 − 3q36t33 − 5q37t33 −
4q38t33 + 10q40t33 + 6q41t33 − q34t34 − q35t34 − 2q36t34 − 3q37t34 − 4q38t34 −
q39t34+5q40t34+7q41t34−q35t35−q36t35−2q37t35−3q38t35−2q39t35+3q40t35+
5q41t35+q42t35−q36t36−q37t36−2q38t36−2q39t36+q40t36+4q41t36+q42t36−
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q37t37−q38t37−2q39t37+3q41t37+q42t37−q38t38−q39t38−q40t38+2q41t38+
q42t38− q39t39− q40t39+ q41t39+ q42t39− q40t40+ q42t40− q41t41+ q42t41
)
.
The a–degree of ĤminL (q, t, a) is dega = s1r2(| |+ | |)−| | = 7. This
polynomial is self-dual; all uncolored ones are self-dual. The positivity
of the series ĤminL (q, t, a)/(1− t) holds.
Let us provide an equation of the corresponding plane curve singu-
larity at x = 0, y = 0:
(y4 + 2x3y2 + x6 + x5y)(y4 + 2x3y2 + x6 − x5y) = 0.
The linking number between its two component is 26. Its Alexander
polynomial coincides with ĤminL (q, q,−a)/(1− q)
2 =
1 + q8 + q12 + q16 + q20 + q24 + q26 + q28 + q32 + q34 + q36 + q38 + q40 + q42
+ q44 + q46 + q48 + q50 + q54 + q56 + q58 + q62 + q66 + q70 + q74 + q82.
Appendix C. Intermediate twisting
Let us extend the twisting construction from Section 9.3 in the fol-
lowing natural direction. In
{
ξ̂
(
γ̂( ′P̂tot0 )⇓
)
P̂tot0
}
ev
, instead of the twist
at the end (as we did), one can do this before taking γ. Namely, we
can consider
{
γ̂
(
ξ̂( ′P̂tot0 ) P̂
tot
0 ⇓
)}
ev
followed by the hat-normalization.
Generally, this can be done at any place of an arbitrary iterated link
(after taking the corresponding ⇓). This demonstrates what can be
expected if we extend the class of pre-polynomials by adding those in
the form P (Y )(Q(X))R(X) for pre-polynomials P,Q,R with further
applying γ (and so on); this is related to the generalized coinvariants
from (9.22).
Let us do this for the example in (9.19), where ξ = γ3,2, γ = γ2,1.
Instead of ξH = {ξ̂(J ) (γ̂(J◦ ) ⇓)}ev considered there, we will switch
to more involved ξH =
{
γ̂
((
ξ̂(J )J◦
)
⇓
)}
ev
, and even more involved
✷
ξH =
{
γ̂
((
ξ̂(J )J
)
⇓
)
J◦
}
ev
. Recall that J◦λ = P
◦
λ = Pλ/Pλ(t
ρ).
We obtain:
ξ = γ3,2, L = L
◦→,
{1,0} ,
′L = L◦→,{2,1} , ξĤ
min
L, ′L (q, t, a) =(C.1)
1−t+qt+q2t+q3t+q4t+q5t−qt2+q4t2+q5t2+3q6t2+2q7t2+q8t2−q2t3−
q4t3+2q7t3+3q8t3+4q9t3+ q10t3− q3t4− q5t4− q6t4− q7t4+ q8t4+ q9t4+
5q10t4+4q11t4+ q12t4− q4t5− q6t5− q7t5−2q8t5+3q11t5+5q12t5+4q13t5−
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q5t6−q7t6−q8t6−2q9t6−q10t6−q11t6+2q12t6+4q13t6+5q14t6+q15t6−q6t7−
q8t7−q9t7−2q10t7−q11t7−2q12t7+q13t7+5q14t7+4q15t7+q16t7−q7t8−q9t8−
q10t8−2q11t8−q12t8−2q13t8+5q15t8+5q16t8−q8t9−q10t9−q11t9−2q12t9−
q13t9 − 2q14t9 + q15t9 + 4q16t9 + 4q17t9 − q9t10 − q11t10 − q12t10 − 2q13t10 −
q14t10−2q15t10+2q16t10+5q17t10+q18t10−q10t11−q12t11−q13t11−2q14t11−
q15t11−q16t11+3q17t11+4q18t11−q11t12−q13t12−q14t12−2q15t12−q16t12+
5q18t12+q19t12−q12t13−q14t13−q15t13−2q16t13+q18t13+4q19t13−q13t14−
q15t14− q16t14−2q17t14+ q18t14+3q19t14+ q20t14− q14t15− q16t15− q17t15−
q18t15+2q19t15+2q20t15−q15t16−q17t16−q18t16+3q20t16−q16t17−q18t17+
q20t17 + q21t17 − q17t18 − q19t18 + q20t18 + q21t18 − q18t19 + q21t19 − q19t20 +
q21t20− q20t21+ q21t21− q21t22+ q22t22+a5
(
q15− q15t+ q16t+ q17t− q16t2+
q18t2+q19t2−q17t3+q20t3−q18t4+q20t4−q19t5+q21t5−q20t6+q21t6−q21t7+
q22t7
)
+a4
(
q10+q11+q12+q13+q14−q10t+q12t+2q13t+2q14t+3q15t+q16t−
q11t2− q12t2− q13t2+ q14t2+2q15t2+4q16t2+3q17t2+ q18t2− q12t3− q13t3−
2q14t3−q15t3+q16t3+4q17t3+3q18t3+2q19t3−q13t4−q14t4−2q15t4−2q16t4+
4q18t4+3q19t4+q20t4−q14t5−q15t5−2q16t5−2q17t5+4q19t5+3q20t5−q15t6−
q16t6−2q17t6−2q18t6+q19t6+4q20t6+q21t6−q16t7−q17t7−2q18t7−q19t7+
2q20t7+3q21t7−q17t8−q18t8−2q19t8+q20t8+2q21t8+q22t8−q18t9−q19t9−
q20t9+2q21t9+q22t9−q19t10−q20t10+q21t10+q22t10−q20t11+q22t11−q21t12+
q22t12
)
+a3
(
q6+q7+2q8+2q9+2q10+q11+q12−q6t+2q9t+4q10t+6q11t+
5q12t+4q13t+2q14t−q7t2−q8t2−2q9t2−q10t2+q11t2+6q12t2+8q13t2+8q14t2+
5q15t2+2q16t2−q8t3−q9t3−3q10t3−3q11t3−3q12t3+2q13t3+7q14t3+11q15t3+
8q16t3+4q17t3+q18t3−q9t4−q10t4−3q11t4−4q12t4−5q13t4−2q14t4+4q15t4+
11q16t4+10q17t4+4q18t4+ q19t4− q10t5− q11t5− 3q12t5− 4q13t5− 6q14t5−
4q15t5+2q16t5+11q17t5+10q18t5+4q19t5− q11t6− q12t6−3q13t6−4q14t6−
6q15t6− 5q16t6+2q17t6+11q18t6+8q19t6+2q20t6− q12t7− q13t7− 3q14t7−
4q15t7− 6q16t7− 4q17t7+4q18t7+11q19t7+5q20t7− q13t8− q14t8− 3q15t8−
4q16t8 − 6q17t8 − 2q18t8 + 7q19t8 + 8q20t8 + 2q21t8 − q14t9 − q15t9 − 3q16t9 −
4q17t9−5q18t9+2q19t9+8q20t9+4q21t9−q15t10−q16t10−3q17t10−4q18t10−
3q19t10+6q20t10+5q21t10+q22t10−q16t11−q17t11−3q18t11−3q19t11+q20t11+
6q21t11+q22t11−q17t12−q18t12−3q19t12−q20t12+4q21t12+2q22t12−q18t13−
q19t13−2q20t13+2q21t13+2q22t13−q19t14−q20t14+2q22t14−q20t15+q22t15−
q21t16+q22t16
)
+a2
(
q3+q4+2q5+2q6+2q7+q8+q9−q3t+2q6t+4q7t+7q8t+
6q9t+6q10t+3q11t+q12t−q4t2−q5t2−2q6t2−q7t2+6q9t2+9q10t2+12q11t2+
9q12t2+5q13t2+q14t2−q5t3−q6t3−3q7t3−3q8t3−4q9t3+5q11t3+14q12t3+
14q13t3+11q14t3+4q15t3+q16t3−q6t4−q7t4−3q8t4−4q9t4−6q10t4−4q11t4−
2q12t4+10q13t4+17q14t4+15q15t4+7q16t4+2q17t4− q7t5− q8t5− 3q9t5−
4q10t5−7q11t5−6q12t5−6q13t5+4q14t5+16q15t5+18q16t5+8q17t5+2q18t5−
q8t6 − q9t6 − 3q10t6 − 4q11t6 − 7q12t6 − 7q13t6 − 8q14t6 + 2q15t6 + 14q16t6 +
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18q17t6+7q18t6+q19t6−q9t7−q10t7−3q11t7−4q12t7−7q13t7−7q14t7−9q15t7+
2q16t7+16q17t7+15q18t7+4q19t7− q10t8− q11t8−3q12t8−4q13t8−7q14t8−
7q15t8− 8q16t8+4q17t8+17q18t8+11q19t8+ q20t8− q11t9− q12t9− 3q13t9−
4q14t9−7q15t9−7q16t9−6q17t9+10q18t9+14q19t9+5q20t9−q12t10−q13t10−
3q14t10− 4q15t10 − 7q16t10− 6q17t10− 2q18t10 +14q19t10+9q20t10+ q21t10 −
q13t11 − q14t11 − 3q15t11 − 4q16t11 − 7q17t11 − 4q18t11 + 5q19t11 + 12q20t11 +
3q21t11−q14t12−q15t12−3q16t12−4q17t12−6q18t12+9q20t12+6q21t12−q15t13−
q16t13−3q17t13−4q18t13−4q19t13+6q20t13+6q21t13+q22t13−q16t14−q17t14−
3q18t14−3q19t14+7q21t14+q22t14−q17t15−q18t15−3q19t15−q20t15+4q21t15+
2q22t15−q18t16−q19t16−2q20t16+2q21t16+2q22t16−q19t17−q20t17+2q22t17−
q20t18+q22t18−q21t19+q22t19
)
+a
(
q+q2+q3+q4+q5−qt+q3t+2q4t+3q5t+
5q6t+4q7t+2q8t+q9t−q2t2−q3t2−q4t2+q6t2+5q7t2+8q8t2+8q9t2+5q10t2+
2q11t2−q3t3−q4t3−2q5t3−2q6t3−2q7t3+q8t3+5q9t3+11q10t3+11q11t3+
6q12t3+2q13t3−q4t4−q5t4−2q6t4−3q7t4−4q8t4−2q9t4+7q11t4+14q12t4+
12q13t4+5q14t4+q15t4−q5t5−q6t5−2q7t5−3q8t5−5q9t5−4q10t5−3q11t5+
2q12t5+11q13t5+16q14t5+8q15t5+2q16t5−q6t6−q7t6−2q8t6−3q9t6−5q10t6−
5q11t6−5q12t6−q13t6+9q14t6+15q15t6+10q16t6+2q17t6−q7t7−q8t7−2q9t7−
3q10t7−5q11t7−5q12t7−6q13t7−3q14t7+9q15t7+15q16t7+8q17t7+ q18t7−
q8t8−q9t8−2q10t8−3q11t8−5q12t8−5q13t8−6q14t8−3q15t8+9q16t8+16q17t8+
5q18t8−q9t9−q10t9−2q11t9−3q12t9−5q13t9−5q14t9−6q15t9−q16t9+11q17t9+
12q18t9+2q19t9−q10t10−q11t10−2q12t10−3q13t10−5q14t10−5q15t10−5q16t10+
2q17t10 + 14q18t10 + 6q19t10 − q11t11 − q12t11 − 2q13t11 − 3q14t11 − 5q15t11 −
5q16t11 − 3q17t11 + 7q18t11 + 11q19t11 + 2q20t11 − q12t12 − q13t12 − 2q14t12 −
3q15t12 − 5q16t12 − 4q17t12 + 11q19t12 + 5q20t12 − q13t13 − q14t13 − 2q15t13 −
3q16t13−5q17t13−2q18t13+5q19t13+8q20t13+q21t13−q14t14−q15t14−2q16t14−
3q17t14−4q18t14+q19t14+8q20t14+2q21t14−q15t15−q16t15−2q17t15−3q18t15−
2q19t15+5q20t15+4q21t15−q16t16−q17t16−2q18t16−2q19t16+q20t16+5q21t16−
q17t17−q18t17−2q19t17+3q21t17+q22t17−q18t18−q19t18−q20t18+2q21t18+
q22t18− q19t19− q20t19+ q21t19+ q22t19− q20t20+ q22t20− q21t21+ q22t21
)
.
This polynomial is self-dual. The positivity of ξĤminL, ′L(q, t, a)/(1 − t)
holds. One has: ξĤminL, ′L(1, t, a) = (1 + a)(1 + a+ t)
(
1 + 3a + 3a2 + a3 +
3t+7at+5a2t+ a3t+4t2 +8at2 +5a2t2+ a3t2+4t3 +8at3 +4a2t3+4t4 +
6at4 + 2a2t4 + 3t5 + 4at5 + a2t5 + 2t6 + 2at6 + t7 + at7 + t8
)
, where the
last factor is that for Cab(13, 2)T (3, 2). This cable appears if we make
L empty in the twisting construction.
Switching to ✷ξH =
{
γ̂
((
ξ̂(J )J
)
⇓
)
J◦
}
ev
,
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ξ = γ3,2, L = L
◦→,
{1,0} ,
′L = L◦→,{2,1} ,
✷
ξĤ
min
L, ′L (q, t, a) =(C.2)
1 − 2t + qt+ q2t+ q3t+ q4t + q5t + q6t+ t2 − 2qt2 − q2t2 − q3t2 + 2q6t2 +
3q7t2+3q8t2+ q9t2+ q10t2+ qt3− q2t3−2q4t3− q5t3−3q6t3− q7t3+5q9t3+
4q10t3 + 4q11t3 + 2q12t3 + q2t4 − q3t4 + q4t4 − q5t4 − q6t4 − 3q7t4 − 2q8t4 −
5q9t4+3q11t4+7q12t4+6q13t4+3q14t4+ q3t5− q4t5+ q5t5− 3q8t5− q9t5−
5q10t5−4q11t5−4q12t5+5q13t5+8q14t5+8q15t5+2q16t5+q4t6−q5t6+q6t6+
q8t6 − 2q9t6 − q10t6 − 4q11t6 − 3q12t6 − 8q13t6 − 2q14t6 + 6q15t6 + 11q16t6 +
5q17t6+ q18t6 + q5t7 − q6t7 + q7t7 + q9t7 − q10t7 − 4q12t7 − 2q13t7 − 7q14t7 −
7q15t7+ q16t7+12q17t7+7q18t7+2q19t7+ q6t8− q7t8+ q8t8+ q10t8− q11t8+
q12t8−3q13t8−2q14t8−6q15t8−8q16t8−3q17t8+11q18t8+9q19t8+2q20t8+
q7t9 − q8t9 + q9t9 + q11t9 − q12t9 + q13t9 − 2q14t9 − q15t9 − 6q16t9 − 9q17t9 −
4q18t9 +10q19t9 +9q20t9 + 2q21t9 + q8t10 − q9t10 + q10t10 + q12t10 − q13t10 +
q14t10− 2q15t10− 5q17t10− 10q18t10− 4q19t10 +11q20t10+7q21t10+ q22t10 +
q9t11− q10t11+ q11t11+ q13t11− q14t11+ q15t11−2q16t11−5q18t11−9q19t11−
3q20t11+12q21t11+5q22t11+q10t12−q11t12+q12t12+q14t12−q15t12+q16t12−
2q17t12 − 6q19t12 − 8q20t12 + q21t12 + 11q22t12 + 2q23t12 + q11t13 − q12t13 +
q13t13+q15t13−q16t13+q17t13−2q18t13−q19t13−6q20t13−7q21t13+6q22t13+
8q23t13+q12t14−q13t14+q14t14+q16t14−q17t14+q18t14−2q19t14−2q20t14−
7q21t14−2q22t14+8q23t14+3q24t14+q13t15−q14t15+q15t15+q17t15−q18t15+
q19t15−3q20t15−2q21t15−8q22t15+5q23t15+6q24t15+q14t16−q15t16+q16t16+
q18t16−q19t16+q20t16−4q21t16−3q22t16−4q23t16+7q24t16+2q25t16+q15t17−
q16t17+q17t17+q19t17−q20t17−4q22t17−4q23t17+3q24t17+4q25t17+q16t18−
q17t18+ q18t18+ q20t18− q21t18− q22t18−5q23t18+4q25t18+ q26t18+ q17t19−
q18t19+q19t19+q21t19−2q22t19−q23t19−5q24t19+5q25t19+q26t19+q18t20−
q19t20+q20t20+q22t20−3q23t20−2q24t20+3q26t20+q19t21−q20t21+q21t21−
3q24t21−q25t21+3q26t21+q20t22−q21t22+q22t22−q24t22−3q25t22+2q26t22+
q27t22 + q21t23 − q22t23 + q23t23 − q24t23 − q25t23 + q27t23 + q22t24 − q23t24 +
q24t24− 2q25t24+ q27t24+ q23t25− q24t25− q26t25+ q27t25+ q24t26− q25t26−
q26t26 + q27t26 + q25t27 − 2q26t27 + q27t27 + q26t28 − 2q27t28 + q28t28
+a6
(
q21−q21t+q22t+q23t−q22t2+q24t2+q25t2−q23t3+q26t3−q24t4+q26t4−
q25t5+q27t5−q26t6+q27t6−q27t7+q28t7
)
+a5
(
q15+q16+q17+q18+q19+q20−
2q15t+q17t+2q18t+2q19t+2q20t+3q21t+q22t+q15t2−2q16t2−2q17t2−2q18t2+
q19t2+2q20t2+3q21t2+4q22t2+3q23t2+q24t2+q16t3−q17t3−q18t3−4q19t3−
2q20t3 + 3q22t3 + 4q23t3 + 3q24t3 + 2q25t3 + q17t4 − q18t4 − 3q20t4 − 4q21t4 −
2q22t4+3q23t4+4q24t4+3q25t4+q26t4+q18t5−q19t5−2q21t5−4q22t5−3q23t5+
3q24t5 + 4q25t5 + 3q26t5 + q19t6 − q20t6 − 2q22t6 − 4q23t6 − 2q24t6 + 3q25t6 +
4q26t6+q27t6+q20t7−q21t7−2q23t7−4q24t7+3q26t7+3q27t7+q21t8−q22t8−
3q24t8−2q25t8+2q26t8+2q27t8+q28t8+q22t9−q23t9−4q25t9+q26t9+2q27t9+
q28t9+ q23t10− q24t10− q25t10− 2q26t10+2q27t10+ q28t10+ q24t11− q25t11−
2q26t11+ q27t11+ q28t11+ q25t12−2q26t12+ q28t12+ q26t13−2q27t13+ q28t13
)
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+a4
(
q10+q11+2q12+2q13+3q14+2q15+2q16+q17+q18−2q10t−q11t−q12t+
q13t+2q14t+6q15t+7q16t+7q17t+5q18t+4q19t+2q20t+q10t2−q11t2−2q12t2−
4q13t2−4q14t2−4q15t2+2q16t2+7q17t2+12q18t2+10q19t2+9q20t2+5q21t2+
2q22t2+q11t3−3q14t3−5q15t3−10q16t3−6q17t3−q18t3+11q19t3+13q20t3+
14q21t3 + 8q22t3 + 4q23t3 + q24t3 + q12t4 + q14t4 − q15t4 − 3q16t4 − 10q17t4 −
11q18t4−9q19t4+4q20t4+13q21t4+16q22t4+10q23t4+4q24t4+q25t4+q13t5+
q15t5−q17t5−8q18t5−12q19t5−14q20t5−q21t5+12q22t5+17q23t5+10q24t5+
4q25t5+q14t6+q16t6−6q19t6−11q20t6−17q21t6−3q22t6+12q23t6+16q24t6+
8q25t6+2q26t6+ q15t7+ q17t7−5q20t7−10q21t7−17q22t7− q23t7+13q24t7+
14q25t7+5q26t7+q16t8+q18t8−5q21t8−11q22t8−14q23t8+4q24t8+13q25t8+
9q26t8+2q27t8+q17t9+q19t9−6q22t9−12q23t9−9q24t9+11q25t9+10q26t9+
4q27t9 + q18t10 + q20t10 − 8q23t10 − 11q24t10 − q25t10 + 12q26t10 + 5q27t10 +
q28t10+q19t11+q21t11−q23t11−10q24t11−6q25t11+7q26t11+7q27t11+q28t11+
q20t12 + q22t12 − 3q24t12 − 10q25t12 + 2q26t12 + 7q27t12 + 2q28t12 + q21t13 +
q23t13−q24t13−5q25t13−4q26t13+6q27t13+2q28t13+q22t14+q24t14−3q25t14−
4q26t14+2q27t14+3q28t14+q23t15−4q26t15+q27t15+2q28t15+q24t16−2q26t16−
q27t16+2q28t16+ q25t17− q26t17− q27t17+ q28t17+ q26t18− 2q27t18+ q28t18
)
+a3
(
q6 + q7 + 2q8 + 3q9 + 3q10 + 3q11 + 3q12 + 2q13 + q14 + q15 − 2q6t −
q7t − 2q8t − q9t + 2q10t + 6q11t+ 8q12t + 11q13t + 11q14t + 8q15t + 6q16t +
3q17t+ q18t+ q6t2− q7t2− q8t2− 4q9t2− 6q10t2− 8q11t2− 3q12t2+2q13t2+
12q14t2+18q15t2+20q16t2+16q17t2+10q18t2+5q19t2+ q20t2+ q7t3+ q9t3−
2q10t3 − 4q11t3 − 11q12t3 − 13q13t3 − 14q14t3 − q15t3 + 12q16t3 + 25q17t3 +
28q18t3+20q19t3+12q20t3+4q21t3+ q22t3+ q8t4+2q10t4− q12t4− 7q13t4−
12q14t4− 23q15t4− 18q16t4− 4q17t4+18q18t4+32q19t4+30q20t4+17q21t4+
7q22t4 + 2q23t4 + q9t5 + 2q11t5 + q12t5 + q13t5 − 4q14t5 − 7q15t5 − 21q16t5 −
27q17t5 − 21q18t5 + 6q19t5 + 30q20t5 + 36q21t5 + 21q22t5 + 8q23t5 + 2q24t5 +
q10t6+2q12t6+q13t6+2q14t6−2q15t6−4q16t6−16q17t6−27q18t6−31q19t6−
6q20t6+28q21t6+37q22t6+21q23t6+7q24t6+ q25t6+ q11t7+2q13t7+ q14t7+
2q15t7 − q16t7 − 2q17t7 − 13q18t7 − 25q19t7 − 33q20t7 − 11q21t7 + 28q22t7 +
36q23t7 + 17q24t7 + 4q25t7 + q12t8 + 2q14t8 + q15t8 + 2q16t8 − q17t8 − q18t8 −
11q19t8 − 25q20t8 − 33q21t8 − 6q22t8 + 30q23t8 + 30q24t8 + 12q25t8 + q26t8 +
q13t9+2q15t9+ q16t9+2q17t9− q18t9− q19t9− 11q20t9− 25q21t9− 31q22t9+
6q23t9+32q24t9+20q25t9+5q26t9+q14t10+2q16t10+q17t10+2q18t10−q19t10−
q20t10−13q21t10−27q22t10−21q23t10+18q24t10+28q25t10+10q26t10+q27t10+
q15t11 + 2q17t11 + q18t11 + 2q19t11 − q20t11 − 2q21t11 − 16q22t11 − 27q23t11 −
4q24t11+25q25t11+16q26t11+3q27t11+ q16t12+2q18t12+ q19t12+2q20t12 −
q21t12−4q22t12−21q23t12−18q24t12+12q25t12+20q26t12+6q27t12+q17t13+
2q19t13+ q20t13+2q21t13− 2q22t13− 7q23t13− 23q24t13− q25t13 +18q26t13 +
8q27t13 + q28t13 + q18t14 + 2q20t14 + q21t14 + 2q22t14 − 4q23t14 − 12q24t14 −
14q25t14 + 12q26t14 + 11q27t14 + q28t14 + q19t15 + 2q21t15 + q22t15 + q23t15 −
7q24t15− 13q25t15+2q26t15 +11q27t15+2q28t15 + q20t16+2q22t16+ q23t16 −
q24t16 − 11q25t16 − 3q26t16 + 8q27t16 + 3q28t16 + q21t17 + 2q23t17 − 4q25t17 −
8q26t17 + 6q27t17 + 3q28t17 + q22t18 + 2q24t18 − 2q25t18 − 6q26t18 + 2q27t18 +
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3q28t18+q23t19+q25t19−4q26t19−q27t19+3q28t19+q24t20−q26t20−2q27t20+
2q28t20 + q25t21 − q26t21 − q27t21 + q28t21 + q26t22 − 2q27t22 + q28t22
)
+a2
(
q3+q4+2q5+2q6+3q7+2q8+2q9+q10+q11−2q3t−q4t−2q5t+q7t+
6q8t+8q9t+10q10t+9q11t+8q12t+5q13t+2q14t+q15t+q3t2−q4t2−q5t2−
4q6t2− 5q7t2− 8q8t2− 4q9t2+ q10t2+11q11t2+16q12t2+21q13t2+17q14t2+
12q15t2 + 5q16t2 + 2q17t2 + q4t3 + q6t3 − 2q7t3 − 3q8t3 − 10q9t3 − 12q10t3 −
16q11t3 − 5q12t3 + 5q13t3 + 24q14t3 + 29q15t3 + 28q16t3 + 16q17t3 + 7q18t3 +
2q19t3+ q5t4+2q7t4−6q10t4−9q11t4−21q12t4−21q13t4−17q14t4+7q15t4+
28q16t4+40q17t4+30q18t4+16q19t4 +5q20t4+ q21t4+ q6t5+2q8t5+ q9t5+
2q10t5 − 3q11t5 − 4q12t5 − 16q13t5 − 23q14t5 − 33q15t5 − 16q16t5 + 12q17t5 +
42q18t5+40q19t5+25q20t5+8q21t5+2q22t5+ q7t6+2q9t6+ q10t6+3q11t6−
q12t6 − q13t6 − 11q14t6 − 17q15t6 − 36q16t6 − 33q17t6 − 7q18t6 + 36q19t6 +
46q20t6+29q21t6+10q22t6+2q23t6+ q8t7+2q10t7+ q11t7+3q12t7+ q14t7−
8q15t7− 12q16t7− 32q17t7− 40q18t7− 20q19t7+31q20t7+47q21t7+29q22t7+
8q23t7 + q24t7 + q9t8 + 2q11t8 + q12t8 + 3q13t8 + 2q15t8 − 6q16t8 − 9q17t8 −
29q18t8 − 42q19t8 − 24q20t8 + 31q21t8 + 46q22t8 + 25q23t8 + 5q24t8 + q10t9 +
2q12t9+q13t9+3q14t9+2q16t9−5q17t9−7q18t9−28q19t9−42q20t9−20q21t9+
36q22t9 + 40q23t9 + 16q24t9 + 2q25t9 + q11t10 + 2q13t10 + q14t10 + 3q15t10 +
2q17t10−5q18t10−7q19t10−29q20t10−40q21t10−7q22t10+42q23t10+30q24t10+
7q25t10 + q12t11 + 2q14t11 + q15t11 + 3q16t11 + 2q18t11 − 5q19t11 − 9q20t11 −
32q21t11−33q22t11+12q23t11+40q24t11+16q25t11+2q26t11+q13t12+2q15t12+
q16t12+3q17t12+2q19t12−6q20t12−12q21t12−36q22t12−16q23t12+28q24t12+
28q25t12 + 5q26t12 + q14t13 + 2q16t13 + q17t13 + 3q18t13 + 2q20t13 − 8q21t13 −
17q22t13−33q23t13+7q24t13+29q25t13+12q26t13+q27t13+q15t14+2q17t14+
q18t14+3q19t14+q21t14−11q22t14−23q23t14−17q24t14+24q25t14+17q26t14+
2q27t14 + q16t15 + 2q18t15 + q19t15 + 3q20t15 − q22t15 − 16q23t15 − 21q24t15 +
5q25t15 + 21q26t15 + 5q27t15 + q17t16 + 2q19t16 + q20t16 + 3q21t16 − q22t16 −
4q23t16− 21q24t16− 5q25t16 +16q26t16+8q27t16 + q18t17+2q20t17+ q21t17 +
3q22t17− 3q23t17 − 9q24t17− 16q25t17+11q26t17 +9q27t17+ q28t17+ q19t18 +
2q21t18 + q22t18 + 2q23t18 − 6q24t18 − 12q25t18 + q26t18 + 10q27t18 + q28t18 +
q20t19 + 2q22t19 + q23t19 − 10q25t19 − 4q26t19 + 8q27t19 + 2q28t19 + q21t20 +
2q23t20 − 3q25t20 − 8q26t20 + 6q27t20 + 2q28t20 + q22t21 + 2q24t21 − 2q25t21 −
5q26t21+q27t21+3q28t21+q23t22+q25t22−4q26t22+2q28t22+q24t23−q26t23−
2q27t23+2q28t23+ q25t24− q26t24− q27t24+ q28t24+ q26t25−2q27t25+ q28t25
)
+a
(
q+q2+q3+q4+q5+q6−2qt−q2t+q4t+2q5t+4q6t+6q7t+5q8t+3q9t+
2q10t+q11t+qt2−q2t2−2q3t2−3q4t2−3q5t2−4q6t2−q7t2+4q8t2+10q9t2+
11q10t2 + 10q11t2 + 7q12t2 + 3q13t2 + q14t2 + q2t3 − 2q5t3 − 3q6t3 − 7q7t3 −
8q8t3− 8q9t3+9q11t3+17q12t3+18q13t3+12q14t3+6q15t3 + q16t3+ q3t4+
q5t4 − q7t4 − 5q8t4 − 7q9t4 − 13q10t4 − 13q11t4 − 7q12t4 + 9q13t4 + 22q14t4 +
24q15t4+16q16t4+6q17t4+ q18t4+ q4t5+ q6t5+ q7t5+ q8t5−3q9t5−4q10t5−
10q11t5− 15q12t5− 20q13t5− 9q14t5+12q15t5+29q16t5+26q17t5+13q18t5+
4q19t5+q5t6+q7t6+q8t6+2q9t6−q10t6−2q11t6−7q12t6−11q13t6−21q14t6−
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23q15t6− 5q16t6+24q17t6+32q18t6+20q19t6+6q20t6+ q21t6+ q6t7+ q8t7+
q9t7+2q10t7−5q13t7−8q14t7−17q15t7−27q16t7−18q17t7+15q18t7+34q19t7+
24q20t7+6q21t7+q22t7+q7t8+q9t8+q10t8+2q11t8+q13t8−3q14t8−6q15t8−
14q16t8−27q17t8−24q18t8+9q19t8+35q20t8+24q21t8+6q22t8+q8t9+q10t9+
q11t9+2q12t9+q14t9−2q15t9−4q16t9−12q17t9−27q18t9−26q19t9+9q20t9+
34q21t9+20q22t9+4q23t9+q9t10+q11t10+q12t10+2q13t10+q15t10−2q16t10−
3q17t10 − 11q18t10 − 27q19t10 − 24q20t10 + 15q21t10 + 32q22t10 + 13q23t10 +
q24t10+q10t11+q12t11+q13t11+2q14t11+q16t11−2q17t11−3q18t11−12q19t11−
27q20t11− 18q21t11+24q22t11+26q23t11+6q24t11+ q11t12+ q13t12+ q14t12+
2q15t12+q17t12−2q18t12−4q19t12−14q20t12−27q21t12−5q22t12+29q23t12+
16q24t12+q25t12+q12t13+q14t13+q15t13+2q16t13+q18t13−2q19t13−6q20t13−
17q21t13− 23q22t13+12q23t13+24q24t13+6q25t13+ q13t14+ q15t14+ q16t14+
2q17t14+q19t14−3q20t14−8q21t14−21q22t14−9q23t14+22q24t14+12q25t14+
q26t14+q14t15+q16t15+q17t15+2q18t15+q20t15−5q21t15−11q22t15−20q23t15+
9q24t15 + 18q25t15 + 3q26t15 + q15t16 + q17t16 + q18t16 + 2q19t16 − 7q22t16 −
15q23t16 − 7q24t16 + 17q25t16 + 7q26t16 + q16t17 + q18t17 + q19t17 + 2q20t17 −
2q22t17− 10q23t17− 13q24t17+9q25t17+10q26t17+ q27t17+ q17t18+ q19t18 +
q20t18 + 2q21t18 − q22t18 − 4q23t18 − 13q24t18 + 11q26t18 + 2q27t18 + q18t19 +
q20t19 + q21t19 + 2q22t19 − 3q23t19 − 7q24t19 − 8q25t19 + 10q26t19 + 3q27t19 +
q19t20+q21t20+q22t20+q23t20−5q24t20−8q25t20+4q26t20+5q27t20+q20t21+
q22t21+q23t21−q24t21−7q25t21−q26t21+6q27t21+q21t22+q23t22−3q25t22−
4q26t22 + 4q27t22 + q28t22 + q22t23 + q24t23 − 2q25t23 − 3q26t23 + 2q27t23 +
q28t23+ q23t24−3q26t24+ q27t24+ q28t24+ q24t25−2q26t25+ q28t25+ q25t26−
q26t26 − q27t26 + q28t26 + q26t27 − 2q27t27 + q28t27
)
.
This polynomial is self-dual. The positivity of ✷ξĤ
min
L, ′L(q, t, a)/(1− t)
2
holds. One has: ✷ξĤ
min
L, ′L(1, t, a) = (1 + a)
2(1 + a+ t)
(
1 + 3a+ 3a2 + a3 +
3t+7at+5a2t+ a3t+4t2 +8at2 +5a2t2+ a3t2+4t3 +8at3 +4a2t3+4t4 +
6at4 + 2a2t4 + 3t5 + 4at5 + a2t5 + 2t6 + 2at6 + t7 + at7 + t8
)
.
Two examples with γ1,1. Let us simplify here ξ = γ3,2 as much as
possible. We will take now ξ = γ1,1, say ξ = τ−:
ξ = γ1,1, L = L
◦→,
{1,0} ,
′L = L◦→,{2,1} , ξĤ
min
L, ′L (q, t, a) =(C.3)
1− t+ qt+ q2t− qt2+ q3t2− q2t3+ q3t3− q3t4+ q4t4+ a2
(
q3− q3t+ q4t
)
+
a
(
q + q2 − qt+ 2q3t− q2t2 + q4t2 − q3t3 + q4t3
)
.
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This polynomial coincides with Ĥmin for T (3, 2) ′,∨ from (9.2). In-
deed, the latter is the hat-normalization of
{τ+τ
2
−(J ), ι(J
◦)}ev = {ϕ(τ+τ
2
−(ϕσ
−1J ) J◦)}ev = {τ−τ+τ−(J ) J
◦}ev,
which coincides with {τ−
(
τ+τ−(J ) J
◦
)
}ev={τ−τ+τ−(J ) J◦}ev for (C.3).
Generally, we do not see the reasons for such a connection with our
core link-invariants, but this can be expected if some of the PSL2(Z)–
matrices involved are powers of τ−. Let us add another to such H,
reducing (C.2) to γ1,1:
ξ = γ1,1, L = L
◦→,
{1,0} ,
′L = L◦→,{2,1} ,
✷
ξĤ
min
L, ′L (q, t, a) =(C.4)
1−2t+qt+q2t+q3t+t2−2qt2−q2t2+2q4t2+qt3−q2t3−q3t3−q4t3+2q5t3+
q2t4−q3t4−q4t4+q6t4+q3t5−q4t5−q5t5+q6t5+q4t6−2q5t6+q6t6+q5t7−
2q6t7+q7t7+a3
(
q6−q6t+q7t
)
+a2
(
q3+q4+q5−2q3t+q5t+2q6t+q3t2−2q4t2−
q5t2+q6t2+q7t2+q4t3−2q5t3+q7t3+q5t4−2q6t4+q7t4
)
+a
(
q+q2+q3−2qt−
q2t+q3t+3q4t+q5t+qt2−q2t2−3q3t2−q4t2+3q5t2+q6t2+q2t3−3q4t3−q5t3+
3q6t3+q3t4−3q5t4+q6t4+q7t4+q4t5−q5t5−q6t5+q7t5+q5t6−2q6t6+q7t6
)
.
It is self-dual. The positivity of ✷ξĤ
min
L, ′L(q, t, a)/(1 − t)
2 holds. One
has: ✷ξĤ
min
L, ′L(1, t, a) = (1 + a)
2(1 + a+ t).
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